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Heat Transfer in Rotating Narrow
Rectangular Ducts With Heated
Sides Parallel to the r-z Plane
In gas turbine blade design, a variety of channel shapes and orientations are used in the
cooling circuit. Most of the rotating channel heat transfer research to date has considered
channels of square or round cross-sections. This research characterizes the effect of
rotation on fully developed turbulent convective heat transfer in ducts of narrow cross-
section (height-to-width aspect ratio of 1:10). Experiments were conducted using ducts of
narrow cross-section, oriented such that the long sides of the duct cross-section are
perpendicular to the direction of blade tangential velocity (parallel to the r-z plane). In
the experiment, a high-molecular-weight gas (Refrigerant-134A) at ambient pressure and
temperature conditions was used to simulate coolant-to-wall density ratios that match
engine conditions. Thin foil heaters were used to produce a uniform heat flux at the long
sides of the duct; the narrow sides were unheated. Duct Reynolds numbers were varied up
to 31,000; rotation numbers were varied up to 0.11. The test results show the effect of
rotation and aspect ratio on duct leading and trailing side heat transfer. The results
provide insight into the effect of rotation (Coriolis) in the absence of buoyancy effects.
Comparisons with previously reported results are presented to show the effect of cross-
section shape on rotating channel heat transfer.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1418370#

Keywords: Channel Flow, Forced Convection, Heat Transfer, Rotating, Turbines

Introduction
The demand for more power, whether it be thrust from an air-

craft engine or shaft horsepower from an industrial gas turbine,
provides incentive for gas turbine manufacturers to continually
seek improvements in gas turbine performance. Turbine perfor-
mance can be increased by raising the turbine inlet temperature. It
can also be increased by decreasing the amount of air from the
compressor that is dedicated to turbine cooling. In general, turbine
blades, in order to survive in higher performance turbines, must
either be made from superior materials or have superior cooling
designs, or both. Insufficiently cooled blades are subject to oxida-
tion, creep rupture, and, in extreme cases, melting.

The heat transfer in a rotating heated channel is a complex
phenomenon. The action of rotation on the coolant results in a
non-uniform distribution of the heat transfer coefficient at any
cross-section. Numerical solutions are not yet reliable or accurate
enough for use in design. Experimental data are required to help
gain a better understanding of the effects of rotation on heat trans-
fer in a heated channel.

The cooling passage configuration studied in this research is a
smooth-walled rectangular passage with a 1:10 aspect ratio, ori-
ented such that the long sides of the duct cross-section are per-
pendicular to the direction of blade tangential velocity~parallel to
the r -z plane!. Only radially-outward flow is considered. This
combination of cooling passage cross-section geometry and orien-
tation is unlikely to be found in a cooled gas turbine blade, except
in an unconventional design, for example, perimeter-cooled. How-
ever, there are some benefits to studying this configuration. One
clear benefit is for comparison with channel cross-sections of
similar geometry, but oriented at oblique angles to ther -z plane
~Willett and Bergles@1#!. The results of this study are also of
benefit to the developers and users of computational fluid dynam-
ics ~CFD! software, as it provides a unique, complex, test case to
enable code validation and refinement. Another benefit of this case

is its value as a new lower bound on duct aspect ratio. The open
literature contains very little information on rotational effect in
rectangular ducts. The smallest aspect ratio researched, and with
published leading and trailing-side results, is 1:2, from Kuo and
Hwang @2#.

Figure 1 describes the rotation-induced forces acting on radially
outward-flowing coolant in a heated channel. The buoyancy force
is governed by both the centrifugal force acting on the fluid and
the density gradient in the fluid. The density gradient is a function
of the difference in temperatures of the fluid near the heated walls
and the fluid in the core of the passage.

Mori et al. @3# investigated the Coriolis effect, studying flow in
round tubes both experimentally and analytically. Wagner et al.
@4# investigated both Coriolis and buoyancy effects in their work,
which used square passages and non-dimensional flow parameters
typical of gas turbine blades. Later work by Johnson and Wagner
@5# studied the effects of rotation on inward flow as well as out-
ward flow. Soong et al.@6#, and later Kuo and Hwang@2# ex-
panded the investigation of secondary flow effects due to rotation
by considering smooth-walled rectangular ducts, and concluded
that aspect ratio is a critical parameter. They observed that the
greatest Coriolis effect occurs in square ducts, i.e., an aspect ratio
of 1:1.

Zhang et al.@7# experimented with a three-pass serpentine cir-
cuit with turbulators oriented normal to the flow, concluding that
the normalized Nusselt number is insensitive to Reynolds-number
variation. The effects of rotation they observed were consistent
with the work of Wagner and Johnson@4#. Further work on two-
pass cooling channels was done by Han et al.@8,9# who consid-
ered the effect of uneven wall temperature in a square, smooth-
walled passage. A three-pass, smooth-walled, serpentine passage
was studied by Mochizuki et al.@10# who noted the strong three-
dimensional structure in the flow through the 180 deg bends.

Parsons et al.@11,12# investigated the effect of model orienta-
tion and wall heating condition on heat transfer in a rotating two-
pass square channel. Dutta et al.@13# considered the effects of
orientation and rotation on heat transfer in a smooth triangular-
shaped passage. Morris and Chang et al.@14#, and Park and Lau
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@15# attempted to uncouple the buoyancy and Coriolis effects,
using extrapolation of experimental data to the implied zero-
buoyancy condition and naphthalene sublimation experiments, re-
spectively. Willett@16# presents a more detailed summary of the
previous work.

Test Apparatus

Rotational Test Rig. The test facility consisted of a rotor and
stator enclosed in a closed loop system using R-134a as the test
fluid. The refrigerant was supplied as a gas to the test sections to
be evaluated. The use of a high-molecular-weight gas, e.g., a re-
frigerant, means that the dimensionless parameters relevant to gas
turbine operating conditions can be matched at ambient pressure
and relatively low rotational speeds. A diagram of the test rig is
given in Fig. 2.

The test sections, or ducts, were installed in a 622 mm@24.5
inch# diameter rotor. The rotor was constructed of mahogany and
framed by an aluminum disk. The duct coolant was fed through
the rotor via a rotating union and a radial supply passage in the
disk. An inlet plenum was used to connect the supply tube to the
rotor with an O-ring seal. Two inlet screens were used in the
plenum to provide a uniform velocity at the inlet to the test duct.
The inlet plenum was made of aluminum and was fitted into the
supply tube at the inlet to the test duct. The inlet gas temperature
was measured between the two inlet screens. The duct inlet was
located at a radius of 168 mm@6.61 inches#. Figure 3 shows the
rotor and test section before installation into the rig.

Test Sections. The duct was a two-piece construction and was
made of mahogany. The flow passage in the test section was cre-
ated by removing material from one half of the section, then ce-
menting the two halves together. The external dimensions of the
test section are 26.7 mm324.1 mm @1.05 inches30.95 inches#,
which allows it to fit in the inlet plenum. Continuous thin~0.013
mm, 0.0005 in.!film nickel-based alloy heaters were attached to
the wide sides of the duct. The heaters have a very thin polymer
film backing, which prevents the foil from tearing easily, but more
importantly, electrically insulates the foil from the thermocouples.
A specially formulated epoxy cement was used to fasten the poly-
mer backing of the heaters to the walls of the duct. This very thin
layer of epoxy provided additional electrical insulation for the
thermocouples. The narrow sides of the duct were not heated. The
heated length of the duct was 114.3 mm@4.50 inches#. The two
pieces of the duct were cemented together with gasket cement and
wrapped with tape to prevent leaks. The flow area of the duct was
2.03 mm320.3 mm@0.08 in.30.80 in.#; the hydraulic diameter
was 3.69 mm@0.145 in.#.

Instrumentation and Data-Acquisition. The duct was in-
strumented with Type-K thermocouples. The insulated thermo-
couple beads were in contact with the back of the heater. The
thermocouple wires were 0.25 mm@0.010 in.#diameter and were
covered with 0.15 mm@0.006 in.# thick insulation. The thermo-
couples were fed through the duct wall, perpendicular to the
heater surface. The thermocouples were connected to a slip ring,
which allowed transmission of data from rotational frame to sta-
tionary frame. One side of the duct was well instrumented; the
other side had only three thermocouples, used for measuring
heater temperature and regulating the power to the heaters. The
total number of thermocouples was limited by the slip ring capac-
ity. A total of twenty-five thermocouples was used on the well-
instrumented side, eleven in the developing region and fourteen in
the fully developed region. An additional thermocouple was
placed on the outer wall of the test section. Because of the limited
number of slip ring channels available, leading side and trailing
side data could not be obtained simultaneously. The test rig was
operated in both forward and reverse rotation to obtain data for
both sides. Figure 4 describes the test duct.

A program written using commercially available software en-
abled continuous readout of the data. The data were displayed on
the computer screen in a virtual instrument format configured es-
pecially for the experiment. The user could write the data from the
virtual instrument to a file command. Flow levels were set manu-
ally using a flow gage and monitored by the program. Rotating
speed was measured with a tachometer and was set by the test
operator using a variable-speed electric motor. Electric current to
the heaters was controlled by the user via a DC power supply and

Fig. 1 Outward flowing channel in rotation

Fig. 2 Rotating test rig diagram

Fig. 3 Rotor disk with test duct ready for installation
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displayed along with the other data. Heat input to the test section
was entirely from resistance heating; the same current was sup-
plied to both heated sides of the duct. The uniform-heat-flux
boundary condition was applied on two sides of the duct. Uniform
heat flux is a reasonable first-order representation of the heat
transfer in an actual turbine blade. The nickel-based alloy heaters
have a very low temperature coefficient of resistance~TCR!, so
the resistance is relatively constant over the range of operation,
however, a correction was made to the resistance for the calcula-
tion of heat input to the duct. The known or measured quantities
for this experiment were~1! the heat into the test-section,~2! the
R-134a flow rate,~3! the wall temperature,~4! the R-134a inlet
temperature,~5! the fluid properties, and~6! the duct geometry.

The heat transfer coefficient is defined as

h5
Qin2Qloss

A~Tw2Tb!
. (1)

In the experiment described here,Q, Tw , andA are known.Tb can
be calculated knowing the inlet temperature and the heat supplied
to the heaters. With the calculated value ofTb , the local heat
transfer coefficient can be determined at any thermocouple loca-
tion. Qloss, the heat lost from the heaters by conduction out of the
test section, was determined using temperatures measured at the
outside wall of the test section and a two-dimensional finite-
element model of the test section. Because the test section mate-
rial has high thermal resistance, this loss is small, between 5 per-
cent and 10 percent of the total heat supplied by the heaters,
depending on test conditions. A second two-dimensional finite el-
ement analysis was used to determine the temperature measure-
ment error due to thermocouple lead-wire conduction. The tem-
perature correction ranged from 1.7 to 5.6°C@3 to 10°F#,
depending on heat input.

The duct-average heat transfer coefficient can also be deter-
mined for each heated wall. When determining the duct-average
heat transfer coefficient, only the fully developed region is con-
sidered. In this experiment, it is expected that the flow be fully
developed after ten hydraulic diameters from the duct inlet. The
duct-average heat transfer coefficient is based on average tem-
peratures, i.e.,

h̄5
Qin2Qloss

A~ T̄w2T̄b!
. (2)

The average Nusselt number is calculated as

Nu5
h̄dh

k
. (3)

The Nusselt number is normalized to the Nusselt number for fully
developed turbulent flow in a smooth duct as correlated by Dittus
and Boelter/McAdams,

Nu050.023 Re0.8Pr0.4. (4)

A series of tests were conducted, with the duct in a static, i.e.,
non-rotating, condition to validate the use of this correlation for
the 1:10 aspect ratio duct. The static tests were conducted for
Reynolds numbers of 10,000, 20,000, 30,000, 40,000, and 50,000.
The stationary duct results were compared to the values predicted
by the Dittus/Boelter/McAdams correlation~Rohsenow and Choi
@17#! and were found to correlate well; the value ofR2 calculated
was 98.3 percent. These results validate not only the use of the
Dittus/Boelter/McAdams correlation for normalization, but also
the use of hydraulic diameter as a characteristic length for the
1:10 aspect ratio duct. Additional data were taken to validate the
assumption of fully developed flow forL/dH.10. The developing
heat transfer data were compared with the results of Boelter,
Young and Iversen as reported by Kays and Crawford@18#, for air
flowing in a circular tube with constant surface temperature. The
results from the present experiment are reported by Willett@16#
and match well with the previous results.

The duct-averaged normalized Nusselt number is calculated as

Nu

Nu0
5

Nu

1

n
( i 51

n ~Nu0! i

, (5)

wheren is the number of thermocouples in the section of the duct
over which the average is taken and (Nu0) i is the calculated
smooth, non-rotating, duct Nusselt number corresponding to the
thermocouple location. The variation in Nu0 with axial distance is
quite small, and is due to the dependence of viscosity and Prandtl
number on bulk fluid temperature.

Normalized Nusselt number was studied as a function of both
rotation number and buoyancy number. Rotation number was con-
trolled by adjusting the mass flow through the duct. Buoyancy
number was controlled by adjusting mass flow and wall tempera-
ture. Three rotational speeds were used: 800, 1400, and 2400
RPM.

An uncertainty analysis was performed using the method de-
scribed by Kline and McClintock@19#; the resultant experimental
uncertainty in normalized Nusselt number was calculated to be
611 percent. The precision limit of Nu/Nu0 is 65 percent; the
bias limit is 610 percent. Table 1 contains estimates of precision
and bias limits for the individual parameters. The largest sources
of uncertainty were temperature measurement and measurement
of heater area. Willett@16# describes the apparatus, procedure, and
data reduction in greater detail.

Fig. 4 Test duct and thermocouple locations

Table 1 Precision and bias limits for experimental
parameters
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Smooth Duct With Heated Sides Oriented Parallel to ther -z
Plane. Data were collected to assess heat transfer on both the
leading and trailing sides of a smooth duct of 1:10 aspect ratio
oriented parallel to ther -z plane. A schematic of the duct is
shown in Fig. 5.

The Coriolis forces due to rotation generate secondary flows
and produce a complicated three-dimensional flow and heat trans-
fer distribution. The Coriolis force acts perpendicular to the flow
direction. Secondary flows, produced by interaction of viscous
forces and Coriolis forces, develop in the plane perpendicular to
the flow direction.

The Coriolis force also has an effect on velocity profile, with
the core flow shifting in the direction of the Coriolis force. In
radially outward flow, this shift is towards the trailing side of the
duct. The work of Moore, as reported in Hajek et al.@20#, clearly
demonstrated this shift in a rotating square~aspect ratio51!duct.

An excellent discussion of the flow behavior in a rotating
radial-outflow channel was published by Wagner et al.@4# and is
pertinent to the present study. On the leading side, the boundary
layer thickens as a result of the Coriolis force. The trailing-side
boundary layer is thinner and turbulence is increased, contributing
to higher heat transfer. Moreover, the secondary flows in the trans-
verse direction bring cooler fluid from the core towards the
trailing-side wall and increase heat transfer. The leading-side heat
transfer is reduced, as the thicker boundary layer acts to stabilize
the flow, so turbulent mixing is reduced. Also, the secondary flow
patterns are such that warmed fluid is returned to the leading side,
reducing heat transfer.

Flow in a rotating channel is further complicated by the buoy-
ancy effect. In a radially outward flowing duct, the buoyancy
force acts counter to the flow direction. These opposing forces
create a strong shear gradient and generate additional turbulence,
which results in increased heat transfer. When the Coriolis effect
is taken into account, it follows that the buoyancy effect will be
greater on the trailing side. The density gradient is steeper on the
trailing side than on the leading side due to the movement of
cooler core flow towards the trailing side and away from the lead-
ing side.

Trailing-Side Data for Smooth Duct With Heated Sides at 0
deg to ther -z Plane. Data for the trailing side of the duct were
collected at three different values of rotation number. The three
sets of data are shown together in Fig. 6; normalized Nusselt
number is plotted as a function of buoyancy number.

The increase in heat transfer at the trailing side is due to the
Coriolis-driven cross-flow, which impinges cooler fluid on the
trailing-side wall. With increasing buoyancy number, there is an
increase in the tendency towards counterflow near the wall, which
destabilizes the shear layers and increases turbulent mixing near
the wall, resulting in continuously increasing normalized Nusselt
number. When rotation number is held constant, increasing the
bulk-to-wall density ratio, which, in practical terms, means in-
creasing the wall temperature, increases the buoyancy number. At
lower rotation number, the increase in bulk-to-wall density ratio
has a more dramatic effect on normalized Nusselt number, as
indicated by the higher slope.

A regression analysis was conducted for the entire set of
trailing-side data. Buo was found to be a significant factor, as was
Ro. The regression equation for the data is

Nu/Nu051.0811.31 Ro16.63 Buo (6)

confirming the slight effect of rotation number observed in Fig. 6.
The coefficient of determination for the regression equation is
0.961, indicating a good fit of the equation to the data.

From this analysis, it can be concluded that both buoyancy
number and rotation number influence the heat transfer coefficient
on the trailing side wall, but that, for the range of rotation and
buoyancy numbers tested, buoyancy number has a stronger effect.
As expected, the leading coefficients for both buoyancy number
and rotation number are positive. The constant term, 1.08, is close
to 1, as expected, i.e., in the absence of rotation and buoyancy, the
Nusselt number is that of a smooth duct as correlated by Dittus
and Boelter/McAdams. This gives some insight into the effect of
rotation number, as the normalized Nusselt number cannot physi-
cally approach 1.0 at very low buoyancy numbers, because the
rotation ~Coriolis! effect is still present. Morris and Chang et al.
@13# reported similar findings in their investigation of rotational
effects on convective heat transfer in a round tube. While rota-
tional effects can be studied in the absence of buoyancy using, for
example, the naphthalene sublimation technique, there has been
no method proposed for studying the buoyancy effect in the ab-
sence of rotation.

Because buoyancy number is a function of rotation number
~recall that Buo;Ro2!, it is difficult to separate the relative con-
tributions to buoyancy of centrifugal force and density gradient.
Another way of presenting the data is to use the density ratio,
Dr/r, where

Dr

r
5

rb2rw

rb
, (7)

Fig. 5 The 1:10 aspect ratio duct oriented parallel to the r -z
plane

Fig. 6 Trailing-side Nu ÕNu0 versus buoyancy number for the
smooth duct parallel to the r -z plane „uncertainty ÄÁ11
percent…
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andrw is the density of R-134a taken at the measured wall tem-
perature. Figure 7 presents the normalized Nusselt number plotted
as a function of density ratio for data taken at 2400 RPM. The
data, when extrapolated to a density ratio of zero, again show the
effect of rotation in the absence of buoyancy. The intercept value
of Nu/Nu0 is greater than 1.0 for the three rotation numbers stud-
ied and, as expected, increases as rotation number is increased,
consistent with Eq. 6. The slope of the regression curves also
increases with increasing rotation number, showing the increased
importance of density ratio at higher rotation numbers.

Leading-Side Data for Smooth Duct With Heated Sides Par-
allel to the r -z Plane. Data at different ranges of rotation num-
ber were collected for the leading side and are shown together in
Fig. 8. As above, normalized Nusselt number is plotted as a func-
tion of buoyancy number, where buoyancy number is defined as
Buo5Gr/Re2. The slopes of the data indicate intercepts of less
than 1.0 for all values of rotation number studied, demonstrating
again the effect of rotation. As rotation number is increased, the
intercept is seen to decrease, an indication of the Coriolis effect
isolated from the buoyancy effect. As was the case for the trailing
side, this is explained physically by the effect of rotation, as the
normalized Nusselt number cannot physically approach 1.0 at
very low buoyancy numbers because the rotation~Coriolis! effect
is still present.

In a square duct, previous researchers have observed a transi-
tion rotation number, marking the large-scale development of

Coriolis-induced secondary flow cells and increased leading-side
heat transfer. Wagner et al.@4# reported a transition rotation num-
ber of 0.2. At the leading side of the square duct, for values of
rotation number less than the transition value, normalized Nusselt
number decreases with increasing Ro. In the 1:10 aspect ratio
duct, the sides are in such close contact that these cells develop at
low Ro, so the initial decrease in Nu/Nu0 with increasing Ro is
not seen. When a regression analysis was conducted for the entire
set of leading-side data, using the form of Eq. 6, the fit was not
very good, asR250.76. However, the constant term was close to
1.0 and the coefficient for Ro was negative, both as expected.

Figure 9 presents the normalized Nusselt number plotted as a
function of density ratio for data taken at 2400 RPM. In general, it
is observed that the effect of buoyancy, as indicated by the slope
of the data, is greater for higher rotation numbers. The intercept
value of Nu/Nu0 is less than 1.0 for the rotation numbers studied
and, as expected, decreases as rotation number is increased, dem-
onstrating the effect of rotation alone.

Comparison With Previous Research. While most of the
work of other researchers has concentrated on square ducts, there
are some data for round, rectangular, and even triangular ducts.
The present research concerns a duct of 1:10 aspect ratio, which is
substantially different from any rectangular duct studied in previ-
ous research. Aspect ratio is defined in Fig. 10. Kuo and Hwang
@2# investigated a duct with an aspect ratio of 1:2. This is the
smallest aspect ratio described in the open literature for which
leading side and trailing side data are reported separately. A com-
parison of the present research with the prior research into rota-
tional effects on heat transfer in square ducts is given in Figs. 11
and 12. Figure 11 shows collected data for normalized Nusselt
number, i.e., Nu/Nu0 , versus buoyancy number for the leading
side of the duct. The data from the present study do not approach
the extreme values observed for the square ducts. Also, the data
for the 1:10 aspect ratio duct do not show the large reduction in
normalized Nusselt number at buoyancy numbers between 0 and
0.6 observed by the previous researchers. Figure 12 shows a plot
of normalized Nusselt number versus buoyancy number for the

Fig. 7 Trailing-side Nu ÕNu0 density ratio for the smooth duct
parallel to the r -z plane „uncertainty ÄÁ11 percent…

Fig. 8 Trailing-side Nu ÕNu0 buoyancy number for the smooth
duct parallel to the r -z plane „uncertainty ÄÁ11 percent…

Fig. 9 Trailing-side Nu ÕNu0 density ratio for the smooth duct
parallel to the r -z plane „uncertainty ÄÁ11 percent…

Fig. 10 Definition of aspect ratio
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trailing side of the duct. Again, the data from the present study do
not approach the extreme values observed for the square ducts.
However, the data follow the same trend, i.e., a sharp increase in
normalized Nusselt number with increasing buoyancy number.

The difference in heat transfer characteristics between the
square and 1:10 aspect ratio rectangular ducts is due to the differ-
ence in duct geometry and the relative proximity of the heated
sides of the duct to one another. In the narrow, 1:10 aspect ratio,
duct, the secondary flow effects due to Coriolis and buoyancy
forces are much less segregated than in the square duct. As buoy-
ancy number increases, there is more transverse mixing in the
duct, resulting in increased heat transfer on the leading side and
decreased heat transfer on the trailing side, relative to the square
duct.

Figures 13 and 14 compare the data of the present study with
the data of Kuo and Hwang@2#, described in their study of rota-
tional effects on heat transfer in a 1:2 aspect ratio duct. Kuo and
Hwang used rotational Rayleigh number, not buoyancy number, to
characterize their data. Rotational Rayleigh number is defined as

Ra*5
Ro2 Re2 Rm~Tw2Tb!Pr

dhTb
. (8)

Figure 13 shows the leading side data. The range of rotational
Rayleigh number covered in the current study is nearly the same
as that of Kuo and Hwang@2#. The data trends for the two rect-

angular duct shapes are similar, showing a slight heat transfer
enhancement with increasing Ra* , and no pronounced heat trans-
fer degradation as was seen in the square ducts. The Coriolis force
gradient is reduced compared to the square duct, resulting in less
heat transfer degradation on the leading side and, as seen above,
less heat transfer enhancement on the trailing side. Figure 14
shows the trailing side data. Again, the data trends are similar. The
measured heat transfer enhancement in the 1:10 aspect ratio duct
is less than that observed in the 1:2 aspect ratio duct, although the
difference is not as pronounced as seen in the square duct com-
parison. In fact, the results of the present study are within 10
percent~the experimental uncertainty! of the results reported by
Kuo and Hwang@2#. As discussed above, increasing duct aspect
ratio reduces the segregation of secondary flow effects. In particu-
lar, the Coriolis effect on trailing side heat transfer is diminished
with increasing duct aspect ratio. The results demonstrate the in-
fluence of heated wall spacing and duct aspect ratio on rotational
heat transfer. Turbulent mixing near the walls, due to secondary-
flow cell formation and the buoyancy effect, has a stronger influ-
ence on heat transfer coefficient than velocity profile distortion.
Comparison of the present results with the results reported for a
duct of 1:2 aspect ratio suggests that the limit of aspect ratio effect
for a rectangular duct in rotation is reached close to an aspect ratio
of 1:2.

Fig. 11 Comparison of present leading-side data with leading-
side data for square ducts „uncertainty of new data ÄÁ11
percent…

Fig. 12 Comparison of present trailing-side data with trailing-
side data for square ducts „uncertainty of new data ÄÁ11
percent…

Fig. 13 Comparison of present duct leading-side data with
leading-side data for a 1:2 aspect ratio rectangular duct „uncer-
tainty of new data ÄÁ11 percent…

Fig. 14 Comparison of present duct trailing-side data with
trailing-side data for a 1:2 aspect ratio rectangular duct „uncer-
tainty of new data ÄÁ11 percent…
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Conclusions
This research has expanded the range of available experimental

data for convective heat transfer in rotating heated ducts. The
passage aspect ratio makes this data set unique. The results of
this research are useful in their present form, and can also be
used for validation of computational models. Summarizing the
conclusions,

1. Trailing-side heat transfer coefficient is found to increase
monotonically with buoyancy number at constant rotation
number.

2. Extrapolation of trailing-side normalized Nusselt number to
Buo50 at constant rotation number yields a normalized
Nusselt number greater than 1.0 in all cases and shows an
increasing trend with increasing Ro. The extrapolation pro-
vides insight into the effect of rotation~Coriolis! effects in
the absence of buoyancy effects.

3. Trailing-side Nu/Nu0 can be correlated to Buo and Ro, with
a good fit over the range of experimental conditions.

4. Leading-side heat transfer coefficient is found to increase
monotonically with buoyancy number at constant rotation
number.

5. Extrapolation of leading-side normalized Nusselt number to
Buo50 at constant rotation number yields a normalized
Nusselt number less than 1.0 in all cases and shows an de-
creasing trend with increasing Ro. The extrapolation pro-
vides insight into the effect of rotation~Coriolis! effects in
the absence of buoyancy effects.

6. Leading side and trailing side heat transfer behavior, as de-
scribed by the relationship between normalized Nusselt
number and rotational Rayleigh number, is the same in a
1:10 aspect ratio duct as in a 1:2 aspect ratio duct.
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Nomenclature

Buo 5 buoyancy number (5Gr/Re2)
dH 5 hydraulic diameter
Gr 5 Grashof number (5V2RmbDTdH

3r2/m2)
Nu0 5 Nusselt number in a stationary duct

(50.023 Re0.8Pr0.4)
Qin 5 total heat flow through the heaters

Qloss 5 heat loss from the test section

Rm 5 mean duct radius
Ra* 5 rotational Rayleigh number,

(5Ro2 Re2 Rm(Twall2Tbulk!Pr/dhTbulk)
Ro 5 rotation number (5VdH /V)
V 5 rotational speed
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Numerical Simulation of Laminar
Flow and Heat Transfer Over a
Blunt Flat Plate in Square
Channel
Three-dimensional simulations of laminar separated and reattached flow and heat trans-
fer over a blunt flat plate in a square channel are presented. Numerical calculations of
Navier-Stokes equations and energy equation are carried out using the finite difference
method. Results of three-dimensional calculation are compared with two-dimensional
ones and effects of the side walls are described. It is clarified from the present results that
the reattachment length increases with an increase of Reynolds number and the flow in the
recirculation region becomes three-dimensional. The reattachment line is curved by the
side wall effects. Two-dimensionality of the flow is reduced as Reynolds number increases.
The horseshoe-vortex formed near the side walls has great effects upon the heat transfer
in the redeveloping flow region. The separated shear layer around the center of plate
becomes unstable with a further increase of Reynolds number and the vortices are peri-
odically shed from the reattachment flow region. Such vortices exhibit a hairpin-like
structure and greatly influence the heat transfer.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1420715#

Keywords: Heat Transfer, Separated and Reattached Flow, Blunt Flat Plate, DNS

Introduction
Separated and reattached flow occurs in various fluids engineer-

ing aspects resulting in a reduction of their performance and effi-
ciency, and also their vibration and noise. Accordingly, it is ex-
pected that an occurrence of such the flow is suppressed. On the
other hand, heat and mass transfer increase by strong mixing pro-
cesses existing in the separated and reattached flow. There have
been numerous experimental and numerical works on such com-
plicated flow and heat transfer problems.

It may be considered that a blunt flat plate treated in the present
study is one of the simplest models of a separated and reattached
flow @1–8#. However, the flow structure is very complicated and
the previous experimental works are conducted under a condition
of turbulent flow, and studies at low Reynolds number are few.
Lane and Loehrke@9#, Ota et al.@10# and Sasaki and Kiya@11#
performed visualization studies on such the flow at low Reynolds
number. The reattachment length increases with an increase of
Reynolds number. The flow is found to be steady until Reynolds
number 325 by Lane and Loehrke, 270 by Ota et al., and 320 by
Sasaki and Kiya, respectively. The separated shear layer becomes
unstable, rolls up with a further increase of Reynolds number, and
subsequently the flow becomes turbulent and three-dimensional. It
has been shown in above works that the transition to turbulent
flow occurs at relatively low Reynolds number.

Tafti and Vanka@6,7# analyzed unsteady behaviors of the sepa-
rated shear layer over a blunt flat plate at Reynolds number 1000,
which is included in the turbulent flow regime, and Tafti@12#
made an analysis for the vortical dynamics and scalar transport.
Djilali @13# carried out two-dimensional calculations of laminar
flow and heat transfer and reported that the reattachment length
decreases with an increase of blockage ratio. The present authors
@8# performed two-dimensional analysis of a separated and reat-
tached flow and heat transfer over a blunt flat plate at Reynolds
number 1000 and simulated qualitative characteristics of turbulent

flow. Further, three-dimensional calculations were carried out at
Reynolds numbers 1000 and 5000@14,15#. It is clarified that the
hairpin-like vortices are shed from the reattachment region and
have great effects upon the heat transfer. Periodic boundary con-
dition on the spanwise boundary is employed in such the three-
dimensional analysis.

On the other hand, there usually exist side walls in the experi-
ments and the horseshoe-vortex is formed around the plate and the
side wall. It is found that such a horseshoe-vortex generated by
three-dimensional separation brings about high heat transfer@16–
18#. However, the relationship between flow structure and heat
transfer has not been clarified yet. Accordingly, clarifications of
details of the flow and heat transfer over a blunt flat plate in a
channel are very important. Further, three-dimensional measure-
ments of such a complicated flow are not easy to be conducted.
Especially, experiments on three-dimensional heat transfer are dif-
ficult, and the numerical analysis may be appropriate for under-
standing details of the heat transfer mechanism.

From this point of view, the purpose of present study is to
numerically predict the steady and also unsteady three-
dimensional laminar flow and heat transfer over a blunt flat plate
in a square channel in order to investigate influences of side walls
upon them as comparing with two-dimensional results, and to
clarify the horseshoe-vortex around the plate and the side walls
and also its effects upon the heat transfer. Further, the periodic
shedding of hairpin-like vortices from the reattachment region and
its influences upon heat transfer are investigated.

Fundamental Equations and Numerical Procedures
Figure 1 represents the flow configuration, coordinate system

and main physical parameters. A blunt flat plate of thicknessH is
located at the center of a channel of 10H310H. Fundamental
equations analyzed in the following are the continuity, momentum
and energy ones for three-dimensional unsteady flow of incom-
pressible viscous fluid with constant properties.

¹•u50 (1)
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ut1~u•¹!u52¹p1
1

Re
¹2u (2)

u t1~u•¹!u5
1

Re Pr
¹2u, (3)

where space coordinatesx, fluid velocity u, pressurep and tem-
peratureu are non-dimensionalized byx* 5x/H, u* 5u/U` , p*
5p/rU`

2 and u* 5l(u2u`)/(qwH), respectively. The super-
script * denotes non-dimensional quantities, and is neglected in
the above equations. The numerical method is almost the same as
our previous one@8#. The SMAC method@19# is applied in the
present study.

û2un

Dt
52~u•¹!u2¹p1

1

Re
¹2u (4)

un112û

Dt
52¹f (5)

pn115pn1f (6)

¹2f5
1

Dt
¹•û, (7)

where û denotes the prediction velocity,f pressure correction,
and superscriptn the time level. The prediction velocity is ob-
tained from Eq.~4!, and the Poisson equation~7! for pressure
correction is solved. Using this pressure correction, the velocity
and pressure are corrected by Eqs.~5! and~6!, respectively so that
the continuity equation is satisfied. After that, the temperature is
obtained by Eq.~3!.

The finite difference forms of above equations are obtained by
the implicit Euler backward method in steady flow and by the
Crank-Nicholson method in unsteady flow for the time differen-
tials, respectively. As for the space difference, the fifth-order up-
wind difference is applied for the convection terms in order to
make clear the dynamics of vortices@20#. For example,u]u/]x is
discretized on the uniform grid system with mesh sizeDx as
follows:

u
]u

]xU
xi

55
ui

26ui 12160ui 11140ui2120ui 21130ui 2224ui 23

120Dx

;ui.0

ui

4ui 13230ui 121120ui 11240ui260ui 2116ui 22

120Dx

;ui,0

(8)

Fig. 1 Flow configuration and coordinate system

Fig. 2 Comparison of reattachment length on channel center

Fig. 3 Streamlines „ReÄ400…
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The diffusion terms are obtained by the fourth-order central dif-
ference; For example,

]2u

]x2U
xi

5
2ui 12116ui 11230ui116ui 212ui 22

12Dx
(9)

The other terms are discretized using the second-order central
difference scheme. Lagrange polynomial is used to obtain coeffi-
cients in the difference forms so that the present numerical
method is applied to non-uniform grid systems.

The computational region extends from25H to 20H in the

Fig. 4 Velocity vectors „left… and temperature contours „right… „ ReÄ200…. Contour interval is 0.025 from 0.025
to 0.75.
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x-direction,20.5H to 4.5H in they-direction and 0 to 10H in the
z-direction. The blockage ratio,BR, in the present study is 0.10
and the aspect ratio is 10, whose values are selected with referring
previous experimental works@1,3–5#. The boundary layer devel-
oping on the side wall may influence the horseshoe-vortex, sug-

gesting that the inlet location is important. In the experimental
studies, the distance between the nozzle exit and the leading edge
of the testing plate is usually not long. Furthermore, the grid num-
ber increases as the length between the nozzle exit and the plate
leading edge increases, and it results in an increase of computa-

Fig. 5 Velocity vectors „left… and temperature contours „right… „ ReÄ400…. Contour interval is 0.025 from 0.025 to
0.75.
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tional work. As considering such the situations, the inlet location
is assumed atx525H in the present study.

The boundary conditions are as follows. As for the velocity, the
uniform velocity profile at the inlet and the no-slip condition on
the walls are assumed. At the outlet, the zero gradients are used.
The symmetrical flow is presumed on the center line upstream of
the leading edge, since it is confirmed that the flow in the upper
and lower spaces is symmetric through the preliminary calcula-
tions on the entire flow field. As for the temperature, it is assumed
to be uniform at the inlet, and the plate surface is heated under a
uniform heat flux, though the leading edge of the plate and the
side walls are adiabatic. The second derivative is assumed zero at
the outlet and the symmetric condition is used on the center line
upstream of the plate. As for the initial conditions, the uniform
velocity and uniform temperature are assumed over the entire flow
field.

The computational grids of 165390, 2503120 and 3293179
for two-dimensional calculations and 165390371 for three-
dimensional ones are generated by using the orthogonal coordi-
nates with non-uniform spacing so that the grid space is fine near
the walls and the recirculation region. The grid dependency of the
present numerical results is confirmed by two-dimensional calcu-
lations since its confirmation by three-dimensional calculations is
not economical. The maximum difference of Nusselt number at
Reynolds number Re5550 between each computational grids is
compared. The difference is found to be 1.1 percent between grids
of 165390 and 2503120, and 3.2 percent between grids of
165390 and 3293179. It is found that the grid dependency is

small until Re5550. Results of the surface friction and pressure
coefficients also exhibit a similar trend. Accordingly, results using
the grid of 165390 are mainly represented in the following. As
for three-dimensional calculations, the computational grid of 165
390371 is used, in which a minimum grid spacing is about 0.01
H near the plate surface and the side walls.

Fig. 6 „a… Surface friction coefficient „ReÄ200…; and „b… sur-
face friction coefficient „ReÄ400… Fig. 7 „a… Nusselt number distribution „ReÄ200…; and „b… Nus-

selt number distribution „ReÄ400…

Fig. 8 Nusselt number averaged over spanwise direction
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The numerical calculations are performed on the flow in a Rey-
nolds number range from Re5100 to 550 for two-dimensional
calculations and Re5100 to 450 for three-dimensional ones under
Prandtl number Pr50.7. As for the flow at Re5450 in three-
dimensional analysis, the flow becomes unsteady. Accordingly the
sampling of data is performed after the flow becomes periodically.
The sampling time is 100H/U` and sampling size is 20,000 for
the mean quantities. The sampling frequency of velocity, pressure,
and temperature variations is 100U` /H, which corresponds to
about 400 times of vortex shedding frequency. The sampling time
is 100H/U` and sampling size is 10,000 for these instantaneous
data. In the following, the starting time of sampling is presented
asT50.

Numerical Results and Discussion
Figure 2 presents a variation of the reattachment lengthXR on

the channel center with Reynolds number Re as comparing with
previous experimental results by flow visualization.XR is defined
as the location of zero surface friction coefficient in the present
results. The flow is found to be unsteady at Re5600 and 450 in
two and three-dimensional calculations, respectively. The result at
Re5450 in three-dimensional calculation is time averaged one.
Three-dimensional results agree well with two-dimensional ones
and the reattachment length increases with an increase of Rey-
nolds number. However, the transition from the steady flow to
unsteady one occurs at lower Reynolds number in the three-
dimensional analysis. This may be due to side wall effect which
brings about an increase of flow instability resulting in the three-
dimensional flow in the recirculation region. The present critical
Reynolds number at which the flow becomes unsteady is higher
than the previous experimental results. The difference of critical
Reynolds number between the numerical and experimental results
is mainly caused by the flow state of free stream. Present calcu-
lations are performed for an ideal condition of zero turbulence
intensity, while some turbulence exists in the experiments and its
intensity is in a range of 0.1 to 2.0 percent@9,11,21#The reattach-

ment point and critical Reynolds number are very sensitive to the
turbulence intensity in the transition region, and the scatter of data
is not small in the experimental works@10,11#. It is found from
Fig. 2 that the transition of flow occurs at higher Reynolds num-
bers in the numerical calculations of zero turbulence intensity.
Present authors@14,15#have calculated the flow over a blunt flat
plate in a free stream at Reynolds number 1000 and 5000, in
which the numerical scheme is essentially the same as the present
one. These results show that the reattachment length decreases at
higher Reynolds numbers in the transition region, as included
in Fig. 2. The reattachment lengthXR /H is about 7 and 5,
respectively. The difference between the numerical and experi-
mental results slightly increases with an increase of Reynolds
number. This difference may be due to the effect of blockage
ratio. Djilali @13# has shown that the reattachment length de-
creases with an increase of blockage ratio in his numerical study.

The flow in the channel center region is two-dimensional at low
Reynolds number, and becomes three-dimensional with an in-
crease of Reynolds number. The streamlines at Re5400 are
shown in Fig. 3. The flow is found to be steady but rotate spirally
in the recirculation region and reattach parabolically to the plate
surface along the spanwise direction, which is caused by the side
walls. It is clear that the flow is three-dimensional except in the
neighborhood of the plate center.

Figures 4 and 5 represent the velocity vectors and temperature
distributions near the side wall in they2z plane at Re5200 and
400, respectively. It is found from these figures that the downward
flow exists around the side wall at both Reynolds numbers. The
thermal boundary layer is suppressed by this downward flow and
is thinner than that near the channel center, and it results in an
increase of heat transfer therein. One part of the downward flow
moves to the channel center, the other streams along the side wall,
and then the horseshoe-vortex is generated. It is observed that a
large scale horseshoe-vortex exists atx/H53 for Re5200 and
x/H55 for Re5400 and it grows to the downstream. High Nus-
selt number near the side wall in the upstream region is caused by

Fig. 9 Isosurface of curvature of equi-pressure surface „ReÄ450, TÄ20…
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this thin thermal boundary layer suppressed by the downward
flow and the influence of the horseshoe-vortex upon Nusselt num-
ber increases to the downstream. As forx/H58, the horseshoe-
vortex at Re5200 is already diffused and weakens. However, the
vortex structure at Re5400 is found to be clearer and stronger
than that at Re5200 so that high Nusselt number is maintained to
the downstream. It is found from these figures that the fluid mass
heated on the plate surface is ejected into the free stream by the
rotating motion of this vortex and it entrains the outer cold fluid
into the plate surface resulting in a thin thermal boundary layer.
As for Re5400, the flow from the channel center to the side wall
exists atx/H51;2 because the flow inside the recirculation re-
gion spirally recirculates, as previously shown in Fig. 3. However,
Nusselt number increases from the channel center to the side wall
as shown later in Fig. 7. This is due to the downward flow gen-
erated by an impingement of flow to the side wall and also the
two-dimensionality of flow near the channel center.

Figures 6 and 7 present spanwise variations of thex-wise sur-
face friction coefficient and Nusselt number at Re5200 and 400,
respectively. Results of two-dimensional calculations are included
in these figures for comparison. It is clear that the difference be-
tween two- and three-dimensional results for the surface skin fric-
tion coefficient and also Nusselt number is relatively small near

the channel center at both Re5200 and 400, but increases greatly
near the side walls. The surface friction coefficient attains a peak
value near the side wall. Such a characteristic variation may be
originated from the fact that the velocity near the side wall is
increased by the horseshoe-vortex compared to that at the center
and this vortex structure also increases the streamwise velocity.
Spanwise variation becomes great with an increase of Reynolds
number as shown in Fig. 6~b!.

Nusselt number at Re5200 in the neighborhood of the side wall
steeply decreases to the downstream independently of the span-
wise location. Its value on the channel center monotonically de-
creases to the down-stream and the spanwise variation is small,
which indicates that the temperature on the plate surface is almost
two-dimensional except near the side wall at Re5200. Results at
Re5400 show maxima at some location and its location shifts to
the downstream compared to that at Re5200 because the reattach-
ment of flow moves to the downstream with an increase of Rey-
nolds number. The location of maximum Nusselt number shifts to
the upstream from the channel center to the side wall. This may be
due to the three-dimensionality of flow reattachment. Nusselt
number near the side wall is higher than that on the channel cen-
ter, which is caused by the horseshoe-vortex. That is, the
horseshoe-vortex increases the streamwise velocity and causes
higher velocity to the plate surface in the neighborhood of the side
wall. Further, the rotation of this vortex structure entrains the fluid
mass heated on the plate surface into the main stream outside the
boundary layer. Its effect increases with an increase of Reynolds
number.

Figure 8 shows the Nusselt number averaged over the spanwise
direction, as comparing with results of the two-dimensional simu-
lation for the blunt flat plate and the similarity solution for laminar
heat transfer on a flat plate without separation@22#, which is given
as follows using the present nomenclature.

Nu50.464Pr1/3ARe/Ax (10)

Present two and three-dimensional results are lower than similar-
ity solution near the leading edge, but becomes higher down-
stream of the reattachment point, which is caused by the effect of
flow acceleration in the channel. The difference between two and
three-dimensional results is large in the recirculation region but
decreases to the downstream. The strong downward flow exists
near the side wall and causes higher Nusselt number for three-
dimensional flow compared to that for two-dimensional one.

Present numerical results for the unsteady three-dimensional
flow at Re5450 are illustrated in the following. The large-scale
vortices are generated and shed to the downstream in this flow. In
the present study for visualizing the skeleton structure of flow, the
isosurface of curvature of equi-pressure surface is used. Figure 9
shows the isosurface of curvature of equi-pressure surface at time
T520. The process of generation and growth of hairpin-like vor-
tices is observed from this figure. It is clearly illustrated that the
hairpin-like vortices in row exist on the channel center down-
stream of the reattachment region. These vortices are generated by
the instability of separated shear layer described later. The head of
hairpin-like vortices moves away from the plate surface to the
downstream, their leg elongates, and then the streamwise vortices
are generated. In the previous studies using the periodic boundary
condition on the spanwise boundary@14,15#, the hairpin-like vor-
tices exist periodically in the spanwise direction. However, only
one hairpin-like vortex is shed on the channel center because of
the side walls in the present study. The spanwise scale of these
hairpin-like vortices is about 2H as clearly shown in the figure.
The unsteadiness of the horseshoe-vortex is not observed in the
present study.

The velocity vectors in they2z plane atx/H510 and 14 are
shown in Fig. 10. The time is the same as in Fig. 9. The hairpin-
like vortices exist atx/H510 and 14, resulting in a vortex pair of
counter-rotation. It is found that the vortex atx/H514 is larger as
suggesting the vortex growing to the downstream.

Fig. 10 Velocity vectors „ReÄ450, TÄ20; „a… x ÕHÄ10; „b…
x ÕHÄ14…
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Time variations of the spanwise vortices and temperature dis-
tributions at the channel center are shown in Fig. 11. As for the
result atT520, the separated shear layer rolls up aroundx/H
57. The shed hairpin-like vortices incline to the plate surface at a
point downstream of the reattachment onex/H58. These vortices
flow to the downstream with time, and its shedding frequency
is estimated to be about 0.25U` /H. Such a phenomena of
the instability of separated shear layer is also observed by
Sasaki-Kiya@11# with the flow visualization. On the other hand,
the temperature gradients near the reattachment region is large
since the separated shear layer impinges onto the wall, resulting
an increase of heat transfer therein. Further, it is found that the
shed hairpin-like vortices entrain the heated fluid mass to the free
stream.

The time averaged Nusselt number at Re5450 on the channel
center is compared with the results for steady flow in Fig. 12.
Results at Re5100 and 200 decrease monotonically to the down-
stream. Nusselt number at Re.200 reaches maximum near the
reattachment point. The location of maximum Nusselt number ex-
ists slightly downstream of the reattachment point. Nusselt num-
ber for the unsteady flow increases greatly as compared with that
of steady flow at lower than Re5400. This may be due to the
impingement of the vortices generated by the rolling up of the
separated shear layer onto the plate surface. Further, Nusselt num-
ber in the downstream is very high as suggesting great effects of
the shed vortices.

Concluding Remarks
Numerical calculations of a separated and reattached flow and

heat transfer over a blunt flat plate in a square channel are carried
out at Re5100;550 in two-dimensional flow and at Re
5100;450 in three-dimensional one for Pr50.7. The main results
obtained are as follows.

1 The reattachment length on the plate center increases with an
increase of Reynolds number, and the present three-dimensional
results agree well with the two-dimensional ones. However, the
transition to unsteady flow in the three-dimensional flow occurs at
lower Reynolds number by the side wall effect.

2 The flow inside the recirculation region spirally recirculates,
as resulting in the parabolic flow reattachment along the spanwise
direction. At higher Reynolds number, the hairpin-like vortices are
periodically shed from the reattachment region originated from
the instability of the separated shear layer. These vortices incline
to the plate surface and flow out in row on the channel center. The
fluid mass heated on the wall is entrained into the free stream by
these vortices.

3 The horseshoe-vortex in the neighborhood of the side wall
grows to the downstream with an increase of Reynolds number.

Fig. 11 „a… Time variations of spanwise vorticity contours on channel center „ReÄ450… „contour interval is 0.2 from À5.0 to À0.4…;
and „b… time variations of temperature contours on channel center „ReÄ450… „contour interval is 0.01 from 0.02 to 0.3 …

Fig. 12 Time averaged Nusselt number distribution „ReÄ450…
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The fluid mass heated on the wall is entrained into the main
stream by such the vortices. This vortex structure has great effects
upon heat transfer.

4 Nusselt number becomes maximum near the side wall be-
cause of the parabolic reattachment of flow. The horseshoe-vortex
causes an increase of the streamwise velocity and also the trans-
verse one near the side wall. These flow brings about a great
increase of Nusselt number near the side wall than the channel
center.
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Nomenclature

Cf 5 surface friction coefficient5tw /(rU`
2 /2)

H 5 plate thickness
Nu 5 Nusselt number5aH/l

p 5 pressure
Pr 5 Prandtl number
qw 5 heat flux
Re 5 Reynolds number5U`H/n

t 5 time
T 5 non-dimensional sampling time
u 5 velocity vector (u,v,w)

U` 5 velocity of upstream uniform flow
x 5 coordinates (x,y,z)

XR 5 reattachment length
a 5 heat transfer coefficient5qw /(uw2u`)
u 5 temperature
l 5 thermal conductivity
n 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 density

tw 5 wall friction stress
f 5 pressure correction

Subscript

w 5 wall
` 5 upstream uniform flow

Superscript

– 5 time averaged result
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Convection Induced by a
Cusp-Shaped Magnetic Field for
Air in a Cube Heated From Above
and Cooled From Below
Magnetizing force, which acts in a magnetic field of steep gradient, was applied to air in
a cube heated from above and cooled from below, and with the four vertical walls ther-
mally insulated. A four-poles magnet was installed to apply the cusp-shaped magnetic
field to air in the cubic enclosure. A simple model equation was derived for magnetizing
force and numerically computed for the system. Without a magnetic field, the conduction
was stable, but under the magnetizing force a strong downward flow occurred from the
center of the top heated plate and the average Nusselt number attained Nu51.17 at Ra
5105 and g50.5, which is equivalent to a temperature difference of 4 [°C] between the
top and bottom walls under a maximum magnetic induction of 0.9 [T] inside a cube of
~0.064!3 @m3# heated from above. The flow visualization experiment with hot incense
smoke proved the downward flow from the top hot plate.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1418369#

1 Introduction
In 1847, Faraday@1# reported the movement of a soap bubble

containing O2 gas toward a center of a strong magnet pole. The
paramagnetism of oxygen gas is known to be due to the parallel
spin of two outer-shell electrons of the molecule. Pauling et al.@2#
developed an oxygen gas analyzer based on this characteristic.
However, this characteristic was neglected for many years until
the recent development of a superconducting magnet providing
strong magnetic induction of 10 Tesla or more for possible indus-
trial usage. Wakayama and coworkers@3–7# have been very active
in finding various interesting phenomena, such as the jet stream of
nitrogen gas into air~Wakayama jet!in a steeply decreasing mag-
netic field, or enhancement of combustion flames, and sustaining
flames under micro-gravity. Braithwaite et al.@8# reported the en-
hancement or suppression of the heat transfer rate through a shal-
low liquid layer ~paramagnetic liquid! heated from below and
cooled from above under a strong magnetic field. The average
Nusselt number assumed a larger or smaller value than the gravi-
tational natural convection heat transfer rate depending on the
direction of the magnetizing force. Kitazawa and coworkers
@9–12# also have been active in finding interesting phenomena,
such as floating of a water droplet, a magnetically curved fluid
surface and enhanced dissolution rate of oxygen gas into water.
The present work reports the enhancement of conductive heat
transfer by convection upon application of magnetic field
gradient.

2 Derivation of Magnetizing Force Model
Bai et al.@7# gave the magnetizing force for air as follows:

fm5
mm

2
xO2

~u!YO2
r¹H2. (1)

This can be rephrased with magnetic inductionb as follows:

fm5
rxO2

YO2

2mm
¹b25

rxY

2mm
¹b2. (2)

Here,x5xO2
, Y5YO2

were employed for abbreviation. This can
be included as an additional external force in the Navier-Stokes
equation as follows:

r
Du

Dt
52¹p1m¹2u1

rxY

2mm
¹b21rg. (3)

At the reference state of the isothermal state,u5u0 , p5p0 ,
r5r0 and x5x0 , there will be no convection and Eq.~3!
becomes

052¹p01
r0x0Y

2mm
¹b21r0g. (4)

When there is a temperature distribution in a fluid, convection
will occur due to the difference in the magnetic susceptibility and
density in the buoyancy term. Pressurep can be represented as the
summation ofp0 at the isothermal state andp8, the pressure dif-
ference due to the perturbed state, as follows:

p5p01p8. (5)

Subtracting Eq.~4! from ~3! gives

r
Du

Dt
52¹p81m¹2u1

~rx2r0x0!Y

2mm
¹b21~r2r0!g. (6)

Since magnetic susceptibility of oxygen gasx is inversely propor-
tional to the absolute temperatureu, we get,

x5
C

u
, (7)

whereC is a constant.
By a Taylor expansion around a static state,

rx5~rx!01S ]~rx!

]u D
0

~u2u0!1 . . . (8)

]r

]u
5

]

]u S p

Ru D52
r

u
>2rb, (9)

whereb>1/u were used for an ideal gas,p5rRu.
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x1r
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u2D522rbx (10)
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Then, we get

r
Du

Dt
52¹p81m¹2u2

r0bx0Y

mm
~u2u0!¹b22r0b~u2u0!g.

(11)

With the Boussinesq approximation, physical properties are con-
stant atu5u0 , and then

Du

Dt
52

1

r0
¹p81n0¹2u2

bx0Y
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~u2u0!¹b22b~u2u0!

3S 0
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2g
D . (12)

The equation of continuity, the energy equation and Biot-Savart’s
law for magnetic induction complete the model equations as fol-
lows:

¹•u50 (13)

Du

Dt
5a¹2u (14)

b52
mmi

4p E r3 ds

r 3 . (15)

These can be non-dimensionalized by the method of Hellums and
Churchill @13# as follows:

¹•U50 (16)

DT/Dt5¹2T (17)

DU/Dt52¹P1Pr¹2U1Ra Pr TF2g¹B21S 0
0
1
D G

(18)

B52
1

4p R R3dS

R3 (19)

These are the model equations for the present problem of an ideal
gas~paramagnetic fluid! in magnetic and gravitational fields. Di-
mensionless variables are defined in Nomenclature. Characteristic
dimensionless variables are as follows:

Ra5gb~uh2uc!l
3/~an!, Pr5n/a, g5x0Yba

2/~gmml !.

Initial condition is a conduction state att,0 is as follows:U
5V5W50, T5Z20.5 (0<Z<1).

Boundary conditions are as follows:

U5V5W50 on the wall

T520.5 at Z50

T50.5 at Z51

]T/]Y50 at Y50,1

]T/]X50 at X50,1

The above equations were approximated with finite difference
equations for staggered grids and numerically computed by the
HSMAC method@14#.

3 Computed Results
The effect of magnetizing force is known to be dependent on

the magnetic field and two and four-coil systems were considered.
The effect of magnetizing force alone would be clear in the ab-
sence of gravity, and the non-gravitational field was therefore nu-
merically studied at first.

3.1 Effect of Computational Grid Numbers. On the effect
of computational grid numbers, sample computations were carried
out for representative cases at Ra5105, g50.5 and four coils
system with 303, 403, and 503 grids. The average Nusselt number
on the top heated plate was 1.176 for grids 303, 1.167 for grids
403 and 1.163 for grids 503. The effect of grid numbers on the
Nusselt number is about 0.3 percent and 403 grids were employed
in the subsequent computations.

3.2 Two Coils Without Gravity Field. Figure 1 shows the
schematics of the present system with two coils at two opposing
side walls to produce a cusp-shaped magnetic field. The air in the
cube is heated from above and cooled from below. Usually gravi-
tational force works in the minusZ-direction. However, it is zero
in this section. Lines with arrows in the cube indicate magnetic
field lines. The north poles of the magnets are set at the center of
the opposing walls, and the maximum strength of magnetic induc-
tion occurs at the center of these side walls, with the minimum
strength~>zero!at a core center of the cubic enclosure. Figure 2
shows transient responses of the average Nusselt number at the
hot and cold walls. The transient computations are at (gRa)
50.53105, Pr50.71 andg50. The convergence is apparent. Di-
mensional equivalence for air at 1@atm# and 300@K# with xair

5x0Y53.231027 @m3/kg# is ba51.13@T#, l 50.064@m# and

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of magnetic field with two coils at
opposing side walls

Fig. 2 Transient numerical responses of the average Nusselt
number at the top hot plate „Nuh… and bottom cold plate „Nuc…
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Fig. 3 Summary of computed results for the two coils at opposing side walls and non-gravity
field at gRaÄ0.5Ã105, PrÄ0.71, and gÄ0: „a… streak lines of four particles; „b… velocity vectors
in a vertical plane of XÄ0.5; „c… a perspective view of isotherms; „d… isothermal contours in a
vertical plate of XÄ0.5; „e… magnetizing force vectors of ÀgRa Pr T¹B 2

„the scale is the same
as in Figs. 5„ e… and 6„e…; „f… magnetizing force vectors in „e… enlarged five times; „g… contour
maps of local Nusselt numbers on the top hot plate; and „h… contour maps of local Nusselt
numbers on the bottom cold plate.
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uh2uc54.06@K#. Figure 3 shows a summary of computed result.
Figure 3~a!shows streak lines of four particles. Hot air proceeds
downward to the cold bottom, driven by a magnetizing force.
Figure 3~b!shows velocity vectors in a vertical cross section at
X50.5. Figure 3~c!shows a perspective view of isothermal
planes. Figure 3~d!shows isothermal contours in a vertical cross
section atX50.5. It is apparent that downward flow starts from
the center of the top plane. Figure 3~e! represents magnetizing
force vectors on the same scale as in other cases presented here-
after ~Figs. 5~e!, 6~e!!. Figure 3~f!shows the same vectors en-
larged five times. Driving force is downwards from a top hot plate
and is diverging near the bottom cold plate. The local Nusselt
number shows contrasting contours at the top hot plate~g! and
bottom cold plate~h!. These shapes correspond with the isother-
mal contours in~c! and ~d!. The average Nusselt number is 2.08
for air in this magnetizing force field.

3.3 Four Coils Without Gravity Field. Four coils can pro-
vide a definite quasi-two-dimensional magnetic field as schemati-
cally shown in Fig. 4. Magnetic field vectors are from two vertical
side walls to the top and bottom walls. Figure 5 summarizes the
computed result for the present system at (gRa)50.53105 and
Pr50.71 but atg50. Figure 5~a!shows multi-particle streak
lines. The flow is mainly downward from the center of the top hot
plate. Figure 5~b!shows velocity vectors in a vertical cross sec-
tion at X50.5. Downward flow is very strong fromY50.5 near
the hot top plate. Figure 5~c!and ~d! show isothermal contours.
Figure 5~e!and ~f! show driving force vectors of magnetizing
force in a perspective view and in a plane ofX50.5. Figure 5~g!
and ~h! show local Nusselt numbers at the top hot plate and bot-
tom cold plate, respectively. The profile at the bottom plate sug-
gests that an almost two-dimensional hot plume hits the bottom
plate. On the other hand, two cold plumes flow along the side
walls toward the top plate. The average Nusselt number is 2.55 on
the hot wall. That at the cold wall is 2.54, suggesting that more
convergence required in the computation. These results clarify the
effect of magnetizing force in the cube with hot and cold plates. In
the following, the additional effect of gravity force is considered
for the same system.

3.4 Four Poles With Normal Gravity Field. The effect of
the standard acceleration due to gravity, i.e.,g59.806@m/s2#, is
added in the minusZ-coordinate for the system described in the
previous section. Figure 6~a! shows streak lines of four particles.
The quasi-two-dimensional mode is similar to Fig. 5~a! but sim-
pler. Streaks appear to proceed weakly toward the core between
the upper and lower regions. This is a little clearer in the velocity
vectors in Fig. 6~b!in a vertical plane atX50.5. The velocity
vectors are generally weaker than those of Fig. 5~b!, especially in
the lower region. Figure 6~c! and~d! show isothermal contours in
a perspective view and in a vertical cross section atX50.5. Gen-
erally, convection is much weaker than that atg50. Figure 6~e!
and~f! show the magnetizing force term2gRa PrT¹B2 and that
combined with the gravity field, 2gRa PrT¹B2

1(0,0,Ra PrT)T, in a vertical cross section atX50.5. In the up-
per half of the cube, the temperatureT is positive, the gravita-
tional buoyancy force works in the positiveZ-direction~upward!
and the downward vectors in~e! decrease. On the other hand,
dimensionless temperatureT is negative near the cold bottom
plate and the buoyant force term becomes negative, increasing the
downward vectors in comparison with~e!. This suggests that the
lower cold fluid is suppressed to the lower plate. The upper hot
fluid also receives less force that the magnetizing force minus the
gravitational buoyant force. This gravitational buoyant force
works to stagnate the convection due to the thermal boundary
condition of heating from above. However, as seen in Fig. 6~f!,
horizontal and centripetal magnetizing forces are apparent along
the top plate to convect the air toward the center of the top plate.
This appears to be strong enough to drive the hot fluid downward
from the center of the top plate. In total, the magnetizing force
minus gravitational force results in weaker convection than in the
non-gravitational case in Section 3.3. This is due to the stabilizing
effect of temperature stratification due to heating from above in
the gravitational field. Figure 6~g! and~h! show the local Nusselt
number at the hot and cold plates, respectively. The magnitudes
are much less than those in Fig. 5~g! and~h!. The average Nusselt
number also decreases to 1.17, less than half of the non-gravity
case.

Table 1 shows the converged average Nusselt numbers com-
puted. In the gravity field ofg59.806@m/s2#, the increase in the
Rayleigh number from 103 to 105 increased average Nusselt num-
ber from 1.001 to 1.167 atg50.5. This suggests that convection is
generated, and the heat transfer rate is increased with the increase
in the temperature difference upon heating from above and cool-
ing from below under the magnetizing force field plus the gravity
field for air in a cube. The increase in the magnetic strength from
g50.1 to g51.0 at Ra5105 also increased the average Nusselt
number from 1.005 to 1.631. The above result reveals the en-
hancement of heat transfer rate from conduction to the convection
state by the application of magnetizing force.

The magnetic susceptibilityxO2
is proportional to the inverse of

the temperature. This suggests that the fluid at higher temperature
has smaller magnetic susceptibility: fluid hotter than the reference
temperature~u0 , or T50! receives a smaller magnetizing force.
This means that hotter fluid is repelled from the larger magnetic
field toward the smaller, as seen in Figs. 3~a!, 5~a!, and 6~a!. In
case of two magnetic poles, magnetic strength is the weakest in
the plain ofY50.5 ~0<X<1, 0<Z<1!. In case of four poles, the
weakest part is along the line ofY5Z50.5 (0<X<1). On the
other hand, fluid colder than the reference temperature has larger
magnitude of magnetic susceptibility and is attracted to the loca-
tion of largest magnetic induction, the center of the bottom plate.
However, mass balance requires its return to the upper part of the
cube, and a weak rising flow is generated along the side walls at
Y50 and 1.

Fig. 4 Schematic of the magnetic field with four coils
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Fig. 5 Summary of the computed result with four coils and non-gravity field at gRaÄ0.5
Ã105, PrÄ0.71 and gÄ0. Except for „e…, „a… to „h… are the same as those of Fig. 3. Figure 5 „e… is
a perspective view of magnetizing force vectors in three vertical planes at XÄ0.15, 0.5 and 0.85.
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Fig. 6 Summary of the computed result with four coils and the gravity field at gÄ0.5, Ra
Ä105 and PrÄ0.71. Except for „e… and „f…, „a… to „h… are the same as those of Fig. 3. Figure 6 „e…
shows magnetizing force vectors at XÄ0.5. Figure 6 „f… shows the magnetizing and buoyancy
forces in a vertical plane of XÄ0.5. Figure 6 „g… and „h… are the same as those of Fig. 3.
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4 Experimental Flow Visualization
Figure 7 shows schematic of the four-pole electromagnet

~Tecno Electric Industry Co., Ltd!, which supplies a magnetic
field of as much as 1 Tesla in the square bore of 1203120 mm2. In
this bore, a cubic experimental box of 0.064@m# inside length was
placed. The top plate of the box was electrically heated, and the
bottom plate was water-cooled by running water through a con-
stant temperature bath. Other conditions are listed in Table 2.
Figure 7~b!shows a photograph of the experimental box in place.
Figure 8 shows flow visualization. Figure 8~a! shows three con-
secutive pictures of incense smoke inserted through a small hole
at top right of the cube for a non-magnetic case. The smoke
~white! diffuses from the top right corner into other parts of the
cube. Figure 8~b!shows three consecutive pictures under a
magnetic field. Smoke moves from the right top corner along
the top plate toward the center, from where it travels down to
the bottom cold plate, then diffuses to both sides. This behavior
resembles that predicted by the numerical computation, that
the hot fluid is driven downward from the center of the top
hot plate. And the cold air near the bottom cold plate is attracted
by the large magnetic field there and does not convect upwards
extensively but stagnates over the bottom plate. These observa-
tions were confirmed in repeated experiments under different
conditions.

The velocity of incense smoke at 1.01@T# and Th2Tc
532@K# in a cubic enclosure was approximately 1.26@cm/s#
from a series of video screen. The dimensionless condition is Ra
57.893105 and g50.402. Computed maximum velocity at
g50.5 and Ra5105 was 14.76@–# which corresponds to 0.51
@cm/s#. To compare with experimental conditions, a further com-
putation for g50.5 and Ra583105 was carried out to get the
maximum velocity 52.93@–# which corresponds to 1.81@cm/s#.
These numerical values are almost the same magnitude as the
experimental values to support present computations.

5 Conclusions
Magnetizing force was applied to the stagnant conduction state

of air in a cube heated from above and cooled from below. The
magnetic field is cusp-shaped, with the south poles at the top and
bottom walls of the experimental box and the north poles at two
opposing side walls. The magnetizing force is modeled to reflect
the temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility of oxygen
gas and is included in the Navier-Stokes equation. Finite differ-
ence numerical computation suggested that the heat transfer rate
increases from Nu51 to 1.17 at Ra5105 and g50.5, which is
equivalent to a magnetic induction of 1.13@T# for a temperature
difference of 4@°C# in a cube of air of 0.064@m# sides. The
convection mode under a magnetizing force is as follows. Hot
fluid near the top plate is repelled downward to the core center of
the cube, where the magnitude of the magnetic induction is almost
zero in the cusp-shaped magnetic field employed in the present
system. This characteristic was more apparent for the non-
gravitational test computation presented herein. Experimental
flow visualization in a similar system revealed the downward flow
from the center of the hot top plate, supporting the present model
and numerical computation.

Fig. 7 Schematics of experimental setup: „a… schematic side
view of the four electromagnets and the experimental cube lo-
cated in the center; and „b… photograph of the side view of the
experimental magnets and air box.

Table 1 Computed Nusselt numbers
Table 2 Experimental conditions

l 50.064@m#, Th545@°C#,Tc513@°C#, xair53.231027@m3/kg# and
Max. b51.01@T# correspond tog50.402@2#andRa57.893105@2#.

Top and bottom plates are made of copper plate. Four side plates are
made of plexiglass and thermally insulated.
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Nomenclature

B 5 b/ba , @2#
b 5 magnetic induction (bx ,by ,bz), @T5Wb/m25V•s/m2#

ba 5 mmi / l , @Wb/m2#
l 5 length of a cubic enclosure,@m#

fm 5 magnetizing force defined in Eq.~1!, @N/m3#
g 5 acceleration coefficient of gravity,@m/s2#

Gr 5 Grashof number5$gb(uh2uc) l
3%/n2, @2#

H 5 magnetic field5b/mm , @A/m#
i 5 electric current in a coil,@A#

P 5 p8/pa , @2#
p 5 pressure,@N/m2#

p0 5 reference pressure without convection of gas,@N/m2#
p8 5 perturbed pressure due to convection,@N/m2#
pa 5 r0(a/ l )2, @N/m2#
Pr 5 Prandtl number5n/a, @2#
r 5 radial coordinate of a coil,@m#
R 5 universal gas constant,@J/kg•K#

Ra 5 Rayleigh number5Gr•Pr, @2#
s 5 circumferential length of a coil,@m#
S 5 s/l , @2#
t 5 time, @s#

ta 5 l 2/a, @s#
T 5 (u2u0)/(uh2uc), @2#
U 5 u/ua , @2#
u 5 velocity vector (u,v,w), @m/s#

ua 5 a/ l , @m/s#
YO2 5 mass fraction of oxygen at some reference state~air!

5Y, @2#
a 5 thermal diffusivity of gas,@m2/s#

b 5 volumetric coefficient of expansion of gas due to
temperature difference,@1/K#

u 5 temperature,@K#
g 5 xO2

YO2
ba

2/(gmml ), @2#

m 5 viscosity of gas,@Pa•s#
mm 5 magnetic permeability,@H/m#

n 5 kinematic viscosity of gas5m/r0 , @m2/s#
r 5 density of gas,@kg/m3#

r0 5 density of gas at a reference state of no convection,
@kg/m3#

t 5 t/ta , @2#
xair 5 magnetic susceptibility of air5xO2

YO2
, @m3/kg#

xO2 5 magnetic susceptibility of oxygen5x, @m3/kg#
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Determination of Planck Mean
Absorption Coefficients for HBr,
HCl, and HF
The Planck mean absorption coefficient, ap, has been calculated for HBr, HCl, and HF
over a temperature range from 300 K–2300 K using data from the 1996 edition of the
HITRAN molecular database. Plots of ap versus temperature showed monotonically de-
creasing behavior over this temperature range, with peak values at 300 K of 45.9
(atm-m)21, 5.3 (atm-m)21, and 1.95 (atm-m)21 for HF, HCl, and HBr, respectively. The
magnitude of these values suggests that HBr, HCl, and HF can significantly impact cal-
culations of radiative transfer in flames containing these species. Two sets of additional
calculations were performed for CO to validate the methodology used for calculation of
ap for HBr, HF, and HCl. In the first approach, which employed the narrow band model
RADCAL, the calculation procedure was similar to that of the present calculations. The
second approach utilized tabulated values of the integrated intensity for each CO band
and an average value of the Planck function within each band. Results from the three
methods showed general agreement. Polynomial expressions are provided as fits to ap as
a function of temperature for HBr, HCl, HF, and CO.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1416689#

Keywords: Absorption, Combustion, Participating Media, Properties, Radiation

Introduction
In large-scale fires, radiation is the dominant mode of heat

transfer@1#. In non-sooting and moderately sooting fires, the par-
ticipation of heated gases and soot, through absorption and emis-
sion of infrared radiation, plays a significant role in radiative ex-
change. The Planck mean absorption coefficient,ap , characterizes
radiative emission in the source term of the generalized energy
equation for an absorbing/emitting~non-scattering!medium @2#.
Because it is a function only of the local temperature,ap can be
conveniently tabulated and efficiently used in complex radiative
heat transfer calculations. The Planck mean absorption coefficient,
ap , is defined as

ap5
*DvkvEv,bdv

sT4 . (1)

To calculateap from Eq. ~1!, the spectral absorption coefficient,
kv , for a gas or gas mixture, is needed as a function of tempera-
ture. In the more general case of a scattering medium, the absorp-
tion coefficient is replaced by the extinction coefficient,bv as
follows:

bv5kv1sv , (2)

wheresv is the scattering coefficient. However, for a gas, scat-
tering is typically neglected and the extinction coefficient is
equivalent to the absorption coefficient. The radiative properties,
including kv , of molecular combustion species such as H2O,
CO2 , and CO have been relatively well characterized. A narrow
band model~RADCAL! was developed which evaluates Eq.~1!
for relevant combustion species including CO2 , H2O, CO, CH4 ,
and soot@3#. Alternatively, Abu-Romia and Tien@4# presented a
method for calculatingap that is based on a simplified narrow
band approach. This approach utilizes the integrated intensity of
individual gas bands that can be determined independently and
tabulated. This method has the advantage that it is easily imple-
mented for cases in which the integrated intensity is a known

function of temperature. Tien@5# presented results based on this
model for CO2 , H2O, N2O, NH3 , SO2 , CH4 , CO, and NO.
Grosshandler and Thurlow@6# extended this method to derive an
expression forap based on the equivalence ratio for flames burn-
ing H2 , CO, CH3OH, and CH4 in air, and lean regions of other
generic flames.

Radiative transfer involving species such as HBr, HCl, and HF
has not been studied extensively. These species are found in
flames inhibited by halogenated compounds and are also present
in incinerators. They are difficult species to study experimentally
due to their corrosive nature. Halogenated compounds are widely
used as fire suppression agents. HCl is a stable combustion prod-
uct that attains near equilibrium concentrations in inhibited hydro-
carbon flames@7#. The same behavior can be expected for HF.
Calculations have shown that HF and HBr can achieve local mass
fraction levels on the order of 5 percent and 10 percent, respec-
tively, in CF3Br inhibited CH4 /air counterflow flames@8#. While
the production of CF3Br ~Halon 1301!has been halted due to its
adverse effects on stratospheric ozone, it is still widely used as a
fire suppressant. Additionally, heptafluoropropane and other halo-
genated species are considered viable alternatives to CF3Br in
some applications. While these agents inhibit flames primarily
through chemical effects, heat loss to the surroundings by radia-
tive emission can also influence extinction. Radiation can be par-
ticularly significant in weakly strained flames@9#. Therefore, it is
important to characterize the radiative properties of HF and HBr
so that flame emission can be modeled more accurately.

The Planck mean absorption coefficient can be used to charac-
terize radiative emission from gases of any optical thickness@2#
and is thus a useful parameter, particularly since it can be deter-
mined a priori. The aim of this study was to calculateap for HBr,
HCl, and HF for use in simplified flame models@10# using spec-
tral data previously measured@11#.

Methodology
The absorption coefficient for a single spectral line can be ex-

pressed as the product of line intensity~S!, line shape~g!, and the
concentration of absorbing molecules~N! @12#

kv5S•g~v2v0!•N, (3)
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wherev is the wave number~cm21! andvo denotes the center of
an absorbing line. The concentration can be related to temperature
through the ideal gas law

N5NL•S 296

T D , (4)

where NL is Loschmidts’ number (NL52.479•1019 molecules/
cm3/atm at 296 K!1. The Lorentz line shape, which is generally
used for applications at atmospheric pressure and moderate tem-
peratures, was used. This profile has the form

g~v2v0!5
~gp /p!

~v2v0!21gp
2 , (5)

wheregp is the pressure-broadened line half width at half maxi-
mum ~HWHM!

gp5G•S 296

T D n

Pt . (6)

Pt is the total pressure andG is the air broadened half width
parameter~atm-cm!21. In the case of broadened lines, the absorp-
tion coefficient is obtained by summing contributions from over-
lapping adjacent lines@5#.

A program was written to calculate the absorption coefficient
according to Eqs.~3!–~6! using data from the 1996 edition of the
HITRAN molecular database@11#. Calculations were performed
for each gas over the spectral range from 0 cm21–8500 cm21,
which included the fundamental and first overtone bands corre-
sponding to vibration-rotation transitions, in addition to pure ro-
tational bands that appear in the far-IR. The latter of these transi-
tions are significant only at temperatures below approximately
600 K. Table 1 lists the spectral ranges that contain absorption
bands for each molecule, along with the corresponding band cen-
ters. Calculations were performed from 300 K to 2300 K, a range
of temperatures appropriate for combustion calculations.

In addition to HBr, HCl, and HF, calculations were performed
for CO to validate the methodology and accuracy of the program
through comparison with results from two narrow band ap-
proaches. Reviews of radiation band models are available in the
literature@2,5#. One study utilized RADCAL@3#, a narrow-band
model that solves the equation of radiative transfer for a non-
homogeneous, absorbing and emitting mixture of gases and soot.
The CO model employed by RADCAL is from Malkmus and
Thompson@13# who applied the anharmonic oscillator model to
calculate emissivity for temperatures as high as 7000 K using
band integrated intensity measurements@14#. This model includes
only the fundamental CO band, neglecting rotational and overtone
bands. Neglecting the contribution of the rotational band between
0 cm21–200 cm21 was justified by considering its intensity. The
contribution of this band can be significant at low temperatures,
however for CO its intensity is a factor of 103 lower than the
fundamental band and the contribution toap is less than 0.5 per-
cent. However, the first overtone band is more significant, particu-
larly at higher temperatures where the contribution toap is on the
order of 1–2 percent. This can be seen by comparing values of
band integrated intensity in Table 1@11#.

The second approach was that of Abu-Romia and Tien@4#, who
utilized the Elsasser narrow band model to derive a general ex-
pression for the Planck mean absorption coefficient

ap5
*0

`kvEv,bdv

sT 4 5(
j

Eb, ja j

sT 4 . (7)

In this expression, the summation is over any bands that make a
significant contribution to the absorption coefficient. The approxi-

mation is made that the blackbody emissive power varies linearly
across each absorption band so that the value evaluated at the
band center, (Eb, j ), can be used. The only required parameter is
the temperature dependent integrated intensity,a j , which charac-
terizes absorption for each band. Tien@5# compiled a list of
values for combustion related species, however more recent mea-
surements are available for CO@15#. Alternatively, values can
be obtained from HITRAN@11# at 296 K and scaled to higher
temperatures@16#.

Results

Validation of Methodology. Figure 1 compares the CO cal-
culations performed in this study with results from the narrow
band approaches discussed previously. The calculations that were
performed in this study using Eqs.~1! and ~3!–~6! are labeled
‘‘This Study’’. The values ofap determined from RADCAL and
fit to a 4th order polynomial@17# are labeled ‘‘RADCAL Fit’’.
Data calculated from Eq.~7! based on@5,18# is expanded in Fig. 1
as ‘‘Integrated Intensity@5,18#’’. An estimate ofa from HITRAN
at T5296 K is given in Table 1. A plot ofap based on Eq.~7!,
with a taken from Table 1@11#, is shown in Fig. 1 and labeled
‘‘Integrated Intensity@11#’’. Only the fundamental and first over-
tone bands were considered for the data labeled ‘‘Integrated In-
tensity @5,18#’’ and ‘‘Integrated Intensity@11#’’.

The temperature dependence ofa for the calculations using Eq.
~7! was taken from Breeze et al.@16#. It is worth emphasizing that
ap values from Eq.~7! are based on independent measurements of
the CO integrated intensity,a @11,18#and a wide range of values
can be found in the literature@18#. Recent measurements, how-

1The policy of the National Institute of Standards and Technology is to use metric
units of measurement in all its publications. However, in the field for which this
document is written, certain non-metric units are much more widely used and famil-
iar so the conventional units of the field will be used for greater clarity.

Fig. 1 Calculated values of Planck mean absorption coeffi-
cient for CO. Values calculated in the present study using Eqs.
„1… and „3…–„6… are labeled ‘‘Present Study’’. Data labeled ‘‘RAD-
CAL Fit’’ is a polynomial expression from †17‡. Data labeled
‘‘Integrated Intensity †5,18‡’’ and ‘‘Integrated Intensity †11‡’’
are calculated using Eq. „7… with data from †5,18‡ and †11‡,
respectively.

Table 1 Spectral parameters for each molecule based on †11‡.
The top row in each molecular category represents data for a
rotational transition. The middle and bottom rows represent the
fundamental and first overtone vibration-rotation bands,
respectively.
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ever, show better agreement. Adjusting the value ofa for the 2143
cm21 CO band from Table 1@11# to a temperature of 273 K yields
a ~273!5271.5 atm21 cm22. This falls within the range given in
@18# and is less than 3 percent below the value prescribed in@15#.

The agreement between calculations shown in Fig. 1 is quite
good considering the range of data sources. The difference in
values predicted by Eq.~7! stems from the use ofa values from
more than one source. The Planck mean absorption coefficient
calculated using Eqs.~1!, ~3!–~6! is 28 percent lower than the
value predicted by Eq.~7! using HITRAN data@11# at a tempera-
ture of 2300 K. However, flame temperatures between 1200
K–1500 K are found in many applications@1#, and over this range
the agreement between methods is within 6 percent. Calculations
using HITRAN at 2300 K were not appreciably different from
those using its high temperature analog, HITEMP@19#.

Discussion of HBr, HCl, HF, and CO calculations. Figure 2
shows the Planck mean absorption coefficient for HBr, HCl, HF,
and CO, calculated over a temperature range from 300 K–2300 K
using data from the 1996 edition of the HITRAN molecular data-
base. HF has the highestap value throughout the range 300 K
<T<2300 K. The relative magnitude ofap can be predicted by
examining the integrated intensity values for each absorption/
emission band in Table 1; HF has the highesta value in each
range. The plots ofap for HBr, HCl, and HF all have the same
general feature, a monotonic decrease with increasing tempera-
ture, which is different than that of CO. This is due to the fact that
HBr, HCl, and HF each have significant rotational bands located
between 0 cm21–700 cm21, while the CO band in this range is a
factor of 103 less intense than its fundamental band. At low tem-
peratures, absorption bands at small wave number locations are
significant. At progressively higher temperatures, bands centered
at larger wave number positions become dominant due to the shift
in emissive power in Eq.~7!. This is shown in Fig. 3, which plots
the transmittance of the absorption bands for each molecule at
room temperature between 0 cm21–6000 cm21. Also shown in
this figure are plots of the normalized blackbody emissive power,
El,b /sT4, for temperatures of 300 K, 700 K, and 1100 K.

Uncertainties in line intensity and line width are generally near
5 percent and 10 percent, respectively, in the HITRAN database
@20#. Furthermore, tunable diode laser measurements of HF and
HBr have shown deviations from HITRAN data that are outside of
this range for these species@21,22#. However, it has been esti-
mated that the accuracy of spectrally integrated irradiance is better
than that for individual lines@20#.

Sample Application. The Planck mean absorption coefficient
for CO2 is a factor of 4 to 5 times higher than that of H2O and

10–15 times higher than that of CO over the temperature range
1100 K–2300 K. Throughout this range, however,ap values for
HF and HCl are comparable to those for CO. Additionally, Masri
@8# reports that HF and HBr mass fractions are comparable to CO2
and H2O in CF3Br inhibited flames. Therefore, the inclusion of
HBr, HCl, and HF in radiative emission calculations of inhibited
hydrocarbon flames may be significant.

To estimate the impact of HF and HBr on total flame emission,
a homogeneous volume of heated products in a CF3Br inhibited
CH4 /air counterflow flame@8# was considered. The results
showed that, for optically thin conditions, HF and HBr were found
to account for approximately 7 percent and 1 percent, respectively,
of the total flame emission. Theap values for HCl lie between
those of HF and HBr, so a similar contribution might be expected
from HCl emission in incinerator or flame applications.

Polynomial Fit to Data. Polynomial expressions were fit to
the HBr, HCl, HF, and CO data over two temperature regimes:
300 K<T<700 K and 700 K<T<2300 K. These are shown in
Fig. 3 as solid lines through the points. The expressions were of
the form:

ap5(
n50

4

anTn (8)

Table 2 lists values of the coefficientsan . The r 2 correlation
coefficient for each polynomial was 0.999 or better. The maxi-
mum difference between the calculatedap values and polynomial
values was 7 percent, with an average difference of less than
1 percent.

The effect of spectral overlap between absorption bands was
not included in these fits. Significant overlap does exist between
the HF fundamental at 3960 cm21 and the H2O and CO2 bands
nearby. At 300 K there is negligible overlap between the funda-
mental HCl and HBr bands; however, at higher temperatures as
these bands broaden the overlap will increase and possibly spread
into the range of the CO2 band at 2350 cm21. Water lines in the

Fig. 2 Calculated values of Planck mean absorption coeffi-
cient for HBr, HCl, HF, and CO. Calculations are based on Eqns.
„1… and „3…–„6… with data from the 1996 edition of the HITRAN
molecular database †11‡. The following symbols are used to
identify individual species: HBr „h…, HCl „n…, HF „s…, and CO
„L…. Polynomial expressions from Eq. „8… are represented by
solid lines through the points.

Fig. 3 Spectral transmittance, tl , of the rotational and funda-
mental vibration-rotation HBr, HCL, HF, and CO bands for the
condition TÄ300 K is plotted on the left vertical axis. The spec-
tral blackbody emissive power, normalized by sT4, is plotted
on the right vertical axis for temperatures of 300 K, 700 K, and
1100 K.

Table 2 Values of the polynomial coefficients to be used with
Eq. „8…
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0–400 cm21 region overlap with HF, HBr, and HCl lines in this
range. Additionally, at higher temperatures, the overlap of H2O
with overtone bands of HF, HBr, and HCl will increase. These
effects are usually negligible in optically thin conditions@2,17#
and no correction was derived to accommodate band overlap.

Conclusions
Values of the Planck mean absorption coefficient have been

calculated for HBr, HCl, HF, and CO based on data from the 1996
edition of the HITRAN molecular database. For temperature con-
ditions whereap is significant (ap.0.5 atm21 m21), the values of
ap for CO compare favorably with those from two narrow band
models. Polynomial expressions were provided based on fits toap
versus temperature data. The inclusion of HBr, HCl, and particu-
larly HF, can significantly contribute to emission calculations for
fire suppression or incinerator scenarios where halogenated com-
pounds are present.
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Nomenclature

ap 5 Planck mean absorption coefficient~atm-m!21

a 5 band integrated intensity~atm21-cm22!
bv 5 extinction coefficient~atm-cm!21

sv 5 scattering coefficient~atm-cm!21

S 5 line intensity~cm/molecule!
P 5 pressure~atm!
T 5 temperature~K!

Evb 5 blackbody emissive power~W/m2/mm!
g 5 line shape function~cm!
G 5 air broadened half width parameter~cm-atm!21

n 5 air-broadening temperature coefficient
N 5 concentration~molecules/cm3/atm!

kv 5 absorption coefficient~atm-cm!21

g 5 pressure broadened line half width~cm21!
v 5 wave number~cm21!
s 5 Stefan-Boltzmann constant~W/m2/K4!
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Mixtures
A new Full-Spectrum Correlated-k Distribution has been developed, which provides an
efficient means for accurate radiative transfer calculations in absorbing/emitting molecu-
lar gases. The Full-Spectrum Correlated-k Distribution can be used together with any
desired solution method to solve the radiative transfer equation for a small number of
spectral absorption coefficients, followed by numerical quadrature. It is shown that the
Weighted-Sum-of-Gray-Gases model is effectively only a crude implementation of the
Full-Spectrum Correlated-k Distribution approach. Within the limits of the Full-Spectrum
Correlated-k Distribution model (i.e., an absorption coefficient obeying the so-called
‘‘scaling approximation’’), the method is exact. This is demonstrated by comparison with
line-by-line calculations for a one-dimensional CO2-N2 gas mixture as well as a two-
dimensional CO2-H2O-N2 gas mixture with varying temperature and mole fraction fields.
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Introduction

Radiative heat transfer in gases has important applications from
combustion systems to modeling atmospheric processes. The
magnitude of radiative heat fluxes can have profound effects on
combustion performance and environmental impact. Radiative
heat transfer calculations in combustion gases may be loosely
grouped into the following three methods~in order of decreasing
complexity!: ~1! line-by-line calculations;~2! band models; and
~3! global models.

Line-by-line calculations are the most accurate to date, but they
require vast amounts of computer resources. This is undesirable
even with the availability of powerful supercomputers, since ra-
diative calculations are only a small part of a sophisticated fire/
combustion code. Many studies have been devoted to narrow and
wide band models, such as the Malkmus narrow band model, the
correlated-k~CK! model and many others. The CK method is
based on the fact that inside a spectral bandDh, which is suffi-
ciently narrow to assume a constant Planck function, the precise
knowledge of each line position is not required for the computa-
tion @1–7#. In this paper the CK approach is extended to the whole
spectrum by defining a Planck function weighted cumulative
k-distribution function.

The most common global method is the so-called Weighted-
Sum-of-Gray-Gases model. The concept of the WSGG approach
was first presented by Hottel and Sarofim@8# within the frame-
work of the zonal method. The method could be applied to arbi-
trary geometries with varying absorption coefficients, but was
limited to nonscattering media confined within a black-walled en-
closure. Modest@9# has shown that this model may be generalized
for use with any arbitrary solution method. In this method the
nongray gas is replaced by a number of gray gases, for which the
heat transfer rates are calculated independently by solving the
RTE with weighted emissive powers for each of the gray gases.
The total heat flux is then found by adding the fluxes of all gray

gases. The different absorption coefficientk i and emissive power
weight factor for each gas are found from total emissivity data.

Denison and Webb@10–15# have improved on the WSGG
model and have developed the Spectral-Line-Based Weighted-
Sum-of-Gray-Gases~SLW! model based on detailed spectral line
data. They also extended the SLW model to nonisothermal and
nonhomogeneous media by introducing a cumulative distribution
function of the absorption coefficient, calculated over the whole
spectrum and weighted by the Planck function. The absorption
distribution function~ADF! approach@16–18#is almost identical
to the SLW model and differs from the SLW only in the calcula-
tion of the gray-gas weights. These weights are chosen in such a
manner that emission by an isothermal gas is rigorously predicted
for actual spectra. This method has been further generalized@17#
by introducing fictitious gases~ADFFG! employing a joint distri-
bution function that separates thekh into two or more fictitious
gases, and is designed to be more suitable for the treatment of
nonhomogeneous media.

In this paper, the Full-Spectrum Correlated-k Distribution ap-
proach is developed based on Weighted-Sum-of-Gray-Gases argu-
ments. This approach provides a smoother—and, therefore, more
easily integrated—set of weight functions than the ADF method.
Through these arguments the Weighted-Sum-of-Gray-Gases
model is shown to be simply a crude implementation of the FSCK
~Full-Spectrum Correlated-k Distribution! developed here. There-
fore, it is clear that the WSGG method, like the correlated-k ap-
proach, is not limited to black-walled enclosures without scatter-
ing @9#, but can accommodate gray walls as well as gray scattering
particles. This is also shown through direct WSGG arguments.

Theoretical Formulation
Consider an absorbing/emitting medium inside a black enclo-

sure. For simplicity, we will first assume here that the medium
does not scatter, and that it consists primarily of molecular com-
bustion gases~such as H2O and CO2 mixed in air! with their
thousands of spectral lines, plus perhaps some non-scattering par-
ticles, such as soot, all enclosed by opaque black walls. However,
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this approach is also valid for gray scattering and/or gray walls,
which will be shown later. For such a situation the radiative equa-
tion of transfer~RTE! is given by@19#

dIh

ds
5kh~ I bh2I h!, (1)

where I h is the spectral intensity varying along a paths, h is
wavenumber,I bh the Planck function, andkh is the spectral ab-
sorption coefficient, which~besides wavenumber! depends on lo-
cal temperatureT, pressurep and mole fractionsxI . This is the
starting point to make line-by-line calculations. The formal solu-
tion to Eq.~1! is @19#

I h~s!5I bwhe2*0
skhds91E

0

s

I bh~T~s8!!e2*
s8
s

khds9kh~s8!ds8,

(2)

where the subscriptw denotes a value at the wall. Integrated over
the entire spectrum this becomes@9#

I ~s!5E
0

`

I hdh

5I bw@12a~Tw,0→s!#

1E
0

s

I b~s8!
]a

]s8
~T~s8!,s8→s!ds8, (3)

where

a~T,s8→s!5
1

I b~T! E0

`

I bh~T!@12e2*
s8
s

khds9#dh (4)

is the total absorptivity for a gas columns8→s for irradiation
from a blackbody source at temperatureT. We will now assume
that the commonly used ‘‘scaling approximation’’ applies, i.e., that
spectral and spatial dependence of the absorption coefficient are
separable,

kh~h,T,p,xI !5kh~h!u~T,p,xI !. (5)

This approximation is used, for example, in the popular Curtis-
Godson approximation to calculate narrow band absorptivities for
nonhomogeneous paths@20#, and in correlated-kmodels applied
to nonhomogeneous atmospheres@3,21#. While a good approxi-
mation for soot, its accuracy is more limited for molecular gases:
if we assume spectral lines of Lorentz shape we get@19#

kh~h,T,p,xI !5(
j

Sj

p

bj

~h2h j !
21bj

2 , (6)

whereh j is the spectral position of the center of thej th line, bj is
the line’s half width at half height, andSj is the line’s intensity. In
order for Eq.~5! to hold, we need allbj to be constant~usually
fairly true if total pressure is constant! and allSj to have the same
spatial dependence~the Sj depend only on temperature and den-
sity of the absorbing species!. Equation~5! has been shown to
give very accurate results in atmospheric applications, even for
strong variations in total pressure@2,21#, but—due to hot lines
with strongly different temperature dependence of the line
intensities—may become less accurate in the presence of fields
with extreme temperature variations@4,6,22#. Moreover, the line
intensities are directly proportional to the partial pressure of the
absorbing gas. Thus, in gas mixtures with locally varying mole
fraction ratios, Eq.~5! is also certain to be violated.

Sticking Eq.~5! into Eqs.~2! and ~4! yields

I h~s!5I bwhe2khX~0,s!1E
0

s

I bh~s8!e2khX~s8,s!khu~s8!ds8, (7)

a~T,s8→s!5
1

I b~T! E0

`

I bh@12ekhX~s8,s!#dh, (8)

where

X~s8,s!5E
s8

s

u~s9!ds9. (9)

In thek-distribution method it is recognized that—over a small
spectral interval over whichI bh may be assumed constant—the
absorption coefficient attains the same value many times. If the
medium is homogeneous@i.e., kh5kh(h) only#, and even in a
nonhomogeneous medium if Eq.~5! applies, the absorption coef-
ficient may be reordered into a monotonically increasing function
without loss of accuracy. For a narrow spectral interval we then
write for the narrow band transmissivityt̄h

t̄h5
1

Dh E
Dh

e2khXdh5E
0

`

e2kXf ~k!dk5E
0

1

e2k~g!Xdg, (10)

where the cumulativek-distribution

g~k!5E
0

k

f ~k!dk (11)

is an equivalent, nondimensional wavenumber. In Eq.~10! the
integration can be switched fromh to kh , since for eachh there
is only a single value ofkh ~but many differenth for eachkh!.

A similar argument can be applied to the entire spectrum. De-
fining a fractional Planck function as

i ~T,h!5
1

I b~T! E0

h

I bhdh, (12)

it is obvious thati (T,0)50 and i (T,`)51, i.e., the fractional
Planck function is monotonically increasing with 0< i<1. Equa-
tion ~8! can then be rewritten as

a~T,s8→s!512t~T,s8→s!512E
0

1

e2kh~ i !X~s8,s!di. (13)

We note there is only one value ofkh for each value ofi ~but
many values ofi for a single value ofkh!. Thus, we may reorder
Eq. ~13! in the same way as Eq.~10!, leading to

t5E
0

1

e2kh~ i !Xdi5E
0

`

e2kXf ~T,k!dk5E
0

1

e2k~T,g!Xdg. (14)

Here,g is no longer an equivalent wavenumber, but an equivalent
fractional Planck function. Note that, sincei is a function of tem-
perature, so isk, i.e.k5k(T,g). Since we would like to be able to
use arbitrary methods for the solution of the radiative transfer
problem, employing the simplifiedk2g relation of Eq. ~14!
~rather thankh2h!, the temperature dependence ofk(T,g) is
rather inconvenient. Following Modest@9# we desire a form,
which, upon substitution into Eq.~3!, can be shown to reduce
back to the original RTE, Eq.~1!. We will, therefore, carry out one
more reordering step to modify Eq.~14! to

t5E
0

1

e2k~T,g!Xdg5E
0

1

a~T,gref!e
2k~Tref ,gref!Xdgref , (15)

wherek(Tref ,gref) is thek2g distribution evaluated at a reference
temperatureTref , i.e., we have moved the temperature dependence
from the exponent~in k! to a base functiona. How this is done is
best understood by looking at Fig. 1, which shows two typical
k-distributions forTref ~the reference temperature! and some other
temperatureT. Both functions have identical values fork5kmin at
g50 ~the minimum absorption coefficient across the spectrum,
usually zero!, andk5kmax at g51 ~the maximum absorption co-
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efficient across the spectrum!; for each value ofk the correspond-
ing value for g is simply shifted. Now settingk(T,g)
5k(Tref ,gref), and differentiating leads to

dg5
]k~Tref ,gref!/]gref

]k~T,g!/]g
dgref5

f @T,k~g!#

f @Tref ,k~gref!#
dgref

5a~T,gref!dgref , (16)

where we have arbitrarily seta(Tref ,gref)[1 at the reference con-
dition.

For simplicity of notation we will, from now on, drop the sub-
script ‘‘ref’’ from gref , as well as the argumentTref from
k(Tref ,gref), which then is simply written ask(g). Substituting
Eq. ~15! into Eq. ~3!, and noting that

]a

]s8
52

]t

]s8
5E

0

1

a~T,g!e2k~g!X~s8,s!k~g!
]X

]s8
dg

52E
0

1

a~T,g!e2k~g!Xk~g!u~s8!dg,

we obtain

I ~s!5I bwE
0

1

a~Tw ,g!e2kX~0,s!dg

1E
0

s

I b~s8!E
0

1

a@T~s8!,g#e2k~g!X~s8,s!k~g!u~s8!dgds8.

(17)

If we now introduce a new ‘‘spectral’’ intensityI g(s), we get

I ~s!5E
0

1

I g~s!dg

5E
0

1H @a~Tw ,g!I bw#e2kX~0,s!1E
0

s

@a~T~s8!,g!I b~s8!#

3e2kX~s8,s!ku~s8!ds8dg.

(18)

Comparing with Eq.~7! we find that I g satisfies the general
RTE, Eq.~1!, subject to the same boundary conditions, but for a
spectrally-integrated, gray case with the Planck function replaced
by a weighted value,@aIb#:

dIg

ds
5k~g!u~s!~@aIb#2I g!, 0<g<1. (19)

What remains to be done is to solve the gray medium RTE, Eq.
~19!, by any arbitrary solution method for a small number of gray
absorption coefficientsk(g) ~sincek is a smooth, monotonic func-
tion in g!, followed by numerical quadrature overI g . In the
correlated-kapproach this is generally done by Gaussian quadra-
ture, since this gives a high degree of accuracy with relatively few
RTE evaluations. The most primitive~and least accurate! quadra-
ture scheme would be the use of the trapezoidal rule; i.e.,

E
0

1

I gdg.(
i 51

n

I g~k~gi !!Dgi ; (
i 51

n

Dgi51, (20)

which would imply

a512t

5E
0

1

a~T,g!~12e2k~g!X!dg

.(
i 51

n

Ai~T!~12e2kiX!, Ai5E
Dgi

adg, (21)

which is commonly known as the ‘‘Weighted-Sum-of-Gray-
Gases’’~WSGG!method. Therefore, the Weighted-Sum-of-Gray-
Gases method, while a very powerful method in itself, is effec-
tively only a crude implementation of the Full-Spectrum
Correlated-kapproach presented here. Nevertheless, the WSGG
method as presented in Eq.~21! was a considerable improvement
over the previous state-of-the-art, which allowed only cumber-
some and inaccurate application to inhomogeneous media
@9,13,14#.

Alternative Development. Equation~19! can also be derived
directly from the spectral RTE, also including gray scattering and
gray boundaries. Under the scaling approximation, the spectral
RTE is then given by@19#

dIh

ds
5khuIbh2~khu1ss!I h1

ss

4p E
4p

I h~ ŝ8!F~ ŝ,ŝ8!dV8,

(22)

wheress is the scattering coefficient andF( ŝ,ŝ8) is the scattering
phase function. In its most general form, Eq.~22! is subject to the
boundary condition@19#

at a wall, I h5I wh5ewI bwh1~12ew!
1

p E
n̂• ŝ,0

I hun̂• ŝudV,

(23)

whereI wh is the spectral intensity leaving the enclosure wall, due
to ~diffuse gray!emission and/or~diffuse gray!reflection,ew is
the emissivity of the wall, andŝ and n̂ are unit vectors for direc-
tion and the surface normal~pointing out of the wall!, respec-
tively.

A redistributed RTE is obtained by multiplying Eq.~22! by
d(k2kh)/ f (Tref ,k), whered(k2kh) is the Dirac-delta function
and

f ~Tref ,k!5
1

I b
E

0

`

I bh~Tref!d~k2kh!dh5E
0

1

d~k2kh!di

(24)

is the Planck-function-weightedk-distribution at the reference
temperature, as already given in Eq.~14!. Note that integrating the
Dirac-delta function across a single occurrence ofk5kh yields

E d~k2kh!dh5E d~k2kh!
dh

dkh
dkh5U dh

dkh
U. (25)

Integrating the so-multiplied Eq.~22! across the spectrum, and
assuming gray scattering properties yields the desired form

Fig. 1 The weight function a, obtained from k-distributions at
different temperatures
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dIg

ds
5kuaIb2~ku1ss!I g1

ss

4p E
4p

I g~ ŝ8!F~ ŝ,ŝ8!dV8,

(26)

where

I g5E
0

`

I hd~k2kh!dhY f ~Tref ,k!, (27a)

a5
1

I b
E

0

`

I bhd~k2kh!dhY f ~Tref ,k!5 f ~T,k!/ f ~Tref ,k!,

(27b)

subject to the boundary condition

at a wall, I g5I wg5ew@agI b#~Tw!

1~12ew!
1

p E
n̂• ŝ,0

I gun̂• ŝudV. (28)

This reordering process requires that any factors accompanying
radiative intensityI h—with the exception ofkh itself—must be
independent of wavenumber; i.e., like any global model the FSCK
method is limited to gray surfaces and/or gray scattering proper-
ties.

Evaluation of Weight Function a. Note that expressing the
transmissivity in terms of the correlated-k distribution f (T,k)
~second formulation in Eq.~14!! also satisfies the RTE, replacing
the @aIb# in Eq. ~19! by @ f (T,k)I b#, in which case the resulting
intensity has to be integrated overk-space, i.e.,I 5*0

`I kdk @17#.
The advantage of the present formulation—besides demonstrating
the equivalence betweenk-distribution and the WSGG model—is
the fact that the weight functiona(T,g) is much smoother and
better behaved than thek-distribution, and thus requires fewer
quadrature points~i.e., gray-gas evaluations! for the accurate de-
termination of full spectrum results such as heat flux. It remains to
determine thek(T,g) distributions for a given gas mixture fol-
lowed by transformation tok(Tref ,gref), i.e., the evaluation of the
a(T,gref). This can be done in a number of ways, the two most
extreme ones being calculation from~i! total emissivity~transmis-
sivity! data, and~ii! from line-by-line data such as the HITRAN
@23,24#or HITEMP @25# databases. In this paper, we will limit our
consideration to high-resolution databases.

HITRAN92 @23# has been used successfully in meteorological
applications, but is known to be inaccurate for combustion sce-
narios since many hot lines are missing in that database. HIT-
RAN96 @24# has remedied this problem to some extent and may
now be used with confidence for up to 600K, although many hot
lines are still missing. Very recently, HITEMP@25# has become
available for carbon dioxide and water vapor and should be accu-
rate for up to 1000 K. However, it has many times the number of
spectral lines than HITRAN96, requiring substantially more com-
puter time, and is limited to carbon dioxide and water vapor mix-
tures. In either casek(T,g) is determined from Eqs.~14! or ~24!
for a fixed reference condition. Recall that the temperature depen-
dence ink(T,g) originates from the fractional Planck functioni,
not from the absorption coefficient, which is evaluated at the ref-
erence condition~which remains fixed!. The transformation func-
tion a(T,g) is best determined by ratioing the slopes of the~pref-
erably slightly smoothened! g distribution functions for the actual
and the reference temperature for the samek, sincea may have
discontinuities if f (T,k)/ f (Tref ,k) is employed~since thef may
have singularities, albeit at identicalk-values!. Once the
correlated-kdistribution and the weight function have been deter-
mined, the temperature and additional pressure dependence given
by the functionu(T,p,xI ) in Eq. ~5! must be postulated and/or
determined in some optimal way.

There are several different ways to obtaink(T,g) from line-by-
line data as described in several papers@2,3,21,26#. We prefer the
following method, which is simple, quick, adaptive and particu-

larly well-suited for full-spectrum calculations: the spectrum
0<h,` is subdivided intoN equal subintervals, andN11
equally spaced spectral locations. Similarly, thek-range is subdi-
vided intoJ ranges~because of the large order-of-magnitude range
of the absorption coefficient, thek-range is subdivided equally on
a log10 k-basis!. A set of temperaturesTi can be considered simul-
taneously. A scan is now made over theN11 spectral locations,
the local value ofk is calculated, and thej th k-bin for the i th

temperatureTi is incremented by the corresponding fractional
Planck function ifkj<k,kj 11 , i.e., I bhdh, with a resolution fine
enough thatI bh(Ti) is constant acrossdh. At the end of the scan
all bin values are multiplied byp/sTi

4, after which they reflect
the calculated values forf (T,kj )dkj and the cumulative
k-distribution for each temperature follows from

g~T,kj !5 (
j 851

j

f ~T,kj 8!dkj5g~T,kj 21!1 f ~T,kj !dkj . (29)

Note that the number ofk-bins as well as temperature bins can be
made arbitrarily large without any appreciable increase in compu-
tation time. While that may result in empty bins, theg(T,k) dis-
tribution would simply remain constant for adjacentj-values. Af-
ter each scan the number ofN is doubled, resulting inN additional
knot points, andN additionalk-values are calculated and placed in
the f (T,kj ) bins, until such time when thegj no longer change
beyond some criterion. Note also that, in the limit ofdk→0,
dh→0, it follows that f (T,k)→` whereverkh is maximum or
minimum, resulting in small discontinuities fora(T,k) at these
points. Thus, the smoothness off and a are strongly affected by
the numerical implementation.

By making a transformation fromf (k)dk to the weight function
a(T,g)dg it was hoped to obtain a smoothened function for easier
quadrature~similar to the transformation fromf (k)dk to dg, with
k(g) being a much smoother function thanf (k)!. This is demon-
strated for two extreme temperatures in Fig. 2~a!, showing
f (Tcold,k), f (Thot ,k), anda(Tcold,k), using the hot gas tempera-
ture as the reference state. The correspondingk(T,g), together
with a(Tcold,g) are shown in Fig. 2~b!. While the weight function
a(T,g) is not as smooth as thek(T,g) function,a is considerably
better behaved than thef (T,k): high frequency oscillations are
reduced from approximately 25 percent of maximum to about 5
percent~as discussed earlier, maxima off and, therefore,a, de-
pend on the numerical implementation; values given are for our
present calculations!. Low frequency oscillations are also much
less severe. As the temperature moves closer to the reference
value,a becomes progressively smoother~hovering around an av-
erage value ofa51!. Therefore, accurate numerical quadrature of
Eq. ~20! becomes relatively easy. Efficient quadrature can be fur-
ther improved by smoothing the weight function through

E
0

1

a~g!f~k~g!!dg5E
0

1 1

Dg EDg
a~g8!f~k~g8!!dg8dg

.E
0

1

ā~g!f~k~g!!dg, (30)

where

ā5
1

Dg EDg
a~g8!dg8 (31)

sincek(g) is essentially constant across a small intervalDg. In
this expressionf(k) is any function that depends ong through the
function k(T,g), such asI g . The smoothened weight functionā
is also indicated in Fig. 2~b!along with typical quadrature points
used in later examples. Also indicated are typical step valueski
for the WSGG trapezoidal integration.

Scaling of Absorption Coefficient. The FSCK method is ex-
act as compared to LBL calculations that use the same scaled
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absorption coefficient. Errors arise only from the fact that actual
gas mixtures do not obey the scaling approximation. Therefore,
optimal scaling methodology is extremely important for the accu-
racy of the FSCK method, although this remains somewhat of a
black art. While the FSCK method is, in principle, valid for arbi-
trary gas mixtures, we will limit ourselves here to systems with
constant total pressure, which reduces the determination of a
scaled absorption coefficient distribution from a line-by-line data-
base to two steps. First, a reference condition must be chosen.
Assuming constant total pressure throughout, it appears natural to
take a volume average as the reference mole fraction distribution,
or

xI ref5
1

V E
V
xI dV. (32)

Choosing an optimal reference temperature is less obvious; differ-
ent possibilities are listed and discussed as follows:

Maximum Temperature in System.

Tref5Thot (33a)

Minimum Temperature in System.

Tref5Tcold (33b)

Volume Averaged Temperature.

Tref5
1

V E
V
TdV (33c)

Planck Mean Temperature.

~kPT4!ref5
1

V E
V
kPT4dV (33d)

Emission Weighted Temperature.

Tref5
*VT@4skP~T,p,xI !T4#dV1*AT@esT4/p#dA

*V@4skP~T,p,xI !T4#dV1*A@esT4/p#dA
(33e)

Since at the reference state the absorption coefficient is set to
coincide with that of the database, an intermediate temperature
may be expected to do better than choosing the maximum~Eq.
~33a!!or minimum temperatures~Eq. ~33b!!as the reference tem-
perature, such as a spatially averaged temperature~Eq. ~33c!!.
However, straight volume averaging neglects local variations in
mole fractions, as well as the fact that emission from hot regions
often dominates the radiative field. Therefore, using a Planck
mean temperature~based on overall emitted energy! or an
emission-weighted temperature can be expected to give better re-
sults. The performance of different reference temperatures will be
tested later within this paper.

Once a reference state has been established, an appropriate spa-
tial variation functionu(T,p,xI ) must be found. If we assume
constant total pressure throughout the system and neglect pressure
effects on the line half widthsbj ~generally a good approximation
for systems with roughly constant total pressure!, then spectral
lines become temperature and pressure dependent through only
the line intensitiesSj , which, for a linear absorption coefficient, is
linearly proportional to the partial pressure of the absorbing gas,
times a function of temperature only.

Since radiative heat fluxes from a layer are governed by emis-
sion rates attenuated by self absorption, the scaling function for a
gas mixture with only one participating gasu(T,x) is found here
from the implicit relation

E
0

`

I bh~Tem!exp@2kh~T,x!Lm#dh

5E
0

`

I bh~Tem!exp@2khu~T,x!Lm#dh, (34)

wherekh5kh(Tref ,xref) and Lm is the mean beam length of the
volume under consideration. Note that there are two temperatures
involved in Eq.~34!, an emission temperatureTem and the refer-
ence temperatureTref . Using an emission temperature different
from Tref may give better results, but will involve a larger amount
of precalculations and interpolations. For simplicity, one may con-
sider the use of the reference temperature also as the emission
temperature. For optically thin situations, Eq.~34! ensures that the
scaling produces the correct Planck-mean absorption coefficient at
all locations~weighted byTem!. For optically thick situations, Eq.
~34! ensures that the scaling produces the correct heat flux escap-
ing a layer with a thickness ofLm . For gas mixtures with more
than one participating gas specie, we use here an assumed shape
of

u~T,xI !5(
n51

N

xnun~T!, (35)

wherexnun(T) is the scaling function for thenth gas specie and is
evaluated, independently for each specie, using Eq.~34!. This
simplification has the disadvantage that it neglects line overlap
between species~in the function of optimal scaling parameters
only, not in the heat transfer calculations!. It has the advantage
that the volumetric scaling function can be databased indepen-
dently for each specie.

Fig. 2 „a… Comparison of k -distributions at different tempera-
tures and the weight function a, „b… Planck function weighted
cumulative k -distribution g , and the weight function a
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Sample Calculations
The validity of the present model, its application to non-black

walls and scattering media, and its limitations due to the scaling
approximation will be shown through a number of relatively
simple one-dimensional examples in which CO2-N2 mixtures con-
fined between two infinite parallel walls are considered. Also, a
two-dimensional practical combustion problem will be studied to
test the model, with more than one participating gas coexisting in
a cylindrical axisymmetric combustion chamber. TheP1 approxi-
mation is employed in the following examples, since it is a popu-
lar method with reasonable levels of effort and accuracy. Since the
FSCK method is a spectral model that can be used with any RTE
solution method, comparison of the LBL benchmark with FSCK
demonstrates the accuracy of the FSCK method as long as the
same RTE solver is employed in both cases. Any other solution
method than theP1 approximation would also be acceptable. The
HITEMP as well as HITRAN96 databases are used in the follow-
ing calculations to validate the new approach, and methods to
determine optimally scaled absorption coefficients will be
discussed.

One-Dimensional Slab. First an isothermal medium confined
between two parallel, cold and black plates is considered. Since
the medium is homogeneous, thek-distribution at only one tem-
perature is needed, i.e., at the temperature of the medium, so that
a[1 in this case. The medium is a nitrogen-carbon dioxide mix-
ture at 1500 K, 1 bar total pressure, with a 10 percent mole frac-
tion of CO2 . Using the HITEMP database for the evaluation of
absorption coefficients, benchmark line-by-line results are com-
pared in Fig. 3 with the Full-Spectrum Correlated-k Distribution
~FSCK!method for two slab widths demonstrating that the FSCK
method is indeed exact for homogeneous media. Using 10 Gauss-
ian quadrature points, the FSCK results essentially coincide with
the LBL results ~for which approximately 600,000 quadrature
points were needed!. Using only 6 quadrature points shows slight
discrepancies for optically thick cases (L51 m). Similar to LBL
calculations, more accurate results can be obtained by using more
quadrature points. Within numerical accuracy, the wall heat flux
predicted by the FSCK is exact for the homogeneous and isother-
mal case.

Taine et al.@22# have shown that the scaling approximation
may produce substantial errors when radiation emitted in a hot
region travels through a cold layer, since~i! k-distributions always
sort absorption coefficients according to magnitude~assuming that
this produces consistent wavenumber sorting!, while ~ii! in

strongly non-isothermal media this ordering consistency is vio-
lated by ‘‘hot lines,’’ which have large absorption coefficients at
high temperatures, while being essentially negligible at low tem-
peratures. We will consider two types of non-isothermal media.
First, we will look at the extreme case of an isothermal hot layer
adjacent to an isothermal cold layer. This extreme test will allow
us to find out optimum ways to determine accurately scaled ab-
sorption coefficient distributions from the HITEMP database. Fig-
ure 4 shows the radiative heat flux arriving at the cold black wall
of a N2-CO2 mixture with a step in temperature. Pressure and CO2
mole fraction are constant throughout at 1 bar and 10 percent,
respectively. The hot layer is atT52000 K and has a fixed width
of 50 cm, while the cold layer is at 300 K, and is of varying width.
The LBL results obtained from both the HITEMP and the HIT-
RAN96 databases are compared with various scaling approxima-
tions. Note that heat fluxes predicted from the HITEMP database
are more than double~no cold layer!to five-fold ~thick cold layer!
of those predicted from the HITRAN96 database: while the HIT-
RAN96 database can be used with confidence up to about 600 K
@27#, for temperatures beyond that level it appears to be missing
many hot lines, which are estimated in the HITEMP database.
Since FSCK requires quadrature over a single monotonically in-
creasing function and needs about 10 quadrature points, while
LBL calculations require about 1 million quadrature points, the
FSCK method will greatly speed up the calculations. In this ex-
ample, based on a well-established absorption coefficient database
for both FSCK and LBL, the FSCK calculations required less than
0.05 second~10 quadrature points! on an SGIO200~single pro-
cessor R10000 at 150 MHz!, while the LBL calculations required
25 minutes, or a factor of approximately 100,000:1.

Fig. 3 Local radiative flux in an isothermal N 2–CO2 mixture
„TÄ1500 K, pÄ1 bar, x CO2

Ä0.1, LÄ1 cm and LÄ1 m… bounded
by cold, black walls

Fig. 4 Radiative flux exiting from the cold column of a
two-column CO 2-nitrogen mixture at different temperatures
„ThotÄ2000 K, l hotÄ50 cm; TcoldÄ300 K, l cold variable; uniform
pÄ1 bar, x CO2

Ä0.1, cold and black walls … using HITEMP and
HITRAN96 databases; the relative errors shown are for HITEMP
results
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From Fig. 4 it can be seen that using two temperature scaling
~Thot as Tem in Eq. ~34!, plus a Planck mean reference tempera-
ture! gives the best results with a maximum error of only 8 per-
cent. In this problem, the emission weighted temperature is very
close to the hot temperature of 2000 K and, using it for bothTem
andTref , gives a maximum error of 9 percent. Using the spatially
averaged temperature and the cold temperature~300 K! asTref and
Tem gives maximum errors of 13 percent and 19 percent, respec-
tively. Using the Planck mean temperature for bothTref and Tem
produces a maximum error of 25 percent for this extreme tem-
perature case because, with increasing cold layer, the Planck-mean
reference temperature moves closer to the cold temperature,
greatly overpredicting emission from the hot layer. Although pro-
ducing large errors in this extreme example, we feel that the
Planck mean temperature, together with the emission-weighted
temperature, are the best choices for reference temperature. As
will be shown later, Planck mean and emission-weighted tempera-
tures are actually very close in more realistic combustion systems.

Denison and Webb@11# have already shown that the WSGG
method is applicable to gray boundaries. To demonstrate that the
FSCK method and, therefore, also the WSGG method is equally
valid not only for media bounded by gray walls, but also for
~gray! scattering media, heat fluxes through the mixture of the
previous example were also calculated for the cases of gray walls
~e50.5!, the addition of a gray scattering medium~scattering co-
efficient ss51/(l hot1 l cold)!, and the combination of both. The
choice of ss here is arbitrary, and is chosen to give an optical
thickness of unity, where one would expect scattering to have the
largest effects. Representative calculations using line-by-line cal-
culations together with the scaled absorption coefficient confirmed
that the FSCK method produces exact results~for the scaled ab-
sorption coefficient!, even in the presence of non-black walls and
gray scattering. In all cases using the emission-weighted tempera-
ture as the reference value gave again the most accurate results.
Inspection of Fig. 5 shows that with the presence of a nonblack
wall the heat flux to the wall is reduced and the maximum relative
error remains approximately the same. The influence of scattering
and combined effects are also shown in Fig. 5. Qualitatively, the
trends remain the same, with maximum errors atl cold510 cm of
9.5 percent and 10.4 percent, respectively. Again, HITEMP results
as compared to HITRAN96 results are higher by a factor of 2~no
cold layer!to about 6~thick cold layer!.

The previous examples with a step change in temperature were
designed to be a worst-case scenario, i.e., to understand the limits
of the scaling approximation, and as a tool to find methods to
determine optimum scaling parameters for a gas mixture. One-
dimensional nitrogen-carbon dioxide mixtures with smoothly

varying temperature and/or mole fraction profiles, such as one
may expect to occur in actual combustion applications, make LBL
and FSCK results virtually coincide@28#.

Two-Dimensional Gas Mixtures. The model will now be
tested further by applying it to a practical combustion problem. A
mixture of combustion products~i.e., CO2 and H2O! as well as
fuel ~i.e., CH4! in a cylindrical axisymmetric geometry is studied,
as shown in Fig. 6. A small nozzle at the center of the combustor
introduces methane at high speed and ambient air enters the com-
bustor coaxially at a lower speed. Fuel and air mix and are al-
lowed to react using a simple eddy dissipation reaction model.
The liner wall is assumed black and insulated, and its temperature
is equal to the local gas temperature. Since fuel is injected from
the inlet together with cold air, temperatures near the inlet are
relatively low ~>300 K!. The combustion reaction produces a
bell-shaped flame sheet with high downstream outlet tempera-
tures. Temperature levels inside the chamber range from 300 K to
around 1700 K, as shown in Fig. 7~a!. The mole fraction distri-

Fig. 5 Same as Fig. 4, but for medium bounded by gray walls
as well as for gray scattering media

Fig. 6 Geometry of the cylindrical combustor

Fig. 7 Temperature and mole fraction distribution in a two-
dimensional cylindrical combustion chamber, „a… temperature
distribution; „b… mole fraction distribution of CO 2 and H2O; and
„c… mole fraction distribution of CH 4 „gas mixtures with meth-
ane and without methane are both considered ….
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bution of the combustion products basically follows the pattern of
the temperature change, as shown in Fig. 7~b!, with xH2O

52xCO2
everywhere~using a simple global reaction for methane!.

The fuel, on the other hand, has large mole fractions near the inlet
where it has not yet been consumed, and is barely present beyond
where combustion has taken place, as shown in Fig. 7~c!. LBL
calculations were carried out as a benchmark. Since three emitting
and absorbing gases coexist in this chamber~in this case, meth-
ane, carbon dioxide and water vapor!, the FSCK approach needs
now to be applied to a gas mixture of more than one participating
gas. In the following calculations, the reference and emission tem-
peratures in Eq.~34! are taken as the Planck mean temperature.
Choosing the emission weighted temperature from Eq.~33e! in-
stead, yields essentially the same results, since both temperatures
are very close to each other.

We will first consider the case of CO2 and H2O being the only
radiatively participating gases, with the temperature distribution
shown in Fig. 7~a!and mole fraction distribution shown in Fig.
7~b!. Although the mole fractions of the combustion products vary
throughout the volume, the mole fraction ratios of CO2 to H2O is
0.5 everywhere. The radiative heat source¹•q determined from
LBL calculations for this case is shown in Fig. 8~a! and the rela-
tive error of the FSCK method with respect to the LBL bench-
mark, defined as

error~percent)5
¹•qLBL2¹•qFSCK

¹•qLBL,max
3100 (36)

is shown in Fig. 8~b!. It can be seen that the maximum errors are
around 24 percent across the sharp gradients just outside the
flame sheet, and13 percent in the hot downstream section. Thus,
one may conclude that the FSCK method predicts heat transfer
rates very well in situations where gases have constant ratios of
mole fraction. In this problem, the CPU time required for LBL
calculations is about 60 h, while that for the FSCK method is 5
sec.

Next we consider the same mixture of CO2 and H2O, but will
also include the radiative participation of CH4 . Since methane, as
the fuel, has large mole fractions only near the inlet as shown in
Fig. 7~c!, the gases in the mixture no longer have the same mole
fraction ratio throughout the combustion chamber. Again, LBL
calculations are carried out as a benchmark and are shown in Fig.

9~a!. The distribution of the radiative heat source differs from the
previous problem only in the inlet region because of the presence
of CH4 . Shown in Fig. 9~b!, the maximum error of the FSCK
approach now increases to 50 percent in the inlet region with its
mole fraction discontinuity, although the error remains well below
10 percent throughout most of the combustion chamber. It can be
seen that non-constant ratios of mole fraction of participating
gases have a big effect on the accuracy of the method, since at one
location gas ‘‘a’’ may be prominent, and gas ‘‘b’’ at another, caus-
ing severe breakdown of absorption coefficient scaling. To over-
come this problem we have also developed a multi-scale FSCK
method@29#.

Summary and Conclusions
A Full-Spectrum Correlated-k Distribution ~FSCK! has been

developed, which—within its limitations~gray walls, gray scatter-
ing, spectral absorption coefficient obeying the scaling
approximation!—allows very efficient ‘‘exact’’ evaluation of ra-
diative fluxes for arbitrary molecular gas mixtures, using any de-
sired RTE solver. Nongray surfaces and/or nongray scattering
would require a multi-band approach~rather than full-spectrum!.
It has been shown that the popular Weighted-Sum-of-Gray-Gases
~WSGG!method is simply a crude implementation of the FSCK
method; therefore, it is implied that the WSGG method can also
be applied to gray enclosures as well as gray scattering media.
Limitations of the scaling approximation have also been investi-
gated and procedures to find optimally scaled distributions have
been discussed. Comparison of results using the HITRAN96 and
HITEMP databases shows that, beyond 1000 K, HITEMP radia-
tive fluxes are several times larger than those from HITRAN, thus
indicating the application limits of HITRAN96.
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Nomenclature

A 5 weight function for WSGG method

Fig. 8 Two-dimensional cylindrical combustion chamber with
a gas mixture containing CO 2 and H2O: „a… LBL calculations for
the radiative heat source “"q „WÕcm3

…; „b… relative error of
FSCK results, „“"q LBLÀ“"q FSCK…Õ“"q LBL,max .

Fig. 9 Two-dimensional cylindrical combustion chamber with
a gas mixture containing CO 2 , H2O and CH4 : „a… LBL calcula-
tions for the radiative heat source “"q „WÕcm3

…; „b… relative er-
ror of FSCK results, „“"q LBLÀ“"q FSCK…Õ“"q LBL,max .
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a 5 weight function for FSCK method
b 5 line half-width, cm21

f 5 k-distribution function, cm
g 5 cumulativek-distribution
I 5 radiative intensity, W/m2sr
i 5 fractional Planck function
k 5 absorption coefficient variable, cm21

kh 5 spectral absorption coefficient at reference state, cm21

l 5 geometric length, m
Lm 5 mean beam length, m

p 5 pressure, bar
q 5 radiative heat flux, W/m2

S 5 line intensity, cm22

s, s8 5 distance along path, m
T 5 temperature, K
u 5 spatial dependence function for absorption coefficient
V 5 Volume, m3

X 5 weighted path length, m
x, xI 5 mole fraction, mole fraction vector

Greek Symbols

a 5 absorptivity
e 5 emissivity
h 5 wavenumber, cm21

F 5 scattering phase function
k 5 absorption coefficient, cm21

V 5 solid angle, sr
ss 5 scattering coefficient, cm21

t 5 transmissivity

Subscripts

0 5 reference condition
b 5 blackbody emission

em 5 emission
i 5 gray gas in WSGG
j 5 line or bin

P 5 Planck mean
w 5 wall
h 5 spectral
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An Investigation of the Breakup
of an Evaporating Liquid Film,
Falling Down a Vertical,
Uniformly Heated Wall
The breakup of an evaporating, thin liquid film falling down a vertical, uniformly heated
wall is of interest in many applications. Analytical expressions are developed for predict-
ing the thickness of an evaporating liquid film and the corresponding wetting rate at
breakup, which are in good agreement with experimental data for water. These expres-
sions, derived from minimizing the total energy of a stable liquid rivulet forming imme-
diately following the film breakup, required solving for the rivulet profile and the two-
dimensional velocity field in the rivulet. The total energy of the rivulet is the sum of
the kinetics energy of the liquid, the surface energies at the liquid-vapor and the solid-
liquid interfaces, and those due to evaporation and the thermocapillary force along
the liquid-vapor interface. The liquid film thickness at breakup is a function of Marangoni
number, vapor Reynolds number, liquid and vapor properties, equilibrium contact
angle of the liquid with underlying wall material, and the wall thermal conductance
,33104 W/m2K. For a wall conductance,33104 W/m2K, the film thickness at
breakup, when the wall is heated uniformly at its inner surface, is higher than when the
wall is heated at its outer surface, but both are identical when the wall conductance
>33104 W/m2K. The contribution of the equilibrium contact angle diminishes, but
the thickness of the liquid film at breakup increases, as the wall heat flux
increases.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1420712#

1 Introduction

The flow of an evaporating thin liquid film, flowing down a
vertical or an inclined heated surface is encountered in many en-
ergy and thermal processing applications. Examples include dis-
tillation and brewery industry, closed two-phase thermosyphons
~CTPTs!for waste heat recovery and redundant heat exchangers,
wet columns, cooling towers, thin liquid film heat exchangers,
application of thin films onto computer microchips, and cooling of
nuclear fuel elements following a loss-of-coolant accident
~LOCA!. The conditions for an evaporating liquid film to break up
into a series of stable liquid rivulets, leaving the underlying sur-
face partially dry, are important to these applications.

The breakup of continuous liquid films flowing down on heated
and non-heated vertical walls have been observed experimentally
@1–4# ~Fig. 1~a!!. It occurs when the liquid flow reaches a Mini-
mum Wetting Rate~MWR!, beyond which a continuous, thin liq-
uid film cannot be maintained on the underlying wall. The film
thickness at breakup is referred to here as the Minimum Liquid
Film Thickness~MLFT!.

Several approaches, based on either the Force Balance~FB! at a
stagnation point or the Minimum Total Energy~MTE! of a stable
liquid rivulet, forming following the film breakup, have been pro-
posed for predicting the MLFT and MWR for a non-evaporating
film, falling down a vertical wall. The FB criterion@5# determines
the MLFT from the balance of the inertia and surface tension
forces at a stagnation point of a leading edge of the liquid film
after breakup~Fig. 1~a!!. The MWR is then obtained from the
momentum balance, far upstream of the stagnation point, based on
the Nusselt theory approximation. The predictions of the MWR by

the FB criterion@5# are 40–70 percent higher than measurements
and of the MLFT are;30 percent higher than those determined
from the measured MWRs@6#.

The MTE criterion, as applied to a stable, non-evaporating rivu-
let, forming following the breakup of a liquid film, derives an
expression for the MLFT through minimizing the total energy of
the rivulet. The corresponding MWR is then determined using the
Nusselt theory approximation, as in the force balance criterion.
The total energy of a non-evaporating rivulet is the sum of the
kinetic energy of the liquid and the surface energies at the Liquid-
Vapor ~L-V! and the Liquid-Solid~L-S! interfaces. The former
requires knowledge of the velocity field in the rivulet and the
latter requires knowledge of the rivulet profile. The reported ex-
pressions of the MLFT and MWR by various investigators@7–10#
have been inconsistent, due to several simplifying assumptions.
These include a zero-order approximation of the liquid velocity
within the rivulet and assuming that the rivulet profile,f(x), is a
part of a circle or deriving an expression for it based on the zero-
order liquid velocity approximation.

For the breakup of an evaporating liquid film, falling down a
vertical heated wall, very little work has been reported@11–13#.
Hsu et al. @11# have conducted experiments to determine the
MLFT of an evaporating water film, falling down on the inside of
a vertical glass tube. The glass tube with 11.0 mm inside diameter,
was uniformly heated on the outside using a thin, electrically con-
ductive metallic thin film. The metallic film was transparent, thus
did not limit visual observation of the falling liquid film on the
inner surface of the tube.

Zuber and Staub@12# have used the FB criterion to derive ex-
pressions for the MLFT and MWR of an evaporating liquid film
using the same methodology as Hartely and Murgatroyd@5#.
However, they added to the force balance the thermocapillary
force resulting from the temperature gradient developing along the
L-V interface, and the thrust caused by the evaporating molecules
from the L-V interface. They approximated the profile of the liq-
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uid film at the stagnation point by a wedge, having an angle equal
to the equilibrium contact angle of the liquid with the wall,uo , at
zero heat flux. Other simplifying assumptions included neglecting
the effect of evaporation at L-V interface, assuming the thickness
of the falling liquid film is uniform and equals that far upstream of
the stagnation point. These assumptions limited the applicability
of the derived expressions to very low wall heat flux or low
evaporation rate. Zuber and Staub@12# also neglected the effect of
axial conduction in the underlying heated wall, which contributes
to the significant evaporation at the triple interface lines of the
liquid rivulet, x56b ~Fig. 1!. The derived expressions for the
MLFT and MWR by Zuber and Staub@12# deviated from the data
for evaporating water films@11,13#by 120 percent to255 per-
cent and by160 percent to275 percent, respectively. When the
wall heat flux is zero, these expressions are the same as those of
Hartely and Murgatroyd@5#, for a non-evaporating liquid film.

Fujita and Ueda@13# have conducted experiments to determine
MLFT and MWR for an evaporating water film, falling down on
the outside of a uniformly heated, stainless steel tube. The re-
ported measurements of the MWR were for the incipient breakup
of the film and for a film breakup and the formation of a stable dry
patch~Fig. 1~a!!. The stainless steel tubes used in the experiment,
16.0 mm outside diameter, 1.0 mm wall thickness, and 600 or
1000 mm long, were heated by applying an electrical potential
across.

In addition, Fujita and Ueda@13# solved the continuity and the
momentum equations of the falling liquid film, assuming an ap-
proximate temperature profile in the film. They equated the inertia
and the thermocapillary forces and derived an expression for the
MLFT. They neglected the acceleration within the falling liquid
film, the flow velocity component normal to the wall and at the
L-V interface, and the change in the liquid film thickness due to
evaporation. The derived expression for the MLFT by Fujita and
Ueda @13# underestimates their own data and that of Hsu et al.
@11# by more than 85 percent.

Recently, El-Genk and Saber@6# have shown that solving for
the two-dimensional, liquid velocity in the rivulet,u(x,y), and
using it to obtain the rivulet profile, significantly enhanced the
comparison of the MTE criterion with the experimental data for
the breakup of non-evaporating liquid films. The calculated thick-
ness of a non-evaporating liquid rivulet, at its plane of symmetry,
has also been shown to be the same as that of the measured liquid
film thickness at breakup@6#. The derived expressions for the
MLFT and MWR, which predicted to within610–20 percent the
data for non-evaporating falling films of water and glycerol-water
mixtures on glass, stainless steel, copper, and Perspex, are given,
respectively, as

Dmin,o5~12cosuo!0.22,

and

Gmin,o50.67Dmin,o
2.83 10.26Dmin,o

9.51 . (1)

This paper extends the work of El-Genk and Saber@6# to
evaporating liquid films, flowing down uniformly heated vertical
walls ~Fig. 1~a!!, and derives expressions for the MLFT and
MWR. These expressions are applicable to when the wall is
heated at either the outer or the inner surface. For the former, the
present analysis accounts for the axial heat conduction in the wall
and quantify the effects of the wall thickness and thermal conduc-
tivity on the values of MLFT and MWR. The two-dimensional
velocity field in the liquid rivulet,u(x,y), obtained using the Ritz
method, is used to solve for the profile of the liquid rivulet,f(x),
and the effective contact angle,ueff , at the triple interface line of
the rivulet,x56b ~Fig. 1~b!!. The predictions of the MLFT and
MWR are compared with the reported data for water films@11,13#.

2 Problem Description
Consider a stable, liquid rivulet flowing down a vertical wall

~Fig. 1~a!!, subject to a constant heat flux, either at the wall inner
surface (y50), qiw , or at the wall outer surface (y52dw), qow
~Fig. 1~b!!. The rivulet is formed, following the breakup of an
evaporating liquid film. Since the thickness of the rivulet near its
triple interface line (x56b) is infinitesimally small~Fig. 1~b!!,
the local evaporation flux is significantly greater@14# than at the
center plane,x50. The thermocapillary force, which is propor-
tional to the gradient of the liquid surface tension with respect to
temperature along the L-V interface, causes a persistent contrac-
tion of the rivulet and is highest near the triple interface line. In
addition, the departing vapor molecules from the L-V interface
develop thrust in the perpendicular direction to the interface~Fig.
1~b!!. The thermocapillary force and vapor thrust depend not only
on the local evaporation flux and the change inTf along the L-V
interface, but also on the liquid rivulet profile,f(x), and the
velocity field in the rivulet,u(x,y).

The total energy of the evaporating liquid rivulet is the sum of
the liquid kinetic energy, the interfacial energies at L-S and L-V
interfaces, and those caused by the thermocapillary force and the
vapor thrust. The evaluation of the liquid kinetic energy requires
knowledge of the velocity field within the liquid rivulet,u(x,y),
as well as of the rivulet profile,f(x). The interfacial energy at the
L-V and L-S interfaces require knowledge of the temperature dis-
tributions along the L-V interface,Tf , and along the L-S inter-
face,Tiw(x).

Fig. 1 Breakup of an evaporating liquid film, falling down a
vertical, uniformly heated wall: „a… observed breakup of a fall-
ing, evaporating liquid film †3‡; and „b… cross-section area of
the stable, evaporating liquid rivulet at A-A.
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3 Heat Transfer in Liquid Rivulet
Owing to the small thickness of the liquid rivulet~,0.5 mm!

and to the low thermal conductivity of the liquid, the temperature
profile in the liquid rivulet is expressed as

T~x,y!5Tiw~x!2~Tiw~x!2Tf~x!!
y

f~x!
, (2)

where

Tf~x!5Tv1Rint qiw~x!, (3)

and the interfacial resistance,Rint , is given@15,16#as

Rint5
1

arghf g
2 @~2pRTv

3!/M #1/2. (4)

When the wall is heated uniformly at its inner surface,qiw(x) is a
known quantity. However, when the wall is heated at its outer
surface, qiw(x) is determined from the solution of the two-
dimensional, steady-state heat conduction equation in the wall and
the heat balance at the L-S interface. The accommodation coeffi-
cient,a in Eq. ~4! is taken equal to 0.04@15,16#.

4 Heat Conduction in the Wall
The two-dimensional heat conduction equation in the wall~Fig.

1~b!!:

]2T~xw ,yw!/]xw
2 1]2T~xw ,yw!/]yw

2 50, (5)

is solved subject to the following boundary conditions:

~a!
]T~0,yw!

]xw
50, ~b!

]T~b,yw!

]xw
50,

~c!
]T~xw,0!

]yw
52qow /kw ,

and

~d!
]T~xw ,dw!

]yw
52~heq~x!/kw!~T~xw ,dw!2Tv!. (6)

The wall thermal conductivity is taken constant, since the change
in temperature across the wall is only a few degrees, but evaluated
at the mean temperature of the wall. The second boundary condi-
tion reflects the fact that for a uniformly heated wall, at the liquid
film breakup and immediate formation of stable rivulets, the lat-
eral heat flow in the underlying wall is zero, as before the film
breaks up. In Eq.~6d!, the local heat transfer coefficientheq(x)
can be expressed as

heq~x!5Ff~x!

k1
1RintG21

. (7)

Using the method of separation of variables, the temperature dis-
tribution in the wall is

T~xw ,yw!5Tv1
qow

h̄eq

@11~ h̄eq /kw!~dw2yw!#1B0S kw

h̄eq
D

1(
n51

`
2Bn cosnp~12xw /b!coshnp~yw /b!

h̄eq

kw
coshnp~dw /b!1

np

b
sinhnp~dw /b!

,

(8)

where,

B05
1

b E0

b

f ~xw!dxw , Bn5
1

b E0

b

f ~xw!cos
np

b
xwdxw ,

(9a)

f ~xw!5~ h̄eq /kw2heq~xw!/kw!~T~xw ,dw!2Tv!, (9b)

and

h̄eq5
1

b E0

b

heq~x!dx. (9c)

The wall temperature along the L-S interface is given by substi-
tuting yw5dw in Eq. ~8!:

Tiw~xw!5Tv1
qow

h̄eq

1B0S kw

h̄eq
D

1(
n51

`
2Bn cosnp~12xw /b!coshnp~dw /b!

h̄eq

kw
coshnp~dw /b!1

np

b
sinhnp~dw /b!

.

(10a)

Similarly, the wall heat flux at the L-S interface,qiw(xw) is

qiw~xw!5qow

2(
n51

` 2Bnkw

np

b
cosnp~12xw /b!sinhnp~dw /b!

h̄eq

kw
coshnp~dw /b!1

np

b
sinhnp~dw /b!

.

(10b)

The residual functionf (xw), ~Eq. 9b!, is determined using an
iterative procedure, and used to evaluate the heat flux and tem-
perature at L-S interface andh̄eq . When the wall is heated uni-
formly at its inner surface, the wall temperature at the L-S inter-
face is

Tiw~x!5Tv1qiwS f~x!

kl
1RintD . (11)

5 Total Energy of Liquid Rivulet
The total energy of a stable, evaporating liquid rivulet is the

sum of the liquid kinetic energy, the interfacial energies at L-S and
L-V interfaces, and those due to the thermocapillary force and
vapor thrust at L-V interface. The first two have been dealt with
elsewhere@6# and will not be repeated here due to space limita-
tion. The infinitesimal thermocapillary energy of the rivulet can be
written as

des5S E
s50

s ]sLV

]s
dsDA11~df~x!/dx!2dx, (12)

and the energy induced by evaporation at L-V interface can be
expressed as

dee52S E
0

s

rgS qn~x!

rghf g
D 2 r l2rg

r l
dsD df~x!/dx

A11~df~x!/dx!2
dx.

(13)

The total energy of the liquid rivulet can now be written in a
dimensionless form as

Etot52E
X50

1 S 15

2
D5F E

Y50

F~X!

U2~X,Y!dYG
1FsLV

sR
A11«2F82~X!1

sSV

sR
2

sLV

sR
cosueffG

1Fs~X!A11«2F82~X!1Fe~X!
2«F8~X!

A11«2F82~X!
D dX,

(14)

where
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Fs~X!5
D

Prl
S l s

d* D E
X50

X

Ma~X!F8~X!dX, (15a)

and

Fe~X!5
D

« S l s

d* D S r l2rg

rg
D E

X50

X

Rev
2~X!A11«2F82~X!dX.

(15b)

For a non-evaporating liquid rivulet, the last two terms in Eq.~14!
are zero, and the effective contact angle,ueff5uo @6#. In Eq. ~15a!,
Marangoni number, Ma, is defined as:

Ma~X!5~~~dsLV /dT!LV~]T/]y!LV!/~m la l /d* 2!!, (16)

which upon substituting for (]T/]y)LV from Eq. ~2! becomes

Ma5~~~2dsLV /dT!LV~qiw~x!/kl !!/~m la l /d* 2!!. (17)

The vapor Reynolds number, Rev , in Eq. ~15b!is defined as

Rev5~~qn~x!d* !/hf gm l !, (18)

where

qn~x!5
f8~x!qx,LV

A11f82~x!
1

qy,LV

A11f82~x!
. (19)

Substituting qx,LV52kl(]T/]x)LV and qy,LV52kl(]T/]y)LV
from Eq. ~2! gives

qn~x!5S 1

A11f82~x!
D

3Fqiw~x!2f8~x!S kl

dTf~x!

dx
1f8~x!qiw~x! D G . (20)

Liquid Flow Rate in Liquid Rivulet
The dimensionless liquid volumetric flow rate in the rivulet is

expressed as

Q5E
0

1

Q8dX, where Q852S E
Y50

F

U~X,Y!dYD . (21)

The velocity distribution in the rivulet,U(X,Y), required to
evaluateEtot ~Eq. 14!andQ8 ~Eq. 21!, is obtained using the Ritz
method as detailed in@6#, and summarized below.

6 Velocity Distribution in Liquid Rivulet
The velocity distribution,u(x,y) in the liquid rivulet and the

rivulet profile, f(x) are determined from solving the continuity
and the momentum equations of the liquid in the rivulet:

]v
]x

1
]w

]y
50, (22a)

r l S v
]v
]x

1w
]v
]y D52

]pl

]x
1m l

]2v
]y2 , (22b)

r l S v
]w

]x
1w

]w

]y D52
]pl

]y
1m l

]2w

]y2 , (22c)

and

05m l S ]2u

]x2 1
]2u

]y2D1r lg. (22d)

In addition to assuming that the liquid is Newtonian and incom-
pressible, Eqs.~22a!–~22d! assume that since the aspect ratio of
the liquid rivulet, «, is much smaller than unity,]2v/]x2 and
]2w/]x2 are !]2v/]y2 and ]2w/]y2, respectively, and are ne-
glected. Also, the velocity componentsv andw in x andy direc-
tions, respectively, are small compared to that inz-direction,u.

For a non-evaporating liquid rivulet, bothv(x,y) andw(x,y) are
zero, reducing Eqs.~22b! and ~22c! to ]pl /]x50 and ]pl /]y
50, respectively@6#.

Equation~22d! is solved for the dimensionless velocityU(X,Y)
using the Ritz method@17# as detailed in@6#, which is expressed
as

U~X,Y!5(
i 51

m

ci cos
~2i 21!a

2
X sin iaY. (23)

For a non-evaporating rivulet, when the damping coefficient,
a50.05, only the first three terms (m53) in Eq. ~23! were suffi-
cient to accurately describe the velocity field@6#. Equation~22b!
can be rewritten in an integral form as

d

dx Ey50

f

~v22vvf!dy1
dvf

dx E
y50

f

vdy

52
1

r l
E

y50

f ]pl

]x
dy1

m l

r l

]v
]yU

f

2
m l

r l

]v
]yU

y50

. (24)

In this equation,vf is the liquid velocity in thex-direction at the
L-V interface, and]pl /]x is given @19,20#as

]pl

]x
52sLV

dk~x!

dx
2k~x!

dsLV

dTf

dTf

dx
1

dpd

dx

1
d

dx
rg

r l2rg

r l
S qn~x!

rghf g
D 2

. (25)

The local curvature of the liquid rivulet profile can be expressed
as

k~x!5
f9~x!

~11f82~x!!3/2; or in dimensionless form,

K~X!5
«2F9~X!

~11«2F82~X!!3/2. (26)

The disjoining pressure@20,21# is given as

pd52A/f3~x!. (27)

The dispersion or Hamaker constant,A, depends on the wall and
the liquid properties. For an evaporating liquid meniscus, Hallinan
et al. @22# have usedA510221 J, which has also been indicated
by Stephan and Busse@14#. Thus, in this work a value ofA
510221 J is used.

The liquid velocity in thex-direction within the rivulet,v(x,y)
is represented by a cubic polynomial@23# as

v~x,y!5a11a2Y~12Y!1a3Y3, where Y5y/f~x!.
(28)

The coefficients in Eq.~28! are determined from substituting the
boundary conditions

v~x,y50!50, v~x,f~x!!5vf ,

and

m l

]2v~x,y!

]y2 U
y50

5
]pl

]x
. (29)

The pressure gradient,]pl /]x, is given by Eq.~25! and vf is
determined from the balance of the momentum fluxes the L-V
interface:

m l

]v~x,y!

]y U
y5f~x!

5
dsLV

dx
5S dsLV

dTf
D S dTf

dx D . (30)

Applying this condition to Eq.~28! givesa1 , a2 , a3 , andvf as

a150, a252
f2~x!

2m l
S ]pl

]x D , a35vf~x!,
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and

vf~x!52
f2~x!

6m l
S ]pl

]x D1
f~x!

3m l
S dsLV

dTf
D S dTf

dx D . (31)

Substituting Eq.~31! into Eq. ~24! and rewriting results in a di-
mensionless form gives

F~X!
d

dX H F~X!S A2
2

30
2

3Vf
2

28
2

A2Vf

10 D J 1F2~X!
dVf

dX S A2

6
1

Vf

4 D
52F2~X!

]Pl

]X
1

D2

Prl
Ma~X!F~X!F8~X!2

A2

«
. (32)

In this equation,

]Pl

]X
52D

d*

l s
S sLV

sR
D dK~X!

dX
2

D2

Prl
K~X!Ma~X!F8~X!

1
dPd

dX
1D2S r l2rg

rg
D d

dX
$Rev

2~X!%, (33)

dPd

dX
5

d

dX S 2
Ar l

Dd* m l
2F3~X! D , (34a)

A2~X!52
«

2
F2~X!

]Pl

]X
, (34b)

and

Vf~X!52
«

6
F2~X!

]Pl

]X
1

«

3

D2

Prl
Ma~X!F~X!F8~X!.

(34c)

Rivulet Profile
Equation~32! is solved for the rivulet profile,F(X), subject to

the boundary conditions

F~X50!51, F8~X50!50,

dK~X!

dX U
X50

50, or the curvature is minimum

~ i.e., F-~X50!50!, (35)

F~X51!50, and F8~X51!52tanueff /«.

The obtained rivulet profile is similar to the one obtained by El-
Genk and Saber@6# for a non-evaporating rivulet, except for using
ueff instead ofuo as follows:

F~X!512
1

~12cosueff!
H 12A12S X

« D 2

~12cosueff!
2J .

(36)

In this equation,ueff5(uo2ue), andue accounts for the contribu-
tion of liquid evaporation at the L-V interface~Fig. 1~b!!. There-
fore, the effective contact angle of the rivulet equalsuo when the
heat flux applied to the wall is zero~i.e., ue50), but decreases
belowuo as the heat flux increases. The change inue with the heat
flux applied to the wall is discussed later in the results section~Eq.
56b!.

The aspect ratio of the rivulet,«, in Eq. ~36!is given as follows:

«5S 12cosuo cosue2sinuo sinue

11cosuo cosue1sinuo sinue
D 1/2

. (37)

This equation is the same as that for a non-evaporating rivulet@6#,
when substitutingue50. In an integral form, Eq.~32! is written as

E
X50

1 H F~X!F8~X!S A2Vf

10
2

A2
2

30
2

Vf
2

7
2

D2

Prl
Ma~X! D

1F2~X!S 1

6
A2

dVf

dX
1

1

2

]Pl

]X D J dX50. (38)

Equations~37! and~38! are two transcendental equations in three
unknowns,«, Dmin , andue . Therefore, an additional equation is
needed, which is obtained from the minimization of the total en-
ergy of the liquid rivulet, as discussed below.

7 Minimization of Total Energy
The condition for minimizing the total energy of the rivulet~Eq.

14! is given by the Euler equation@18#:

]C

]F
5

d

dX S ]C

]F8D , F85dF~X!/dX. (39)

In this equation,F andF8 are obtained from Eq.~36!, andC is
given as

C5E81lQ8. (40)

The termE85dEtot /dX is given by Eq.~14!, andQ8 is obtained
from substituting Eq.~23! into Eq. ~21! and integrating with re-
spect toY, which gives:

Q852(
i 51

3
ci

ia
cos

~2i 21!a

2
X@12cosiaF~X!#. (41)

In Eq. ~40!, the Lagrange multiplier,l, is determined by first
integrating Eq.~39! once as follows

C2F8S ]C

]F8D5d, (42)

and substituting forC from Eq. ~40! into Eq. ~42!, which gives

15

2
D5F(

i 51

3
ci

2

2
cos2

~2i 21!a

2
XFF~X!2

1

2ia
sin 2iaF~X!G

12
c1c2

a
cos

a

2
X cos

3a

2
XF1

2
sinaF~X!2

1

6
sin 3aF~X!G

12
c1c3

a
cos

a

2
X cos

5a

2
XF1

4
sin 2aF~X!2

1

8
sin 4aF~X!G

12
c2c3

a
cos

3a

2
X cos

5a

2
XF1

2
sinaF~X!

2
1

10
sin 5aF~X!G G1

sLV

sR
~11«2F82!1/21

sSV

sR

2
sLV

sR
cosueff1Fs~11«2F82!1/21Fe

2«F8

~11«2F82!1/2

1l(
i 51

3
ci

ia
cos

~2i 21!a

2
~12X!@12cosiaF~X!#

2
sLV

sR

«2F82

~11«2F82!1/22Fs

«2F82

~11«2F82!1/22Fe

2«F8

~11«2F82!3/2

2
]Fs

]F8
F8~11«2F82!1/22

]Fe

]F8

2«F82

~11«2F82!1/2

1
1

sR
S 2

dsLV

dT D dTf

dX

F8

F9
~11«2F82!1/25d. (43)

Then, the coefficientsd and l are evaluated by applying the
boundary conditions given by Eq.~35! into Eq. ~43!, which yield
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d5
sSV

sR
1Fs~X51!cosueff22Fe~X51!sin3 ueff

1S ]Fs

]F8D
X51

tanueff

« cosueff
22S ]Fe

]F8D
X51

tan2 ueff cosueff

«
,

(44a)

and

l52
1

b S sLV~X50!

sR
~12cosueff!1

15

2
D5v2Fs~X51!cosueff

12Fe~X51!sin3 ueff2S ]Fs

]F8D
X51

tanueff

« cosueff

12S ]Fe

]F8D
X51

tan2 ueff cosueff

« D . (44b)

In these equations,

S ]Fs

]F8D
X51

52
b

sR
S 2

]sLV

]T D S qiw~X51!

kl
D tanueff

F9~X51!
,

and

S ]Fe

]F8D
X51

5
b

sR
S rg

r l
D ~r l2rg!

3S qiw~X51!

rghf g
D 2S ~12tan2 ueff!

2 cosueff

F9~X51! D .

(44c)

The coefficientsb andv in Eq. ~44b! are given as

b5(
i 51

3
ci

ia
~12cosia!. (45a)

v5(
i 51

3

ci
2S 1

2
2

1

4ia
sin 2ia D12

c1c2

a S 1

2
sina2

1

6
sin 3a D

12
c1c3

a S 1

4
sin 2a2

1

8
sin 4a D

12
c2c3

a S 1

2
sina2

1

10
sin 5a D . (45b)

Minimum Liquid Film Thickness
The following transcendental equation to be solved forDmin is

obtained from substituting Eq.~40! into Eq. ~39! and rearranging
the results for whendK(X50)/dX50:

a6~Dmin
5 a11la2!5a5S 15

4
Dmin

5 a41la3D . (46)

The coefficientsa12a6 are given as

a15(
i

3

ci
2S 2ia sin 2ia12«2S ~2i 21!a

2 D 2 12cos 2ia

12cosueff
D

12c1c2S ~3a sin 3a2a sina!110«2S a

2 D 2 cosa2cos 3a

12cosueff
D

12c1c3S ~4a sin 4a22a sin 2a!

126«2S a

2 D 2 cos 2a2cos 4a

12cosueff
D

12c2c3S ~5a sin 5a2a sina!

134«2S a

2 D 2 cosa2cos 5a

12cosueff
D ,

a25(
i

3

ci S ia cosia1«2S ~2i 21!a

2 D 2 sin ia

12cosueff
D ,

a35(
i

3

ci sin ia,

a45(
i

3

ci
2~12cos 2ia!12c1c2~cosa2cos 3a!

12c1c3~cos 2a2cos 4a!12c2c3~cosa2cos 5a!,

a552
5

sR
S 2

]sLV

]T D S Tf9

F9
D

X50

1
4

sR
S 2

]sLV

]T D S Tf9 F-8

«2F94 D
X50

2
4

sR
S 2

]sLV

]T D ~Tf9 F9!X502
1

sR
S 2

]sLV

]T D S Tf-8

«2F93D
X50

15
Dmin

Prl
S l s

d* DMa~X50!12
Dmin

Prl
S l s

d* D S Ma9

«2F92D
X50

24DminS l s

d* D S r l2rg

rg
DRev

2~X50!116
Dmin

«2 S l s

d* D S r l2rg

rg
D

3S Rev Rev9

F92 D
X50

28
Dmin

«2 S l s

d* D S r l2rg

rg
D S Rev

2F-8

F93 D
X50

,

and

a65
sLV~X50!

sR
12

Dmin

«2 S l s

d* D S r l2rg

rg
D S Rev

2

F9
D

X50

(47)

Equations~36), (37!,~38!, and~46! are solved for«, F, ueff and
Dmin using a multi-dimensional Newton-Raphson method. The
MWR (Gmin) obtained from substitutingDmin into Eq. ~21! is
given as

Gmin5~15!3/5~Dmin!
3E

0

1

(
i 51

3
ci

ia
cos

~2i 21!a

2

3X~12cosiaF~X!!dX. (48)

When the heat flux applied to the wall is zero,ueff5uo , a550, and
a651, reducing Eq.~46! to that for a non-evaporating liquid film
@6# as

Dmin,o5S a2~12cosuo!Y S ba12
15

2
va2D D 1/5

. (49)

This equation is in excellent agreement with Eq.~1!, expressing
Dmin,o solely in terms of the cosine ofuo @6#. Owing to the com-
plexity of Eqs. ~46! and ~48!, the results were used to develop
simpler expressions forDmin and Gmin , in terms of Marangoni
number, M̄a, modified vapor Reynolds number,Ḡ, liquid Prandtl
number, Prl , the characteristic liquid film thicknessd* , and the
characteristic length,l s . The accuracy of these expressions are
confirmed by comparing them in Fig. 4 with the calculated values
obtained from solving Eqs.~46! and ~48!. The results are pre-
sented and discussed next.

8 Results and Discussion
In this section, the calculated profiles of and the velocity fields

in evaporating liquid rivulets are presented as functions of the heat
flux applied to the wall~Figs. 2 and 3!. The developed expressions
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for the MLFT and MWR ~Eqs. 51aand 51b, respectively!are
verified in Fig. 4 using Eqs.~46! and~48!, respectively, for water,
methanol, R-113, and ethanol, and compared with the experimen-
tal data for water films@11,13#. In addition, the effective contact
angle, ueff , of the rivulet is expressed in terms ofuo and the
appropriate dimensionless quantities~Eq. 56!. The results on the
effects of uo , and the wall thermal conductance on both the
MLFT and the MWR are also presented and discussed. Finally,
representative values of the thickness of evaporating films of wa-
ter and pentane at breakup, as functions of the applied heat flux
are presented and compared. In addition, the corresponding values
of the Marangoni number, M¯a, and the modified vapor Reynolds
number,Ḡ, are given.

Rivulet Profile
Figure 2 shows the profiles of the liquid rivulet as a function of

the evaporation parameterj, for uo545 deg and 60 deg. This
parameter is defined as

j5Prl
0.107M̄a0.128Ḡ0.34~d* / l s!

0.177. (50)

Thus, by definitionj is proportional to the applied heat flux ap-
plied to the wall, raised to the power 0.553~see nomenclature list
for the definitions of M̄a andḠ). Equation~50! also indicates that
the contribution of the evaporation at the L-V interrface,Ḡ, to j,
and, hence, toDmin , andGmin , is highest followed by the liquid
physical properties, (d* / l s), the surface tension gradient along the
L-V interface, M̄a, and finally the liquid Prandtl number Prl .

The thickness of the rivulet at its plane of symmetry,X50, is
the same as the liquid film thickness at breakup or MLFT@6#. As
Fig. 2 indicates, for a givenuo , increasingj raises the profile of
the rivulet, including the MLFT. The profiles forj50, are those of
non-evaporating rivulets. The results delineated in Fig. 2 also
show that increasinguo , raises the profile of the rivulet at lowj,
but slightly at highj.

Velocity Field in Liquid Rivulet
Figures 3~a!–3~d! present the contour lines of the velocity field

in the rivulet, for different values of the applied heat flux at the
inner surface of the wall,q̄iw ~or j! when uo545 deg. A close
examination of these figures reveals that the highest velocity
within the rivulet occurs at the plane of symmetry,X50, and
close to the L-V interface. Increasing the wall heat flux~or j!,
increases the velocity of the liquid in the rivulet, as a direct result
of rising the rivulet profile~Fig. 2! and the decreasing liquid vis-
cosity due to the higher wall temperature at the L-S interface. For
example, the highest velocity in the non-evaporating rivulet~j50!
in Fig. 3~a! is ;0.26 compared to;0.3375, 1.4, and 2.1 in an
evaporating rivulet whenj545, 131, and 161, respectively~Figs.
3~b!–3~d!.

Developed Expressions for MLFT and MWR
The obtained expressions forDmin andGmin , are compared with

Eqs.~46! and~48!, respectively. When a high heat flux is applied
uniformly at the inner surface of the wall~or L-S interface!,q̄iw ,
such thatj.125,Dmin andGmin are solely dependent onj ~Eq. 50!

Fig. 2 Effect of the evaporation parameter, j on the profile of
the liquid rivulet for uoÄ45 deg and 60 deg

Fig. 3 Comparisons of calculated velocity contours within stable evaporating liquid rivulet for uoÄ45 deg
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@Figs. 4~a!and 4~b!#, thus independent of the equilibrium contact
angle of the liquid with the underlying wall material,uo . The
obtained expressions~represented by the solid lines in Figs. 4~a!
and 4~b!!for j.125:

Dmin50.0149j0.974, (51a)

and

Gmin51.56531026j3.166, (51b)

which are in excellent agreement with Eqs.~46! and~48!, respec-
tively. The symbols in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!represent the calculated
values obtained from solving Eqs.~46! and~48!, respectively, for
different liquids. When the applied heat flux is zero, however, the
liquid film thickness at breakup,Dmin,o, and the corresponding
wetting rate,Gmin,o @6# have been shown to depend solely onuo
~Eq. 1!. Therefore, in order to capture the smooth increase in the
values of MLFT and MWR, and the diminishing effect ofuo with
increasingj ~or the applied heat flux at the inner surface of the
wall! a power law expression is used to fit the calculated values
using equations~46! and ~48!, for j>0 in terms of Dmin and
Dmin,o, and in terms ofGmin andGmin,o, respectively, as

Dmin,qi5@~Dmin,o!41~Dmin!
4#1/4, (52a)

and

Gmin,qi5@~Gmin,o!21~Gmin!
2#1/2. (52b)

As shown in Figs. 5~a!and 5~b!, these expressions are in excellent
agreements with Eqs.~46! and~48!, respectively, for all values of
the applied heat flux~or j>0!.

Effect of the Wall Thermal Conductance
The results presented in Fig. 6, are for the ratioh versus the

wall thermal conductance, (kw /dw). Figure 6 indicates thath, the
ratio of the liquid film thickness at breakup when the heat flux is
applied at the outer surface of the wall, to that when the same heat
flux is applied at the inner surface of the wall, is solely dependent
on the wall conductance, and changes insignificantly with the
properties of the liquids. The insert in Fig. 6, plotsh versus the
wall thermal conductivity for different values of the wall thickness
~0.5 mm to 10 mm!and for different liquids. The results clearly
show thath is independent of the thermal conductance of the wall
.33104 W/m2K, or of the wall thickness when the thermal con-
ductivity of the wall in excess of 400 W/mK~e.g., copper!. Con-
versely, at lower thermal conductivity of the wall material,h de-
creases as the wall thickness increases. This dependence,
however, gradually diminishes as the wall thermal conductivity
increases. Therefore, when the wall is heated on the outside and
its thermal conductance is less than 33104 W/m2K ~or kw
,400 W/mK), h is less than unity, for the same applied heat flux.
For these conditions, the axial heat conduction in the wall reduces
the net heat flow at the L-S interface near the middle of the liquid
rivulet, X50, decreasing the evaporation heat flux at L-V inter-
face and resulting in a lower values for the MLFT and the MWR.
To account for the effect of thermal conductance of the wall, the
values ofDmin , andGmin when the heat flux is applied at the wall
outer surface are obtained from multiplying equations~51a! and
~51b! by h andh3.25, respectively~Fig. 6! as:

Dmin5h~0.0149j0.974!, (53a)

and

Gmin5h3.25~1.56531026j3.166!, (53b)

where,

h5@1-exp~20.783~kw /dw!0.182!#2. (54)

Fig. 4 Developed expressions for MLFT and MWR for different
liquids, when the wall is uniformly heated at its inner surface

Fig. 5 Comparison of calculated values of the MLFT and MWR
with developed expressions for a uniformly heated wall at its
inner surface
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Similar to Eqs.~52a!and~52b!, when the wall is heated uniformly
at its outer surface, the MLFT and MWR forj>0, can be calcu-
lated using the following power law expressions:

Dmin,qo5@~Dmin,o!41~Dmin!
4#1/4, (55a)

and

Gmin,qo5@~Gmin,o!21~Gmin!
2#1/2. (55b)

Comparison With Experimental Data
Figures 7~a!and 7~b!compare the present predictions of the

MLFT and MWR at the breakup of the liquid film, with the data

reported by Hsu et al.@11#, for a water film falling on the inside of
a glass tube that was heated uniformly at its outer surface. Owing
to the large scattering in the data, the comparison is non-
conclusive. For example, the data indicate the same MLFT and
MWR at two and three different values ofj, or the wall heat flux.
Nonetheless, the comparison of the present calculations~Eqs. 55a
and 55b!with the data forj,100 are reasonable.

Figures 8~a!and 8~b!compare the present predictions~or Eqs.
52a and 52b!with the single data point of Fujita and Ueda@13#
for an evaporating water film falling down a stainless steel wall
heated on the inside surface. Fujita and Ueda@13# have reported
many other data that could not be used in this comparison, be-
cause the equilibrium contact angle,uo , and the location at which
the film breakup occurred, were not reported. The results in these
figures and in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! show that the effect of the
equilibrium contact angle,uo , on MLFT and MWR become in-
creasingly more pronounced, the lower isj, or the wall heat flux.
Conversely, the effect of the equilibrium contact angle gradually
decreases as the wall heat flux increases, and diminishes com-
pletely whenj>150. At zero heat flux, orj50, the values of the
MLFT and MWR in Figs. 7 and 8 are the same as those reported
by El-Genk and Saber@6# for the breakup of a non-evaporating
liquid film ~Eq. 1!.

Effective Contact Angle
Owing to the large evaporation heat flux at the solid-liquid-

vapor triple line of the liquid rivulet,X51 ~Fig. 1~b!!, the effec-
tive contact angle,ueff , changes with the applied heat flux to the
wall. This angle, measured between the tangent to the rivulet pro-
file at X51 and the L-S interface, is given as the difference be-
tween the following two quantities:

ueff5uo2ue . (56a)

Fig. 6 Effect of the wall thermal conductance and thickness
on the MLFT for different liquids

Fig. 7 Comparison of the present predictions of MLFT and
MWR with experimental data of Hsu et al. †11‡

Fig. 8 Comparison of the present predictions of MLFT and
MWR with experimental data of Fujita and Ueda †13‡
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The second term on the right hand side~Eq. 56a!accounts for
the contributions of evaporation at the L-V interface, and is ex-
pressed in terms of the modified vapor Reynolds number,Ḡ, the
Marangoni number, M̄a, and the liquid and vapor properties, as a
function of the vapor pressure above the rivulet. The calculations
based on the solution of Eq.~46! in conjunction with Eq.~37!, and
delineated in Fig. 9 show thatue can also be expressed solely in
terms of the evaporation parameterj ~Eq. 50!as

ue~deg!54.3831025j2.45, (56b)

and, hence,ueff can be expressed in terms ofuo and the evapora-
tion parameterj, as

ueff~deg!5uo~deg!24.3831025j2.45. (56c)

As delineated in Fig. 9,ueff.uo whenj<20, but decreases expo-
nentially asj increases. Forj.20, decreasing the equilibrium
contact angle decreasesueff and increase its drop rate with the
evaporation heat flux, orj. For example, for a typical equilibrium
contact angle of water on stainless steel of;60 deg,ueff could
decrease by;20 percent to;48 deg atj;165. For same value of
j anduo525 deg,ueff could decrease by as much as 60 percent to
15 deg. Figs. 3~a!–3~d! show that foruo545 deg, increasing the
evaporation rate, orj, decreases the effective contact angleueff .
At zero heat fluxueff5uo ~Fig. 3~a!, while atj545, 131, and 161,
ueff decreases, respectively, to 44.5 deg, 38.3 deg, and 33.8 deg
~Figs. 3~b!–3~d!!.

Results for Water and Pentane
As indicated earlier, the present results for the breakup of an

evaporating liquid film, falling down a vertical wall, when the
wall is heated uniformly either at its inner or outer surface are
formulated in terms of a number of dimensionless groups. These
groups, which are all lumped in a single dimensionless parameter,
j, include the Marangoni number, M¯a, the modified vapor Rey-
nolds number,Ḡ, the liquid Prandtl number, Prl , and the charac-
teristic liquid film thicknessd* , and characteristic length,l s .
Therefore, in order to easily quantify the individual contribution
to the MLFT of Ḡ and M̄a, which are directly associated with the
applied heat flux, results for water and pentane are presented in
Figs. 10~a!and 10~b!, foruo545 deg andTv5333 K. Table 1
compares the properties of the two liquids, which affect the
breakup of the film. These figures indicate that when the heat flux
applied uniformly at the inner surface of the wall is 105 W/m2, the
film at breakup would be about 0.52 mm for water versus only
0.29 mm for pentane. At this heat flux,j, M̄a, andḠ for water are

129.4, 3.33104, and 61.4, respectively, while for pentane, they
are 110.3, 1.93105 and 24.6, respectively. These results indicate
that atq̄iw5105 W/m2, although the MLFT for water is about 79
percent higher than that for pentane, M¯a for the latter is more than
five times of that for water, whileḠ is only 40 percent of that for
water. The high values ofḠ for water in comparison with pentane
at the same wall heat flux, are caused by the higher values of the
product of (d* /hf gm l) and (r l /rv) ~Table 1!. Conversely, the
high values of M̄a for pentane are because of the values of the
product of (2ds/dT) and (d* 2Cpl /n lkl

2) are higher than those
for water~Table 1!. At the wall heat flux of 105 W/m2, the evapo-
ration parameter,j, for water is only 17 percent higher than for
pentane because (d* / l s) for water is much greater than for pen-
tane~Table 1!. The results in Figs. 10~a! and 10~b!also show that
while the liquid film thickness for both water and pentane in-
creased almost at the same rate with the wall heat flux, M¯a in-
creased much faster thanḠ as the wall heat flux increased.

9 Summary and Conclusions
The minimum total energy criterion~MTE! is used to obtain

expressions for the MLFT and the corresponding MWR at the
breakup of an evaporating liquid film, falling down a vertical,

Fig. 9 Effect of the equilibrium contact angle, uo and the
evaporation parameter, j on the effective contact angle, ueff of
the liquid rivulet

Fig. 10 Comparison of the values of the liquid film thickness
at breakup for water and pentane at TvÄ333 K and uoÄ45 deg
versus the wall heat flux

Table 1 Comparison of water and pentane properties at Tv
Ä333 K
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uniformly heated wall. In addition to minimizing the total energy
of a stable rivulet, forming following the liquid film breakup, the
obtained rivulet profile and the two-dimensional velocity field
within the rivulet are used in formulating the total energy of the
rivulet. The thickness of the liquid rivulet at its plane of symmetry
is the same as that of the liquid film at breakup@6#. Results indi-
cated that at high wall heat flux, MLFT and MWR are indepen-
dent of the equilibrium contact angle of the liquid with the under-
lying wall, uo , and depends solely on the dimensionless
evaporation parameter expressed in terms of M¯a, Ḡ, and the liq-
uid and vapor properties~Eq. 50!. Conversely, at a low wall heat
flux, the MLFT and MWR depend on both the evaporation param-
eter and the equilibrium contact angle. They decrease gradually
with decreasing the heat flux, approaching the values for non-
evaporating liquid film at zero heat flux.

Results also showed that MLFT and MWR, when the heat flux
is applied at the inner surface of the wall, are the same as when
the heat flux is applied at the outer surface of the wall, but only
when the wall conductance.33104 W/m2K ~or the wall thermal
conductivity.400 W/m K!. For these conditions, the MLFT and
MWR are independent of the wall thickness. However, at a lower
wall thermal conductance~or low wall thermal conductivity! the
values of MLFT and MWR, when the heat flux is applied at the
wall inner surface are higher than when the wall is heated at its
outer surface, at same heat flux. The difference between these
values increases as the wall thermal conductivity decreases and/or
the wall thickness increases.

The effective contact angle of the rivulet,ueff , also changes as
a function of the evaporation parameter, the equilibrium contact
angle, and the conductance of the wall, when heated at its outer
surface. As the wall heat flux increases,ueff decreases and both
MLFT and MWR increase. At a zero wall heat flux,ueff5uo . The
present expressions for the MLFT and MWR are in reasonable
agreement with the limited data found in the literature for the
breakup of evaporating water films, falling down vertical, uni-
formly heated wall at either the inner or the outer surface.
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Nomenclature

a 5 accommodation coefficient~Eq. 4!
a12a6 5 coefficient~Eq. 47!

b 5 rivulet half-width @m#
c 5 Ritz coefficient~Eq. 23!
d 5 coefficient~Eq. 44a!
e 5 energy@J m21#
E 5 dimensionless energy (e/(sLVb))
g 5 acceleration of gravity@m s22#

Ḡ 5 Modified vapor Reynolds number
(q̄iwd* /hf gm l)

1.25(r l /rv) ~Eq. 50!
h 5 heat transfer coefficient@W m22 K#

hf g 5 latent heat of vaporization@J kg21#
k 5 thermal conductivity@W m21 K21#, curvature~Eq.

26! @m21#
K 5 dimensionless curvature of rivulet profile~Eq. 26!
l s 5 characteristic length (m l

2/(r lsR)) @m#
M 5 molecular weight@kg mole21#

Ma 5 Marangoni number,~Eq. 17!
M̄a 5 Marangoni number~Eq. 50!

(2(dsLV /dT)(q̄iw /kl)(d* 2Cpl /(n lkl)))
p 5 pressure@N m22#
P 5 dimensionless pressure (pl /(m l

2/(dmin
2 rl)))

Prl 5 Prandtl number (m lCpl /kl)
q 5 heat flux@W m22#, flow rate@m3 s21#
q̄ 5 uniform heat flux@W m22#

qn 5 heat flux normal to L-V interface@W m22# ~Eq. 19!
Q 5 dimensionless flow rate (qm l /(r lgbdmin

3 ))
Rev 5 vapor Reynolds number~Eq. 18!

s 5 length along rivulet profile@m#
T 5 temperature@K#
u 5 liquid velocity in z-direction@m s21#
U 5 dimensionless velocity (um l /(gr ldmin

2 ))
U* 5 dimensionless velocity (um l /(gr ld* 2))

v 5 liquid velocity in x-direction@m s21#
V 5 dimensionless velocity (v/(m l /(dminrl)))
w 5 liquid velocity in y-direction@m s21#
W 5 dimensionless velocity (w/(m l /(dminrl)))
x 5 coordinate along wall surface@m#
X 5 dimensionless distance (x/b)
y 5 coordinate normal to surface@m#

Y, Y* 5 dimensionless height (y/dmin), (y/d* )
z 5 coordinate in direction of liquid flow@m#

Greek Symbols

a 5 thermal diffusivity @m2 s21#, damping coefficient
~Eq. 23!

b 5 coefficient~Eq. 45a!
d 5 liquid film thickness, thickness, rivulet profile

f(x) @m#
d* 5 characteristic film thickness

(15m l
2sR /(r l

3g2))0.2@m#
D 5 dimensionless liquid film thickness~d/d* !
« 5 aspect ratio (dmin /b) ~Eq. 37!
h 5 correction factor for effect of the wall conductance

~Eq. 54!
C 5 dimensionless parameter~Eq. 39!
g 5 wetting rate per unit perimeter

(r lq/2b) @kg m21 s21#
g* 5 characteristic wetting rate per unit perimeter

(r lm lsLV
3 /g)1/5

G 5 dimensionless wetting rate~g/g* !
l 5 Lagrange multiplier~Eq. 44b!
f 5 rivulet profile @m#
F 5 dimensionless profile (f(x)/dmin) ~Eq. 36!

F* 5 dimensionless profile (f(x)/d* )
u 5 contact angle@deg#
v 5 coefficient~Eq. 45b!
R 5 universal gas constant~8314.3 J kg-mole21K21!
r 5 density@kg m23#
m 5 dynamic viscosity@N s m22#
n 5 kinematic viscosity@m2 s21#
s 5 surface tension@N m21#
j 5 evaporation parameter~Eq. 50!

Subscripts

e 5 evaporation
eff 5 effective

i ,iw 5 wall inner surface
k 5 kinetic energy
l 5 liquid

min 5 minimum, or at rivulet plane of symmetry
n 5 normal to L-V interface
o 5 equilibrium

ow 5 wall outer surface
R 5 reference

qi 5 isoflux inner wall for entire range ofj
qo 5 isoflux outer wall for entire range ofj
sat 5 saturation
tot 5 total

v,g 5 vapor
w 5 wall

f,LV 5 at liquid-vapor interface
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Abbreviations

FB 5 force balance
L-S 5 liquid-solid interface
L-V 5 liquid-vapor interface

MLFT 5 minimum film thickness
MTE 5 minimum total energy

MWR 5 minimum wetting rate
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Numerical Simulation of Bubble
Merger Process on a Single
Nucleation Site During Pool
Nucleate Boiling
A bubble merger process on a single nucleation site has been investigated by numerically
solving the equations governing conservation of mass, momentum and energy in the vapor
and liquid phases. The vapor-liquid interface is captured by a level set method which can
easily handle breaking and merging of the interface. The level set method is modified to
include the effects of phase change at the interface and contact angle at the wall. Also, the
evaporative heat flux from the thin liquid film that forms underneath a growing bubble
attached to the wall is incorporated in the analysis. Based on the numerical simulations,
the effect of bubble merger on vapor removal rate, flow field and heat transfer has been
quantified. The bubble merger pattern predicted numerically has been found to compare
well with the experimental observations.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1420713#

Keywords: Boiling, Bubble Growth, Heat Transfer, Two-Phase

Introduction
Despite extensive studies of nucleate boiling, a fundamental

understanding of dynamics including the growth, departure and
merger of vapor bubbles observed during nucleate boiling is lack-
ing in the literature. In most of the previous studies, the modeling
of bubble dynamics has been overly simplified and the flow and
temperature fields influenced by the bubble motion have not been
analyzed correctly.

Recently, several efforts have been made to numerically simu-
late bubble growth and departure associated with partial nucleate
boiling. Lee and Nydahl@1# computed the bubble growth on a
horizontal surface using a numerical mapping method. Although
Lee and Nydahl solved numerically the momentum and energy
equations, they had to assume that the bubble remained hemi-
spherical in shape during its growth. Obtaining the bubble shape
as part of the solution, Welch@2# carried out more generalized
computations of vapor bubble growth. However, his method was
not extended for configurations with large interfacial distortion or
change in topology such as observed during bubble departure. Son
et al. @3# simulated a growing and departing bubble on a horizon-
tal surface by incorporating the effect of phase change in the level
set formulation. The level set method was earlier developed by
Sussman et al.@4# for solving incompressible two-phase flows
with large density ratios. In this method, the interface is implicitly
captured by the level set function defined as a signed distance
from the interface. Thus, this method can handle the bubble de-
parture process. Son et al.@3# included the effect of microlayer
evaporation in the analysis as well.

Only a few studies have been reported in the literature for
bubble merger, which is one of the fundamental phenomenon re-
lated to the transition from partial to fully developed nucleate
boiling. Gaertner@5# observed from a photographic study of fully
developed nucleate boiling that merger of bubbles in the vertical
direction led to formation of vapor columns whereas merger of
bubbles in the horizontal direction led to development of mush-
room type bubbles. The mushroom type bubbles were supported
by vapor stems connecting the vapor mass to the heater surface.

Lay and Dhir @6# used the concept of vapor stems in predicting
fully developed nucleate boiling heat flux. However, the physical
processes leading to formation of vapor columns and mushroom
type bubbles and their departure is not yet understood well. The
objectives of this study are to perform a complete simulation of
bubble merger and to quantify the effect of bubble merger on the
flow and temperature fields adjacent to the heater surface. In this
work, we focus only on the bubble merger in the vertical direction
on a single nucleation site.

Numerical Formulation
In analyzing the bubble growth and merger on a single nucle-

ation site, the computational domain, following the work of Son
et al. @3#, is divided into micro and macro regions as shown in
Fig. 1. The macro region consists of the bubble and the liquid
surrounding the bubble whereas the micro region contains the
liquid film that forms underneath the bubble. The liquid film
thickness varies from the mesh size to the order of molecular size.
As such, the computational domain is divided into the macro and
micro regions and the microlayer analysis is incorporated into
numerical simulation for the macro region. In carrying out the
analysis the process is assumed to be axisymmetric and flows are
taken to be laminar. The fluid properties including density, viscos-
ity and thermal conductivity are assumed to be constant in each
phase.

Lubrication theory for the microlayer has been used and vali-
dated by a number of investigators in the literature@6,7#. The
equation of mass conservation in the microlayer is written as

]d

]t
5v l2q/r lhf g . (1)

In Eq. ~1!, the liquid velocity normal to the vapor-liquid interface,
v l , is obtained from the continuity equation as

v l52
1

r

]

]r Eo

d

ruldy. (2)

The momentum equation for the microlayer is written as

]pl

]r
5m l

]2ul

]y2 . (3)

The energy conservation equation for the film yields
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q5kl~Tw2Tint!/d. (4)

Using modified Clausis Clayperon equation@7#, the evaporative
heat flux is written as

q5hev@Tint2Tv1~pl2pv!Tv /r lhf g#, (5)

where

hev5~2/pRvTv!0.5rvhf g
2 /Tv ; Tv5Tsat~pv!. (6)

The pressures in the vapor and liquid phases are related@6# as

pl5pv2sk2
A

d3 1
q2

rvhf g
2 , (7)

wheres was taken to be a function of temperature, andA is the
dispersion constant relating disjoining pressure to the film thick-
ness. In Eq.~7!, the second term on the right hand side accounts
for the capillary pressure, the third term for the disjoining pressure
and the last term originates from the recoil pressure. The curvature
of the interface is defined as

k5
1

r

]

]r F r
]d

]r YA11S ]d

]r D 2G . (8)

The combination of the mass, momentum, and energy equations
for the microlayer yields

d-85 f ~d,d8d9d-!, (9)

where8 denotes]/]r .
The boundary conditions for the above equation are as follows:

At rÄRo,

d5do ; d85d-50, (10)

wheredo is of the order of molecular size@6#. We useddo56
310210 m.

At rÄR1,

d5h/2; d85tanw; d950, (11)

whereh/2 is the distance to the first computational node for the
level set function,f, from the wall andw is an apparent contact

angle that is measurable experimentally. In implementing the
above boundary conditions the radiusR1 was determined from the
solution of macro region. For a given contact angle, the micro-
layer formulation, Eq.~9!, is integrated using six boundary con-
ditions, Eqs.~10! and~11!, under the condition that the dispersion
constant andRo are unknown.

For numerically analyzing the macro region, the level set for-
mulation modified by Son et al.@3# to accommodate the effect of
phase change is used. The interface separating the two phases is
captured byf which is defined as a signed distance from the
interface. The negative sign is chosen for the vapor phase and the
positive sign for the liquid phase. The equations governing con-
servation of momentum, energy and mass for the vapor-liquid
region are written as

rS ]u

]t
1u•¹uD52¹p1rg2rbT~T2Tsat!g2sk¹H

1¹•m¹u1¹•m¹uT (12)

Fig. 1 Macro and micro regions used in numerical simulation

Fig. 2 Schematic of the experimental apparatus
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rcplS ]T

]t
1u•¹TD5¹•k¹T for H.0

(13)
T5Tsat~pv! for H50

¹•u5
m

r2 •¹r1V̇micro, (14)

where

r5rv1~r l2rv!H

m215mv
211~m l

212mv
21!H

k215kl
21H

H51 if f>11.5h

50 if f<21.5h

50.51f/~3h!1sin@2pf/~3h!#/~2p! if ufu<1.5h,

whereh is a grid spacing. The volume source term included in Eq.
~14! due to liquid-vapor phase change is derived from the condi-
tions of the mass continuity and energy balance at the interface:

m5r~uint2u!5k¹T/hf g . (15)

In Eq. ~14!, V̇micro is obtained from the microlayer solution as

V̇micro5E
Ro

R1 kl~Tw2Tint!

rvhf gdDVmicro
rdr, (16)

whereDVmicro is a vapor-side control volume near the micro re-
gion. In the level set formulation, the level set function,f, is
advanced and reinitialized as

]f

]t
52uint•¹f (17)

]f

]t
5

fo

Afo
21h2

~12u¹fu!, (18)

wherefo is a solution of Eq.~17!.
The boundary conditions for the governing equations for the

macro region are as follows:

At the Wall „yÄ0…

u5v50, T5Tw ,
]f

]y
52cosw (19)

At the Planes of Symmetry„rÄ0, R…

u5
]v
]r

5
]T

]r
5

]f

]r
50 (20)

At the Top of Computational Domain „Free Surface,yÄY…

]u

]y
5

]v
]y

5
]f

]y
50, T5Tsat (21)

The convergence test for grid resolutions using mesh sizes of
52 mm, 26 mm, and 13mm was made in the earlier study of a
growing and departing bubble on a horizontal surface@3#. As the
mesh points increase, the relative difference of the bubble growth
rates between successive mesh sizes becomes small. For 26mm
and 13mm mesh sizes, the difference of the bubble growth peri-
ods is less than two percent. Also, the bubble shapes at departure

Fig. 3 Bubble growth pattern for DTÄ10 K and twÄ4.8 msec
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for the two finest grids have shown insignificant differences.
Therefore, most of computations in this study are performed on 26
mm mesh size to save the computing time without losing the ac-
curacy of numerical results. During the computations, time steps
were chosen to satisfy the CFL condition,Dt<h/(uuu1uvu). This
was done because of the explicit treatment of the convection terms
and the condition that the numerical results should not change if
the time steps are halved. An appropriate time step was approxi-
mately 831023 msec. Also, in our previous study@3#, the depar-
ture bubble sizes and growth periods predicted from numerical
simulation were validated by comparing with the experimental
data.

Experiments
Figure 2 shows the experimental apparatus used in this work.

The boiling surface is made up of a mirror-polished 100 silicon
wafer. The wafer has a diameter of 10.16 cm and a single square
cavity with a size of 10mm and a depth of 20mm was microma-
chined at the center. The back surface of the wafer is heated with
strain gauge thin film heaters connected to a DC power supply.
Each strain gauge heater is 11 mm36.5 mm with a 6.5 mm36.5
mm heated portion with the remaining area being used for solder-
ing leads. Thermocouples were placed at various locations on the
back of the wafer to measure the surface temperature of the wafer.
All measured temperatures were acquired using a data acquisition
system running at 16 Bit precision. The uncertainty in measured
temperatures is60.2 K. The liquid in the pool could be main-
tained at a desired temperature using two cartridge heaters pro-
vided on either sides of the wafer. In this work, no attempt was

made to experimentally determine the surface heat flux on the area
surrounding the nucleation site. The heat input to the strain gauge
heaters was controlled so that a desired temperature could be ob-
tained on the area surrounding the cavity. The observed tempera-
ture did not vary by more than60.5 K during the experiments.

Before an experiment was conducted the test surface was thor-
oughly cleaned with isopropanol followed by methanol. The test
fluid used in the experiments was deionized water. The quality of
water was measured and tabulated before the experiment using an
ION probe. The test fluid was then vigorously boiled for 2 to 3
hours to remove any dissolved air in the liquid. The static contact
angle was measured using sessile drop method and was found to
be about 50 deg.

The degassed deionized water was cooled to room temperature
and was introduced into the test chamber. The pool cartridge heat-
ers were then switched on and the liquid was allowed to heat up to
the saturation temperature. The wafer, being in contact with the
liquid, also heated up with the test fluid. After the pool reached a
steady value at the saturation temperature corresponding to the
ambient pressure~1 atm.!, strain gauge heaters at the back of the
wafer were switched on. The power input to the strain gauge
heaters was increased in small increments and the wafer surface
was allowed to reach a steady state. This increase was continued
until nucleation was visible on a particular site on the surface. At
the point the auxiliary heaters were switched off and the imposed
liquid motion was allowed to subside. The bubble growth, depar-
ture and merger processes were recorded on a HiSIS 2000 CCD
Camera operating at 1020 frames per second.

Fig. 4 Flow fields during bubble growth and detachment for DTÄ10 K and twÄ4.8 msec
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Fig. 5 Temperature fields with temperature interval o f 1 K for D TÄ10 K and twÄ4.8 msec

Fig. 6 Bubble growth and merger pattern for DTÄ10 K and twÄ2.4 msec
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Results and Discussion
In carrying out numerical simulations, the properties of water at

1 atm are used. Also, the contact angle is chosen to be 38 deg,
which corresponds to a dispersion constant of28.5310221 J
from the microlayer analysis. The contact angle of 38 deg was
used in most of our previous numerical simulations on a growing
and departing bubble on a horizontal surface@3#. The dependence
of bubble growth on surface wettability was shown in the previous
paper. Computations were made for three different contact angles
of 25 deg, 30 deg and 38 deg. As the contact angle increases, the
bubble growth period increases. Also, the bubble diameter at de-
parture becomes larger as the contact angle increases. However,
the bubble volume at departure divided by the growth period is
nearly identical within 1 percent deviation, regardless of the con-
tact angles. As such the results obtained from numerical simula-
tions with contact angle of 38 deg should not be materially differ-
ent from those obtained from the experiments in which the contact
angle was 50 deg.

During numerical simulations of bubble growth and merger
process, the waiting period is one of the important parameters
affecting the bubble merger pattern. The waiting period for an

extremely small cavity~10 mm! is practically zero in the present
study under the assumption that the wall temperature remains con-
stant. In most experiments, a constant heat flux condition is ap-
plied. As such the wall temperature decreases momentarily when
the cold pool liquid fills the area vacated by the departing bubble.
The liquid layer and the heater surface have to be heated to a
temperature necessary to initiate the next bubble. The waiting pe-
riod decreases with wall superheat and can be predicted when a
conjugate problem involving conduction in the solid is solved
simultaneously with the flow and temperature field in the liquid.
In the present work, the waiting period,tw , is varied parametri-
cally because we did not solve the conjugate problem.

Figure 3 shows the bubble growth pattern during one cycle for
DT510 K andtw54.8 msec. The calculation was carried out in
the computational domain of (R,Y)5(2.5 mm, 10 mm). When the
domain was increased fromR52.5 mm up toR55.0 mm, the
bubble departure diameter and the bubble growth period were
increased by less than two percent. Thus beyondR52.5 mm, the
computational domain size has little effect on the bubble dynam-
ics. Initial thickness of the thermal layer is assumed to be that
predicted for turbulent natural convection on the upward facing

Fig. 7 Bubble growth and dmerger pattern for DTÄ10 K and twÄ1.28 msec
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heated surface. It is seen that a small bubble attached to the wall
grows while the previously departed bubble rises in the pool. As
the attached bubble grows, the base of the bubble expands and
then shrinks until the bubble finally departs from the wall. During
the waiting period, the boiling surface is entirely covered with
liquid and is devoid of any bubbles. A small bubble serving as
nucleus for the next cycle is placed on the heater surface after the
end of the waiting period, which is an external parameter in the
present computation as mentioned earlier. The initial radius of the
bubble was chosen to be four times of the mesh size irrespective
of the wall superheat. It is found that fortw54.8 msec or greater
a bubble growing on the wall surface does not merge with the
previously departed bubble. In practice the waiting period for a
given cavity will decrease as the wall superheat is increased,
hence the process will shift from single to merged bubbles as wall
superheat is increased.

The flow and temperature fields associated with the growth and
departure of a single bubble are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5. Initially
the liquid around a bubble attached to the wall is seen to be
pushed out by the growing bubble. The bubble growth results

from heat input from the superheated liquid layer surrounding the
bubble including the micro region. Subsequently, the bubble
grows out of the thermal boundary layer and the liquid flow is
radially inward near the bubble base as the bubble departs. Also, it
is seen from Fig. 5 that after the bubble detachment a thermal
boundary layer begins to form under the departed bubble and
develops as the bubble rises in the pool. The bubble shape, bubble
growth rate, bubble diameter at departure and bubble growth pe-
riod predicted from the numerical simulations were compared by
Son et al.@3# with data from experiments. An excellent agreement
was found between predictions and the data.

When the waiting period is decreased to 2.4 msec, bubble
merger occurs as demonstrated in Fig. 6. With the reduction in
waiting period prior to bubble initiation, the distance between the
bubble growing on the wall and the previously departed bubble
decreases so that two bubbles merge in the vertical direction att
53.5 msec. Thereafter, the lower portion of the merged bubble
springs up quickly due to the restoring force of surface tension.
This leads to the formation of a wall jet and a dimple at the
bottom of the merged bubble att54.5 msec. This also accelerates

Fig. 8 Flow fields during bubble growth, detachment and merger for DTÄ10 K and twÄ1.28 msec
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the bubble away from the wall such that the departed bubble can-
not be caught by the succeeding bubble growing on the wall. After
this interruption, the merger process repeats all over again. Astw
is further reduced to 1.28 msec, bubble merger occurs twice dur-
ing one cycle att51.4 msec andt54.5 msec as shown in Fig. 7.
After the departure of the merged bubble at 5.5 msec, the bubble
merger process is interrupted until a single bubble grows on the
surface and departs. Thereafter the merger process begins all over
(t.32.2 msec). This indicates that for a given wall superheat the
type of bubble merger pattern depends on the waiting period. For
a given size cavity, the waiting period decreases with increase in
wall superheat. Thus because of distribution of different size cavi-
ties on a particular surface, bubble merger will be observed to
occur at varying wall superheats. The merger of bubbles in the
vertical direction gives appearance of the formation of a vapor
column att54.9 msec, the configuration of which is consistent
with the observation of Gaertner@5#.

Figure 8 shows the flow field influenced by the bubble merger
as well as bubble growth and departure processes corresponding
to the bubble merger case. During the bubble merger process, the
vapor in the lower portion of the merged bubble is sucked into the

upper portion due to the restoring force of surface tension. This
causes very high velocities inside the bubble and a high velocity
wall jet under the departing bubble. While the merged bubble rises
in the pool, it is seen that the bubble shape changes continuously
and this induces several vortical structures near the bubble inter-
face. The temperature field during the bubble merger process is
plotted in Fig. 9. It is observed that for 5.5 msec<t<7.6 msec the
isotherms nearr 50 follow the merged bubble departing from the
wall whereas the isotherms near the edge of the computational
domain (r 5R) are not much influenced by the bubble motion.
The rising isotherms under the bubble are reflective of the very
high velocity induced by the departure of the merged bubble.

Figure 10 presents the effect of bubble growth and merger on
Nusselt number based on the area average heat flux at the wall
during two consecutive cycles. Figure 10~a! is for a single bubble
whereas Figs. 10~b!and 10~c!are for merger of two and three
consecutive bubbles respectively. For a single bubble, the Nusselt
number initially increases with the expansion of the bubble base
underneath which the microlayer evaporation occurs. Thereafter,
the Nusselt number decreases as the bubble base shrinks during
the bubble detachment period. For the bubble merger cases, the

Fig. 9 Temperature fields with temperature interval o f 1 K for D TÄ10 K and twÄ1.28 msec
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Fig. 10 Variation of Nusselt number with time for DTÄ10 K
and three different waiting periods: „a… twÄ4.8 msec; „b… tw
Ä2.4 msec; and „c… twÄ1.28 msec

Fig. 11 Variation of bubble diameter with time for DTÄ10 K
and three different waiting periods: „a… twÄ4.8 msec; „b… tw
Ä2.4 msec; and „c… twÄ1.28 msec

Table 1 Effect of bubble merger on the heat transfer and vapor removal rate
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curve for Nusselt number has small peaks as shown in Fig. 10~b!
and 10~c!. This is caused by the fact that a bubble nucleating on
the heater surface can not grow uninhibitedly because of the
merger with the previously departed bubble. Thus, during the pe-
riods with the small peaks in the Nusselt number, the expansion of
the bubble base that accompanies high heat removal rate is limited
by the bubble merger. However, during the subsequent bubble
growth period the curves are similar to each other regardless of
the number of bubble mergers. The time and area-averaged Nus-
selt numbers are listed in Table 1. It is seen that the Nusselt
number based on the heat flux from the microlayer, Numicro, con-
tributes about 15;20 percent to the Nusselt number, Nutotal, based
on the total heat flux. Also, Numicro and Nutotal are found to be not
much influenced by the bubble growth and merger pattern.

The diameter of a bubble having a volume equal to the volume
of the merged bubble attached to the wall is plotted in Fig. 11~a!,
~b!, and~c! for waiting periods of 4.8, 2.4, and 1.28 msec respec-
tively. The bubble diameter at departure and the total period,
t total , including the waiting period are listed in Table 1. The sharp
peak in bubble diameter as shown in Fig. 11~b! and ~c! is reflec-
tive of the increase in the vapor volume due to the merger of a
small bubble growing on the wall with the previously departed
bubble. The bubble diameters at departure are almost the same for
three different waiting periods but the total period increases as the
waiting period decreases and the number of bubble mergers in-

creases before the cycle is disrupted. Thus, the vapor removal rate
(V̇removal) defined as the bubble volume at departure over the total
period tends to slightly decrease with decrease intw or with
bubble merger as listed in Table 1. This indicates that the merger
of bubbles does not enhance vapor~or heat!transfer rate from the
wall. The Nusselt number based on the evaporative heat flux as-
sociated with the bubble, Nuevap, can be calculated from the en-
ergy balance at the interface or from the vapor production rate.
From Table 1, the fraction of total heat dissipated at the wall that
is utilized for the bubble growth, Nuevap/Nutotal, is about 77;87
percent.

In Fig. 12 a comparison of the shapes of merged bubbles pre-
dicted from the numerical simulation is made with those observed
in the experiments. It is seen that bubble shapes calculated
numerically are in excellent agreement with those observed
experimentally.

Figure 13 shows the bubble merger pattern when the wall su-
perheat,DT, is increased to 15 K. The calculation is carried out in
the computational domain of (R,Y)5(2.5 mm, 15.0 mm). In a
given cycle the bubble merger occurs much more often than for
DT510 K because the vapor generation rate increases with the
wall superheat. After four sequential bubble mergers, a tall vapor
column forms on the wall att535.5 msec and then departs. The
departed vapor column undergoes several configurational changes
as a result of interfacial tension and the surrounding flow field
before acquiring a spherical shape. For 38.1 msec<t
<54.7 msec, a single bubble grows on the surface and departs
without merging with the previously departed vapor column.
Thereafter the new cycle of the bubble merger process starts att
554.7 msec. It is interesting to see that att561.4 msec a small
liquid droplet is entrapped into the vapor column during the
bubble merger process. The apperarance of droplet is caused by
the fact that two bubbles start to contact off the axis of symmetry
(r .0) rather than atr 50 during the merger process. Att
564.5 msec, the departed large bubble begins to touch the sym-
metry plane (r 5R). This also implies the possibility of bubble
merger in the horizontal direction. The computations were termi-
nated at that moment because the horizontal bubble merger cannot
be simulated from the two-dimensional model.

The vapor removal rate for single bubble case as well as that for
bubble merger cases as a function of wall superheat is presented in
Fig. 14. Over the limited range of wall superheats it is found that
the vapor removal rate predicted numerically increases almost lin-
early with the wall superheat regardless of the merger of bubbles.
The data from experiments are also plotted in the figure and show
a linear increase in vapor removal rate as well. However, in com-
parison to the experimental data, the vapor removal rates obtained
from the numerical simulations match well at low wall superheats
but tend to be under predicted by about 32 percent at the highest
wall superheat. The steep increase in vapor removal rate with the
wall superheat as observed during nucleate boiling on surfaces
with many cavities is thus not caused by the bubble merger in the
vertical direction but it may be caused by the bubble merger in the
horizontal direction resulting from increased nucleation site
density.

Conclusions

1 A complete numerical simulation of bubble dynamics includ-
ing the growth, departure and merger of bubbles on a single
nucleation site has been performed successfully.

2 From the numerical simulation, the total wall heat flux and
the bubble diameter at departure are observed to be not much
influenced by the bubble merger pattern. However, the vapor
removal rate tends to slightly decrease as the waiting period
decreases and bubble merger occurs.

3 At a wall superheat of 10 K the evaporative heat flux utilized
for the bubble growth is found to be about 77;87 percent of
the total heat flux from the wall supporting the computational
domain.

Fig. 12 Comparison of bubble merger patterns on a single
nucleation site for DTÄ10 K obtained from „a… numerical simu-
lation with twÄ1.28 msec and „b… experiment
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4 The bubble merger pattern predicted from the numerical
simulations compares well with that observed in the experi-
ments.

5 Over the limited range of wall superheats investigated the
vapor removal rate increases almost linearly with the wall
superheat regardless of the bubble merger in the vertical di-
rection.
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Nomenclature

A 5 dispersion constant
cp 5 specific heat at constant pressure
D 5 equivalent bubble diameter

Dd 5 bubble diameter at departure

Fig. 13 Bubble growth and merger pattern for DTÄ15 K and twÄ1.28 msec

Fig. 14 Dependence of vapor removal rate on the wall
superheat
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g 5 gravity vector
H 5 step function
h 5 grid spacing for the macro region

hev 5 evaporative heat transfer coefficient
hf g 5 latent heat of evaporation

k 5 thermal conductivity
m 5 mass flux vector defined in Eq.~15!

Nu 5 Nusselt number,qAs/g(r l2rv)/klDT
p 5 pressure
q 5 heat flux
R 5 radius of computational domain

Ro 5 radius of dry region beneath a bubble
R1 5 radial location of the interface aty5h/2
Rv 5 gas constant

r 5 radial coordinate
T 5 temperature
t 5 time

DT 5 temperature difference,Tw2Tsat
u 5 velocity vector, (u,v)

uint 5 interfacial velocity vector
V̇micro 5 rate of vapor volume production from the microlayer

DVmicro5 control volume near the micro region
Y 5 height of computational domain
y 5 vertical coordinate

bT 5 coefficient of thermal expansion
d 5 liquid film thickness

do 5 nonevaporating liquid film thickness
k 5 interfacial curvature
m 5 dynamic viscosity

r 5 density
s 5 surface tension
t 5 period
f 5 level set function
w 5 contact angle

Subscripts

int 5 interface
l, v 5 liquid, vapor

sat,w 5 saturation, wall or waiting
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Bubble Behavior and Nucleate
Boiling Heat Transfer in Saturated
FC-72 Spray Cooling
Bubble behavior during saturated FC-72 spray cooling was experimentally investigated.
A heater previously used for pool boiling was used to allow direct comparison. The results
are analyzed to reveal the interaction between bubbles and impinging droplets. The fol-
lowing are presented: (1) the importance of secondary nuclei entrained by impingement
droplets, (2) the role of impinging droplets on bubble parameters such as growth, diam-
eter at puncture, lifetime, life cycle and bubble number density, and (3) the relative
contribution of nucleation, especially that of secondary nuclei, to the heat transfer. It is
concluded that increasing the droplet flux increases the number of secondary nuclei, helps
to lower surface temperature for a given heat flux, increases the overall heat transfer
coefficient, and increases heat transfer due to both nucleate boiling and enhanced con-
vection. Increasing the droplet flux also shortens the bubble growth time (i.e., resulting in
earlier bubble removal) and life cycle. However, increasing the droplet flux (and, there-
fore, secondary nucleation) for each of the three heat flux values does not affect the
percentage of either nucleate or convection heat transfer. This suggests that both the
nucleate and convection heat transfer are enhanced, as a result of increased secondary
nuclei and turbulent mixing due to the impinging droplets.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1418365#

Introduction
A spray cooling system consists of liquid droplets generated by

pressure- or air-assisted atomizers that impinge on a heated sur-
face. Traditionally, spray was used to cool highly heated surfaces,
such as those in steel mills, where film cooling rather than nucle-
ate boiling dominates. Recent applications of spray cooling in-
clude high heat flux removal from surfaces while maintaining low
surface superheats, such as for electronic cooling. In this applica-
tion, a significant portion of heat transfer is due to nucleate boiling
heat transfer. Several events occur in spray cooling. First, the
impacting droplets puncture and remove the vapor bubble~or the
nucleus!. The bubble size at puncture is usually smaller than that
allowed under pool boiling conditions. Secondly, a thin liquid film
may form on the heated surface within which nucleation takes
place. Finally, air or vapor is entrained by the droplets into the
thin liquid film, thus forming the so-called secondary nuclei
@1–4#. The heat transfer mechanism is believed to consist of three
key mechanisms: nucleate boiling due to both surface and second-
ary nuclei, convective heat transfer, and direct evaporation from
the surface of the liquid film@5#. However, the relative contribu-
tions of these three mechanisms are not known. It is essential to
understand the mechanisms and their contributions to designing
effective cooling strategies.

The following observations have been made as a result of re-
ported experimental studies. Spray cooling has been shown to
yield a heat flux approximately an order of magnitude higher than
pool boiling using the same liquid. For example, spray cooling
using water is capable of a critical heat flux~CHF! of approxi-
mately 1000 W/cm2, compared to approximately 120 W/cm2 by
pool boiling ~see, for example,@5#!. In the case of liquid nitrogen
(LN2), the values of CHF of pool boiling and spray cooling are
approximately 16 W/cm2 and 160 W/cm2, respectively@6,7#. For
FC-72, the values of CHF of pool boiling and spray cooling are
approximately 20–30 W/cm2 @8,9# and 100 W/cm2 @10#, respec-
tively. Due to the high heat flux, the heat transfer coefficient in
spray cooling is also higher than that in pool boiling. Surface

characteristics, such as roughness, may play a role in determining
the heat transfer coefficient, but it generally does not significantly
affect the value of CHF@11,12#. A correlation for CHF was pro-
posed, which successfully collapsed data over a wide range of
liquids @5,7#. It was also found that increasing the droplet flux~N!
beyond a certain value does not help to extend CHF@5,7,13#. The
reason for this existence of a limit on CHF is not well known.

The enhanced heat flux due to spray cooling finds useful appli-
cations in electronic cooling@10,13#. As the circuit density and
clock speed of microprocessors seem to be forever increasing, the
need for removing heat dissipation from future desktop computers
calls for more efficient cooling techniques than the conventional
single-phase fan and immersion/pool boiling. Other advantages of
spray cooling over pool boiling include the elimination of hyster-
esis of boiling incipience. Such hysteresis is frequently observed
in pool boiling of highly wetting liquids such as FC-72@14–17#.
The ability to eliminate the hysteresis has important implications
for electronic cooling, as temperature overshoot and fluctuation
resulting from the hysteresis may cause deterioration in device
performance.

Due to the above-mentioned desirability, spray cooling has
been a subject of study over the past three decades~see, for ex-
ample, review in@5#!. In these studies, efforts were made to gain
understanding of the heat transfer mechanisms and the parametric
effects of the spray and droplets. Kopchikov et al.@18# found that
the CHF using a water spray was approximately 600 W/cm2, with-
out specifying spray characteristics. In this work, no differentia-
tion was made among the relative contributions of the three heat
transfer mechanisms. Nucleating bubbles were found to grow be-
yond the thickness~up to 300mm! of the liquid film. It was also
found that the spray characteristics did not effectively affect the
heat transfer process, probably because at this stage bubbles were
likely to rupture. How droplets punctured vapor bubbles and how
the puncturing affected the heat transfer process were not known.

In pool boiling, evidence suggests that bubbles lasting beyond
the period of microlayer evaporation are not effective in removing
heat from the heated surface@19,20#. Moore and Mesler@19# used
a flush-mounted thermocouple to measure heater surface tempera-
ture beneath growing bubbles in water pool boiling conditions.
Knowing that the surface temperature varied with time as a con-
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sequence of microlayer evaporation, they carried out a heat con-
duction analysis over the area beneath a bubble to extract the local
heat transfer rate. Based on the known parameters at a heater-
average heat flux of about 42.5 W/cm2, the heat flux over the
surface area under a bubble can be calculated. The local heat flux
thus found is approximately 315 W/cm2, compared to CHF of
water pool boiling, which is 100–120 W/cm2. This result demon-
strates the important contribution from microlayer evaporation to
the total heat flux from the heater surface. Once the microlayer is
evaporated, the surface temperature increases due to the local dry-
out and the efficiency of heat removal is substantially reduced.
Since the period of microlayer evaporation is commonly an order
of magnitude shorter than the bubble lifetime@19–22#, the heat
removal would be most effective during the early stage of bubble
growth. The results of Kopchikov et al.’s investigation@18# sug-
gest ineffective puncturing and removal of bubbles in spray cool-
ing, as the 600 W/cm2 value of CHF is significantly lower than
1000 W/cm2 reported by others. Therefore, it is of interest to
investigate how bubble puncturing will increase heat flux, both
near and below CHF.

When sufficient water spray was supplied and nucleate boiling
was vigorous within the thin liquid film, Monde@23# found the
value of CHF to range from 45 W/cm2 to approximately 800
W/cm2 as the flow rate was increased~Fig. 12 in @23#!. It is
expected that a large quantity of water droplets may promote the
puncturing of bubbles and enhancement of CHF. Mudawar and
coworkers have addressed effects of the liquid flow rate, with
CHF increased by increasing the amount of liquid arriving at the
heater surface@24,25#. For a given spray nozzle, increasing the

Fig. 1 Schematic of experimental setup

Table 1 FC-72 properties at one atmospheric pressure
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liquid flow rate is accompanied by an increased number of drop-
lets. It causes more frequent bubble puncturing and increases the
number of secondary nuclei, enhancing heat fluxes and CHF.

Toda @26#, using water ‘‘mist’’ droplets with diameters ranging
from 80 mm to 146mm and droplet velocity in the range of ap-
proximately 40–70 m/s, found CHF to be in the neighborhood of
300 W/cm2. This value of CHF is larger than that of pool boiling
and smaller than that of some reported values for spray cooling
~i.e., '1000 W/cm2!. Toda@26# attributed the heat transfer to the
direct evaporation from the thin liquid film formed by the impact-
ing liquid droplets. This was because near CHFno nucleate boil-
ing was observed within the thin liquid film and the value of CHF
was limited by the liquid supply@26#. The value of 300 W/cm2,
however, falls within the range of CHF values found by Monde
@23#. The value of CHF in Toda’s experiment can be expected to
increase with increased flow rate. Toda also observed a linearq9
2DT relationship with no subcooling, from the low temperature
regime (DT'3°C) to CHF (DT'40°C), as can be seen in Figs.
7–9 in @26#. This result suggests that heat is conducted through
the thin liquid film, followed by direct evaporation from the
liquid-vapor surface. It can be concluded that thin-film heat trans-

fer may significantly contribute to the overall heat flux in spray
cooling with nucleation and that nucleate boiling~and bubble
opuncturing!should further enhance CHF.

Thus, a combination of direct evaporation from the thin liquid
layer from its surface and early removal/puncture of vapor bubble
is desirable for efficient cooling. However, the relative contribu-
tions of these two mechanisms has not been investigated to the
knowledge of the authors. More recent investigations of spray
cooling are concentrated on parametric effects. They were re-
viewed by Chow et al.@5#. Furthermore, the role that secondary
nuclei play in heat transfer is not yet known. It is expected to
become more important as the droplet flux is increased because
more air or vapor will be entrained into the liquid film and possi-
bly brought near the heater surface.

The above reported wide range of CHF values in spray cooling
~e.g., approximately 600 W/cm2–1000 W/cm2 using water!ap-
pears to be dependent on several spray parameters. They suggest a
need to further understand the details of droplet-bubble interaction
and formation of secondary nuclei and the role they play in re-
moving bubbles from the heated surface.

This study used a semi-transparent synthetic diamond~trans-
mittance'70 percent in the visible wavelength range! heater to
allow visualization of the growth of bubbles~surface and second-
ary! and the impact of droplets on bubble behavior. The contribu-
tion from nucleate boiling was calculated based on the bubble
cycle, density and size, as was previously done for pool boiling
using a similar experimental set-up. The contribution of direct
evaporation from the liquid film and convection was also esti-
mated. To the authors’ knowledge, this study is the first attempt to
determine the relative contributions of the three heat transfer
mechanisms during spray cooling. The results should provide use-
ful information for design engineers in selecting spray parameters
to properly cool a heater surface. The present study is confined to
the spray conditions below the Leidenfrost temperature. The
reader is referred to a recent review article by Yao@27# for spray
cooling above the Leidenfrost temperature.

Experiment
The experimental setup~shown in Fig. 1!and procedure are

similar to those reported in an earlier study on FC-72 pool boiling
@9#. The FC-72 liquid is an inert fluoro-carbon fluid manufactured
by 3M Corporation. It is known for its low dielectric constant and
is desirable for cooling electronic devices. Its properties can be
found in @28# and those of interest to this study are listed in Table
1. The synthetic diamond heater was 1 cm31 cm30.05 cm in
dimensions with a thin-film Ni-Cr resistor as the heat source
~shown in Fig. 2!. The film of Ni-Cr~an alloy of 60 percent nickel
and 40 percent chromium! was deposited onto the underside of the
heater as described in Rini et al.@9#. The diamond heater rested on
a pyramid-shaped platform, as shown in Fig. 1. The measured
electric resistance of the resistor pattern was 1000V. Because this
resistance was much greater than those in the electrical circuit
connected to the experiment, the power dissipation therefore oc-
curred primarily within the resistor pattern, which served the pur-
pose of the heater design. The upper side of the diamond was the
heat transfer surface, which always faced vertically upward and
was in contact with the FC-72 liquid throughout the experimental
investigation. The resistor pattern was designed so that the tem-
perature variations on the heat transfer surface were found to be
less than 1.0°C~see@9# for details!. The heater surface tempera-
ture (Tw) was measured as described below. A T-type thermo-
couple~TC! with a 0.5 mm bead was attached to the underside of
the heater and was in contact with the acrylic support, which has
a much smaller value of thermal conductivity than the diamond.
Therefore, the TC accurately read the temperature of the lower
side of the heater. For a heat flux equal to 60 W/cm2, the tempera-
ture on the heat transfer~i.e., wetted!surface was estimated to be

Fig. 2 Photo of the heater and heater pattern, with relevant
dimensions

Fig. 3 Photo and legends of spray dimensions
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0.2 K lower than the temperature measured by the TC. This is
based on the thermal conductivity~1500 W/m.K!and the thick-
ness~0.5 mm!of the diamond.

The heat flux was supplied by a power source with a capacity of
2000 volts and 300 mA. As shown in@9#, the power loss to the air
trapped within the pyramid upon which the heater rested is no
more than 0.012 W/cm2 and that loss through other parts of the
heater and the electric connection to the Ni-Cr pattern was essen-
tially negligible.

The casing of the test section was made of acrylic so that visu-
alization from all angles was possible~Fig. 1!. A large aluminum
plate covered the top of the casing, acting as a condenser. The
aluminum plate had a venting valve that was open to the room air
during the degassing phase of the experiment~discussed below!.
Air is lighter than the FC-72 vapor and would exit the chamber
through the open valve. The valve was then closed to seal the
chamber and the chamber pressure was regulated at one atmo-
spheric pressure, which was monitored by the reading of a pres-
sure gauge.

The FC-72 liquid was circulated in a closed loop~Fig. 1!. It was
heated to saturation conditions~56°C at 1 atm in this study! before
entering the spray nozzle. Three pressure-atomizing nozzles
~manufactured by Spray Systems Co.! were selected for this study,
TG0.3, TG0.4, and TG0.6. All of these are full-cone spray
nozzles, made of No. 303 stainless steel. Fig. 3 depicts the appear-
ance of a typical spray and a sketch of relevant dimensions of the
spray and its relative position to the heater. Since the heater is a 1
cm31 cm square, only part of the liquid issued from the nozzle
landed on the heater. The relative position of the nozzle to the
heater was always such that spray characteristics were uniform
across and over the heater surface. These spray characteristics
included droplet velocity (v), number density~n!, surface mean
diameter (d20) and Sauter mean diameter (d32). The relative po-
sition was determined by trial-and-error. All average values of
spray parameters of interest were within 5 percent over the heater
surface. Due to the uniformity of the spray, the fraction of the
liquid landing on the heater (Qi) can be determined by the fol-
lowing equation, according to geometric consideration:

Qi

Q
5

1

12cos
u

2

F12
1

~~11~R/H !2!1/2!G , (1)

whereQ is the total flow rate at the nozzle exit. To quantify the
impact of droplets on bubble behavior, the droplet number flux
~N! had to be determined. As shown in@7#,

N56Qi /pd32d20
2 . (2)

Three nozzles~designated as TG0.3, TG0.4 and TG0.6! were
used to produce the desired spray conditions, listed in Table 2. It
is noted from Table 2 that the values ofd32 fall within a narrow
range~107 mm65 percent!and should be considered to be con-
stant throughout this study. The values ofd20 were also found to
be in a narrow range of 78–93mm. Again, the values ofN in
Table 2 were calculated using Eq.~2!. The flow rate,Qi , in Table
2, was calculated using Eq.~1!. The density (r l) and latent heat
(hf g) of the FC-72 liquid at its boiling temperature are 1680
kg/m3 and 87.93103 J/kg, respectively~shown in Table 1 along
with other thermophysical properties!. For Qi equal to 1.66 cc/s a
heat flux of 246 W/cm2 from the heater surface would be required

to completely vaporize the liquid flow. The near CHF heat flux in
this study was found to be only slightly higher than 80 W/cm2.
Thus, the liquid flow rates used in this investigation were always
in excess and are not in the regime described by Monde@23#,
where the value of CHF was limited by liquid flow rate. During
the experiment, the Ni-Cr heater pattern was damaged ifq9 was
increased further beyond 80 W/cm2 due to a rapid increase in
surface temperature. Therefore, no experimental run was recorded
beyond 80 W/cm2.

Gases are known to dissolve in FC-72 easily. Before taking data
for each experimental run, procedures similar to those described
in Ref. @9# were taken for degassing. During the degassing phase,
the pre-heater would heat the fluid while the fluid was sprayed
through the pressure atomizer. At the same time, the diamond
heater was heated with a heat flux 30 W/cm2, which was sufficient
to cause vigorous boiling. This setting would be maintained for 60
minutes, when all fluid used was boiled for a sufficiently long
time. A procedure described in@29# was then adopted to analyze
the extent of dissolved gases for the same experimental set-up@9#.
It was concluded that the effect of dissolved gas was negligible
after this procedure. It is noted that the liquid was held at 56 °C
throughout the data acquisition phase.

A microscopic lens system in conjunction with a high-speed
camera was used to observe the bubble behavior. The framing rate
was up to 8000/s with a shutter speed of 1/80,000th of a second.
The results of the high-speed photography were played at a much
slower rate to extract data of bubble size, bubble lifetime, and the
waiting time. Figures 4~a! and 4~b! help to demonstrate how
bubble parameters were experimentally determined. Figure 4~a! is
a sample still frame from the high-speed video. Due to the turbu-
lent nature of the liquid film, the bubble image was not clearly or
easily seen. To enhance the bubble image, an image processing
technique, a Sobel filter in MATLAB, was used. It filtered out
noise and enhanced the edge of the bubble, with the result shown
in Figure 4~b!. The images were enlarged 250 times on a screen so
that 1 mm on the screen was equal to 4mm in true bubble size. A
caliper was used to measure the bubble diameter so that the true
diameter could be calculated. The spatial uncertainty was there-
fore approximately 4mm. Since the average bubble diameter at
the end of its lifetime was about 200mm, the uncertainty in
bubble size measurement was about 2 percent. These procedures
were also used to determine the bubble size vs. time and the
bubble site density (nb). The bubble size reported here was an
average value of more than 100 bubbles at the point of time of

Fig. 4 „a… Still image of a bubble from high-speed video; „b…
enhanced image of the still image by using a Sobel filter tech-
nique

Table 2 Spray droplet parameters
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interest ~e.g., at puncturing, at each time step during bubble
growth, . . . etc.!. The value ofnb was the averaged result of over
100 images taken at 1 mm31 mm areas throughout the heater. In
practice, the replay of a series of video images similar to that
shown in Figure 4~a!could be more clearly seen than the still
frame. The growth and departure of bubbles could then be seen
from the replay. Due to the framing rate, the temporal resolution
and the uncertainty were 0.125 ms. A typical bubble was punc-
tured between the fifth and the sixth frames~i.e., between 0.625
ms and 0.75 ms!.

The playback of the high-speed video record also helped to
qualitatively identify secondary nuclei, as described below. It is
assumed that the secondary nuclei did not become attached to the
surface and would flow with the speed of the liquid flow. The
typical fluid velocity assuming a uniform flow was estimated to be
20–38 cm/s for nozzle conditions in Table 2. In contrast, the ve-
locity associated with the surface nuclei should be equal to zero or
small compared to the fluid velocity due to the unsteadiness of the
turbulent flow field. AsN was increased from 2.13106/cm2s to
8.23106/cm2s ~i.e., from TG0.3 to TG0.6!, the speed with which
bubbles moved was found to increase. Furthermore the number of
bubbles moving with high speed also increased with increasingN.
These results suggest that the number of secondary nuclei increase
with the number flux of the liquid droplets. It is cautioned that the
velocity with secondary nuclei movement varied over a wide
range, as there is a velocity distribution within the thin liquid layer
and the secondary nuclei might penetrate at different depth into
the layer.

Results and Discussion

Secondary Nucleation. The importance of secondary nucle-
ation is discussed here based on the bubble parameters shown in

Table 3. It is noted that all values of droplet and bubble param-
eters in Table 3 are averages from many observations, as dis-
cussed in the Experiment section. First of all, it is useful to check
whether the bubble number density agrees with some fundamental
findings of pool boiling studies. Referring to Table 3, one finds
that for each of the three nozzles~i.e., three given values ofN!, as
Tw was increased,nb increased. For example, asTw was increased
from 62°C to 66°C under the same spray conditions generated by
the TG0.6 nozzle,nb increased from 2610/cm2 to 4044/cm2. Simi-
lar observations can be made for the other two nozzles. This
agrees with the pool boiling result that the nucleation site density
increases with surface superheat. Nevertheless, these values ofnb
are significantly higher than those found in pool boiling using the
same liquid, FC-72@9#. This increase over pool boiling is believed
to result from secondary nucleation, as discussed in the following.

It is noted from Table 3 that asN was increased for a given
value of q9, the bubble density (nb) increased. Forq9
540 W/cm2, as N was increased from approximately 2.1
3106/cm2s to 8.23106/cm2s, the value ofnb increased by a fac-
tor of approximately 2.5 from 1000/cm2 to 2600/cm2. Similar fac-
tors of increase can be seen forq9550 W/cm2 and 60 W/cm2

~Table 3!. It is further noted from Table 3 that, for a given value of
q9, as N was increased from approximately 2.13106/cm2s to
8.23106/cm2s, the surface superheat (DT) decreased by 3–4K
for the three values of heat flux. It is well known for pool boiling
that nb is a strong increasing function ofDT. The present results
seem contradictory becausenb increased with decreasingDT. The
reason for this is that for a givenq9, increasingN leads to an
increase innb and h, and thus lowersDT. This can only be ex-
plained by secondary nucleation. The importance of secondary
nucleation has been suggested for thin film boiling@1# and spray

Table 3 Experimental bubble parameters and heat fluxes
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cooling @5#. However, the relative numbers of the surface and
secondary nuclei have not been quantified.

In a previous study of FC-72 pool boiling on the same heater
@9#, the nucleation site density at a surface temperature of 68°C
and withq9510 W/cm2 was found to be approximately 900/cm2.
For the TG0.4 nozzle withq9560 W/cm2 and similar surface
temperature~67°C!, the bubble densitynb was approximately
3500/cm2. If Tw determinesnb , then the value ofnb in spray
cooling should be approximately the same as that in pool boiling.
The result suggest the importance of secondary nuclei brought
into the thin liquid film by spray droplets.

For q9560 W/cm2, the bubble density in fact increased from
approximately 1600/cm2 to 4040/cm2 as N was increased from
2.13106/cm2s to 8.23106/cm2s and asTw decreased from 69°C
to 66°C ~Table 3!. It is believed that asN was increased, the
number of secondary nuclei also increased. For further evidence,
considerTw563°C. At this temperature, the TG0.4 nozzle with
q9540 W/cm2 and the TG0.6 nozzle withq9550 W/cm2 gener-
ated a bubble density of 2400/cm2 and 2990/cm2, respectively.
Again, a larger N (8.23106/cm2s) generated a largernb

~2990/cm2!. Comparing the TG0.3 nozzle withq9550 W/cm2 and
the TG0.4 nozzle withq9560 w/cm2 ~i.e., Tw was the same at
67°C, although coincidental!, one finds the largerN (4.4
3106/cm2s versus 2.13106/cm2s) to generate a largernb

~3500/cm2 versus 1400/cm2!. Such increases innb with Tw fixed
while N was increased are mostly due to the increase in secondary
nuclei. It should be noted, however, thatnb does not increase
proportionally withN.

The value ofnb is not only a function ofN, either. Depending
on the thermal environment that a secondary nucleus is in, it may
not grow or may even collapse. Consider the case of TG0.6 nozzle
~i.e., N is fixed at 8.23106/cm2s). As q9 was increased from 40
W/cm2 to 60 W/cm2, nb increased from 2610 to 4040. Note that
for the corresponding change inq9, Tw increased from 62.0 K to
66.0 K. WithTw566.0 K, the thermal environment is expected to
be more favorable for secondary nuclei, especially the smaller
ones, to survive and grow and, thus, for a larger value ofnb . This
reasoning is qualitative since the turbulent temperature field
within the liquid film is not known at the present time.

The effects ofN on nb can further be illustrated in the follow-
ing. It is noted from Table 3 that a largeTw or a largeN can yield
high values ofnb . For TG0.3 nozzle, asTw was increased from
65°C to 69.5°C~as a result of increasing the heat flux!, nb in-
creased from 1000/cm2 to 1600/cm2. Similar observations can be
made for the other two nozzles. Such increases innb can be at-
tributed to the increased active surface nucleation sites, as a result
of increase inTw , and the favorable thermal environment, as just
discussed above. While keepingq9 fixed, nb increased asN was
increased, althoughTw was decreased~see each case of the three
heat fluxes in Table 3!. Such increases innb cannot result from an
increase in activation of surface sites, as a decreasedTw would
suggest otherwise. It can be concluded thatnb increases with in-
creasingN and that in the present study increasingN can more
than compensate the effect of decreasingTw .

The following describes the estimation of the fraction of the
bubbles that are caused by secondary nucleation. Results of Table
3 were used. The estimation is then compared with the results by
direct observation of moving bubble by the high-speed photogra-
phy described in the Experiment section. In the above-mentioned
pool boiling study@9#, nb5900/cm2 at Tw568°C. This bubble
site density of pool boiling is due entirely to surface nucleation.
By comparison, the percentage of secondary nuclei of the present
study can be estimated for similar surface temperatures. For ex-
ample, consider the TG0.6 nozzle withq9560 w/cm2. Under this
condition,Tw566°C, the density of surface nuclei is expected to
be less than 900/cm2 while the total bubble density is 4040/cm2

~see Table 3!. Thus, secondary nuclei comprised at least 80 per-
cent of all the observed bubbles because withTw566°C, fewer
than 900 of the 4040 bubbles are surface nuclei.

More estimations can be done by comparing the conditions of
the TG0.3 nozzle withTw567°C and the TG0.4 nozzle withTw

567°C ~again, see Table 3!. The former hasnb51400/cm2 while
the latter has 3500/cm2. At Tw567°C, the number of surface
nuclei should be smaller than 900/cm2 found for pool boiling with
Tw568°C. One can say that the percentage of the bubbles due to
secondary nucleation for the TG0.4 nozzle withTw567°C is at
least 74 percent~i.e., 2600/3500!.

The playback of the high-speed video record, described in the
Experiment section, qualitatively supports above estimation. It
can therefore be concluded that secondary nuclei can account for
as much as 74 percent and 80 percent of all nuclei in spray cool-
ing using TG0.4 and TG0.6 nozzles, respectively. Similarly, the
fraction for TG0.3 can be estimated to be approximately 40 per-
cent using Table 3.

During the course of this study, cold experiment without heat-
ing the heater was conducted. Under this condition, bubbles ob-
served were generated by the spray droplets impacting the liquid
film and were therefore ‘‘secondary’’ nuclei. However, these
bubbles did not grow in size as in the heat transfer experiment.

Bubble Growth. The typical average bubble size versus time
for q9540 W/cm2, 50 W/cm2, and 60 W/cm2 is shown in Figure
5~a!, 5~b!, and 5~c!, respectively. Substantial scatter of the data
can be seen, as indicated by the error bars in these figures, which
represent6one standard deviation within the mean bubble diam-
eter. This is believed to be due to the experimental uncertainty and
the turbulent temperature field resulting from the impact of ran-
domly arriving droplets. The averaged growth shown by the solid
lines in Fig. 5 was similar to that in pool boiling; the solid line is
a curve fit oft1/2, which was also observed in FC-72 pool boiling
in an earlier study@9#. This suggests that the bubble growth in
spray cooling is also in the heat transfer-controlled regime. Ac-
cording to this scaling, the longer a bubble lasts, the more heat it
will remove from the nucleation site, as the bubble volume scales
as t3/2. More importantly, the bubble removes heat at an increas-
ing rate that scales ast1/2 ~i.e., the time derivative oft3/2). It was
noted earlier that the bubble number density in spray cooling is
significantly larger than in pool boiling for similar surface super-
heat. Spray cooling therefore yields larger heat fluxes than pool
boiling.

It is interesting to note that the bubble growth rate in spray
cooling is comparable to that in pool boiling. Referring to Figures
5~a!, 5~b!, and 5~c!, the average bubble size is 200mm for t
'0.5 ms. In pool boiling using the same liquid, experimental
setup, and heater, a similar result was obtained forq954 W/cm2

~Fig. 8 in Ref.@9#!.

The Heat Transfer Curve. Theq9 versusDT curve using the
three spray nozzles is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the slope
of the curve~i.e., the heat transfer coefficienth! increases withN,
with the TG0.6 nozzle providing the largestN and h. Similarly,
values of CHF for the three spray nozzles are in the descending
order of TG0.6, TG0.4, and TG0.3, equaling 80 W/cm2, 70
W/cm2, and 67 W/cm2, respectively. At CHF,hc for the three
nozzles can be found to be approximately 64,000 W/m2K, 58,300
W/m2K, and 51,500 W/m2K. The results of Fig. 6 indicate that
increasingN helps to remove heat from the surface more effi-
ciently, i.e., the same amount of heat is removed at a smaller
surface superheat. This trend and the heat transfer mechanisms
will be further discussed below.

Bubble Puncturing by Spray Droplets. Table 3 shows the
bubble diameter at puncture (dp), bubble lifetime ~t!, waiting
time (tw), bubble site density (nb), surface superheat, and heat
transfer due to nucleate boiling using three different nozzles~i.e.,
three values of droplet number flux! under three values of heat
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flux. It is noted that the values ofdp , t, and tw are averaged
results from tracking several hundred bubbles for each of the nine
combinations of the nozzle andq9. The bubble lifetime~t! is the
period spanning from the inception of a bubble to its disappear-
ance by puncturing, whiletw is time spent from its disappearance
until the next inception on the same site. The life cycle of a bubble
(tcyc) can be defined as the time lapse between inceptions of two

consecutive bubbles on the same nucleation site. Therefore,tcyc
5t1tw . It is noted that no differentiation was made between the
surface and the secondary nuclei in reportingdp , t, andtw . From
Table 3, the following observations can be made.

For a given value ofq9, as N was increased, bothdp and t
decreased. Take the case ofq9540 W/cm2 ~shown in Table 3!for
example. AsN was increased from approximately 2.13106/cm2s
to 8.23106/cm2s, the values ofdp andt decreased from 282mm
to 181mm and 0.86 ms to 0.44 ms, respectively. Decreases indp

andt while increasingN also can be observed forq9550 w/cm2

and 60 W/cm2, as seen in Table 3. These results are expected
because a largerN means more droplets arriving at the heater
surface and leads to more frequent puncturing of bubbles per unit
time. Values oft listed in Table 3 are more than an order of
magnitude smaller than that during pool boiling using the same
liquid on the same heater. In pool boiling withq9 at 1/3 and 1/2 of
the CHF, the bubble lifetimet is approximately 17 ms and 6 ms,
respectively@9#.

The value oftcyc also decreases with increasingN. For ex-
ample, considerq9540 W/cm2. As N was increased from 2.1
3106/cm2s to 8.23106/cm2s, tcyc decreased from 1.68 ms to
1.07 ms. Similar decreases intcyc as a result of increasingN also
can be seen forq9550 W/cm2 and 60 W/cm2. A cross examina-
tion of values oftcyc in Table 3 reveals that they are nearly equal
for a givenN, within the experimental uncertainty. The values of
tcyc for N52.13106/cm2s and 8.23106/cm2s are approximately
1.68 ms and 1.02 ms, respectively, while that forN54.4
3106/cm2s is somewhat more spread out, between 1.08 ms and
1.39 ms. Combined with the above observations, it can be con-
cluded that~1! spray droplets play an important role in bubble
growth dynamics, and~2! that they significantly shorten the life-
time, the waiting time and the life cycle of a bubble compared to
those in pool boiling.

The waiting time in spray cooling decreases withTw , as op-
posed to pool boiling in which it increases asTw decreases@30#.
As discussed earlier, many of the nuclei observed are secondary
nuclei. They are brought into the liquid film and near the heater
surface by impinging droplets, unlike the surface nuclei in pool
boiling. As N was increased, the number of secondary nuclei in-
creased whileTw decreased~see Table 3!due to the enhanced
turbulent cooling. Considerq9560 W/cm2 for example. AsN is
increased from 2.13106/cm2s to 8.23106/cm2s, tw decreases
from 0.75 ms to 0.41 ms. The bubbles are not generated due to
surface superheat, but are introduced by impinging droplets; the
frequency of bubble generation increases withN. If one assumes
that each droplet entrains one secondary nucleus, then the fre-
quency with which secondary nuclei arrives at an area is equal to

Fig. 5 Bubble size versus time for „a… 40 WÕcm2, „b… 50 WÕcm2,
and „c… 60 WÕcm2. Note that the error bars denote one standard
deviation and that the curves represent t 1Õ2 scaling.

Fig. 6 Heat transfer curves for three heat fluxes. Note that the
values of CHF are 67 W Õcm2, 70 WÕcm2, and 80 WÕcm 2 for
NÄ2.1Ã106Õcm2s, 4.4Ã106Õcm2s, and 8.2 Ã106Õcm2s, re-
spectively.
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that occupied by a bubble at puncture~i.e., pdp
2/4), is equal to

$N(pdp
2/4)%. Therefore, the time it takes for the arrival of a sec-

ondary nuclei over the area (pdp
2/4) is

tw,cal54/~pNdp
2!. (3)

Values of tw,cal are listed in Table 3. The agreement with the
experimental results oftw is very encouraging. This suggests that
the waiting time thus defined in spray cooling is different from
that in pool boiling. In pool boiling, the waiting time is that period
during which the rewetting fluid acquires the necessary superheat
to start a nucleus after the bubble departs from the immediate past
cycle. In spray cooling, the secondary nuclei were brought into the
liquid layer at a statistically averaged time interval. It should be
noted that each droplet might bring more than one secondary
nucleus into the liquid film. However, some~or even all!of them
may not survive and grow because of the unfavorable local con-
dition, as discussed above. Therefore, some droplets may in effect
not entrain any nucleus, as it cannot be observed during the ex-
periment. Further studies are warranted to quantitatively resolve
this issue.

Impinging droplets played a major role in puncturing the
bubble, as demonstrated by the following analysis. Assuming that
that each droplet hits and punctures one bubble, the number of
droplets arriving at the heater surface is equal to

Ncal54/~pdp
2t!. (4)

The results ofNcal ~also shown in Table 3!are within approxi-
mately625 percent of those experimentally determined values of
N. It is reasonable to say that some bubbles rupture without drop-
let action~e.g., bubbles that have grown beyond the free surface
of the liquid film and rupture by themselves@5#!, resulting in
overestimation of the droplet number flux. On the other hand,
some droplets may impinge on the liquid film without rupturing
any bubbles and the droplet number flux would thus be underes-
timated. These two opposing factors appear to have canceling ef-
fects, resulting in the encouraging agreement.

As a consequence of the above analyses, it can be concluded
that the impinging droplet plays an important role in determining
the lifetime and other characteristics of bubbles. It is thus ex-
pected to play a role in determining the heat flux, especially that
part which depends on nucleation.

Contributions of Various Heat Transfer Mechanisms. The
above results suggest that asnb is increased, CHF andhc increase.
Since secondary nuclei make up the majority of nucleating
bubbles, it is desirable to determine whether nucleate boiling is
the dominant factor in spray cooling that ultimately decides the
total heat flux, at values near or less than that of CHF. Knowing
nb , tcyc, anddp , the amount of the liquid vaporized per unit time
and per unit area and, therefore, the heat flux can be calculated.
The results are shown in Table 3.

It can be seen from Table 3 that asq9 was increased from 40
W/cm2 to 60 W/cm2, the contribution from nucleate boiling re-
mained around 50 percent. Besides nucleate boiling, convection
heat transfer~as a result of fluid flow across the heater and off its
edge!and direct evaporation from the liquid surface account for
the rest of the heat flux. These two latter modes of heat transfer
also should combine to contribute 50 percent toq9. This finding
suggests that for the present study, further increasingN beyond
2.13106/cm2s does not help to increase the relative contribution
by nucleate boiling. This might remain true near CHF, as indicated
by the result ofN52.13106/cm2s andq9560 W/cm2 ~i.e., TG0.3
nozzle, for which CHF equals 67 W/cm2; see Fig. 6!.

It is worth mentioning that both the surface and secondary nu-
clei contribute to the heat transfer. As discussed earlier, both types
of bubbles grow to similar sizes and should therefore contribute a
similar amount of heat transfer on a per bubble basis. Since the
secondary nuclei constitute up to 85 percent of all bubbles, they
may therefore contribute as much as 40 percent of the total heat

flux. As CHF is approached andN is further increased, the con-
tribution from secondary nucleation is expected to increase. How-
ever, the present results would suggest that secondary nucleation
would most likely contribute no more than 50 percent to the total
heat flux. A possible explanation for the fixed contribution by
nucleate boiling and the other two modes is given as follows.

As N is increased, botht and dp decreased. Sinced}t1/2, dp

}t1/2 and the vapor volume when punctured is}t3/2. Therefore,
as N is increased, the phase-change heat transfer due to each
bubble over its lifetime decreases. However, this decrease is com-
pensated by the increasednb as a result of increasingN. Turbulent
mixing andh are also enhanced asN is increased. However, this
enhancement may be counteracted by the decrease inTw as a
result of the impinging droplets. Therefore, the net heat transfer
due to convection and to direct evaporation remains relatively
constant asN is varied by a factor of four.

The relative contribution of convection heat transfer and the
direct evaporation is not known. However, they may be estimated
as follows. For the current purpose, it is relevant to compare the
time scales of conduction and flow over the heater surface. The
molecular conduction time scale (tcond) across the thin liquid film
is tcond'd2/a l , whered is the film thickness anda l is the ther-
mal diffusivity of the FC-72 liquid (a l5kl /r lCp,l'3
31028 m2/s, wherekl55.531022 W/mK, r l51680 kg/m3, and
Cp,l51100 J/kgK are the thermal conductivity, density, and heat
capacity of the FC-72 liquid, respectively!. d is calculated as
Qi /(Pv), whereQi , P, andv are the volume flow rate over the
heater surface, the perimeter of heater~i.e., 3.6 cm as shown in
Fig. 2!, and the fluid velocity within the liquid film, respectively.
The velocity was determined from the high-speed photography as
the velocity of the bubbles. The velocities and liquid film thick-
ness were approximately~20 cm/s, 212mm!, ~29 cm/s, 297mm!,
and ~38 cm/s, 409mm! for TG0.3, TG0.4, and TG0.6 nozzles,
respectively. Therefore,tcond'1.5 seconds, 2.95 seconds, and
5.58 seconds for TG0.3, TG0.4, and TG0.6 nozzles, respectively.
Due to the strong mixing caused by droplet impingement, the
effective~or turbulent!thermal conductivity,keff , can be as much
as 40 times of the molecular~or laminar! value. Therefore,
tcond,eff'0.04– 0.14 seconds.

The residence time scale (t res) is determined by the flow veloc-
ity within the liquid film. Since the half width of the heater is 0.5
cm, t res'0.025 seconds, 0.017 seconds, and 0.013 seconds for
TG0.3, TG0.4 and TG0.6 nozzles, respectively. When the conduc-
tion and residence time scales are of the same order of magnitude
the contributions from these two modes are expected to be equally
important. In the present study, as the flow rate was increased~as
the nozzle was varied from TG0.3 to TG0.4, and then to TG0.6!,
the relative contribution from the conduction mode decreased. For
the TG0.3 nozzle, the time scales are indeed on the same order
~0.04 seconds vs. 0.025 seconds!. The residence time scale is an
order of magnitude smaller than that of conduction for the TG0.6
nozzle~0.013 sec versus 0.14 sec!. For the TG0.6 nozzle the time
required for the fluid to be convected is more than 10 times
shorter than that required for the heat to be conducted to the free
surface of the liquid film for direct evaporation.

The importance of secondary nucleation in contributing to the
heat transfer can further be revealed by cross-examining the re-
sults of Fig. 6 and of Table 3. The heat transfer curve is not a
unique function ofTw , unlike pool boiling over a given surface. It
depends on the value ofN. As shown in Fig. 6, for a given value
of Tw , there are three values ofq9; similarly, for a given value of
q9, there are three values ofTw . For a given value ofq9 in Fig. 6,
Tw increases asN is decreased. As can be seen from Table 3, asN
is decreased from 8.23106/cm2s to 2.13106/cm2s, Tw increases
from 63.0 K to 67.0 K. Such aq9-Tw relation is not found in pool
boiling, except possibly in the regime of hysteresis.

The above analysis should be considered qualitative. Further
investigations are needed to obtain quantitative results. For ex-
ample, the values ofd and keff need to be experimentally deter-
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mined, which is not a trivial task and is not within the scope of the
present study@31#.

How Important is Early Bubble Removal? IncreasingN
shortens bubble cycle time (tcyc) and reduces the fraction of the
cycle period for bubble growth~i.e.,t!, as discussed above. There-
fore, increasingN promotes early bubble removal. According to
the finding in Refs.@19–22# ~i.e., pool boiling studies!, early
bubble removal from the heater surface takes advantage of the
efficient heat transfer by microlayer evaporation while avoids lo-
cal dry-out at the later stage of bubble growth that reduces the
efficiency. It was speculated that by removing bubbles early with
spray droplets, heat transfer could be enhanced. However, present
results do not appear to support such speculations. Present results
suggest that the relative contribution of nucleate boiling as a result
of bubble puncturing was not enhanced by early bubble removal,
which is achieved by increasing the droplet flux~N!. This is prob-
ably because secondary nuclei, unlike surface nuclei, do not attach
to the heater surface. As they grow, no local dry-out results.

Because the majority of the nuclei are secondary, to increasenb
requires an increase inN. An increase inN enhances turbulent
mixing that leads to enhancement of convection and direct evapo-
ration heat transfer, as discussed earlier. An increase inN also
leads to the puncturing of bubbles at smaller sizes at earlier stages
of their growth. Consequently, it deprives the bubble’s opportunity
of achieving even higher rates of heat removal, but this was com-
pensated by an increase innb , as discussed above. The overall
effect of increasingN, therefore, should result in an increase inq9
for a givenTw . The present experiment was conducted by keep-
ing q9 fixed while varyingN. The result was a decrease inTw , as
mentioned earlier. This suggests no direct benefits of early bubble
removal, but that increasingN increase the heat transfer coeffi-
cient.

The growth of secondary nuclei bears resemblance to bubble
growth in extensive liquid pool, as suggested by thet1/2 scaling of
bubble diameter. A surface nucleus, whose growth depends on
microlayer evaporation, also follows thet1/2 scaling. For pool
boiling, such a scaling ceases to hold when the microlayer dries
out, followed by the ineffective vapor phase conduction. Typi-
cally, microlayer evaporation lasts over a period approximately
1/10 of the bubble lifetime~t! @19–22#. The value oft in FC-72
pool boiling is of the order of 17 ms@9#. Therefore, the surface
nuclei would have to be removed approximately 1–2 ms after
inception so that the locally dry area can be rewetted to enhance
heat transfer. Bubbles in the present spray cooling investigation
had a lifetimet shorter than 1 ms~see Table 3!, satisfying the
early removal requirement. However, because there is no dry-out
due to the secondary nucleation, no direct benefit of early bubble
removal is seen, as mentioned above.

Since there is no microlayer dry-out mechanism for secondary
nuclei, it appears advantageous for them to grow indefinitely to
take full advantage of the increasing evaporation rate, which also
scales ast1/2. However, in spray cooling bubbles can be ruptured
either upon reaching the free surface or by droplet impingement.
In the present study,t was found to be in the range of 0.4 ms to
0.7 ms, which is substantially shorter than that in pool boiling. As
a consequence, increasingN acts to counter the benefits of in-
creasednb , resulting in a relatively constant contribution from
nucleate boiling~at the above-mentioned 50 percent!. This may
help explain results from previous studies that CHF in spray cool-
ing reaches a limit even if one continues to increaseN beyond
some critical value@5,7,13#. Although the dry-out mechanism
does not exist for secondary nuclei, this comparison should serve
to show that bubbles are removed in the present spray cooling
prematurely. In fact, removing the secondary nuclei~by punctur-
ing! at any stage of their growth should be considered premature.
However, there does not appear to be an easy way to prolong the
lifetime of as many secondary bubbles as possible without in-
creasingN.

Concluding Remarks
Heat transfer mechanisms in spray cooling of a thin diamond

heater by highly wetting FC-72 liquid were experimentally inves-
tigated. The FC-72 liquid was under saturated conditions at the
nozzle exit. The following conclusions can be drawn.

1. The number of secondary nuclei was found to depend on the
droplet flux~N! and the heater surface temperature (Tw). As
much as 85 percent of the nuclei observed in the present
study belong to this category under high heat flux~about 3/4
of CHF! conditions. IncreasingN for a given heat flux leads
to an increase innb . The concept of bubble waiting time
(tw) in pool boiling is not applicable in spray cooling. The
waiting time in spray cooling was found to be directly re-
lated toN.

2. IncreasingN leads to the early removal of bubbles~surface
and secondary!. AsN is increased, both the bubble cycle and
lifetime are shortened. However, the fractional contribution
of nucleate boiling to the total heat flux appeared to remain
constant with increasedN, at approximately 50 percent, in
spite of the increasing bubble-removing ability. The accom-
panying effects with increasingN may be the increase of the
heat transfer by convection and direct evaporation heat
transfer as turbulent mixing is enhanced.

3. Early removal of bubbles does not lead to enhanced heat
flux under the present experimental conditions, unlike what
pool boiling results would suggest. This is believed due to
the absence of microlayer dry-out phenomenon in secondary
nucleation, which dominated over surface nucleation in the
present spray cooling study.
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Nomenclature

CHF5 critical heat flux
Cpl 5 Specific heat of liquid

d 5 bubble diameter
dp 5 bubble diameter at puncture
d20 5 surface-mean diameter
d32 5 Sauter-mean diameter

h 5 convection heat transfer coefficient
hc 5 convection heat transfer coefficient at CHF

hf g 5 heat of evaporation
kl 5 thermal conductivity of liquid
N 5 droplet flux
n 5 droplet number density

nb 5 nucleation site density
Prl 5 Prandtl number of liquid
q9 5 heat flux
P 5 perimeter of heater
Q 5 liquid flow rate at spray nozzle exit

Qi 5 liquid flow rate on heater surface
t 5 time

Tsat 5 saturation temperature of liquid
Tw 5 surface temperature
T} 5 liquid temperature far away from heater surface

v 5 droplet speed

Greek Symbols

a l 5 thermal diffusivity of liquid
d 5 liquid layer thickness
u 5 half angle of spray cone

rv 5 density of vapor
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r l 5 density of liquid
t 5 bubble life time

tw 5 bubble waiting time
tcyc 5 bubble life cycle (5t1tw)

tcond 5 conduction time scale
t res 5 residence time scale
DT 5 surface superheat (5Tw2Tsat)
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Turbulent Subcooled Boiling
Flow—Experiments and
Simulations
Experiments and simulations were carried out in this investigation of turbulent subcooled
boiling flow of Refrigerant-113 through a vertical annular channel whose inner wall only
was heated. The measurements used, simultaneously, a two-component laser Doppler
velocimeter for the liquid velocity field and a fast-response cold-wire for the temperature
field, and a dual-sensor fiberoptic probe for the vapor fraction and vapor axial velocity. In
the numerical simulation, the two-fluid model equations were solved by the solver
ASTRID developed at Electricite´ de France. Wall laws for the liquid phase time-average
axial velocity and temperature were developed from the experimental data, and the tur-
bulent Prandtl number in the liquid was determined from the wall laws. The wall laws and
turbulent Prandtl number were used in the simulations. The wall heat transfer model
utilized the measured turbulent heat flux distribution in the liquid. Results from the simu-
lations were compared with the measurements. Good agreement was found for some of the
quantities while the agreement was only fair for others.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1418698#

Keywords: Boiling, Flow, Turbulence, Two-Phase

Introduction
Turbulent boiling flow occurs in many important engineering

equipment—for example, steam generators, nuclear reactors, and
refrigeration systems. To improve the design and performance of
these equipment, models of high fidelity must be available. De-
velopment of such models is possible only if the structure of the
flow and the transport processes are understood well. Fundamen-
tal experiments can provide this understanding.

In turbulent subcooled boiling flow, the vapor phase is typically
dispersed as bubbles in the liquid phase. The bubbles are gener-
ated at and depart from heated surfaces~channel walls!whose
temperature is sufficiently higher than the local saturation tem-
perature of the fluid. The turbulence plays crucial roles in the
spatial distribution of the bubbles and in the transports of momen-
tum and thermal energy in the liquid.

Previous fundamental experimental studies of subcooled bubbly
boiling flow include those by Jiji and Clark@1#, Dix @2#, and
Delhaye et al.@3#. A limited amount of information regarding the
turbulent velocity and thermal fields in the flow can be found in
Roy et al.@4,5#. There have been numerous experimental studies
of the turbulent velocity field in isothermal bubbly gas-liquid
flow—for example, Marie´ @6#, Lance and Bataille@7#, and
Grossete´te @8#.

The two-fluid model~Ishii @9#, Drew @10#, Dykhuizen et al.,
@11#! is an important tool for simulating turbulent boiling flow. In
the model, each phase satisfies the conservation equations for
mass, momentum, and thermal energy. The phases are coupled at
the interface by the balance relations for mass, momentum, and
thermal energy, Delhaye@12#. Closures must also be provided for
a multitude of quantities. They include the turbulent stresses and
turbulent thermal energy flux in the phases, the transfer rates of
mass, momentum, and thermal energy at the interface, and the
wall laws for time-average liquid velocity and temperature.

A turbulence model for two-phase dispersed flow was reported
by Bel F’dhila and Simonin@13#. Turbulence in the continuous
phase was predicted by ak-« model in which additional terms
were introduced in the two equations to account for the interaction

between the phases. The dispersed phase turbulence was modeled
by extending Tchen’s theory on the dispersion of particles in ho-
mogeneous turbulence. Lopez de Bertodano et al.@14# reported on
a k-« model of turbulence for the liquid phase in isothermal bub-
bly air-water flow. In this model, the turbulent momentum diffu-
sivity was calculated by linearly superposing the shear-induced
and bubble-induced diffusivities.

More recently, Morel and Bestion@15# conducted a study of the
multidimensional two-fluid model. A scaling analysis of the mass
and momentum conservation equations, and of thek and« equa-
tions was performed. Based on this analysis, equations fork and«
were proposed.

The liquid velocity boundary conditions in isothermal bubbly
gas-liquid flow simulations have typically been based on the ve-
locity wall law for single-phase flow in the absence of such a law
for the gas-liquid flow. Marie´ et al.@16#, observed that the viscous
layer, the logarithmic region, and the wake region exist in turbu-
lent bubbly air-water flow. The authors also suggested that the von
Karman constant in the velocity wall law would be the same as
for single-phase flow and that only the additive term would be
different.

We have carried out experiments, modeling, and simulation of
turbulent subcooled bubbly boiling flow through a vertical con-
centric annular channel. Only the inner wall of the channel was
heated, creating a flow regime sufficiently downstream in the
channel similar to that shown in Fig. 1. The measurements were
made in this regime. The work is reported in the following ar-
rangement: first, the experimental setup and the measurement in-
strumentation are described; next, the two-fluid model equations,
key closure relations, and the CFD solver are described; and fi-
nally, the experimental and simulation results are presented and
compared.

The Experimental Facility
Refrigerant-113 ~R-113! was the working fluid in the

experiments.

The Test Section. Figure 2 shows, schematically, themea-
surement sectionof the 3.66 m long annular channel. The inner
tube of the channel is of 304 stainless steel~i.d.514.60 mm, o.d.
515.78 mm!. The outer tube of the 0.521 m long measurement
section is made of optical quality quartz~i.d.538.02 mm, o.d.
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542.02 mm!. Themeasurement plane (m.p.)was located 0.424 m
~'19 hydraulic diameters! downstream of the measurement sec-
tion entrance, this entrance in turn being 1.56 m downstream of
the beginning of the 2.75 m heated length. The inner stainless tube
could be heated over the latter length by direct current. A 0.91 m
unheated section was provided upstream of the heated length.

An anodized aluminum box with flat front and back quartz
windows and a glass side window served as a jacket around a 15
cm length of measurement section with the m.p. located at about
the box mid-height. The box was filled with liquid R-113 to alle-
viate laser beam refraction at the outer wall of the quartz tube.

The Laser Doppler Velocimeter. The two-component LDV
system~TSI! consisted of a 100 mW Argon-Ion laser and a fi-
beroptic probe with 50 mm beam spacing and a backscatter light
detector. A 130 mm focal length transmitting lens was used for the
measurements reported here. This focal length is considerably
shorter than the 261 mm length used for the measurements re-
ported in Roy et al.@5#. In isothermal flow of liquid R-113, the
LDV measuring volume was calculated to be an ellipsoid with
minor axes~in the r -z plane!about 55mm long and major axis
~perpendicular to ther -z plane! about 290mm long. The two
beam pairs functioned in the coincidence mode, the window being
in the 100–200ms range~its value depending upon the fluid local
axial velocity!. The smaller measuring volume in the present
set-up along with the appropriate coincidence window yielded
better measurement of the streamwise turbulent shear stress in the
liquid phase compared to that reported in Roy et al.@5#. The ef-
fects of measuring volume~m.v.! size and coincidence window on
turbulence measurement has been reported by Kang et al.@17#.

A three-dimensional traverse mechanism with a rotating stage
served as the LDV probe mount. To locate the measuring volume
at desired positions in the annulus, a beam steering mechanism
was used with guidance from a beam tracing algorithm. Two types
of seed particles were used in the fluid, separately: 3–7mm diam-
eter white nylon particles, and 8–12mm diameter hollow glass
spheres, their Stokes numbers being;1024 and;1023, respec-
tively. No distinction was found between the liquid velocity mea-
surements with the two types of seed particles. However, when the
cold-wire was inserted into the flow, the nylon seed particles
tended to adhere to the wire since they softened in the boiling
fluid. As such, the hollow glass spheres were used as seed par-
ticles for all measurements in which velocity and temperature
were measured simultaneously.

The Cold-Wire. A 3.8 mm diameter tungsten wire measured
the fluid temperature field. While the total wire length was 0.9
mm, only the 0.3 mm bare center segment was the active
~temperature-sensing! length, the two side segments~each 0.3 mm
long! having been coated with a 5mm thick copper layer, Fig. 3.
The wire was operated by a Temperature Module~TSI 1040!,
which fed a small constant current to the wire from a regulated
power supply. The output signal was amplified by a Pacific Instru-
ments amplifier prior to data acquisition.

The temporal response of the cold-wire in a particular fluid flow
depends upon the thermal inertia of the wire, heat conduction
from its ends to the relatively massive support prongs, and trans-
port properties of the fluid. Wroblewski and Eibeck@18#suggested
an analytical method to compensate for the first two effects.
Adopting a similar approach, we employed an active phase-lead
circuit for thermal inertia compensation and introduced a constant
gain to correct for the end conduction. The time constant of the
compensated cold-wire was measuredin situ in single-phase liq-
uid R-113 flow at the velocities of our interest and found to be
0.3060.02 ms~Kang et al.@19#!.

Depending upon whether vapor or liquid surrounds the cold-
wire at any particular time, it senses the corresponding phase tem-
perature. Thus, when in the boiling layer, it becomes necessary to
extract information about the individual phase temperatures from
the signal. One method of doing this is to construct a PDF of the
signal, then separate the PDF into two PDFs, one for the liquid
phase and the other for the vapor phase~Roy et al.@4#!. This was
done with the cold-wire signal and good results were obtained. A
second method is described briefly in the following paragraph.

Simultaneous Measurement of Local Velocity and Temperature
in the Liquid. Several issues needed to be considered for this
measurement. One was that the spanwise length of the LDV mea-
suring volume and the cold-wire active length should be approxi-
mately equal. Another was the juxtaposition of the LDV m.v. and
the active length of the cold-wire. They must be sufficiently close
to provide the correct cross-correlation between the velocity and
temperature fluctuations but, at the same time, not interfere with
each other. Referring to Fig. 3, if the LDV m.v. is placed too close
to the cold-wire, the latter will be felt by the m.v. as an obstruction
to the flow and at least the mean axial velocity will become lower.
A lesser problem~in the sense that this occurs at even smaller
separation distance! is the heat-up of the cold-wire by the laser
beams. In our case, an axial separation distance of 0.25 mm was
found to be a good choice. For low velocity flows, it is also
important to consider the time delay incurred by the fluid in flow-
ing from the LDV m.v. location to the cold-wire location~200–
500 ms for the present experiments!. A delay circuit was intro-
duced to provide the appropriate time delay in the temperature
time series data. A multi-channel interface and a 16-bit data ac-
quisition board were then used to acquire the velocity-temperature
data simultaneously. The velocity and temperature data corre-
sponding to the liquid phase were separated from the vapor phase
data by means of a circuit designed to tag the Doppler bursts due
to the vapor bubbles on the basis of the burst pedestal amplitude,
Roy et al.@5#. The velocity-temperature data rate ranged from a
low of about 30 per minute adjacent to the inner wall~high bubble
population region!to a high of approximately 6000 per minute at
the outer edge of the boiling layer. At each measurement location
three data files were acquired, each file either 15 minutes long or
containing 12,000 data points~whichever came first!.

This simultaneous measurement technique was validated in
heated single-phase liquid flow, Kang et al.@19#, prior to its use in
subcooled boiling flow.

The Two-Sensor Fiberoptic Probe. Measurements of the lo-
cal vapor phase residence time fraction, time-average axial veloc-
ity, and bubble diameter were performed by means of this probe.
The probe~Photonetics!featured two fiberoptic sensors whose
tips had a characteristic size of 50mm and were 1.78 mm apart.

Fig. 1 Subcooled boiling flow in a vertical annular channel—
the boiling layer and the all-liquid layer
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Typical sensor signals were described in Roy et al.@4#. For each
of the present measurements, a sampling time interval of 50ms
was used and 20,000 data points were acquired per sensor.

Selection of an optimal baseline~or threshold!voltage for the
sensor signal is an important consideration. This was done in ac-
cordance with Cartellier@20#:

Vbaseline2VL

VG2VL
5F11

( i 51
N tmi

( i 51
N tdi

G21

, (1)

wheretmi and tdi are the rise and fall times of the voltage pulse
due to a vapor bubble. A value of 0.25 was chosen for this ratio
based on scrutiny of the probe signals.

Other System Measurements. The dissolved air content of
R-113 must be measured since air is highly soluble in liquid
R-113 and its influence can be significant in boiling flow experi-
ments. Prior to each experiment, degassing of the liquid inventory
was performed and the residual air content measured by an Aire-

Fig. 2 The measurement section
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Ometer~Seaton-Wilson!. For the experiments reported here, the
residual air partial pressure was approximately 8 kPa out of a total
pressure of 277 kPa at the measurement plane.

The pressure at the measurement plane was monitored by a test
gauge~Omega, 0-1200 kPa range, 1.4 kPa resolution!. The volu-
metric flow rate of liquid R-113 at the test section inlet was mea-
sured by a turbine flow meter~EG & G Flow Technology!.

The Models and Simulation Approach

Two-Fluid Model

Conservation Equations.The local time-averaged conserva-
tion equations for phasek, neglecting temporal fluctuations in its
density, are per unit volume of fluid:

Mass.

]~akrk!

]t
1

]~akrkŪk, j !

]xj
5Gk . (2)

Ūk, j is the time-average velocity~j component!of phasek. In the
remainder of this paper, we have usedaverageto indicatetime-
average.

Momentum.

akrk

]Ūk,i

]t
1akrkŪk, j

]Ūk,i

]xj
52ak

] P̄k

]xi
1

]@ak~tk,i j 1tk,i j
T !#

]xj

1akrkgi1I k,i1GkŪk,i . (3)

In this equation,P̄k , tk,i j , and tk,i j
T 52rk(uiuj )k are, respec-

tively, the average thermodynamic pressure and the viscous and
turbulent stress tensors. Also,

I k,i1Ūk,iGk5I k,i8 1~Ūk,i2Ūs,i !Gk , (4)

whereI k,i8 represents the interfacial forces due to viscous and pres-
sure effects acting on phasek, andŪs,i is the average interface
velocity. Assuming the magnitude of (Ūk,i2Ūs,i) to be small, it
was neglected.

Thermal Energy.

akrk

]H̄k

]t
1akrkŪk, j

]H̄k

]xj
52

]~akQ̄k, j !

]xj
1ak

] P̄k

]t

1
]@2akrk~huj !k#

]xj
1Pk

H1H̄kGk.

(5)

Here,Q̄k, j52lk]T̄k /]xj is the average molecular thermal energy
flux vector,rk(huj )k is the turbulent thermal energy flux~j com-
ponent!, andPk

H is the interfacial thermal energy transfer rate.

Interfacial Balance Conditions. The balance conditions for
the exchanges of mass, momentum, and thermal energy between
the liquid and vapor phases across the interface are well known
and are not given here.

Closure Models.

Turbulent Stresses. The liquid phase turbulent stresses were mod-
eled using the gradient transport approximation:

2rL~uiuj !L52rLF22yL
t SL,i j 1

2

3
d i j yL

t SL,mm1
2

3
d i j kLG . (6)

Assuming that the stresses are the result of linear superposition of
wall shear and bubble agitation effects, the turbulent momentum
diffusivity, yL

t , was calculated as

yL
t 5yL,si

t 1yL,bi
t . (7)

The shear-induced diffusivity was obtained from the standard con-
stitutive equation for single-phase turbulent flow:

yL,si
t 5Cm

kL
2

«L
. (8)

To calculate the bubble-induced diffusivity, the model of pseudo-
turbulence proposed by Sato and Sekoguchi@21# was adopted:

yL,bi
t 50.6aGDbuuW r u, (9)

whereDb is a representative vapor bubble diameter anduuW r u is the
average magnitude of the relative velocity vector.Db was taken to
be equal to the measured local most probable bubble diameter—
the local Sauter mean diameter may be another option. If mea-
surements are not available, a predictive correlation will have to
be used.

The local vapor fraction appears as a multiplier on the right
hand side of Eq.~9!. The consequent steep radial profile ofyL,bi

t

near the heated inner wall occasionally gave rise to non-physical
results—for example, for the average liquid temperature. To alle-

Fig. 3 Positioning of the cold-wire with respect to the LDV
measuring volume
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viate this problem, a local-average vapor fraction spanning three
grid points was used in Eq.~9!. A possible alternative would be to
use a damping function for the bubble-induced diffusivity so that
it decreases as the wall is approached. This function should be
based on experimental measurement of near-wall axial turbulent
shear stress in the liquid.

To determineyL,si
t , the standardk-« model of turbulence was

adopted with interface-related terms added to each equation. The
model equations are as follows:

Turbulent Kinetic Energy.

aLrLF]kL

]t
1ŪL, j

]kL

]xj
G5

]

]xj
FaLS mL1

mL
t

sk
D ]kL

]xj
G

1aLPL
k2rLaL«L1PL

k (10)

Dissipation Rate.

aLrLF]«L

]t
1ŪL, j

]«L

]xj
G5

]

]xj
FaLS mL1

mL
t

s«
D ]«L

]xj
G

1
«L

kL
@aL~C«1PL

k2C«2rL«L!1C«3PL
k #.

(11)

Here,PL
k52rL(uiuj )L]ŪL,i /]xj is the production term, andPL

k

is a source term due to liquid-vapor bubble interaction. The latter
term was modeled as, Thai Van et al.@22#:

PL
k5

rG

rL1CArL
aGrLFD@uL,iuG,i22kL1Ūd,i Ū r ,i #, (12)

where

FD5
3

4

CD

Db
uuW r u. (13)

Ūd,i is a drift velocity, Simonin@23#. CA , the added mass coeffi-
cient, was set equal to 0.5. The model of the covariance between
the turbulent velocity fluctuations of the two phases,uL,iuG,i , has
been described by Thai Van et al.@22#.

The values of the constants in the model are those that are used
widely in the standardk-« model for single-phase turbulent flow:

sk s« Cm C«1 C«2

1.0 1.3 0.09 1.44 1.92

andC«3 is equal to 1.2, Elgobashi and Abou-Arab@24#.
The turbulent stresses in the vapor phase were also modeled

using the gradient transport approximation:

2rG~uiuj !G52rGF22nG
t SG,i j 1

2

3
d i j nG

t SG,mm1
2

3
d i j kGG .

(14)

The turbulent kinetic energy of the vapor phase,kG , was calcu-
lated in terms ofkL . Additional details such as the determination
of yG

t can be found in Bel F’dhila and Simonin@13#.

Turbulent Thermal Energy Flux. For this closure, gradient trans-
port was assumed and Reynolds analogy invoked between the
transports of thermal energy and momentum:

rk~hui !k52
rkyk

t

Prk
t

]H̄k

]xi
. (15)

The basis for estimating the turbulent Prandtl number for the liq-
uid phase, PrL

t , is stated later. For the vapor phase, a value of
unity was prescribed for PrG

t .

The applicability of Reynolds analogy in turbulent bubbly boil-
ing flow may be questioned. The alternative, of course, would be
to provide separate equations for the turbulent thermal energy flux
components.

Interfacial Momentum Transfer. I k,i8 was modeled on the basis of
the forces generated on a particle immersed in a fluid when there
is a relative motion between the particle and the fluid. Only the
drag, added mass, and turbulent pressure force were considered,
Simonin and Viollet@25#.

Interfacial Thermal Energy Transfer. The interfacial heat transfer
coefficient on the liquid side,hIL , was calculated by means of the
Nusselt number correlation for bubble condensation suggested by
Zeitoun et al.@26#:

Nub52.04 Reb
0.61aG

0.328Ja20.308. (16)

Although Eq.~16! had been obtained for subcooled flow boiling
of water, it should provide reasonable results for R-113 whose
liquid phase molecular Prandtl number is of the same order of
magnitude as that of water.

hIG was not calculated explicitly. Instead, the vapor-side inter-
facial heat transfer rate per unit volume of fluid was calculated as

aGrGCpG~ T̄G2T̄sat!

Dt
, (17)

whereDt is an appropriate time scale of the thermal energy ex-
change. The value ofDt was equated to the time step used in the
time-marching solution scheme~this scheme is explained later!. It
should be noted here that in subcooled flow boiling the vapor-side
interfacial heat transfer rate is typically considerably smaller than
that on the liquid-side.

Interfacial Mass Transfer.Per unit volume of the fluid,

GG52GL5
1

hf g
FhIL~ T̄L2T̄sat!ai1

aGrGCpG

Dt
~ T̄G2T̄sat!G ,

(18)

whereai , the interfacial area concentration, was approximated as
6aG /D̄b , D̄b being the Sauter mean bubble diameter.

Wall Boundary Conditions.

Velocity Field. A new velocity wall law was used to impose the
boundary conditions forŪL , kL , and«L at the channel inner wall.
The law was developed, Zarate@27#, on the basis of our experi-
mental data and is

ŪL
151.8~60.25!ln y115.9~61.0!. (19)

This relation is plotted in Fig. 4 along with the experimental data.
At the outer wall of the channel, the boundary conditions were

in accordance with the standard single-phase velocity wall law for
a pipe.

The wall boundary conditions for the vapor phase corresponded
to zero radial gradient of its relative velocity with respect to the
liquid, and ofkG and«G .

Heat Flux at Wall. A uniform heat flux,qW9 , was prescribed at the
channel inner wall. The wall heat transfer model of Boree and
Freydier @28#, which is based on an earlier model due to Kurul
and Podowski@29#, was adopted. In the model, when boiling oc-
curs, the wall heat flux is apportioned into three components: a
vaporization heat flux,qV9 , which represents the heat transfer by
conduction across a liquid microlayer under each nucleated vapor
bubble; a quenching heat flux,qQ9 , which represents the transient
heat conduction to the subcooled liquid that replenishes the space
vacated by departed bubbles; and a forced convection heat flux to
the liquid, qC9 , in areas of the wall not influenced by nucleating
bubbles. Thus,

qW9 5qV91qQ9 1qC9 . (20)
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It should be noted thatqQ9 and qC9 are transferred directly to the
liquid phase.

In the present simulations, the heat flux boundary condition was
imposed at a radial location mid-way between the inner wall and
the first grid point away from the wall. The first grid point was
typically at R* 50.047, this corresponding to, depending on the
experimental condition simulated,y1'50– 75. Our measurement
of the radial component of the turbulent thermal energy flux in the
liquid ~this is presented later in the paper! led to the prescription
that the vaporization portion of the thermal energy flux was es-
sentially zero byR* 50.05. Assuming a linear decrement away
from the inner wall, the vaporization heat flux was set to~qV9 at
wall!/2 at the mid-way point (R* '0.024) and the remainder of
the thermal energy flux was applied to the liquid phase. This is
shown schematically in Fig. 5.

The expression that was used to calculate the vaporization heat
flux at the inner wall is

qV95 f nvBrGhf g , (21)

wheref is the bubble departure frequency,n is the bubble popu-
lation per unit wall area~the active nucleation site density!, and
vB is the bubble volume at detachment. The relations adopted for
f andn are the same as in Kurul and Podowski@29#.

Temperature Field. An inner wall law for the liquid phase average
temperature was developed on the basis of our measurements. The
wall heat flux was employed in defining thefriction temperature.
The wall temperature was calculated by means of a correlation
proposed by Hasan et al.@30# on the basis of measurements in the
same annular channel. The wall law is

TL
151.95~60.15!ln y116.2~61.2!. (22)

This relation is plotted in Fig. 6 along with the experimental data.

Turbulent Prandtl Number in Liquid. The liquid phase turbu-
lent Prandtl number, PrL

t , is needed for the calculation of turbu-

lent thermal energy flux in the liquid, Eq.~15!. PrL
t can be ob-

tained by two methods:~i! it is equated toK/KH , the ratio of the
slope of the liquid temperature wall law to that of the liquid ve-
locity wall law—in our case, this yields a value of 1.08 which is
then taken to be constant across the annulus; and~ii! the relation

Fig. 5 The heat flux boundary condition

Fig. 6 Liquid temperature law for the inner wall

Fig. 4 Liquid axial velocity law for the inner wall
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PrL
t 5

~uv !L

~vt !L

•

]T̄L /]r

]ŪL /]r
(23)

can be used. Considerable care is needed in obtaining the radial
gradients ofT̄L andŪL from the experimental data and the uncer-
tainty in the value of PrL

t can be substantial. In contrast to the first
method, local values of PrL

t are obtained. Also, the PrL
t values in

the narrow radial zone delimited by the (uv)L50 and ]ŪL /]r
50 locations will be indeterminate.

In the simulations whose results are presented in this paper, a
uniform PrL

t value of 1.08 was used.

Inlet and Outlet Conditions. A channel length of 3.30 m was
simulated of which the initial 0.91 m was unheated and the re-
maining 2.39 m heated. Uniform radial profiles were prescribed at
the channel inlet for the liquid average axial velocity, average
temperature, turbulent kinetic energy, and its dissipation rate. The
conditions at the outlet were:]F/]z50, whereF is any flow
variable except pressure. The outlet condition for pressure was
]2P̄/]r ]z50.

Numerical Method. The CFD solver ASTRID developed at
Electricité de France was used. In this solver, the conservation
equations for mass, momentum, and thermal energy of the two
phases, and the turbulence model equations of the liquid phase are

discretized in space in a structured staggered grid with collocated
arrangement of the velocity components. A combination of finite
difference and finite volume methods is used. Pressure and vapor
fraction are located at the pressure grid points—grid 2, Fig. 7. The
vapor phase mass conservation equation and the pressure equation
are solved using the finite volume method. All other variables are
located on the velocity grid~grid 1!. The equation for the latter
variables are solved using the finite difference method.

The conservation equations for the two phases and the liquid
phase turbulence model equations, in their discretized form, are
solved in a time-marching scheme by the fractional step method
~Yanenko@31#, Kim and Moin@32#!. The fractional step method
splits an equation into two or more partial differential equations,
which are solved individually at each time step. In the present
cases, the maximum value of the Courant number, Co
5ŪDt/Dx, ranged from 0.15 to 0.28 for the liquid field and from
0.35 to 0.38 for the vapor field. The steady state solution was
obtained via appropriately long~in time! simulation, the conver-
gence criterion typically being

(~cn112cn!2

(~cn11!2 ,1026. (24)

The baselinenumerical simulations were carried out using 19
grid points in the radial direction, 166 grid points in the axial
direction, and 3 grid points in the azimuthal direction. The axial
grid points were equally spaced~0.02 m!as were the azimuthal
grid points~p/32!. The first radial grid point was usually located
at a distance of 0.52 mm~R* 50.047 andy1'50275! from the
inner wall and the distance between successive grid points was
incremented away from the wall such that (r j 112r j )/(r j2r j 21)
51.02.

In the boiling length of the channel, from physical consider-
ation, the distance of the first radial grid point from the inner wall
was kept approximately equal to or slightly larger than the most
probable bubble diameter in the region. The azimuthal grid spac-
ing was of the same order of magnitude. Simulation results
changed very little~by less than 1 percent!upon changing the
radial grid spacing increment ratio to as much as 1.2. Refinement
of the axial grid to 221 grid points resulted in insignificant
changes in the results.

The simulations were performed in a CRAY C98 computer lo-
cated at Electricite´ de France.

Results
The results of experiments and simulations are now presented

concurrently to facilitate comparison between them. Table 1 con-
tains the conditions of six subcooled boiling flow experiments and

Fig. 7 Staggered grid used for discretization of the equations

Table 1 Conditions of six subcooled boiling flow experiments and the associated uncertainties
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the associated uncertainties. Simulations were performed of the
same six conditions. Table 2 shows the conditions of two heated
single-phase liquid flow experiments whose results are compared
with the boiling flow results. The estimated uncertainties in the
measured velocity and thermal field quantities are given in Table
3. The uncertainty estimates are for 95 percent confidence.

The results are presented in the following sequence. First, the
quantities that were measured as well as computed are shown,
these being the vapor fraction, liquid average axial velocity, vapor
average axial velocity, liquid turbulent kinetic energy, and liquid
average temperature. Next, the quantities that were measured but
not explicitly computed are presented, these being the liquid axial
and radial turbulent intensities, liquid axial turbulent shear stress,
liquid temperature fluctuation intensity, and liquid axial and radial
turbulent heat fluxes. Finally, the measured vapor bubble
most probable and Sauter mean diameters are shown for one
experiment.

Figures 8~a!–~c! show the radial distribution of vapor fraction
at the measurement plane. The trends that are observable in the
data are reproduced fairly well by the simulations, particularly
near the inner wall. The simulated boiling layer is somewhat thin-
ner than the measured layer, except in the case of experiment tp3.
This can happen if too high a vapor condensation rate is calcu-
lated in the outer part of the boiling layer.

The liquid average axial velocity radial distribution is shown in
Figs. 9~a!–~c!. As a reference, the measured average axial velocity
distribution for heated single-phase liquid flow at the same mass
flux is included in Figs. 9~a! and ~b!. Significant changes in the
velocity distribution is brought about by boiling in all of the ex-
periments except tp3 which had the thinnest boiling layer with the
least vapor content. For all experiments except tp3, the liquid
axial velocity inside the boiling layer increased markedly and
there occurred, as anticipated from mass conservation consider-
ation, a concomitant decrease in the liquid axial velocity outside
the boiling layer. Additionally, there was a substantial shift of the
maximum axial velocity location toward the inner wall. The ve-
locity could not be measured close enough to the inner wall to
allow determination of its radial gradient~and hence, the axial
shear stress based on this gradient! very near the wall.

In each case, the simulation predicted a larger magnitude of the
liquid average axial velocity in the region 0.05,R* ,0.3. When
integrated over the annulus, the liquid mass flow rate obtained
from the simulated profile is between 1 to 3 percent~depending on
the experiment!higher than the flow rate estimated from the mea-
sured profile. We note again that the simulated profile was utilized
in the 0.8<R* <1 region when integrating themeasuredprofile
as no velocity measurement could be made in this region.

Figures 10~a!–~c! contain the radial distribution of the mea-
sured vapor bubble average axial velocity. This velocity distribu-
tion was measured for only four of the six experiments—tp1, tp3,
tp4, and tp6. The thickness of the boiling layer and its vapor
content clearly influence the distribution. For example, the boiling
layer for tp3 is thin and its vapor content low and here, the mea-
sured velocity increases monotonically to the edge of the boiling
layer. On the other hand, the tp6 boiling layer is thick and its
vapor content high and the vapor axial velocity first increases and
then decreases radially outward in the layer. Also, the velocity is
higher when the vapor content in the layer is higher, Fig. 10~b!.
The corresponding radial distributions of the vapor phase average
axial velocity predicted by simulations are also shown. While
there is qualitative similarity between the measurements and the
simulations, quantitative difference is apparent.

Figures 11~a!–~c! show the radial distribution of liquid turbu-
lent kinetic energy. Since only the axial and radial turbulent inten-
sities were measured, Figs. 12~a!–~c!, it was necessary to estimate
the azimuthal turbulent intensity in order to obtain the turbulent
kinetic energy. This was done on the basis of the measurements of
Brighton and Jones@33# in air flow through annular channels,

Table 2 Conditions of two single-phase liquid experiments and the associated uncertainties

Table 3 Measurement uncertainties
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Fig. 8 Vapor fraction: „a… experiments tp1 and tp2; „b… experiments tp3 and tp4; and „c… experiments tp5 and tp6
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Fig. 9 Liquid average axial velocity: „a… experiments tp1, tp2, and sp1; „b… experiments tp3, tp4, and sp2; and „c…
experiments tp5 and tp6
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Fig. 10 Vapor bubble average axial velocity: „a… experiments tp1 and tp2; „b… experiments tp3 and tp4; and „c… experi-
ments tp5 and tp6
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Fig. 11 Liquid turbulent kinetic energy: „a… experiments tp1, tp2, and sp1; „b… experiments tp3, tp4, and sp2; and „c…
experiments tp5 and tp6
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Fig. 12 Liquid velocity turbulent intensities: „a… experiments tp1, tp2, and sp1; „b… experiments tp3, tp4, and sp2; and „c…
experiments tp5 and tp6
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yielding wL8'1.22vL8 . The experimentalkL was then equated to
(uL8

212.5vL8
2)/2. However, this estimate ofwL8 may not be appro-

priate for boiling flow.
It is apparent that a substantial increase in the liquid turbulent

kinetic energy occurred within the boiling layer, especially near
the inner wall. A major cause may be the increased turbulent
kinetic energy production in the liquid near the inner wall as a
result of higher mean shear~this is demonstrated later!. The simu-
lations underpredictkL in all cases although there are qualitative
similarities between the measured and simulated distributions. In
the boiling layer, the characteristic turbulence length scale was
estimated to be of the order of 0.5 mm, and the Kolmogorov
length scale~microscale!of the order of 0.05 mm. The latter
length scale was not resolved in our LDV measurements. The
temperature microscale would be smaller by a factor of 1/APrL,
the PrL range for the present experiments being 4.8–6.8.

Additional comments on the turbulent intensity distribution re-
flecting our earlier measurements can be found in Roy et al.@5#.

Figures@13#~a!–~c! contain the measured radial distribution of
(uv)L which is proportional to the axial turbulent shear stress in
the liquid. The shift of the zero shear stress location toward the
inner wall is substantial in all cases except tp3 which had the
thinnest boiling layer with the least vapor content. The magnitude
of (uv)L increased sharply as the inner wall was approached. It is
clear that the wall shear stress in the boiling flows is larger than
that in the corresponding~i.e., at same mass flux!single-phase
heated liquid flows. Also, the tendency of the profiles to merge as
the outer wall is approached is evident in Figs. 13~a! and ~b!.

The liquid average temperature distribution is shown in Figs.
14~a!–~c!. The relatively large uncertainty of61.0°C in the boil-
ing layer should be borne in mind. The measured profiles became
somewhat flatter in the inner part of the boiling layer at the higher
wall heat flux ~116,000 W/m2!—this may have been due to the
increased turbulent thermal diffusivity in the region caused by
more pronounced vapor bubble activity. While measurement
could not be made very close to the inner wall, it may be inferred
from the plots that much of the temperature drop occurred across
a thin region adjacent to the wall. The measured wall temperature

changed only slightly with wall heat flux, this being typical of
fully developed nucleate boiling with low subcooling. It can also
be observed that the liquid remained subcooled quite close to the
inner wall.

The calculated liquid average temperature distributions do not
agree with the corresponding measured distributions in the inner
region of the boiling layer. The calculated profiles are steeper and
higher here. This contributed to a mismatch between the calcu-
lated and measured thermal energy balances of 1 to 3 percent
~depending on the experiment! for the total heat input up to the
measurement plane. The inner wall temperature is predicted well
however, this being because the temperature wall law, Eq.~22!,
had been used.

The measured radial profile of liquid temperature fluctuation
intensity is presented in Figs. 15~a!–~c!. The intensity was sub-
stantially higher than in heated single-phase liquid flow. This was
especially the case within the boiling layer with the increase per-
sisting into the all-liquid region. We had suggested in an earlier
paper, Roy et al.@4#, that the liquid temperature fluctuation inten-
sity in a boiling layer depends mainly on the local vapor fraction
and the local liquid subcooling. The intensity should increase
when the vapor fraction increases and when the liquid subcooling
increases. Whether the intensity undergoes an increasing, flatten-
ing, or decreasing trend as the inner wall is approached depends
upon the relative contributions of the two effects which will usu-
ally be opposite.

Figures 16~a!–~c! show the measured radial distribution of
(ut)L which is proportional to the axial turbulent heat flux in the
liquid. The distribution underwent the least change from the
heated single-phase liquid flow distribution at the same mass flux
in the case of experiment tp3—this experiment, of course, had the
thinnest boiling layer with the smallest vapor content. In the case
of the other experiments, the distribution changed dramatically—
the correlation was positive and its magnitude large over most of
the annulus and it experienced a sharp decrease near the inner
wall crossing over~or tending to cross over! to a negative value.
The radial location of zero-crossing is of interest as this reflects
the altered radial profile of the liquid axial velocity. The (ut)L

Fig. 12 „Continued. …
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Fig. 13 Liquid axial turbulent shear stress: „a… experiments tp1, tp2, and sp1; „b… experiments tp3, tp4, and sp2; and „c…
experiments tp5 and tp6
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Fig. 14 Liquid average temperature: „a… experiments tp1, tp2, and sp1; „b… experiments tp3, tp4, and sp2; and „c…
experiments tp5 and tp6
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Fig. 15 Liquid temperature fluctuation intensity: „a… experiments tp1, tp2, and sp1; „b… experiments tp3, tp4, and sp2;
and „c… experiments tp5 and tp6
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Fig. 16 Liquid axial turbulent heat flux: „a… experiments tp1, tp2, sp1; „b… experiments tp3, tp4, and sp2; and „c…
experiments tp5 and tp6
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distribution underscores the difficulty of modeling the axial turbu-
lent heat flux in the liquid using the gradient approximation and a
turbulent thermal diffusivity.

Figures 17~a!–~c! show the measured radial distribution of
(vt)L which is proportional to the radial turbulent heat flux in the
liquid. The quantityqW9 /(rCp)L is also shown for each experi-
ment. Based on these we postulate that essentially all of the ther-

mal energy supplied at the channel inner wall is transferred to the
liquid by R* '0.05. As described earlier, this feature was utilized
in the wall heat transfer model.

Finally, the measured radial distribution of the most probable
vapor bubble diameter and the Sauter mean diameter for experi-
ment tp6 are plotted in Fig. 18. The boiling layer was the thickest
and its vapor content the largest for this experiment. The diam-

Fig. 17 Liquid radial turbulent heat flux: „a… experiments tp1, tp2, and sp1; „b… experiments tp3, tp4, and sp2; and „c…
experiments tp5 and tp6
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eters first increase away from the inner wall and then decrease.
The increase could be due to bubble coalescence and the decrease
due to vapor condensation. The substantial difference between the
most probable and Sauter mean diameters for the experiment is
caused by the shape of the bubble diameter probability density
function ~PDF!at each location. The diameter values could not be
determined in the outer part of the boiling layer because the
bubble detection rate was too low. As a result, meaningful bubble
diameter PDF could not be constructed in this region.

Concluding Remarks
Key to accurate simulation of turbulent boiling flow are sound

models of the physical processes that occur in them. Model build-
ing requires fundamental experiments designed to provide under-
standing of the processes. A part of the experimental data must
also be set aside for validation of the simulation. These consider-
ations motivated this study in which experiments, modeling, and
simulations were carried out.

Velocity and thermal fields were measured in turbulent sub-
cooled boiling flow of Refrigerant-113 through a vertical annular
channel whose inner wall only was heated. Among the quantities
measured were some of the turbulent stresses and heat fluxes in
the liquid phase. Wall laws for the liquid average axial velocity
and temperature were developed from the experimental data.

The two-fluid model equations were solved numerically to
simulate the flow. A high Reynolds numberk-« model was used
for the shear-induced part of the liquid turbulence. An existing
model was utilized for the bubble agitation contribution to the
turbulence. A turbulent Prandtl number was determined from the
two wall laws and used in conjunction with Reynolds analogy to
calculate the turbulent heat flux in the liquid. Whether the Rey-
nolds analogy holds in boiling flow is open to question however.

The numerical simulation results were compared with measure-
ments wherever possible. Reasonably good agreement was found
for some flow field quantities while the agreement was at best fair
for others.

Much work remains to be done. Among the work are: modeling
of the thermal field without resorting to Reynolds analogy, mod-
eling of the interfacial area distribution, and developing a near-
wall model of turbulence along with a numerical method that
permits fine gridding near heated walls where the vapor bubbles
may be larger than the grid size. These objectives may be
achievable through a judicious combination of experiments and
modeling.
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Nomenclature

ai 5 interfacial area concentration
C«1 ,C«2 ,C«3 5 model constants in the«-equation

Cm 5 model constant
Cp 5 specific heat of fluid at constant pressure
CD 5 drag coefficient
Db 5 bubble diameter
Dh 5 channel hydraulic diameter,52(ro2r i)
gi 5 i-component of acceleration due to gravity

hf g 5 latent heat of vaporization
hIL 5 heat transfer coefficient on the liquid side of

the interface
Ja 5 Jacob number,5CpL(T̄sat2T̄L)/hf g

k 5 turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass of fluid
Nub 5 Nussett number based on bubble diameter,

5hILDb /lL

P̄ 5 time-average thermodynamic pressure
Pk 5 production rate of turbulent kinetic energy due

to mean shear
Pr 5 molecular Prandtl number
Prt 5 turbulent Prandtl number
qW9 5 wall heat flux

qC9 ,qQ9 ,qV9 5 liquid convective, quenching, vaporization por-
tion of the wall heat flux

r 5 radial coordinate
r i , r o 5 inner, outer radius of annulus

R* 5 dimensionless radius,5(r 2r i)/(r o2r i)
Re 5 Reynolds number,5ŪbDh /yL

Reb 5 bubble Reynolds number,5(ŪG2ŪL)Db /yL
Si j 5 mean strain rate tensor,

51/2(]Ū i /]xj1]Ū j /]xi)
T̄, T̄b 5 time-average temperature, time-average bulk

temperature of fluid
T̄wi 5 time-average inner wall temperature
T̄1 5 dimensionless fluid temperature,

5(T̄wi2T̄)/Tt
Tt 5 friction temperature,5qw9 /rCpUt i

t 5 time; also, temperature fluctuation
t8 5 temperature fluctuation intensity

Ūb 5 time-average bulk axial velocity
Ū i 5 i-component of time-average local velocity

Ū1
5 dimensionless axial velocity,5Ūz /Ut i

Ut i 5 friction velocity at inner wall,5(twi /r)1/2

u 5 axial velocity fluctuation
ui 5 i-component of velocity fluctuation
u8 5 axial turbulent intensity
ut 5 axial turbulent heat flux~divided byrCp!

uiuj 5 turbulent stress tensor~divided byr!

uv 5 axial turbulent shear stress~divided byr!
v 5 radial velocity fluctuation

Fig. 18 Most probable and Sauter mean bubble diameters for
experiment tp6
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v8 5 radial turbulent intensity
V 5 fiberoptic sensor output voltage
vt 5 radial turbulent heat flux~divided byrCp!
xi 5 coordinates
y 5 coordinate normal to the inner wall

y1 5 nondimensional inner wall normal coordinate,
5yUt i /v

z 5 axial coordinate

Greek Symbols

ak 5 residence time fraction of phasek
d i j 5 Kronecker delta

« 5 dissipation rate ofk
K, KH 5 von Karman constant for velocity, for temperature

l 5 thermal conductivity of fluid
m 5 dynamic viscosity of fluid

m t 5 turbulent viscosity
y 5 kinematic viscosity of fluid

y t 5 turbulent momentum diffusivity
r 5 density of fluid

sk 5 model constant ink-equation
s« 5 model constant in«-equation
t i j 5 viscous stress tensor

t i j
T 5 turbulent stress tensor

Gk 5 k-phase mass generation rate per unit volume of fluid

Subscripts

b 5 vapor bubble, also bulk fluid
G 5 vapor phase
in 5 channel inlet

i ,o 5 annulus inner wall, outer wall
k 5 k-phase
L 5 liquid phase
r 5 relative

sat 5 saturation condition
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A Theoretical Study of Film
Condensation in Horizontal
Microfin Tubes
A stratified flow model of film condensation in helically grooved, horizontal microfin tubes
has been developed. The height of stratified condensate was estimated by extending the
Taitel and Dukler model for a smooth tube to a microfin tube. For the upper part of the
tube exposed to the vapor flow, laminar film condensation due to the combined effects of
gravity and surface tension forces was assumed. For the lower part of the tube exposed to
the stratified condensate flow, the heat transfer coefficient was estimated by an empirical
equation for the internally finned tubes developed by Carnavos. The theoretical predic-
tions of the circumferential average heat transfer coefficient by the present model and
previously proposed annular flow model were compared with available experimental data
for five tubes and five refrigerants. It was shown that the stratified flow model was
applicable to wide ranges of mass velocity and quality as long as the vapor to liquid
density ratio was larger than 0.05. Comparison was also made with the predictions of
previously proposed empirical equations.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1421048#

Keywords: Condensation, Enhancement, Heat Transfer, Modeling, Two-Phase

Introduction

Horizontal microfin tubes have been commonly used for heat
exchangers of refrigerators and air conditioners due to their supe-
rior heat transfer performance. Many experimental studies report-
ing on the effects of fin geometry, tube diameter, refrigerant, oil
etc. on the condensation heat transfer and pressure drop of the
microfin tubes have been published. The heat transfer enhance-
ment factors as high as 3.0~relative to a smooth tube! have been
reported. Webb@1# and Newell and Shah@2# have given compre-
hensive reviews of relevant literature. As pointed out in these
reviews, no theoretically based generalized method for predicting
the condensation heat transfer coefficient is still available. Caval-
lini et al. @3,4#, Shikazono et al.@5# and Kedzierski and Goncalves
@6# have proposed empirical equations based on the extension of
smooth tube models. Yang and Webb@7# proposed a semi-
empirical model considering the combined effects of vapor shear
and surface tension forces for axially grooved microfin tubes.
Nozu and Honda@8# presented a detailed analysis of annular flow
condensation in helically grooved microfin tubes. They considered
the combined effects of vapor shear and surface tension forces but
neglected the effect of gravity. For a high quality region where
grooves between adjacent fins were not filled with condensate, the
theoretical prediction of the heat transfer coefficient agreed with
available experimental data for three tubes and four refrigerants to
a mean absolute deviation of 15 percent. However, this theoretical
model can not be applied to a low quality region where the effect
of gravity is important.

The objective of the present study is to develop a stratified flow
model of film condensation in helically grooved, horizontal mi-
crofin tubes that complements the previously developed annular
flow model @8#. The theoretical predictions of the circumferential
average heat transfer coefficient are compared with available ex-
perimental data for five refrigerants and five tubes. Comparison is
also made with the predictions of the annular flow model and
previously proposed empirical equations.

Analysis

Physical Model. Figure 1 shows the physical model of strati-
fied condensate flow in a helically grooved, horizontal microfin
tube and coordinates. In Fig. 1~a!, zs denotes the height of strati-
fied condensate measured from the tube bottom, and the coordi-
natez is measured vertically upward from the surface of stratified
condensate. The anglew is measured from the top of tube andws
denotes the angle below which the tube is filled with the stratified
condensate. The tube surfaces at the angular portions of 0<w
<ws andws<w<p are denoted as region 1 and region 2, respec-
tively. In the region just above the level of stratified condensate,
condensate is retained in the groove between adjacent fins by the
capillary effect. As a result, a relatively thick condensate film is
formed in the groove. The angle below which the condensate is
retained in the groove is denoted as the flooding anglew f . Figures
1~c!and 1~d!show the condensate profiles in the fin cross-sections
for regions 0<w<w f andw f<w<ws , respectively. The fin pro-
file is assumed to be a trapezoid with round corners at the fin tip
and fin root. The fin height and fin pitch areh andp, respectively,
and the fin half tip angle isu. The coordinatex is measured along
the fin surface from the center of fin tip andy is measured verti-
cally outward from the fin surface. The condensate on the fin
surface is drained by the combined gravity and surface tension
forces toward the fin root and then it flows down the groove by
gravity. Thus the condensate film thicknessd is very small near
the fin tip and it is relatively thick near the fin root. The effect of
vapor shear force on the condensate flow on the fin surface is
assumed to be negligible.

Height of Stratified Condensate. The height of stratified
condensate is estimated by extending the Taitel and Dukler@9#
model for a smooth tube to a microfin tube. The basic equation is
written as

f v

rvUv
2

2

Sv

Av
2 f l

r lUl
2

2

Sl

Al
1 f i

rvUv
2

2 S Si

Av
1

Si

Al
D50, (1)

wheref v and f l are the friction factors in regions 1 and 2, respec-
tively, f i is the interfacial friction factor,rv andr l are the densi-
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ties of vapor and condensate, respectively,Uv and Ul are the
velocities of vapor and condensate, respectively,Av andAl are the
cross sectional areas of the vapor space and condensate space,
respectively,Sv andSl are the perimeter lengths of regions 1 and
2, respectively, andSi is the perimeter length of the interface. The
values off v and f l are estimated by an empirical equation for the
internally finned tubes developed by Carnavos@10#. Thus the ex-
pressions forf v and f l are given by

f v50.046S rvdvUv

mv
D 20.2S A

An
D 0.5

~secg!0.75, (2)

f l50.046S r ldlUl

m l
D 20.2S A

An
D 0.5

~secg!0.75. (3)

The f i is given by

f i50.046S rvdvUv

mv
D 20.2

, (4)

wheredv anddl are the equivalent diameters of the vapor space
and liquid space given bydv54Av /(Sv1Si) and dl54Al /Si ,
respectively,A is the actual cross sectional area of the tube,An is
the nominal cross sectional area based on the fin root diameterd,
andg is the helix angle of the groove.

Equation~1! is written in dimensionless form as

~Ūv d̄v!20.2Ūv
2H S̄v

Āv

1S An

A
D 0.5

~cosg!0.75S S̄i

Āl

1
S̄i

Āv
D J

2X2~Ū l d̄l !
20.2Ū l

2
S̄l

Āl

50, (5)

where

Āv5
1

4 F S A

An
D cos21~2z̄s21!2~2z̄s21!$12~2z̄s21!2%1/2G ,
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d
, S̄v5«a cos21~2z̄s21!,

S̄l5«a$p2cos21~2z̄s21!%, S̄i5$12~2z̄s21!2%1/2,

Ūv5
Ā

Āv

, Ū l5
Ā

Āl

, X5S 12x

x
D 0.9S rv

r l
D 0.5S m l

mv
D 0.1

, z̄s5
zs

d
,

«a is the surface area enhancement, andx is the quality. The value
of z̄s is obtained by solving Eq.~5! iteratively.

Profile of Thick Condensate Film. In the angular portion
w f<w<ws ~Fig. 1~d!!, the condensate velocity in the thick film is
supposed to be very small. Thus its profile is approximated by a
static meniscus that touches the fin flank~shown by a dotted line!.
Then the radius of curvature of the thick filmr b is given by

s

r b
5~r l2rv!gz5

~r l2rv!gd

2
~cosw2cosws!. (6)

It is seen from Eq.~6! that r b5` at z50 (w5ws), and r b de-
creases first rapidly, and then gradually, with increasingz ~de-
creasingw!. This means thatd r5h at w5ws and d r decreases
with decreasingw.

Profile of Thin Condensate Film. In the thin film region 0
<w<w f , d is assumed to be sufficiently smaller thanh and p.
Assuming a laminar flow, the momentum equation in the
x-direction and in the direction along the groove are respectively
written as

m l

]2u

]y2 2~r l2rv!g sinc cosw5
]P

]x
(7)

m l

]2v
]y2 1~r l2rv!g sing sinw50, (8)

whereu andv are the velocity components in thex-direction and
in the direction along the groove, respectively,c is the angle
shown in Figs. 1~c!and 1~d!, andP is the pressure difference
between the condensate and vapor due to the surface tension ef-
fect. The boundary conditions are

u5v50 at y50 (9)

]u/]y5]v/]y50 at y5d. (10)

The P in Eq. ~7! is given by

P5s/r , (11)

wheres is the surface tension, andr is the radius of curvature of
the condensate surface in the fin cross-section. The expression for
r is given by

1

r
52

]2d/]x2

$11~]d/]x!2%3/2 for 0<x<x0 and xt<x<xa

(12a)

Fig. 1 Physical model and coordinates: „a… tube cross section;
„b… A-A cross section; „c… fin cross section „0ÏwÏw f…; and „d…
fin cross section „w fÏwÏws…
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1

r
5

r i
212~dri /db!22r i~d2r i /db2!

$r i
21~dri /db!2%3/2 for xa<x<xr ,

(12c)

wherex0 andxt are the connecting points between the straight and
round portions of the fin surface,xa is the coordinate at the foot of
the perpendicular from point A in Fig. 1~c!, xr is the mid point at
the fin root,r 0 is the radius of curvature at the corner of the fin tip,
r i is the distance of the condensate surface measured from point A
andb is the angle shown in Fig. 1~c!. Equations~12a! and ~12c!
are the expressions forr in the Cartesian and polar coordinates,
respectively. Equation~12b! is obtained from Eq.~12c!by putting
r i5r 01d. Thexa is chosen so that point A is located in the vapor
space. Forxa,x<xr , d is defined as shown in Fig. 1~c!.

Since d is very small, a linear temperature drop is assumed
across the condensate film. Thus the heat fluxq is written as

q5l l~Ts2Tw!/d, (13)

whereTs andTw are the saturation temperature of vapor and the
wall temperature, respectively. Ignoring the effect of subcooling
of the condensate film compared to the latent heat,q is related to
the condensation mass fluxm by the following equation:

q5hf gm, (14)

wherem is given by

m5r lS ]

]x E0

d

udy1
2 sing

d

]

]w E
0

d

vdyD . (15)

Substitutingq and m given by Eqs.~13! and ~15! into Eq. ~14!
yields
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Substituting the solutions of Eqs.~7! and ~8! into Eq. ~16! yields
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]
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l l~Ts2Tw!

hf gd
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The boundary conditions are

]d/]w50 at w50 (18)

]d/]x5]3d/]x350 at x50 and xr . (19)

The second boundary condition in Eq.~19! indicates that]P/]x
50 at x50 andxr .

The solution of Eq.~17! subject to the boundary conditions~18!
and ~19! was obtained numerically by a finite difference scheme.
Two different grid sizes with a finer grid at the tip and corner and
a coarser grid at the side and fin root were chosen alongx with a
total of 51 to 117 grid points. The grid size in thew-direction,Dw,
was chosen asp/36. In the numerical calculation, the unsteady
term r l]d/]t50 was added to the left side of Eq.~17! and the
solution was obtained as the steady-state solution of an unsteady
condensate flow subject to an arbitrary initial distribution ofd.
The calculation was started atw50 and proceeded in the
w-direction. For eachw, calculation was continued until the con-
vergence criterion u12d i , j* /d i , j u,1024 and u12d i , j* /d i , j u/Dt
,0.01 was satisfied, whered i , j* andd i , j are the old and new val-

ues ofd at grid point (i , j ), andDt5tn l /p2 is the dimensionless
time step. The solution differed from that corresponding to the
convergence criterionu12d i , j* /d i , j u,1024 and u12d i , j* /d i , j u/Dt
,0.1 by a maximum of 0.1 percent. The difference in the locald
value between the solutions for the number of grid points alongx
of 51 and 117 was less than 0.1 percent. The solution could be
obtained for the whole range ofw exceptw5p. However, this
solution must be modified for the effect of condensate retention.
According to the numerical results,r (xr ,w) increased monotoni-
cally with increasingw. Comparison ofr (xr ,w) andr b(w) ~given
by Eq. ~6!! revealed thatr b(w)@r (xr ,w) nearw5ws . The dif-
ference betweenr b(w) and r (xr ,w) decreased rapidly with de-
creasingw and the two quantities crossed at some angle unlessx
was too small. The anglew5w f was defined as the point where
r (xr ,w) agreed withr b(w).

For w f<w<ws where the condensate film is consisted of the
thin film region near the fin tip and the thick film region near the
fin root, the boundary conditions at the connecting point between
the thin film and the thick film are given by

]d/]x5tan«, r 52r b at x5xb , (20)

where « is the angle shown in Fig. 1~d!. The value of« was
assumed asp/6 for xb.(x01xt)/2 andp/18 for xb,(x01xt)/2.
This was because the solution became unstable when«5p/6 was
assumed for a very smallxb . As described in the previous paper
@8#, the deviation in the calculated values ofaw for «5p/6 and
p/20, obtained from Eq.~21!, was less than 1 percent. The solu-
tion of Eq. ~17! subject to the boundary conditions~20! was ob-
tained numerically using the same scheme as for 0<w<w f .

Heat Transfer Coefficients. For region 1, the average heat
transfer coefficient for the fin cross sectionaw is defined on the
projected area basis as

aw5
2

p E0

xr

axdx5
2l l

p E
0

xr 1

d
dx, (21)

whereax5l l /d is the local heat transfer coefficient. The value of
ax becomes incorrect asd increases, because the two-dimensional
effect appears. However, the value ofaw is not affected so much
by the incorrect estimation ofax in the thick film region, because
the contribution of the thick film region is small. The average heat
transfer coefficient for region 1,a1 , is defined on the projected
area basis as

a15
1

ws
E

0

ws

awdw5
2l l

pws
E

0

wsE
0

xr 1

d
dxdw. (22)

In order to avoid difficulty associated with the analysis of heat
transfer in region 2,a2 is estimated using the following empirical
equation for forced convection in internally finned tubes devel-
oped by Carnavos@10#:

a250.023
l l

dl
S r ldlUl

m l
D 0.8

Prl
0.4S A

Ac
D 0.1

«a
0.5~secg!3, (23)

whereAc5p(d22h)2/4 is the core flow area.
Comparison ofa1 and a2 revealed thata1@a2 , which indi-

cated that the wall temperature was not uniform around the tube.
Thus the condensation temperature difference (Ts2Twk) and the
heat fluxqk for regionk were obtained from

qk5H 1

ak
1

d

2lw
lnS do

d D1
1

ac

d

do
J 21

~Ts2Tc!5ak~Ts2Twk!

k51, 2, (24)

wheredo is the tube outside diameter,ac is the coolant side heat
transfer coefficient,Twk is the inside tube wall temperature for
regionk. Then the circumferential average heat transfer coefficient
at the tube inside surfaceam was obtained from
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am5qm /~Ts2Twm!, (25)

where

qm5$wsq11~p2ws!q2%/p (26)

Ts2Twm5$ws~Ts2Tw1!1~p2ws!~Ts2Tw2!%/p. (27)

qm andTwm are the circumferential average heat flux and circum-
ferential average wall temperature, respectively.

Comparison With Experiments and Discussion
Numerical predictions of the stratified flow model and the pre-

viously proposed annular flow model@8# and empirical equations
are compared with available experimental data for five tubes and
five fluids. Table 1 shows the dimensions of test tubes used in the
previous studies@8, 11–13#. In these studies, the refrigerant and
cooling water flowed counter-currently through a number of sub-
sections in which the sectional-average heat transfer coefficients
were measured. The local wall temperatures at the top, side~s! and
bottom of each sub-section were measured by thin thermocouples
embedded in the tube wall. Then the value ofTwm was obtained
from the weighted average of the measured values making a small
correction for radial wall conduction. The experimental data
adopted were limited to those with theTs2Twm value greater than
0.8 K and the temperature rise of cooling water in the sub-section
DTc greater than 0.6 K. The uncertainties associated with the
measurements ofTs2Twm andDTc are considered to be about 0.1
K and 0.05 K, respectively. Thus the uncertainty in the measured
value of am is estimated to be about 15 percent or less. The
uncertainty is supposed to be largest at the high quality region
where theTs2Twm value is smallest. The value ofd was about 8.5
mm for tubes A-C and 6.5 mm for tubes D and E. The test fluids
were R-11 for tube A, R-123, R-134a, and R-22 for tube B,
R-134a for tube C, and R410A for tubes D and E. R410A~R32/
R125550/50 mass percent! is a near azeotropic mixture with a
temperature glide of 0.11 K@14#. Thus the mass transfer resistance
in the vapor phase may be neglected. The most significant differ-
ence in the physical properties among these fluids is the vapor
density. Table 2 shows the vapor to liquid density ratios of these
fluids at the experimental conditions.

Figure 2~a! shows examples of the numerical results of the
condensate profile in the fin cross section for tube C. It is seen
from Fig. 2~a!that the condensate profile changes very slowly in
the region 0<w<w f , whereas it changes rapidly in the region

w f<w<ws . It is also seen that the condensate profile has two
solutions atw5w f . The upper profile consists of the thin film
region near the fin tip and the thick film region near the fin root,
whereas the lower profile consists only of the thin film region.
This is due to the simplifying assumption on the thick condensate
film adopted in the present analysis. Figure 2~b! shows the distri-
butions of the local heat transfer coefficient corresponding to Fig.
2~a!. Theax takes a very sharp peak at the corner of fin tip and
decreases rapidly to a very small value asx increases.

Figures 3~a!and 3~b!, respectively, show the distributions ofaw
andTw that correspond to Fig. 2. Theaw takes a maximum value
at w50 and decreases gradually with increasingw in the region
0<w<w f . It shows a small drop atw5w f due to the simplifying

Table 1 Fin and tube dimensions

Table 2 Vapor-to-liquid density ratios of test fluids

Fig. 2 Condensate profiles in fin cross-section „a… and distri-
bution of local heat transfer coefficient „b…; Tube C, G
Ä98 kgÕm 2 s, xÄ0.72
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assumption adopted and then decreases gradually with increasing
w in the regionw f<w<ws . It shows a large drop atw5ws and
then takes a very small value in the regionws<w<p. The large
drop in aw at w5ws is due to the fact that the effect of curvature
change of the condensate surface in thew-direction is neglected in
the theoretical analysis. As a result of a large difference inaw
between regions 1 and 2,Tw takes a considerably different value
in regions 1 and 2.

Figure 4 shows comparisons of the measured and predicted
values ofam for tube C. In this figure the results for two refrig-
erant mass velocitiesG5102 and 299 kg/m2s are plotted on the

coordinates ofam versus the wetness fraction 12x. Generally, the
measuredam decreases monotonically as~12x! increases. The
decrease is more significant for higherG and smaller~12x!. The
open and solid symbols show the predictions of the annular flow
model @8# and the stratified flow model, respectively. The former
is shown only for the high quality region where the grooves be-
tween adjacent fins are not flooded with condensate. The annular
flow model predicts a higheram than the stratified flow model at
small ~12x!. The difference between the two theoretical predic-
tions decreases as~12x! increases. Comparison of the measured
and predicted values reveals that the measured value agrees fairly
well with the prediction of the stratified flow model for both cases
of G5102 and 299 kg/m2s. The agreement is better forG
5102 kg/m2 s. The annular flow model gives a higheram than the
measured value and the difference is more significant forG
5102 kg/m2 s. If an appropriate turbulence model is introduced to
the condensate flow, the annular flow model can be extended to
the case where the grooves are completely flooded with the con-
densate. However, this kind of calculation predicts a very small
am ~about one half of the measured value or less!. This is because
the region near the fin tip with a very thin condensate film~see
Fig. 2! does not exist any more.

Figures 5–11, respectively, show comparisons of the measured
am values and theoretical predictions of the annular flow and
stratified flow models for tubes A;E. In these figures the ratio of
the predicted valueam,pre to the measured valueam,exp, am,pre/

Fig. 3 Circumferential distributions of average heat transfer
coefficient for fin cross-section „a… and tube wall temperature
„b…; Tube C, GÄ98 kgÕm 2 s, xÄ0.72

Fig. 4 Variation of circumferential average heat transfer coef-
ficient with wetness fraction; comparison of measured and pre-
dicted values, Tube C

Fig. 5 Comparison of measured and predicted circumferential
average heat transfer coefficients

Fig. 6 Comparison of measured and predicted circumferential
average heat transfer coefficients
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am,exp, is plotted as a function ofx. Generally, the annular flow
model predicts a considerably higheram than the measured value
at highx. This is probably due to the overestimation of the inter-
facial shear stress acting on the condensate film. The annular flow
model needs to be modified regarding the method for estimating

the interfacial shear stress. A better agreement~620 percent!is
obtained asx decreases. However, as noted previously, this model
is not applicable to the region where the grooves are completely
flooded with condensate. In Fig. 5 for tube A with R11, most of
the measured values agree within620 percent with the higher of
the two theoretical predictions. In Figs. 7 and 8 for tube B with
R134a and R22, Fig. 9 for tube C with R134a, and Fig. 10 for tube
D with R410A, most of the measured values agree within620
percent with the predictions of the stratified flow model. In Fig. 6
for tube B with R123, most of the measured values agree within
620 percent with the predictions of the stratified flow model in
the region of 0.5,x,1.0. However, the predictions of the strati-
fied flow model are 0 to 40 percent higher than the measured
values in the region of 0,x,0.5. In Fig. 11 for tube E with
R-410A, most of the predictions of the stratified flow model are 0
to 30 percent higher than the measured values.

Table 3 summarizes the results of assessment of the stratified
flow model and previously proposed empirical equations
@3,5,6,15#. In Table 3, the empirical equation for tubes with rela-
tively large fin dimensions proposed by Luu and Bergles@15# is
also included. The performance of the stratified flow model and
each empirical equation was assessed in terms of the arithmetic
mean error a.m. and the root-mean-square error r.m.s. defined as
follows:

Fig. 7 Comparison of measured and predicted circumferential
average heat transfer coefficients

Fig. 8 Comparison of measured and predicted circumferential
average heat transfer coefficients

Fig. 9 Comparison of measured and predicted circumferential
average heat transfer coefficients

Fig. 10 Comparison of measured and predicted circumferen-
tial average heat transfer coefficients

Fig. 11 Comparison of measured and predicted circumferen-
tial average heat transfer coefficients
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a.m.5
1

N (
am,pre2am,exp

am,exp
3100 % (28)

r.m.s.5A1

N ( S am,pre2am,exp

am,exp
D 2

3100 %, (29)

whereN is the number of data points. It is seen from Table 3 that
the stratified flow model gives a better agreement with the mea-
sured value than the empirical equations for most cases, though
there is a trend to overestimateam . The r.m.s. error is within 22.0
percent except for R-11 with smallrv /r l ~see Table 2!. Consid-
ering a relatively large uncertainty~about 15 percent or less! in the
measuredam , the agreement may be considered satisfactory. This
does not necessarily mean that the actual flow pattern is the strati-
fied flow for all cases. However, the forgoing results suggest that
the assumptions of laminar condensate flow in region 1 and tur-
bulent condensate flow in region 2 adopted in the stratified flow
model are satisfactory enough for the calculation ofam . One of
the reasons for the overestimation is the assumption of flat vapor-
liquid interface adopted in the theoretical model. In the actual
stratified flow, the interface is supposed to be curved due to the
effects of surface tension and vapor shear forces. Thus the angle
ws in Fig. 1~a!will be smaller than the case of flat interface. This
will result in a decrease in the tube surface area in region 1 with
much higheraw than that in region 2~see Fig. 3~a!!. As a result,
the am value predicted by the modified stratified flow model tak-
ing account of the curvature effect will be smaller than the pre-
diction of the present model. This effect will be more significant
for tubes with smallerd and for the lowx region where the void
fraction is small.

Conclusions
A stratified flow model of film condensation in helically-

grooved, horizontal microfin tubes has been developed. The
height of stratified condensate was determined by extending the
Taitel and Dukler model for a smooth tube to a microfin tube. The
friction factors at the upper and lower parts of the tube exposed to
the vapor flow and condensate flow, respectively, were estimated
by the Carnavos@10# equation for internally finned tubes. For the
upper part of the tube, numerical calculation of laminar film con-
densation that considered the combined effects of gravity and sur-
face tension forces was conducted. For the lower part of the tube,
the heat transfer coefficient was estimated by the Carnavos@10#
equation for forced convection in internally finned tubes. The pre-
dictions of the circumferential average heat transfer coefficientam
by the present model, and previously proposed annular flow
model and empirical equations were compared with available ex-
perimental data for five tubes and five refrigerants. The annular
flow model predicted a considerably higheram than the measured
value at highx. This was probably due to the overestimation of

the interfacial shear stress. A better agreement~within 620 per-
cent!was obtained asx decreased. However, this model predicted
a considerably smalleram than the measured value~about one
half or less!when the fins were completely flooded with conden-
sate. The stratified flow model gave a better agreement with the
measured values than the empirical equations for most cases,
though there was a trend to overestimateam . The r.m.s. error was
within 22.0 percent except for R-11 with smallrv /r l . The over-
estimation was probably due to the effect of curved vapor-liquid
interface, caused by the surface tension and vapor shear forces,
which was neglected in the present analysis.

Nomenclature

A 5 actual cross-sectional area of tube
d 5 fin root tube diameter

dl 5 equivalent diameter of liquid space (54Al /Si)
do 5 tube outside diameter
dv 5 equivalent diameter of vapor space (54Av /(Sv1Si))

f 5 friction factor
g 5 gravitational acceleration
G 5 refrigerant mass velocity
h 5 fin height

hf g 5 specific enthalpy of evaporation
m 5 condensation mass flux
N 5 number of experimental data
n 5 number of fins
p 5 fin pitch
P 5 static pressure
Pr 5 Prandtl number
q 5 heat flux
r 5 radius of curvature of condensate surface in fin cross-

section
r 0 5 radius of curvature at corner of fin tip
r b 5 radius of curvature of condensate surface in thick

film region
r i 5 distance of condensate surface measured from point

A, Fig. 1
r r 5 radius of curvature at corner of fin root
S 5 perimeter length
T 5 temperature
t 5 time

U 5 velocity in axial direction
u,v 5 velocity components inx-direction and along groove
x,y 5 coordinates, Fig. 1
xb 5 coordinate at connecting point between thin and thick

film regions, Fig. 1
xa 5 coordinate at the foot of perpendicular from point A,

Fig. 1
x0 ,xt 5 coordinates at connecting points between straight and

round portions of fin, Fig. 1
xr 5 mid point between adjacent fins

Table 3 Performance of empirical equations and stratified flow model
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X,Y 5 coordinates, Fig. 1
z 5 vertical height measured from condensate surface,

Fig. 1
zs 5 height of stratified condensate

Greek Symbols

a 5 heat transfer coefficient
b 5 angle, Fig. 1
x 5 mass quality
d 5 condensate film thickness
« 5 angle, Fig. 1

«a 5 surface area enhancement
g 5 helix angle of groove
w 5 angle measured from tube top
l 5 thermal conductivity
m 5 dynamic viscosity
n 5 kinematic viscosity
u 5 fin half tip angle
r 5 density
s 5 surface tension
t 5 dimensionless time
c 5 angle, Fig. 1

Subscripts

b 5 boundary of thin and thick film regions
c 5 coolant or coolant side

exp 5 measured value
f 5 flooding point
i 5 interface or grid point
j 5 grid point
l 5 liquid

m 5 circumferential average value
pre 5 predicted value

r 5 root of fin or mid point at fin root
s 5 saturation
v 5 vapor
w 5 wall
x 5 local value
w 5 average value for fin cross-section
1 5 region 1
2 5 region 2

Superscript

2 5 dimensionless quantity
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Linear Instability Analysis of a
Horizontal Two-Phase Flow in the
Presence of Electrohydrodynamic
Extraction Force
The flow regimes associated with a horizontal internal two-phase (liquid-vapor) flow in
the presence and absence of the electric field are investigated with the linear stability
analysis. The momentum interchange due to the entrainment between the two phases is
included in the analysis. The presence of the electric field promotes instability by provid-
ing the electrohydrodynamic (EHD) extraction force. Qualitative stability maps for the
annular two-phase flow are provided with and without the electric field presence. Onset of
the instability is compared with the experimental data and it is shown that the transition
between the EHD-enhanced and EHD-suppressed convective boiling heat transfer is lo-
cated near the annular-to-mist transition region.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1414132#

Keywords: Electric Fields, Heat Transfer, Instability, Phase Change, Stability,
Two-Phase

1 Introduction
Electrohydrodynamic~EHD! phenomena, generated by the

electric field coupled with the hydrodynamic flow, can be applied
to enhance the heat transfer in the liquid-vapor channel flow. In
the past ten years, a number of researchers, including Singh et al.
@13,14#, Bryan and Seyed-Yagoobi@1,2#, Norris et al.@10#, and
Cotton et al.@4#, have studied the effects of electric fields upon
the flow patterns and the heat transfer in the liquid-vapor horizon-
tal pipe flow. Their studies have provided a better understanding
of the relation between the EHD extraction phenomenon and the
two-phase flow. As indicated by Bryan and Seyed-Yagoobi@1,2#
and Cotton et al.@4#, the EHD force can enhance the convective
boiling heat transfer as well as suppress it. The heat transfer en-
hancement with the electric field is considered as the result of the
reduced thermal resistance in the liquid layer, secondary flow in-
duced by the electric field, and/or the promotion of the turbulence.
Various approaches have been used to predict the heat transfer
with EHD, such as the dimensional analysis@4# and the axial flow
momentum versus radial EHD pressure analysis@1#. However,
due to the complicated nature of the two-phase flow coupled with
the effects of the EHD force, it is rather difficult to determine the
conditions under which the convective boiling heat transfer will
be enhanced or suppressed.

According to Taitel and Dukler@16#, the horizontal liquid-vapor
channel flow in the absence of the electric field can be divided
into five basic flow regimes: smooth stratified, wavy stratified,
intermittent ~slug/plug!, annular with dispersed liquid~annular/
mist!, and dispersed bubble. Each regime has its own distinct
characteristics with regards to the interface configuration, the
pressure drop, and the heat transfer. As indicated by Quandt@11#,
the flow regime is the result of the influence of three fundamental
forces: the axial pressure gradient, the gravitational attraction, and
the interfacial surface tension. In the presence of the electric field,
the EHD force will join these three forces to affect the two-phase
flow. The coupling of the electric field and the flow field intro-
duces new characteristics in the flow and the heat transfer, includ-
ing the enhancement and suppression of the heat transfer.

In the presence of the electric field, the transition from the
enhancement to the suppression could depend on many factors,
such as the fluid mass flux, fluid properties, channel dimensions,
and applied electric field. Currently, there is no capability to prop-
erly predict the enhancement or suppression of the heat transfer
with the EHD extraction force in internal two-phase flows. Per-
haps the relation between the heat transfer and the axial
momentum/radial pressure ratio, suggested by Bryan and Seyed-
Yagoobi@1#, is the only tool that exists. However, this approach is
not necessarily precise. Lack of the fundamental understandings
becomes the obstacle for the future application of the EHD tech-
nique to effectively enhance and control the system performance.
In this paper, the linear stability theory is used to qualitatively
predict the flow regimes of a two-phase flow with and without the
EHD extraction force in the horizontal channel. Based on the
predicted flow regimes, the transition between the EHD-enhanced
and EHD-suppressed convective boiling heat transfer is success-
fully predicted.

2 Linear Stability Analysis of Basic Liquid-Vapor
Flow With and Without EHD Extraction Force

Consider a horizontal pipe, inside which the liquid flows around
the vapor core and the liquid film thickness is uniform. At the
center of the pipe there is an electrode, which is connected to the
high voltage power supply, while the pipe is grounded. When the
liquid and vapor flow along the pipe, they withstand the gravity,
the EHD extraction force, and the interfacial surface tension as
shown in Fig. 1 for an annular flow. The liquid-vapor flow will be
stable and will remain at the annular regime as long as the forces
are balanced. The annular flow may turn into the mist flow or
change to the intermittent or wavy flow, if the forces are no longer
balanced. In addition to the above forces, the momentum ex-
change between the liquid and vapor at the interface should be
included for the accurate analysis of the interface instability.

To simplify the linear stability analysis, a simple two-
dimensional liquid-vapor flow is considered as shown in Fig. 2.
The liquid mainly lies in the upper region, which extendsal above
the nominal interface, while the vapor occupies the lower region,
which extendsav below the nominal interface. This configuration
almost represents the liquid flow on the upper portion of the pipe
as illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that in Fig. 1, the liquid at the top is
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more susceptible to the combined gravity force and EHD extrac-
tion force ~if present!destabilization than the liquid at the other
locations. The instability of the two-phase flow always starts from
the instability at the top. The liquid and vapor flows are also
assumed incompressible and inviscid. The assumption of no vis-
cosity is mainly for simplifying the analysis while the presence of
viscosity would promote stability. Therefore, the results of the
instability given in this paper are more conservative.

2.1 EHD Extraction Force. It is assumed that there is no
net charge accumulation at the liquid/vapor interface when the
electric field is applied to a two-phase flow through the high volt-
age electrode positioned below the liquid/vapor interface and the
ground channel wall as shown in Fig. 2. The basic electric poten-
tial distribution satisfies the following electrostatics governing
equations and boundary conditions:

¹2F l50, 0,z<al , ¹2Fv50, 2av<z,0

and

F l5Fv at z50

« l

dF l

dz
5«v

dFv

dz
at z50

F l50 at z5al

Fv5V at z52av .

The applied electric field adds a normal EHD extraction force
on the interface, which tends to pull the liquid downwards. For a
smooth interface, the presence of the EHD extraction force in-
duces an interface pressure difference between the vapor and the
liquid @9#, which can be expressed as

P̄l2 P̄v5 f EHD5
1

2
« lEl

22
1

2
«vEv

2 at z50,

whereEl52dF l /dz andEv52dFv /dz. Note that the electros-
triction terms, for both the liquid and vapor phases, are not in-
cluded in the above equation since the two phases are assumed to
be incompressible.

2.2 Hydrodynamic Stability in the Presence of EHD Ex-
traction Force. As indicated in Fig. 2, the main flow velocity is
along thex-axis with the magnitude ofUl andUv for the liquid
and the vapor, respectively. With the initial perturbation in the
form of Fourier component waves,

d0~x,0!5j0eiax where a52p/l,

the basic two-phase flow is disturbed due to the wavy character of
the interface. The subsequent position of the interfaced(x,t) has

Fig. 1 Liquid-vapor annular flow in the presence of EHD extraction force

Fig. 2 Perturbed liquid-vapor flow in which the liquid overlays
the vapor in the presence of EHD extraction force
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the spatial variation similar to that of the initial perturbation and
its temporal variation is oscillatory. Therefore, the subsequent po-
sition of the interfaced is postulated as

d~x,t !5j0eiax1bt.

b in the above equation indicates the frequency. Ifb has a real
positive part, the perturbation will be amplified.

The velocities and the pressure after the perturbation are ex-
pressed as

u5H Ul1ul8 , z.0

Uv1uv8 , z,0
w5H wl8 , z.0

wv8 , z,0

P5H P̄l1Pl8 , z.0

P̄v1Pv8 , z,0.
(1)

The potential after the perturbation is expressed asF1f8, where
f85f̂(z)eiax1bt. Since the perturbed potential also satisfies the
base Laplace equation, subtracting the corresponding base electric
potential equation leads to

¹2f l850 and ¹2fv850.

The boundary conditions for the above equations become

d
dFv

dz
1fv8>d

dF l

dz
1f l8 at z50

« l S d
d2F l

dz2 1
df l8

dz D >«vS d
d2Fv

dz2 1
dfv8

dz D at z50

f l850 at z5al

fv850 at z52av .

Solutions forf8 in the liquid and vapor regions, which satisfy
the above boundary conditions, are

f l85d
Evuz502El uz50

tanh~aav!1
«v

« l
tanh~aal !

•

sinh~az2aal !

cosh~aal !
•

«v

« l

where 0,z<al and

fv85d
Evuz502El uz50

tanh~aav!1
«v

« l
tanh~aal !

•

sinh~az1aav!

cosh~aav!

where 0.z>2av .

After the perturbation, the EHD extraction force and the surface
tension generate the following pressure difference at the interface:

Pl2Pv5 f surf tension1 f EHD

5s
~]2d/]x2!

@11~]d/]x!2#3/21
1

2
« l~El1el8!22

1

2
«v~Ev1ev8!2

at z5d

>2sa2d1
1

2
« l~El

212Elel8!uz50

2
1

2
«v~Ev

212Evev8!uz50 (2)

whereel852df l8/dz andev852dfv8/dz.
In reality, if the interface is not smooth, the wavy liquid surface

can affect the axial vapor flow even though the fluids are assumed
to be inviscid. The wavy liquid surface changes the vapor flow
path and results in the interaction between the two phases. A small
amount of liquid will even be entrained in the vapor region in the
form of liquid drops, when the relative velocity of the liquid and

vapor phases is sufficiently large. Such interaction with the wavy
interface leads to the momentum exchange between the phases.

The momentum exchange between the phases will generate
more perturbations. Thus, the perturbation quantitiesu8, w8, and
P8 will be decomposed into two components asu85u181u28 ,
w85w181w28 , andP85P181P28 . Here,u18 , w18 , andP18 are gen-
erated solely due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz phenomenon, while
u28 , w28 , and P28 indicate the contribution of the momentum ex-
change between the liquid and vapor phases at the interface. Thus,
instabilities due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz phenomenon and the
momentum exchange are both considered in the analysis here. It is
worth mentioning that the instability due to the momentum ex-
change follows the establishment of the wavy interface caused by
the Kelvin-Helmholtz phenomenon. The perturbation components
will be discussed separately and then they will be combined to-
gether to investigate the stability of the interface. Note that the
electric perturbations remain asel8 andev8 and do not need to be
separated into two components.

The momentum exchange in the presence of the entrainment
results in the main vapor velocity perturbation,uv28 . The entrain-
ment rate is needed for the prediction ofu28 . Lopez de Bertodano
et al. @7# theoretically obtained an expression for the entrainment
rate by applying the model of Taylor@17# for growth of interfacial
waves. They assumed that the entrainment rate is proportional to
the liquid density multiplied by the average growth rate of the
interfacial waves, which can be expressed as«̇}r ldb, where the
interfacial wave growth rate is given as]d/]t5db. This assump-
tion applies to a single given wave as well. The corresponding
relation can be expressed as«̇}r ldb. Since the time scale of the
interfacial wave is the inverse of the wave frequency and the local
entrainment rate is defined as the entrained liquid mass versus the
time, the local entrainment rate can also be expressed as«̇
}mentrb, wherementr denotes the local entrained liquid mass per
unit area. Thus, the local entrained liquid mass per unit area can
be directly related to the interface position and the liquid density
sincementr}r ld. In agreement with the above discussion, Russell
and Lamb@12# concluded that the rate of entrained droplets de-
pends on both the wave amplitude and the wave form.

When the liquid is entrained into the vapor layer in the form of
the droplets, the corresponding interaction between the liquid
droplets and the vapor layer affects the bulk vapor velocity. If the
wavy portion of the liquid interface is entrained into the vapor
layer, the amount of the local entrained liquid per unit area,mentr,
is proportional tor ld, as justified by the above discussion. Based
on the direct momentum balance between the entrained liquid
droplets and the vapor layer, the bulk vapor velocity perturbation,
u28 , can be estimated as

uv28 >
r lUl~Uv2Ul !

rvUv
•

d

av
.

In the above equation, it has been assumed that the entrained
droplets reach vapor velocity upon the entrainment. Furthermore,
the total entrainment of the liquid wave by the vapor was also
assumed in the above equation. The entrainment of the vapor
phase into the liquid phase was assumed to be negligible. These
assumptions were necessary to make due to the lack of detailed
information on the entrainment. Nevertheless, it should be empha-
sized that this analysis provides accurate qualitative results.

Assuming that the vapor follows the Bernoulli’s equation, the
corresponding vapor pressure perturbation due tou28 becomes

Pv28 >2r lUl~Uv2Ul !•
d

av
. (3)

Since the momentum exchange in the presence of the entrainment
mainly takes place in the vapor layer,Pl28 andul28 are neglected.
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The z-directional bulk velocity perturbation,w28 , limited by the
solid wall boundaries, is also assumed to be zero in both the liquid
and vapor phases.

The analysis of the perturbations~u18 , w18 , andP18! due to the
Kelvin-Helmholtz phenomenon is similar to that of the classical
Kelvin-Helmholtz case except that the liquid-vapor flow is of lim-
ited thickness. For the system considered here, it is plausible to
expect that the spatial variations ofu18 , w18 , and P18 with x are
similar to that of the initial perturbation, and that their temporal
variations are oscillatory. Therefore, the perturbation quantities
u18 , w18 , andP18 are postulated as the following functional forms:

u18~x,z,t !5û1~z!eiax1bt

w18~x,z,t !5ŵ1~z!eiax1bt

P18~x,z,t !5 P̂1~z!eiax1bt. (4)

The linear stability analysis proceeds by substituting Eq.~1!
into the governing continuity and momentum equations, subtract-
ing the corresponding base flow equations, and neglecting prod-
ucts of perturbation quantities. Ifu18 , w18 , and P18 are separated
from u28 , andP28 in the linearized governing equations, the result-
ing equations for the perturbation quantitiesu18 , w18 , andP18 are
as follows:

]u18

]x
1

]w18

]z
50

rF]u18

]t
1US ]u18

]x D G52
]P18

]x
(5)

rF]w18

]t
1U S ]w18

]x D G52
]P18

]z
. (6)

Note that there are no electric terms in the above equations since
it is assumed that there are no electric charges present within the
fluids ~as well as at the interface of the two phases! and that the
electrostriction terms are negligible.

Differentiating Eq.~5! with respect tox and Eq.~6! with respect
to z, adding them together, and substituting the continuity equa-
tion yield the Laplace equation for the perturbation pressure field

¹2P1850. (7)

Substituting Eq.~4! for P18 into Eq.~7! yields the following equa-
tion for P̂1 :

d2P̂1

dz2 5a2P̂1 . (8)

Solutions forP̂1 in the liquid and vapor regions, which satisfy Eq.
~8!, are

P̂l15Ale
az1Ble

2az where 0,z<al

P̂v15Aveaz1Bve2az where 0.z>2av .

Similarly, substituting w18(x,z,t)5ŵ1(z)eiax1bt into Eq. ~6!
yields

ŵ1~z!52@r~b1 iaU !#21S dP̂1

dz
D .

Correspondingly, the relations forŵ in the liquid and vapor re-
gions are

ŵl1~z!52a~Ale
az2Ble

2az!@r l~b1 iaUl !#
21

where 0,z<al

ŵv1~z!52a~Aveaz2Bve2az!@rv~b1 iaUv!#21

where 0.z>2av .

w18 at the interface must be equal to

w18uz→05
]d

]t
1U

]d

]x
.

The above condition on both the vapor and liquid sides of the
interface and the condition thatw18→0 at the top and at the bot-
tom of the channel are applied to determineA andB. Finally, the
perturbation of pressure should be in the following forms:

Pl18 5
r l

a
~b1 iaUl !

2
cosh~aal2az!

sinh~aal !
d where 0,z<al

Pv18 52
rv

a
~b1 iaUv!2

cosh~aav1az!

sinh~aav!
d where 0.z>2av .

SinceP5 P̄1P181P28 , the interface pressure difference can also
be expressed as follows:

Pl2Pv5 P̄l2 P̄v1Pl18 2Pv18 2Pv28

5
1

2
« lEl

2uz502
1

2
«vEv

2uz502r lgd1rvgd

1
r l

a
~b1 iaUl !

2 coth~aal !d

1
rv

a
~a1 iaUv!2 coth~aav!d1

r lUl~Uv2Ul !

av
d.

(9)

Combining Eqs.~2! and ~9! leads to

2sa2d1« lElel8uz502«vEvev8uz50

52r lgd1rvgd1
r l

a
~b1 iaUl !

2 coth~aal !d

1
rv

a
~b1 iaUv!2 coth~aav!d1

r lUl~Uv2Ul !

av
d.

Solving the above equation forb results in the following equation:

b52
ia@r lUl coth~aal !1rvUv• coth~aal !#

@r l coth~aal !1rv coth~aav!#
6

5
a2r lrv coth~aal !coth~aav!~Uv2Ul !

2

1a2@r l coth~aal !1rv coth~aav!#•
~« l2«v!2El uz50Evuz50

« l tanh~aav!1«v tanh~aal !

2@r l coth~aal !1rv coth~aav!#•Fa3s1
r lUl~Uv2Ul !

av
a2a~r l2rv!gG 6

1/2

@r l coth~aal !1rv coth~aav!#
.
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If there is no positive real part inb, the two-phase flow will be
stable. Therefore, the following stability criterion is obtained:

~Uv2Ul !
2<

@r l coth~aal !1rv coth~aav!#

r lrv coth~aal !coth~aav!

•H Fas1
r lUl~Uv2Ul !

aav
2

~r l2rv!g

a G
2~« l2«v!2El uz50Evuz50

3
1

« l tanh~aav!1«v tanh~aal !
J . (10)

With the momentum exchange term removed, the above equation
agrees with the electrohydrodynamic stability criterion described
by Zahn and Melcher@19#.

Near the interface, the magnitude of the electric field strength in
the vapor phase,Evuz50 , is always greater than that of the electric
field strength in the liquid phase,El uz50 , since the vapor electric
permittivity is smaller than the liquid electric permittivity. The
sign of the electric term in the above equation is always negative,
which indicates that the presence of electric field affects the base
liquid-vapor flow by destabilizing the interface. As previously
mentioned, the above linear analysis is based on the assumption
that the fluids are inviscid. The omission of the viscosity will
result in a conservative prediction of the stability criterion. The
qualitative stability map corresponding to Eq.~10! will be dis-
cussed at the end of the following sub-section.

2.3 Hydrodynamic Stability in the Absence of EHD Ex-
traction Force. In the absence of the electric field, Eq.~10!
reduces to

~Uv2Ul !
2<

@r l coth~aal !1rv coth~aav!#

r lrv coth~aal !coth~aav!

•Fas1
r lUl~Uv2Ul !

ava
2

~r l2rv!g

a G . (11)

If the influence of the momentum exchange due to the entrainment
is not taken into account~i.e., the middle term in the bracket on
the right hand side of Eq.~11! is set to zero!, then the above
equation reduces to the classical instability criterion.

The above two stability criteria~Eqs.~10! and~11!! imply that
the stability depends on the interactions of the interfacial surface
tension, the gravity force, the momentum exchange, and the EHD
extraction force~if present!. In the absence of the electric field, if
the relative velocity is small and the momentum exchange term is

unable to overcome the influence of the gravity force,@r lUl(Uv
2Ul)/av2(r l2rv)g# in Eq. ~11! remains negative. Since the
noise from the surrounding environment is of all kinds of wave
numbers, the right-hand side of Eq.~11! is unable to remain posi-
tive when the perturbations of all kinds of wave number are trig-
gered by the noise. When the wave number,a, is small, the sur-
face tension term can not counteract the momentum exchange and
gravity terms. The liquid will become unstable and drain down to
the bottom, indicating that the flow is gravity-controlled. When
the relative velocity is high enough for the momentum exchange
term to dominate the gravity,@r lUl(Uv2Ul)/av2(r l2rv)g#
in Eq. ~11! becomes positive. Since the surface tension is
positive, there exists a minimum value at the critical wave num-
ber, acrit , for the term on the right side of Eq.~11!, as shown in
Fig. 3. Due to the complexity of Eq.~11!, the critical wave num-
ber, acrit , should be calculated numerically. If the correspond-
ing $@r l coth(aal)1rv coth(aav)#/rlrv coth(aal)coth(aav)•@as
1rlUl(Uv2Ul)/ava2(rl2rv)g/a#%1/2umin at acrit , named asUcrit
here, is greater than the relative velocity, (Uv2Ul), the flow is
stable. Otherwise, the perturbation may destabilize the flow. In the
presence of the electric field, the EHD extraction force will tend to
destabilize the liquid-vapor flow. Since the EHD extraction force
term is always negative, the minimum value,Ucrit , of the right
hand side of Eq.~10! is lowered by the EHD extraction force term
compared with that of Eq.~11!.

A qualitative stability map for the liquid-vapor flow, with and
without the EHD extraction force, is illustrated in Fig. 4 with the
liquid and vapor velocities as the coordinates, The center shadow
area indicates the stable region. The remaining area represents the
unstable regions due to the insufficient relative velocity or the
excessively high relative velocity. Physically, the stable region in
Fig. 4 is considered as the annular flow regime, as the top liquid
film remains above the vapor. The left unstable area indicates the
intermittent or wavy regime, where the gravity force is dominant
and pulls the liquid film down to the bottom. The right unstable
area represents the mist region caused by the excessively high
relative velocity, and the unstable liquid film will be broken into
liquid drops and carried away by the vapor core.

3 Linear Stability Analysis of Pipe Liquid-Vapor Flow
With and Without EHD Extraction Force

In this section the above analysis which was developed for a
basic liquid-vapor flow is extended to include the horizontal two-
phase flow in a pipe with and without the EHD extraction force.

Fig. 3 Qualitative variation of stability criteria with wave num-
bers without EHD extraction force Fig. 4 Qualitative liquid-vapor flow stability map and the cor-

responding flow regimes with and without EHD extraction force
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3.1 Pipe Liquid-Vapor Flow in the Presence of EHD Ex-
traction Force. Currently, there are no guidelines available in
the literature to predict the flow regime transitions in the presence
of EHD force. Utilizing the results of the analysis given in Section
2.2, such guidelines are developed based on the linear stability
analysis. When the electric field is applied through a high voltage
electrode suspended in the vapor core and the ground pipe wall,
the top of the horizontal annular two-phase pipe flow~see Fig. 1!
will always be the most unstable position due to the gravity and
the EHD extraction force. If the liquid film thickness is small
compared with the pipe size, the top of the pipe flow can be
analyzed as the basic liquid-vapor flow by neglecting the second-
ary curvature effects associated with the circumferential curvature
of the pipe.

Based on the equations given in Section 2, and modifying Eq.
~3! to take the pipe geometry into account

Pv28 >22r lUl~Uv2Ul !•
d

av
,

whereav5Ri2Re andal5Ro2Ri , the stability criterion for the
pipe flow in the presence of the EHD extraction force can be
expressed as

~Uv2Ul !
2<

@r l coth~aal !1rv coth~aav!#

r lrv coth~aal !coth~aav!

•H Fas1
2r lUl~Uv2Ul !

ava
2

~r l2rv!g

a G
2~« l2«v!2El uz50Evuz50

3
1

« l tanh~aav!1«v tanh~aal !
J . (12)

Note that Eq.~12! is slightly different from Eq.~10!.
If the mass flux, flow quality, and pipe diameter are given, the

vapor and liquid velocities can be determined by the void fraction
models provided by Lockhart and Martinelli@6#. Then, with the
known liquid and vapor velocities, it is possible to predict the
corresponding flow regime based on the linear stability analysis.
As shown in Fig. 5, the annular-to-mist transition for the flow with
EHD takes place at a lower quality compared to that without
EHD, while the annular-to-intermittent transition for the flow with
EHD takes place at a relatively higher quality. This is due to the
fact that the EHD extraction force tends to destabilize the flow by
pulling the interface towards the electrode in the pipe center.

The imposed EHD extraction force significantly affects the heat
transfer as well as the hydrodynamic stability of the liquid-vapor
flow. For most regimes, it is known that the EHD force can en-
hance the convective boiling heat transfer by reducing the thermal

resistance in the liquid layer, inducing the EHD secondary flow,
and/or promoting the turbulence. However, the EHD force is also
able to cause the suppression of the convective boiling heat trans-
fer under certain conditions. There exists a transition region for
the convective two-phase heat transfer from EHD-enhanced to
EHD-suppressed. Such region can be represented by the ratio of
heat transfer coefficient with EHD and without EHD~i.e.,
hEHD /h0!.

Figures 6–9 present the critical velocity,Ucrit , and the relative
velocity, Uv l , at the applied voltages of 0 kV and 15 kV, and the
correspondinghEHD /h0 experimental data for R-134a flowing
through a tube ofD514 mm. The details of the experimental data
are provided in Bryan@3#. Lockhart and Martinelli@6# void frac-
tion model is used to predict the liquid and vapor velocities in the
two-phase pipe flow. It is interesting that the transition of the heat
transfer from enhancement to suppression always takes place near
the annular-to-mist transition region. This observation can be ex-
plained as follows.

For the mist regime without EHD, liquid drops carried by the
vapor flow along the pipe, hit the pipe wall randomly and wet the
wall as a result. If there exists the EHD extraction force, the liquid
drop will be attracted towards the electrode in the middle and the
pipe can not be kept wet. Thus, EHD suppresses the heat transfer
since no liquid remains on the pipe wall to be vaporized directly.

Fig. 5 Flow regime map for R-134a at TsatÄ5°C flowing inside
a tube of DÄ14 mm with and without EHD extraction force

Fig. 6 Comparison of linear stability analysis and experimen-
tal convective boiling data for R-134a at G·100 kgÕm 2s and
Tsat·5°C
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Furthermore, during the onset of the instability for the flow from
the annular regime to the mist regime, the corresponding EHD
effects on the heat transfer switch from the enhancement to the
suppression, since the EHD extraction force promotes instability
resulting in removal of liquid away from the heated wall. This is
why the heat transfer transition from enhancement to suppression
happens close to the flow regime transition region.

3.2 Pipe Liquid-Vapor Flow in the Absence of EHD Ex-
traction Force. In the absence of the EHD extraction force, the
stability criterion for the horizontal annular pipe flow becomes

~Uv2Ul !
2<

@r l coth~aal !1rv coth~aav!#

r lrv coth~aal !coth~aav!

•Fas1
2r lUl~Uv2Ul !

ava
2

~r l2rv!g

a G , (13)

whereav5Ri andal5Ro2Ri . Similarly, the corresponding flow
regime without the electric field can be predicted based on the
linear stability analysis if the mass flux, flow quality, and pipe
diameter are given.

A fixed Martinelli parameter is commonly used to separate the
annular regime and the intermittent regime. Taitel and Dukler@16#
appliedXtt51.6 for the adiabatic horizontal pipe flow and Kattan

et al. @5# appliedXtt50.34 for the boiling pipe flows. However,
Weisman et al.@18# recommended 1.9(Usv /Usl)

1/85Ku0.2Fr0.18,
in which the viscosity was not included, as the correlation for the
transition to annular flow when the flow is adiabatic. Weisman
et al. described that the above correlation indicated no effect of
liquid viscosity and very small effects of liquid density and sur-
face tension on the transition, which was confirmed by the obser-
vations. Figure 10 shows the various intermittent-annular transi-
tion boundaries in G-x map for R-134 atTsat535°C flowing
through a horizontal tube ofD514 mm. As illustrated in Fig. 10,
the results of the linear stability analysis are close to theXtt
51.6 of Taitel and Dukler@16# and show a similar trend as Weis-
man et al.’s criterion@18#. Kattan et al.’s correlation@5# does not
agree with the others, including the linear stability prediction, be-
cause of the presence of the heat transfer.

Soliman@15# suggested a modified Weber number to predict the
mist-annular transition during condensation. The correlation is
given as

We52.45 Rev
0.64S mv

2

rvsD D 0.3Y fv
0.4, Rel<1250

and

Fig. 7 Comparison of linear stability analysis and experimen-
tal convective boiling data for R-134a at G·100 kgÕm 2s and
Tsat·25°C

Fig. 8 Comparison of linear stability analysis and experimen-
tal convective boiling data for R-134a at G·300 kgÕm 2s and
Tsat·5°C
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We50.85 Rev
0.79S mv

2

rvsD D 0.3F S mv

m l
D 2S r l

rv
D G0.084

~Xtt /fv
2.55!0.157,

Rel.1250.

Since the maps of Mandhane et al.@8#, Taitel and Dukler@16#,
and Weisman et al.@18# did not include a distinct mist flow re-
gion, the linear stability analysis results are compared with the
transition criteria of Soliman only. Figure 11 shows that the linear
stability analysis has a similar trend as Soliman’s correlation;
however, disagreement also exists primarily due to the neglect of
viscosity and heat transfer with the linear stability analysis pre-
sented in this paper. These comparisons show that the linear sta-
bility analysis developed here can qualitatively predict the two-
phase regime transitions. The prediction can be further improved
by incorporation of, for example, viscosity in the stability
analysis.

4 Conclusions
The linear stability analysis presented in this paper for an inter-

nal two-phase~liquid-vapor! flow allowed for qualitative predic-
tions of the flow regimes in the presence and absence of the EHD
extraction force. Based on the predicted flow regimes, the EHD
effects on the convective boiling heat transfer were predicted. The

EHD extraction phenomenon can significantly enhance the con-
vective boiling heat transfer. However, the presence of the EHD
extraction force is also inclined to destabilize the vapor-liquid
annular flow and to suppress the heat transfer under certain con-
ditions. The stability analysis showed that the flow regime transi-
tions were dependent on the interactions of the surface tension,
the gravity, the liquid-vapor momentum exchange, and the EHD
extraction force. Qualitative stability maps, in the presence and
absence of the EHD extraction force, were provided based on the
linear stability analysis. The resulting flow regime transition
curves based on the onset of the instability provided the basic flow
characteristics which agreed with the existing transition criteria.
The experimental data showed that the heat transfer transition
from enhancement to suppression, in the presence of the electric
field, took place close to the annular-to-mist transition region.
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Nomenclature

A 5 coefficient
a 5 thickness, m
B 5 coefficient
D 5 inner diameter, m

Fig. 9 Comparison of linear stability analysis and experimen-
tal convective boiling data for R-134a at G·300 kgÕm 2s and
Tsat·25°C

Fig. 10 Comparison of various intermittent—annular transi-
tion curves for R134a at TsatÄ35°C flowing inside a tube of D
Ä14 mm without EHD extraction force

Fig. 11 Comparison of linear stability analysis and Soliman’s
correlation for R134a at TsatÄ35°C flowing inside a tube of D
Ä14 mm without EHD extraction force
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E 5 electric field strength, V/m
e8 5 electric field strength perturbation, V/m
F 5 force, N
Fr 5 Froude number,Usv

2 /(gD)
f 5 force per unit area, N/m2

G 5 mass flux, kg/m2s
g 5 acceleration of gravity, m/s2

h 5 heat transfer coefficient, W/m2s
Ku 5 Kutdelaze number,Usvrv

0.5/@g(r l2rv)s#0.25

mentr 5 entrained liquid mass per unit area, kg/m2

P 5 pressure, Pa

Greek Symbols

a 5 wave number, m21

b 5 frequency, Hz
d 5 interfacial disturbance, m
« 5 electric permittivity, F/m
«̇ 5 entrainment rate, kg/m2s

F, f 5 electric potentials, V

Subscripts

crit 5 critical
EHD 5 electrohydrodynamic

e 5 electrode or electric
fr 5 frictional
i 5 interface
l 5 liquid
o 5 pipe

sat 5 saturation
P̄ 5 mean pressure, Pa
P̂ 5 amplitude of pressure perturbation, Pa

P8 5 pressure perturbation, Pa
R 5 radius, m

Re 5 Reynolds number
T 5 temperature, °C

U, u 5 velocities in x-direction, m/s
u8 5 velocity perturbation in x-direction, m/s

We 5 modified Weber number
w8 5 velocity perturbation inz-direction, m/s
Xtt 5 turbulent/turbulent Martinelli parameter

x 5 x-axis coordinate or quality
z 5 z-axis coordinate
} 5 proportional to

fv 5 two-phase multiplier@(dP/dz)f r /(dP/dz)v#1/2

l 5 wavelength, m
m 5 dynamic viscosity, Ns/m2

r 5 density, kg/m3

s 5 surface tension, N/m
j 5 disturbance amplitude, m
sl 5 superficial liquid velocity
sv 5 superficial gas velocity
v 5 vapor

vl 5 relative velocity of vapor and liquid phases
0 5 initial or non-EHD
1 5 caused by the momentum exchange
2 5 caused by the wavy interface
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Behavior of the Two-Phase Mushy
Zone During Freeze Coating on a
Continuous Moving Plate
The process of freeze coating of a binary substance on a chilled moving plate is studied
theoretically with special emphasis on the behavior of the two-phase mushy zone. The
flow and heat transfer in five separate regions of the system, i.e., the moving plate, the
freeze coat, the two-phase packing region, the two-phase dispersed region and the molten
substance region, are formulated mathematically to describe the freeze-coating process. A
supplemental equation derived from a simplified phase diagram and an appropriate vis-
cosity model are employed to complete the mathematical description of the two-phase
mushy zone. The system of equations is solved by a combined analytical-numerical tech-
nique to determine the spatial variations of the solidus and liquidus fronts. Effects of
seven controlling parameters, including the freeze coat-to-wall thermal ratio, the wall
subcooling parameter, the molten substance superheating parameter, the Prandtl number,
the Stefan number, the equilibrium partition ratio, and the packing limit fraction, on the
behavior of the two-phase mushy zone and the freeze-coating process are determined.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1420714#

Keywords: Coatings, Forced Convection, Solidification

Introduction
The freeze-coating process is a material manufacturing process

that finds applications in electrical, chemical and thermal indus-
tries. In these applications, a chilled objected is fed through a bath
of molten substance. Before entering the bath, the object is sub-
cooled below the freezing point of the substance. As the object
travels through the bath, the molten substance begins to solidify
on the surface of the object, thus forming a thin layer of freeze
coat. Depending on which type of materials the molten substance
is made of, the freeze coat may have different functions. For a
polymeric substance, the freeze coat may be applied for water
resistance, corrosive protection, thermal insulation, electrical in-
sulation, or fire retardation. For a binary metallic substance, on the
other hand, the freeze coat may be applied for rust resistance,
water resistance, or chemical protection.

The freeze-coating process has been investigated by many re-
searchers. However, most of the previous studies have been re-
stricted to the case of a pure substance in which the interface
between the solidified layer and molten substance is sharp and
isothermal. The early work of Kuiken@1# presented an analysis of
freeze coat thickness by assuming the wall to be semi-infinite.
Asymptotic solutions for small and large Prandtl numbers were
obtained. Seeniraj and Bose@2# analyzed the process of freeze
coating on a moving plate by assuming that the wall temperature
was constant and the ambient liquid was saturated. Cheung@3,4#
relaxed the assumptions made in@2# to account for the heat con-
vection from a superheated liquid and the temperature variations
within the wall. Rezaian and Poulikakos@5# examined the solidi-
fication on a moving isothermal boundary for molten substances
having low and high Prandtl numbers. Mahmound@6# studied the
process of freeze coating of a polymeric substance by assuming
that the freezing point of the polymeric substance is sharp and
isothermal. The problem was numerically solved by a finite-
element method, and the temporal variation of the freeze coat
thickness was graphically presented. Cheung and Cha@7# em-
ployed a finite-difference method to study the growth and decay

of a freeze coat on an axially moving cylinder. An experimental
verification of the theoretical analysis was also conducted by
Cheung et al.@8#, using a thin copper wire to simulate the moving
cylinder and water to simulate the molten substance.

Most of the previous studies of the freeze-coating process were
investigated for the case where the liquid is a pure substance. For
the case of a binary mixture such as a metal alloy, however, so-
lidification would take place over a range of temperature leading
to the formation of a two-phase mushy zone. Thus far, the only
study of the process of freeze coating of a binary alloy was by
Stevens and Poulikakos@9#. They assumed that there was no ad-
vection effect in the two-phase mixture and the heat transfer in the
mushy zone was by conduction only. The effects of a variety of
dimensionless parameters were identified.

In this study, freeze coating of a binary mixture on a semi-
infinite moving plate is investigated, taking full account of the
flow and heat transfer in the two-phase mushy zone. Equations
governing five separate regions of the freeze-coating system are
formulated and solved by a combined analytical-numerical tech-
nique. Seven independent controlling parameters are identified
and their effects on the behavior of the two-phase mushy zone and
the freeze-coating process are determined.

Problem Formulation
A schematic of the freeze-coating system under consideration is

illustrated in Fig. 1. A chilled semi-infinite plate at a constant
velocity, Uo , is fed continuously into an inlet slit on an adiabatic
wall at x 5 0 through a bath of molten binary substance. The
plate is cooled at a uniform temperature,To , before entering the
bath whereas the ambient liquid in the bath is kept constant at
temperatureT` . The inlet plate temperature,To , is lower than the
solidus temperature,T1 , of the binary substance whereas the bath
temperature,T` , is higher than the liquidus temperature,T2 , of
the binary substance,~i.e., T`.T2.T1.To). As the plate enters
the bath, a thin solidified layer or a freeze coat begins to form on
the surface of the plate and continuously grows along the im-
mersed distance. The freeze coat thicknessd1 and the locationd2
represent the isothermal contours of the solidus and liquidus tem-
peratures, respectively.
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The regiond1<y<d2 for which the temperature is bounded by
the solidus and liquidus points, is the two-phase mushy zone. For
a binary system, the mushy zone can be divided into two distinct
regions~see Fig. 2!: the two-phase packing region and the two-
phase dispersed region, based on the value of the mixture viscos-
ity. When the solid fraction,F, in the mushy zone increases be-
yond a certain limit, which is called the packing limit,Fp , the
dendrites start locking and packing to one another and form a
rigid structure trapping the liquid inside@10,11#. The viscosity in
this region asymptotically approaches infinity, acting as if it were
a solid. This domain of solid-like structure is the two-phase pack-
ing region. On the other hand, ifF is lower thanFp , the two-
phase mixture is able to flow like a fluid. Based on experimental
observation, the effect of force convection in the main flow can
cause the dendritic structure in the mushy zone to break off@12#.
The broken dendrites advected by the main flow may behave like
dispersed particles suspending in the surrounding liquid. This re-
gion is referred to as the two-phase dispersed region.

To formulate the system of governing equations, a number of
assumptions are made:~i! Both the molten substance and the two-
phase dispersed regions behave as a Newtonian fluid.~ii! The flow
is steady and laminar. Note that this is a preferred operating con-
dition as the occurrence of transition to turbulent flow can cause a
sudden decrease in the freeze coat thickness@13#. ~iii! A boundary
layer flow may be assumed in the molten substance and the two-
phase dispersed regions.~iv! Physical properties of each phase are
constant. The properties of the mushy zone are a result of the
weighted average of the physical properties in each individual
phase, except for the viscosity which requires a supplemental
model.~v! Local thermodynamics equilibrium exists such that the
solid fraction can be evaluated directly from the equilibrium phase
diagram. ~vi! In the two-phase dispersed region, the dispersed
dendrites and the local liquid element travel at the same velocity.

As a result, there are no dispersion flux terms appearing in the
momentum and energy equation. A similar approach has been em-
ployed by Voller et al.@14#. ~vii! The constituent concentration in
the system remains the same during the freeze-coating process.
This is equivalent to assume that the effect of macrosegregation is
negligible, i.e., the local composition remains constant at the ini-
tial value. Note that for the freeze-coating process, the flow is
predominantly forced convection. The behavior is different than
that during alloy solidification under natural convection condi-
tions @15,16#. According to experimental observation, the higher
solute concentration rejected during solidification may be washed
away by the main flow in the freeze-coating process@12,17#. Nev-
ertheless, there could be appreciable relative velocities between
the liquid and the solid phases in the two-phase packing region as
well as in the two-phase dispersed region, which may result in
some macrosegregation@18,19#. The extent of macrosegregation,
however, would not be considered in the present study, as the
main focus here is the growth of the solidified layer and the be-
havior of the two-phase mushy zone during the freezing coating
process.

With the above assumptions the governing equations for each
individual region can be written along with the appropriate bound-
ary conditions as follows:
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the freeze coating system under
consideration

Fig. 2 Graphical representation of the two-phase packing re-
gion and the two-phase dispersed region
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In the above formulation, the subscripts ‘‘w’’ refers to the wall
region, ‘‘s’’ the freeze coat, ‘‘mp’’ the two-phase packing region,
‘‘ md ’’ the two-phase dispersed region, and ‘‘l’’ the molten sub-
stance region. The locationdp is an unknown quantity corre-
sponding to the packing limitFp . The local temperatureTp at
which F5Fp is the packing limit isotherm. The right-hand side of
Eqs. ~1!, ~3!, and ~5! represents the advection terms due to the
motion induced by the moving plate. The latent heat effect is
included in the last term on the right-hand side of Eq.~5! whereas
it is included in the last two terms on the right-hand side of Eq.
~9!. Since the two-phase packing region is forced to travel to-
gether with the plate and the freeze coat, the vertical velocity is
absent and the latent heat effect is restricted to the axial direction
only. In contrast, in the two-phase dispersed region, the entire
flow field brings about the two-dimensional latent heat effect.

The continuous boundary conditions at the interface between
each two adjacent regions result in a strong coupling of the equa-
tions governing the five distinct regions. To close the system of
equations, an expression for the solid fraction must be specified in
terms of the primary unknowns. Generally, the relation of the
solid fraction to the local temperature of a binary substance can be
graphically expressed by an equilibrium phase diagram. Follow-
ing the approach of Flemings@20#, the solidus and liquidus lines
in the equilibrium phase diagram are assumed linear as shown in
Fig. 3. Note that the equilibrium phase diagram of a binary sub-
stance can be categorized into many different regions based on the
solubility of the constituents. If the value of the constituent con-
centration is betweenCmin and Cmax, the binary substance be-
comes partially soluble resulting in the formation of a eutectic
structure during solidification. In the present study, the freeze-
coating process is restricted to the isomorphous region given by
the shaded regions in Fig. 3. An expression for the solid fraction
in the isomorphous region can be derived by employing the level
arm principle and the rule of similar triangle:

F5
T22Tm

~T22Tm!1k~Tm2T1!
, (15)

whereTm is the local temperature of the two-phase mixture, andk
is the equilibrium partition ratio defined as the ratio of the slope of
the liquidus line to that of the solidus line. From Eq.~15! it can be
seen that the solid fraction is unity at the solidus line. It starts to
decrease as the local temperature of the two-phase mushy zone is
increased. When the local temperature reaches the liquidus point,
the solid fraction becomes zero.

The properties of the two-phase packing and dispersed regions
~represented by the subscript ‘‘m’’ !, including the density, specific
heat and thermal conductivity, are calculated by taking an average
over the properties of the individual phases weighted by the local
solid fraction:
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r l
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In order to minimize the number of parameters, the density, spe-
cific heat and thermal conductivity of the freeze coat and the
molten substance are treated to be the same. As a result, these
properties, as well as the thermal diffusivity, of the two-phase
mushy zone are identical to those for the freeze coat and molten
substance.

The viscosity, on the other hand, of the two-phase dispersed
region is modeled as the viscosity of dispersions~assumption iv!.
An expression for the viscosity of dispersions was first presented
by Einstein in 1906@21#. Einstein analytically showed that for
dilute concentration of dispersed spherical particles, the intrinsic
viscosity had a value of 2.5. To include the effect of high concen-
tration and maximum packing limit, the viscosity of dispersions
can be written as follows:

mm5m l S 12
F

Fp
D 2@m#Fc

. (19)

In terms of the dynamics viscosity, the above expression becomes

vm5v l S 12
F

Fp
D 2@m#Fc

, (20)

Fig. 3 The simplified equilibrium phase diagram
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where @m# is the intrinsic viscosity and has a value equal to 2.5
according to Einstein’s theory. In the above expression,Fp repre-
sents the maximum packing limit of solid fraction. Equation~19!,
which has been experimentally verified by Krieger@10# and theo-
retically derived by Krieger and Daugherty@22#, is known as the
Krieger-Daugherty Equation. In general, the value ofFp may vary
from 0.5 to 0.75 depending on the structure of the two-phase
mixture @23#. The local temperatureTm5Tp at whichF5Fp can
be determined by Eq.~15!, and this temperature is called the pack-
ing limit isotherm. By using Eqs.~15! and ~20! the system of
equations for the two-phase dispersed region is mathematically
closed.

Mathematical Analysis
A similarity analysis is invoked to transform the system of

equations, i.e., Eqs.~1! to ~20!, to a set of ordinary differential
equations, which can then be conveniently solved by a numerical
technique. The following independent and dependent similarity
variables are introduced:
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In the above transformation,hp is the similarity variable at the
location where the solid fraction reaches the packing limit. The
solidus and liquidus line,d1 andd2 , respectively, and the dimen-
sionless packing limit isotherm are given by

d15s1Aasx

U0
(26a)
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U0
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Qp511
Tp2T1

T22T1
, (26c)

wheres1 ands2 are the solidus and liquidus constants. Note that
s1 ands2 are treated as primary unknowns in this problem. The
location of the packing limit can be defined in terms of the pack-
ing limit constantsp in a similar manner, i.e.,

dp5spAasx

U0
. (26d)

Onces1 ands2 are known,sp can be determined from Eqs.~23!
and ~26d! by settingy5sp at hmd5hmd . This gives

sp5~hp21!~s22s1!1s1 . (27)

By performing the similarity transformation, the system of equa-
tions can be transformed into the following similarity forms:
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1

R2
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„iii… Two-Phase Packing Region
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DQmp8 50 (32)
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R2Qs8 (33a)

hmp5hp :Qmp5Qp and Qmp8 5Qmd8 (33b)

„iv… Two-Phase Dispersed Region
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(34)
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s22s1
DQmd8 D50 (35)

hmd5hp : f md50, f md8 51, Qmd5Qp and Qmd8 5Qmp8
(36a)

hmd52: f md5
s2

s22s1
f l1S 12hp2
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f md9 5
s22s1
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(36b)
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s2
R3Q l8

„v… Molten Substance Region
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h l→`: f l850 and Q l53 (39b)

„vi… Supplemental Equation

F5
22Qmd

~22Qmd!1k~Qmd21!
(40a)

The supplemental equation can be used to determine the pack-
ing limit isotherm,Qp . At the location where the solid fraction
reaches the packing limit fraction, the packing limit isotherm is

Qp5
222Fp1kFp

12Fp1kFp
. (40b)

There are seven dimensionless parameters appearing in the above
system of similarity equations. These parameters are the freeze-
coat-to-wall thermal ratioR1 , the wall subcooling parameterR2 ,
the molten substance superheating parameterR3 , the Prandtl
number of the molten substance Pr, the Stefan number Ste, the
equilibrium partition ratiok, and the exponentb in Eq. ~34! that is
directly proportional to the packing limit fractionFp :

R15A ksrsCPs

kwrwCPw

, R25
T12To

T22T1
, R35

T`2T2

T22T1
(41)

Pr5
v l

a l
, Ste5

CPm
~T22T1!

DHm
, k5

m2

m1
and

b5@m#Fp52.5Fp .

Evidently, the freeze-coating process under consideration is con-
trolled by these seven dimensionless parameters.

Solution Methodology
A closed-form solution forQw and Qs can be obtained from

Eqs. ~28! and ~30! by direct integration using the appropriate
boundary conditions~Eqs. ~29a–29b! and ~31a–31b! respec-
tively!. This gives

Qw5
R1

R11erf~s1/2! F11erfS hw

2 D G (42)

Qs5

R11erfS s1hs

2 D
R11erf~s1/2!

. (43)

The dimensionless temperature at the interface between the wall
and the freeze-coat region, i.e., athw5hs50, is given by

Qw~0!5Qs~0!5
R1

R11erf~s1/2!
. (44)

The first derivative ofQs evaluating aths51 can be determined
from Eq. ~43! as

Qs8~1!5
s1

Ap
F exp~2s1

2/4!

R11erf~s1/2!
G . (45)

Applying the above equation to the flux condition~Eq. ~31b!!
yields

Qmd8 ~1!5
~s22s1!R2

Ap
F exp~2s1

2/4!

R11erf~s1/2!
G . (46)

For a given set of parameters, equations~32), (34), (35!,~37!,
and~38! with the appropriate boundary conditions can be numeri-
cally solved by using the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method. To avoid the singularity point athmd5hp , the Taylor’s
series expansion is applied to the momentum equation for the
two-phase dispersed region, Eq.~34!. In so doing, the initial con-
dition is set athp1Dhmd instead ofhp , whereDhmd is a small
increment ofhmd . In order to solve the remaining equations, the
values ofs1 , s2 , and f md9 (hp1Dhmd) are first estimated. There-
after the value ofhp can be obtained by numerically solving the
heat conduction equation in the two-phase packing region using
Eq. ~46! as an initial condition. Oncehp is known, the momentum
and energy equations for the two-phase dispersed and molten sub-
stance regions can be solved. The Secant iterative procedure is
applied until the estimated values ofs1 , s2 , and f md9 (hp
1Dhmd) match the boundary conditions given by Eqs.~36b!and
~39b!, i.e.,Qmd(2)52, Q l(`)53 and f l8(`)50. The solution is
shown to converge under the prescribed tolerance of 1025.

Grid independency is also examined by setting the standard
grid size atDhmp5Dhmd50.01 andDh l50.02 where the refer-
ence case (R151, R2510, R351, Pr51, Ste50.1,k50.3, Fp
50.6, b51.5) is chosen to test the algorithm. With the grid size
being increased by two and four times, the relative errors of the
calculated values ofs1 ands2 are less than 0.1 percent and 0.3
percent, respectively. On the other hand, as the grid size is de-
creased to one half of the standard grid size, the relative error is
found to be less than 0.03 percent. This numerical accuracy is
considered satisfactory for predicting the behavior of the freeze-
coating process.

Results and Discussion
Numerical calculations have been made to determine the depen-

dence of the solidus, packing limit and liquidus constants (s1 ,
sp , ands2) on the controlling parameters. These three solidifi-
cation constants characterize the behavior of the two-phase mushy
zone. In practice, the wall subcooling parameter and the molten
substance superheating parameter can be controlled by adjusting
the inlet wall temperature and the ambient bath temperature, re-
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spectively. On the other hand, the freeze-coat-to-wall thermal ra-
tio, the Prandtl number, the Stefan number, the equilibrium parti-
tion ratio, and the packing limit fraction depend upon selection of
the binary substance and wall material.

In this study, selected cases with various sets of values of the
controlling parameters have been studied. Typical numerical re-
sults are depicted in Figs. 4 to 8. These results are obtained by
varying the controlling parameters from the reference case. As
expected, the liquidus constant is always greater than the solidus
constant as the liquidus temperature,T2 , is higher than the solidus
temperature,T1 . On the other hand, the packing limit constant
lies between the values of the solidus and liquidus constants.

Figure 4 depicts the variations of the solidus, packing limit and
liquidus constants with the freeze-coat-to-wall thermal ratioR1

for different Stefan numbers. For a given Stefan number,s1 , sp ,
ands2 decrease with increasingR1 . As the thermal conductivity
and the heat capacity of the wall compared to those of the freeze
coat become smaller, the cooling capacity of the wall is reduced,
resulting in a slower freeze-coating process. Note that as the value
of R1 approaches zero, corresponding to an infinite heat capacity
of the wall,s1 , sp , ands2 asymptotically approach to constant
values. On the other hand, for a givenR1 , increasing the Stefan
number causess1 , sp , ands2 to increase. Under the same cool-
ing conditions, a thicker freeze coat is expected for a material with
a larger Stefan number.

The variations of the solidus, packing limit and liquidus con-
stants with the wall subcooling parameter for different freezecoat-
to-wall thermal ratios are illustrated in Fig. 5. For a given thermal
ratio, s1 , sp , ands2 increase with increasingR2 . Physically, an
increase inR2 corresponds to a higher value of the degree of
subcooling, leading to a thicker freeze coat. On the other hand, for
a given subcooling parameter,s1 , sp , ands2 increase asR1 is
decreased. ForR1 less than 0.01, the three solidification constants
tend to approach their asymptotic values corresponding to those
for an isothermal wall.

Figure 6 depicts the variation of the solidus, packing limit and
liquidus constants with wall subcooling parameter for different
Stefan numbers. In this firgure,R1 is set equal to zero, corre-
sponding to an isothermal wall. For a given Stefan number,s1 ,
sp , ands2 increase withR2 , similar to the behavior shown in
Fig. 5. Note that the values ofs1 , sp , ands2 for an isothermal
wall with infinite heat capacity represent the upper limits for the
three solidification constants. For a givenR2 , s1 , sp , and s2

increase with increasing Stefan number. Comparison of Figs. 4
and 6 indicates thats1 , sp , and s2 are more sensitive to the
change in the values ofR2 than that ofR1 .

The variations of the solidus, packing limit and liquidus con-
stants with the molten substance superheating parameters for dif-
ferent Prandtl numbers are illustrated in Fig. 7. For a given
Prandtl number,s1 , sp , and s2 decrease with increasingR3 .
This is expected as more heat is convected from the liquid as the
superheating parameter is increased, resulting in a slower freeze-
coating process. Note that boths1 and sp vary with R3 in a
manner which are quite different than that ofs2 . As R3 becomes
smaller, boths1 andsp asymptotically approach to constant val-
ues whereass2 continues to increase. For a givenR3 , s1 , sp ,
ands2 increase as the Prandtl number is decreased. It is known
that the convective heat transfer coefficient decreases with a de-
crease in the Prandtl number. Thus at a smaller value of the
Prandtl number, the rate of heat convected from the liquid is re-
duced, resulting in a thicker freeze coat layer. Note that for
Pr>10, there is virtually no effect of the Prandtl number ons1 ,
sp , ands2 .

Figure 8 depicts the variation of the solidus, packing limit and

liquidus constants with the molten substance superheating param-
eter for different Stefan numbers for the case of a large Prandtl
number fluid, i.e., Pr5100. For a given Stefan number,s1 , sp ,
ands2 vary with R3 in the same manner as those shown in Fig. 7.
The asymptotic behavior ofs1 andsp asR3 approaches zero is

Fig. 4 Variations of the solidus, packing limit and liquidus
constants with the freeze-coat-to-wall thermal ratio and the Ste-
fan number „R2Ä10, R3Ä1, PrÄ1, kÄ0.3, and FpÄ0.6…
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observed for all Stefan numbers, but the same behavior is not
observed fors2 . Note that for Stefan number smaller than 0.02,
s1 andsp appear to be quite insensitive to the change ofR3 . This
trend, however, is not true for the liquidus constants2 . Compari-
son of Figs. 6 and 8 shows thats1 , sp , ands2 are more sensitive

to the change in the values ofR2 than that ofR3 .
The effects of the equilibrium partition ratiok and the packing

limit fraction Fp are presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. As
the value ofk is increased from 0.1 to 0.5,s1 increases by less
than 4 percent whereass2 increases by almost 15 percent. On the

Fig. 5 Variations of the solidus, packing limit and liquidus
constants with the wall subcooling parameter and the freeze-
coat-to-wall thermal ratio „R3Ä1, PrÄ1, SteÄ0.1, kÄ0.3, and
FpÄ0.6…

Fig. 6 Variations of the solidus, packing limit and liquidus
constants with the wall subcooling parameter and the Stefan
number for an isothermal wall „R1Ä0, R3Ä1, PrÄ1, kÄ0.3 and
FpÄ0.6…
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other hand,sp decreases by nearly 9 percent. Note from Eq. 40b
that for a givenFp , the packing limit isotherm,Qp , decreases as
k is increased, thus resulting in a smaller value ofsp . The solidus
and liquidus constants are weak functions of the packing limit
fraction, as shown in Table 2. As the value ofFp is increased from

0.5 to 0.75,s1 ands2 increase by less than 0.1 percent. In con-
trast, the value ofsp decreases by almost 12 percent over the
same range ofFp . The sensitivity ofsp on Fp is due to the fact
that the packing limit isotherm depends directly on the packing
limit fraction, as given by Eq.~40b!.

Fig. 7 Variations of the solidus, packing limit and liquidus
constants with the molten substance superheating parameter
and the Prandtl number „R1Ä1, R2Ä10, SteÄ0.1, kÄ0.3, and
FpÄ0.6…

Fig. 8 Variations of the solidus, packing limit and liquidus
constants with the molten substance superheating parameter
and the Stefan number for the high Prandlt number case „R1
Ä1, R2Ä10, PrÄ100, kÄ0.3, and FpÄ0.6…
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Conclusions
A theoretical study of the process of freeze coating of a binary

substance on a chilled moving plate has been preformed. Based on
the results of this study, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1 The behavior of the two-phase mushy zone can be character-
ized by the solidus constant, the packing limit constant, and the
liquidus constant. These three solidification constants, which rep-
resent the major unknowns of the problem, are functions of seven
dimensionless parameters of the freeze-coating system. These pa-
rameters are the freeze-coat-to-wall thermal ratio, the wall sub-
cooling parameter, the molten substance superheating parameter,
the Prandtl number, the Stefan number, the equilibrium partition
ratio, and the packing limit fraction.

2 As the Stefan number or the wall subcooling parameter is
increased, the solidus constant, the packing limit constant, and the
liquidus constant increase. On the other hand, the three solidifica-
tion constants decrease as either the freeze-coat-to-wall thermal
ratio, the molten substance superheating parameter, or the Prandtl
number is increased. At a sufficiently large Prandtl number~i.e.,
Pr>10!, however, the three solidification constants appear to be
independent of the Prandtl number. For small Stefan numbers~Ste
,0.02!, the solidus constant and the packing limit constant are not
sensitive to the variation of the molten substance superheating
parameter.

3 For given values of the Prandtl number and Stefan number,
the three solidification constants appear to be more sensitive to the
variation in the wall subcooling parameter than to the variations in
the freeze-coat-to-wall thermal ratio and the molten substance su-
perheating parameter.

4 The three solidification constants approach asymptotically to
constant values as the freeze-coat-to-wall thermal ratioR1 ap-
proaches zero, corresponding to the case of an isothermal plate.
Similarly, as the molten substance superheating parameterR3 ap-
proaches zero, corresponding to the case of a saturated liquid, the
solidus constant and the packing limit constant approach asymp-
totically to constant values. However, the liquidus constant con-
tinues to increase with decreasing value of the superheating pa-

rameter. Note that the maximum rate of freeze coating is obtained
for the case of an isothermal plate (R150) moving through a
saturated binary substance (R350).

5 Both the value of the packing limit constant and the liquidus
constant change appreciably as the equilibrium partition ratio is
varied from 0.1 to 0.5, which covers the range anticipated for
most binary substances. On the other hand, the value of the soli-
dus constant varies only slightly over this range. The packing limit
constant tends to decrease as the packing limit fraction is in-
creased. On the contrary, over the range considered in this study,
both the solidus constant and liquidus constant appear to be in-
sensitive to the variation of the packing limit fraction.
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Measurement of Interstitial
Convective Heat Transfer
and Frictional Drag for Flow
Across Metal Foams
Convective heat transfer and friction drag in a duct inserted with aluminum foams have
been studied experimentally. The combined effects of foam porosity («50.7, 0.8, and 0.95)
and flow Reynolds number (1900<Re<7800) are examined. Frictional drags for flow
across the aluminum foam are measured by pressure taps, while interstitial heat transfer
coefficients in the aluminum foam are determined using a transient single-blow technique
with a thermal non-equilibrium two-equation model. Solid material temperature distribu-
tion is further measured for double check of the heat transfer results. To understand the
frictional drag mechanisms, smoke-wire flow visualization is conducted in the aluminum-
foam ducts. Results show that both the friction factor and the volumetric heat transfer
coefficient increase with decreasing the foam porosity at a fixed Reynolds number. In
addition, the aluminum foam of«50.8 has the best thermal performance under the same
pumping power constraint among the three aluminum foams investigated. Finally, empiri-
cal correlations for pore Nusselt number are developed in terms of pore Reynolds number
under various foam porosities.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1416690#

Keywords: Convection, Heat Transfer, Inverse, Non-Equilibrium, Porous Media

Introduction
Porous media have been widely used in industrial applications

such as electronic cooling, thermal energy absorber, geothermal
system and many others. They can be in the form of packed beds,
sintered materials, or foam materials. In the past, a large amount
of research works for packed beds and sintered materials has been
done @1–10#, and extensive data and empirical correlations for
convective heat transfer coefficient and friction factor are avail-
able now, which cover a large range of particle diameters, Rey-
nolds numbers and fluids. The heat transfer and friction in porous
foam materials, however, has not been studied to the same extent
as that of pack beds and sintered materials@11–14#. Thus, the
related data and correlations are relatively sparse. It is inappropri-
ate to use the data or correlations of packed beds and sintered
materials to predict the convective heat transfer inside foam ma-
terials because their internal structures are quite different@13#. In
addition, the porosity of foam materials~«.0.7! is much larger
than the porosity of the packed beds or sintered materials~«
,0.476! @15#. Therefore, substantial data about the fluid flow and
heat transfer characteristics inside foam materials are required to
develop and optimize the design of such advanced devices.

Two kinds of heat transfer coefficients are often employed to
depict heat transfer characteristics in porous media for their own
application purpose, i.e., wall heat transfer coefficient and inter-
stitial heat transfer coefficient. The first one always illustrates the
global extent of heat transfer augmentation from the wall surface
where the porous medium attaches. These surface heat transfer
data are useful in the design of heat sinks such as electronics
cooling @8,10,11,16#. The second one describes the heat exchange
between the fluid stream and the solid matrix of the porous me-
dium. Technologic applications of these data include thermal en-
ergy absorbers, advanced burners or incinerators, compact heat
exchangers, etc.@7,12,13,17#. The present paper focuses on the

interstitial heat transfer characteristics of the aluminum foams.
Several relevant studies related to the interstitial heat transfer
characteristics in porous media are briefly reviewed below.
Golombok et al.@17# employed the heat regenerator technique to
measure the heat transfer coefficient between the flowing gas and
the metal fiber of a burner. The porosity of the porous fibrous
material was fixed at«50.8. Results showed that the heat transfer
coefficient for laminar flows increased rapidly with increasing gas
flow. Vafai and Sozen@6# analyzed the thermal-fluid characteris-
tics for flow through a packed bed of spherical particles of a fixed
porosity«50.39. They used the fluid-to-solid heat transfer coeffi-
cients from an empirical correlation established by Gamson et al.
@18#. Results showed that the local thermal equilibrium condition
was very sensitive to the particle Reynolds number and the Darcy
number. Younis and Viskanta@12# utilized a single-blow method
to determine the volumetric heat transfer coefficients between the
air stream and ceramic foam under a small range of the porosity
~0.83<«<0.87!. It was found that the volumetric heat transfer
coefficients were significantly different from previous data for
packed beds and sintered metals. Ichimiya@13# evaluated the con-
vective heat transfer between the fluid and the solid material of an
aluminum-ceramic foam~«50.87! by comparing the measured
and predicted Nusselt number on the heated wall of a porous
channel. In his prediction, the analysis was performed under the
assumption that porous media was constructed by small spherical
particles.

It is evident that the above studies related to the interstitial heat
transfer in porous media were performed under a fixed porosity or
a small range of porosity. Strictly speaking, the results concerning
the effect of porosity on the interstitial heat transfer and friction of
metal foam have not been reported yet. Therefore, the objective of
this paper is to investigate the combined effects of porosity~«
50.7, 0.8 and 0.95! of the aluminum foam and the flow Reynolds
number~1900<Re<7800!on interstitial heat transfer and friction
characteristics in an aluminum-foam channel. Several issues are
discussed in the present paper. First, experiments are conducted to
examine the effect of porosity on the pressure-drop for flow across
the aluminum foam, which has not been studied before. To quali-
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tatively understand the frictional drag mechanism in the channel
inserted with different-porosity aluminum foams, flow visualiza-
tion using a smoke-wire technique is undertaken. Then, the volu-
metric heat transfer coefficient between the gas and the aluminum
foam is obtained by using a transient single-blow technique. It is
hard to directly measure the interstitial heat transfer coefficient of
the porous medium because of the difficulty in the measurement
of the temperature difference between the gas and solid phases.
Therefore, an inverse method of transient single-blow technique is
used to determine the convective heat transfer coefficients be-
tween the fluid and solid phases of the aluminum foams. Subse-
quently, by quoting the friction and heat transfer data, a compari-
son of the thermal performance among the three aluminum foams
is made under two constraints, i.e., constant pumping power and
constant though flow rate. Finally, empirical correlations for pore
Nusselt numbers are developed in terms of pore Reynolds number
for the different-porosity aluminum foam, which may be helpful
in the design of related devices such as compact heat exchanger
and thermal energy absorber. In addition, the interstitial heat trans-
fer and friction data presented can provide a reference of
computational-fluid-dynamic-based studies relating the heat trans-
fer in the foam materials.

Experimental Program

Apparatus. An experimental setup for the measurement of
interstitial heat transfer characteristic in the aluminum foam is
shown in Fig. 1. It consists of an airflow circuit, the test section,
and instruments. Air from a 2 hp compressor first enters into a
surge tank for the supply of airflow in the circuit. The compressed
air released from the surge tank passes through two filters and a
refrigeration dehydrator to remove oil, water and particulate ma-
terial. It then flows into a settling chamber to reduce the possible
noise and to attain a uniform axial velocity profile. Before enter-
ing the test section, airflow is heated by passing through a spe-
cially designed plate heater, which is formed by 30-mm thick
stainless steel foil wound around in a bakelite frame. The hot air
then traverses the aluminum-foam test section, and finally exits
from the test section to the outside of the building via an exhaust
system. A digital flow meter is situated at the downstream of the
test section to measure the volumetric flow rate through the test
section. The test channel as shown in Fig. 2 made of Plexiglas®
plates has a rectangular cross section of 60325.4 mm2. The alu-
minum foam of size 60325.4360 mm3 is cut in the way that the
sides are flush with the channel walls for a good contact. The
aluminum foam is fitted into the channel, and subsequently the
entire test section is bolted tightly from outside. Two pressure taps
located at the inlet and the outlet of the test section measure the

static pressure differences across the test sample. They are con-
nected to a micro-differential transmitter to display the pressure
signals. At both the upstream and the downstream of the test sec-
tion, five thermocouple rakes~each with three beads! are used to
measure the averaged airflow temperature. The transient responses
of temperature signals are transferred and subsequently recorded
by a real-time hybrid recorder~YOKOGAWA DA100! with a
sample rate of 2 Hz. Since it is difficult to measure directly the
solid-phase temperature of the porous matrix, twelve segments of
copper plate of size 603632 mm3 are fixed on the bottom surface
of the foam metal for the measurement of wall temperature~Fig.
2!, which represents the solid-phase temperature of the porous
matrix at the corresponding axial station. Using high-conductive
epoxy at each interface between the aluminum fiber and copper
plate minimizes the contact resistance. In addition, the copper
segments are spaced by wood strips to minimize axial conduction
between them. Twelve copper-constantan thermocouples are dis-
tributed along the span-center of each segment, and their junction
beads are carefully embedded into the copper segments. In addi-
tion, to check the spanwise distribution of the wall temperature,
the lateral wall temperature of the first, sixth, and twelfth seg-
ments are measured by three thermocouples located at 20 mm
away from the span-center of the segment. Results show that the
wall temperature difference between the span-center and lateral
thermocouples is less than 0.2°C. To ensure that the wall tempera-
ture measured above can represent the corresponding solid-phase
temperature in the porous matrix, an additional measurement of
solid-phase temperature at the real face (x5L) of the foam ma-
terial are conducted by infrared thermography. The infrared cam-
era is focused on the exit plane of the porous medium from the
channel outlet to view the solid-phase temperature distribution.
Results show that the solid-phase temperature distribution is
rather uniform, and the averaged solid-phase temperature compare
well with the wall temperature with maximum deviation less than
2°C.

Porous Medium. Figure 3 is a photo showing the structure of
aluminum foam ~Duocel®, ERG Inc.! investigated, which is
manufactured by directional solidification of metal from a super-
heated liquid state in an environment of overpressure and high
vacuum. It has a reticulated structure of open, duodecahedronal-
shaped cells connected by continuous, solid metal ligaments. The
matrix of cells and ligaments is completely repeatable, regular,
and uniform throughout the entirety of the material. The solid
ligaments are made of aluminum alloy 6101-T6 that has a thermal
conductivity of 218 W/m-K. Table 1 summarizes the properties of
the three samples of the aluminum foams that are used in the
experimental study. The effective thermal conductivity of the po-Fig. 1 Sketch of the experimental setup

Fig. 2 Schematic drawing of the test section
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rous matrix is expressed by a function of geometry and solid
conductivity, i.e.,ks* 5(12«)ks . The volume-based porosity~«!
provided by the manufacturer is determined using the weight of
the sample with the density of the aluminum. It is rechecked by
determining the void-to-total volume ratio of the sample, in which
the sample total volume is measured by its geometry and the pore
volume is determined by filling water inside the sample. It should
be noted that, due to the manufacturing limitation, the aluminum
foam produced by ERG has a small range of porosity about
0.88<«<0.97. In this study, the low-porosity samples of«50.7
and 0.8 are obtained by slowly compressing the aluminum foam
of «50.95 ~pore density 10 PPI! with identical compression ratio
in all directions@19,20#. Measurements of pressure drop/thermal
conductivity by rotating the porous matrix relative to flow/
temperature gradient direction indicate that the matrix is
hydraulically/thermally isotropic. In addition, visual inspections
do not reveal any non-uniformity in the structure of matrix. As for
the permeability and inertia coefficient of the three aluminum
foams, they are determined by the fully developed pressure-drop
across the porous sample together with the mean velocity in the
porous channel under an isothermal condition. A rearranged ver-
sion of modified Darcy equation@11# expresses the relationship
between these two constants.
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Figure 4 shows the relationship between (DP/L)/(mu) and
r fu/m for three different porosities investigated. The straight lines
are curve-fit results of these measured data with standard devia-
tion less than 11 percent. The permeabilityK and inertial coeffi-
cient F are determined from the intercept together with the slope
of the line @11#. According to the estimation method of Antohe
et al.@19#, the uncertainties ofK andF are less than 6 percent and
9 percent, respectively. Note that the length of the present porous
matrix should be long enough such that the value ofDP/L can
well represent the fully developed pressure gradientdP/dx in Eq.
~1!. To this end, experiments of longer porous matrices ofL
590 mm and 120 mm, are conducted to check the entrance and
exit effects on the pressure gradient. Results show that in the
range of flow velocity investigated the value ofDP/L for L

560 mm is about 5.6 percent and 5.3 percent higher than those of
L590 mm and 120 mm, respectively, which represents the typical
entrance and exit effects of the present porous matrix.

Theoretical Simulation
Heat transfer in a porous channel involves a complex thermal

transport mechanism between the air and surface of solid matrix.
It is difficult to find the exact solutions for the flow and tempera-
ture fields. The transient single-blow technique utilized in the
present study offers a hot fluid to heat up the porous medium. The
physical configuration considered is a rectangular channel filled
with the aluminum foam. High temperature airflow passes through
and transports energy to the porous medium. The heat transfer
characteristic of the porous medium can be evaluated by the
transient response of the outlet air temperature, and double re-
checked by the wall temperature distribution. To establish a math-
ematical model, the following assumptions and simplifications are
employed.

1 The inlet fluid temperature is uniform. Temperature varia-
tions of the solid and fluid in the porous channel depend only
on the position along the flow direction and time; therefore, it
is a one-dimensional transient problem.

2 The medium is isotropic and has a uniform porosity.
3 The fluid flow is steady and incompressible; its thermal

physical properties are constant.
4 There is no local thermal equilibrium between air and solid.
5 The fluid velocity in the porous channel is uniform.

The governing equations are developed by application of the local
volume-average technique. This averaging process may obscure
local pore phenomena that contribute to the global transport. En-
ergy equations for the solid and fluid phases are as follows:

Fig. 3 Photograph of the aluminum foam matrix

Table 1 Physical properties of the aluminum foam

Fig. 4 Relation between „DPÕL …Õ„mu … and r fu Õm
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In Eq. ~2! z1 is a constant to modify the time delay due to heat
capacity and heat loss of the copper plate on the porous medium.
kf* and ks* are the equivalent conductivity of the solid and fluid
phases, respectively, and are represented as«kf and (12«)ks .
Moreover, kt* is the transverse thermal dispersion conductivity
due the fluctuating tortuous air motion in the solid matrix. Accord-
ing to the simple model reported by Hunt and Tien@11#, the dis-
persion conductivity is expressed askt* 50.025(rcp) fAKU.

The appropriate initial and boundary conditions are
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z2 is another constant to modify the inlet boundary condition due
to the heat transfer enhancement by the random structure of the
porous medium. These weighting factors could be determined by
trial and error via comparing the measured and predicted wall
temperature distributions. Table 2 summarizes the values ofz1
and z2 selected for different flow and parameters in the present
study.Ti is the inlet air temperature and is determined from the
measurement. By introducing the following variables:
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the governing equations can be nondimensionalized as:
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The dimensionless forms of the initial and boundary conditions
are as follows:

us~0,X!5u f~0,X!50 (11)
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Using a guessed value of volumetric heat transfer coefficient (hv)
together with the prescribed values of geometric properties, physi-
cal properties, measured inlet air temperatures, a volumetric flow
rate, and proper choices of empirical constants ofz1 andz2 , the
solid and fluid phase temperatures, i.e.,us andu f , can be solved
from Eqs.~9! and~10!. Then, the value ofhv is modified until the
accuracy between predicted and measured exit air temperatures is
satisfactory ~typically with deviation less than 1.031023).
The flowchart of the transient single-blow technique is showed in
Fig. 5.

The methodology used to solve the above equations associated
with the boundary and initial conditions is based on the control
volume, finite-difference technique@21#. The transient finite-
difference form of the energy equations is solved explicitly by a
line-by-line iterative method. Stepping forward in time and retain-
ing a converged solution at each time step handle the time depen-
dence. The sensitivity studies of node number and time increment
are performed to check the stability and accuracy of the numerical
scheme. Five sets of node numbers, i.e., 40, 60, 100, 150, and 200,
are tested to ensure that the results of the present study are grid
independent. A comparison ofu f between 100 nodes and 150
nodes reveals accuracy up to three significant figures, suggesting
that 100 nodes (DX50.01) are sufficient to obtain grid indepen-
dent results. In addition, the effect of time step on the results is
examined by testing several time steps ofDt50.05, 0.1, 0.2, and
0.5. The results indicate that there is no significant difference be-

Table 2 Coefficients under various flow parameters
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tween the results using time increments of 0.05 and 0.1. Hence,
the entire calculations are carried out withDX50.01 and
Dt 50.05.

Data Analysis and Uncertainty

Friction Factors. The friction factor of the present foam
channel is calculated from the pressure drop across the test chan-
nel and the bulk velocity of the air and expressed as

Cf522DP/~r f•U2!. (16)

Note that based on the heating level of this study, it is experimen-
tally determined that the friction factor with heating is only about
2 percent higher than that without heating. Therefore, for time
saving, the friction factor is based on the isothermal conditions
without the tedious heating process. The individual uncertainties
for DP and U are 5.5 percent and 3.0 percent, respectively. The
maximum uncertainty ofCf is estimated to be less than 7.3 per-
cent for Reynolds number greater than 1900 by the uncertainty
estimation method of Kline and McClintock@22#.

Interstitial Heat Transfer Coefficient. The errors of heat
transfer coefficient are produced mainly due to the deviation of
temperature measurement and the root-mean-square of the differ-
ence between the values of experiment and computation. The un-
certainty in temperature measurement is about 3.3 percent. The
maximum uncertainty in the root-mean-square of the temperature
difference is less 14.0 percent. The combination of root-sum-
square is employed to calculate the overall uncertainty of the
volumetric heat transfer coefficient. As a result, the overall uncer-
tainty of hv is 14.0 percent.

Results and Discussion

Friction Factor. The effect of the Reynolds number~Re! on
the friction factor (Cf) for the flow across the channel inserted
with the aluminum foam is shown in Fig. 6. Three aluminum
foams of different porosities are tested, i.e.,«50.7, 0.8, and 0.95.
The data points are the exact experiment and the lines passing
through these points are least-square results. It is seen that the
friction factor decreases with increasing Reynolds number for all
porosities investigated. The aluminum foam of higher porosity has
a lower friction factor due to the less channel blockage together
with a smaller surface drag. To qualitatively understand the drag
of flow across different-porosity foams, a comparison of the flow
patterns around different-porosity aluminum foams is shown in
Fig. 7, which is measured by a smoke-wire technique@23#. The

smoke wire is placed vertically along the duct center on the axial
station ahead of aluminum foam. Instead of the thick sample~60
mm! employed in the heat transfer experiment, a slender alumi-
num foam~10 mm! is used herein for easier permeable. The air-
flow is from left to right. Figure 6~a! shows the flow over a
smooth plane channel without porous medium and serves as a
reference. Figures 6~b! and~c! are the results of«50.7 and 0.95,
respectively. For«50.7, it is seen that some smokes stay in front
of the aluminum foam, meaning that the flow cannot easily pen-
etrate the aluminum foam due to a large blockage. In contrast, the
flow for «50.95 seems to pass smoothly through the aluminum
foam. The above flow-structure comparison has reasonably illus-
trated the effect of porosity on the friction factor showing in Fig.
6. Another interesting observation by comparing Figs. 7~b! and~c!
is that the flow structures behind the aluminum foam are different.
A large amount of eddies is clearly observed behind the rear face
of the aluminum foam for«50.7 and, however, the flow after the

Fig. 5 Flow chart of the transient single-blow technique

Fig. 6 Friction factor in the aluminum foam channel

Fig. 7 Comparison of flow structure around the aluminum
foams of different porosities
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high-porosity aluminum foam~«50.95! is relatively laminar.
Therefore, we may extrapolate this fact to that the flow inside the
foam material of«50.7 would be more turbulent than that of
«50.95, which largely affects the heat transfer characteristics in-
side the porous medium and will be shown later. The data pre-
sented in Fig. 5 could be correlated as the following equations:

Cf5a1 Rea2, (17)

where the coefficientsa1 and a2 for various foam porosities are
listed in Table 3. The maximum deviation between the equation
above and the experimental data is only 5.5 percent.

Heat Transfer Characteristics. Typical examples of the his-
tories of inlet and outlet air temperatures during the present ex-
periment for the single-blow technique are shown in Fig. 8 under
various« and Re. The solid circles in each figure are the measured
inlet air temperatures, while the solid lines passing through these
circles are the curve-fitted results~by the 5th order polynomials!
that serve as the inlet condition to the present theoretic model
equations. The solid triangles are the measured outlet air tempera-
tures, while the dashed lines are the calculating results from the
present theoretic model using the volumetric heat transfer coeffi-
cient listed in each figure. In general, the theoretically simulated
outlet air temperatures are in good agreement with the experimen-
tal ones, indicating the appropriate volumetric heat transfer coef-
ficient selected in each case. It should be noted that in all tests the
heat dissipated from the electric heater is controlled to be constant
by adjusting the current through the resistance of the heater. Al-
though the range of abscissa~time! displayed in each figure may
be different, the histories of the inlet air temperatures under the
same mass flow rate~Re! are essentially the same. As shown in
Figs. 8~a!–~c! for Re51900, with the same history of the inlet air
temperature, the smaller the foam porosity is, the slower is the
incremental rate of the outlet air temperature. For example, at time
step oft 5100, the outlet air temperatures areuo50.027, 0.016,
and 0.008, respectively, for«50.95, 0.08, and 0.7. This means
that the aluminum foam of a small porosity has a large heat ca-
pacity that reduces the incremental rate of the outlet air tempera-
ture. There is a significant heat exchange between the air and solid
matrix for the small-porosity aluminum foam. Attention is now
turned to the effect of the Reynolds number showed in Fig. 8~c!,
in which the difference between the inlet and outlet air tempera-
tures is roughly the same for Re51900 and 6100. It has clearly
showed that the higher Reynolds number~Re56100! requires
more time to reach the same temperature difference than the lower
Reynolds number~Re51900!. This is because a higher Reynolds
number has a higher heat transfer coefficient inside the porous
medium that removes more heat from the air to the porous me-
dium, and thus requires more time to increase the difference of the
inlet and outlet air temperatures. Figure 9 presents the temperature
distribution of the solid material~the aluminum foam! along the
streamwise direction. It is found that the theoretic curves agree
fairly well with the experimental data. This confirms again the
correctness of the predicted heat transfer coefficient.

There is a broad variety of constraints that may be utilized in
evaluating the thermal performance of the channel with porous
medium@24,25#. In this paper, thermal performance comparisons
among the three aluminum-foam channels are made for two sets
of constraints that are widely employed, namely, the same through
flow rate and the same pumping power. The comparison of heat

transfer coefficients for the same airflow rate constraint is made in
Fig. 10, which shows the Nusselt number as a function of the
Reynolds number for three different aluminum foams. The corre-
sponding volumetric heat transfer coefficient (hv) is also plotted
on the right-hand side of ordinate of this figure. As shown in Fig.
10, the Nusselt number increases with increasing the Reynolds
number. For a fixed Reynolds number, the heat transfer coefficient
increases with decreasing the porosity due to an increase in local
fluid velocity and, partly, the enhancement of turbulent transport
inside the foam~Fig. 7!. Attention is now turned to the same
pumping power constraint. The pumping power required to drive
a fixed volumetric flow rate (V̇) in the foam duct can be written as
DP•V̇. As shown in Fig. 6, the pressure drop is higher for the
foam channel of a lower porosity. Therefore, the use of low-
porosity foam instead of high-porosity foam should reduce the
through flow rate to keep the fluid pumping power constant in a
porous channel, which lead to a reduction in the heat transfer
coefficient. To implement this case, Fig. 11 shows the Nusselt
number as a function of the nondimensional pumping powerCf

•Re3. From this figure, it is seen that the volumetric heat transfer
coefficient increases with increasing the nondimensional pumping
power for all aluminum-foam channels. Further inspection of this
figure reveals that the aluminum-foam channel of«50.8 has the
best thermal performance among the three aluminum-foam chan-
nels. This is because the aluminum-foam channel for«50.8 is
accompanied by a moderate pressure-drop~Fig. 6!and produces a
sufficiently high heat transfer, and thus yields the highest thermal
performance.

Comparison With Previous Results. A comparison of the
present and previous interstitial heat transfer results is made in
Fig. 12. The volumetric heat transfer coefficient is expressed in
dimensionless form in terms of the pore Nusselt number (Nud),
which is plotted against the pore Reynolds number (Red) in Fig.
12. In general, the mean pore diameter appears to be a reasonable
choice for the characteristic length in defining the Nusselt number
and Reynolds number in the foam materials@12#. In this figure,
the present data are presented by open symbols, and the straight
lines passing through these symbols are least-square fits, and can
be expressed as

Nud5b1 Red
b2. (18)

The coefficientsb1 and b2 for various porosities and the maxi-
mum deviation between the equation above and the experimental
data are listed in Table 4. Note that the data of pore Nusselt
numbers for«50.7 and 0.8 gather closely, and can be further
correlated as a single equation with a reasonable deviation. As for
the previous interstitial heat transfer results, the data band repre-
sents the results obtained from ceramic foams of 0.83%«%0.87 by
using a single-blow technique@12#, which consists of three corre-
lations for various pore diametersd50.76, 0.94 and 1.52 mm.
The Reynolds-number dependence (Red

n) for these correlations
ranges fromn50.7 to 0.96. In addition, The dashed line is the
volumetric heat transfer coefficient inside a ceramic-aluminum
foam for «50.87, which is obtained by comparing the measured
and predicted Nusselt number on the heated wall of a porous
channel@13#. A light irregularity of the curve at Red520 is be-
cause of the inconsistency of results obtained ford52.0 and 4.2
mm at the same Reynolds number. Furthermore, the centerline is

Table 3 Coefficients of friction factor correlations of the porous channel
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an empirical correlation compiled from transient and steady state
data of packed spherical particles. This correlation is unique and
covers a broad range of porosity and Reynolds number@25#.

It is seen from this figure that the Reynolds-number dependence
(Red

n) of the present data (n50.6– 0.83) is largely similar to that

of Younis and Viskanta@12#. Quantitatively, the present data for
«50.7 and 0.8 can extrapolate well to those in low pore Reynolds
numbers obtained by Ichimiya@13# but are slightly lower than
those of Younis and Viskanta@12#. This discrepancy in heat trans-
fer coefficient may be attributed to the different size~in stream-

Fig. 8 Histories of the inlet and outlet air temperatures
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wise direction!of foam used between Younis and Viskanta@12#
and the present work. In Younis and Viskanta@12#, a shorter ce-
ramic porous medium~12–14 mm! than the present one~60 mm!
will cause a more significant entrance effect that increases the
length-mean heat transfer coefficient. Nevertheless, the above
comparison between the present data with those by Younis and
Viskanta@12# and Ichimiya@13# is satisfactorily in agreement. It is
further seen that the correlation proposed by Wakas and Kaguei
@26# seems to be invalid for the data presented, especially in the

Fig. 9 Solid material temperature distributions along the
streamwise direction

Fig. 10 Volumetric heat transfer coefficient as a function of
the Reynolds number

Fig. 11 Volumetric heat transfer coefficient as a function of the
nondimensional pumping power

Fig. 12 Comparison of the pore Nusselt number between the
present and previous works

Table 4 Coefficients of heat transfer correlations
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low Reynolds number range. We attribute this to the fact that the
porous structures of the present foam material are different from
those of the packed beds, which has a large influence on the con-
vective heat transfer through affecting the shape of the flow pas-
sages as well as the surface area per unit volume.

Conclusions
Interstitial heat transfer and friction characteristics for flow

across a channel inserted with aluminum foams have been studied
experimentally. The combined effects of foam porosity~«50.70,
0.80, and 0.95!and flow Reynolds number~1900%Re%7900!are
examined in detail. A transient single-blow technique has been
applied to the determination of the interstitial heat transfer coef-
ficient of the aluminum foam. The results of numerical simulation
coincide with those of experimental measurement by using the
thermal non-equilibrium energy equations together with appropri-
ate thermal boundary conditions and proper choices of the empiri-
cal constantsz1 and z2 . Main findings based on the data pre-
sented are as follows.

1 At a fixed Reynolds number, as the porosity of the aluminum
foam increases from«50.70 to 0.95, the friction factor decreases
due to the decrease in the channel blockage. The friction factor
decreases with an increase of Reynolds number for all porosities
investigated.

2 Under the same through flow rate and history of the inlet air
temperature, the small-porosity aluminum foam has a slow incre-
mental rate of the outlet air temperatures, meaning that the alumi-
num foam of a small porosity has a large heat capacity.

3 At a fixed Reynolds number, the volumetric heat transfer
coefficient inside the aluminum foam increases with decreasing
the porosity due to the increase in local fluid velocity and the
enhancement of turbulence transport. In addition, the volumetric
heat transfer coefficient increases with increasing the Reynolds
number under a fixed value of foam porosity.

4 Among the three aluminum foams investigated, the foam
channel of«50.8 appears the best thermal performance under
constant pumping power constraint because it produces a satisfac-
torily high heat transfer and is accompanied by a moderate pres-
sure drop.

5 Empirical correlations of pore Nusselt number for three alu-
minum foams under a specific length (L560 mm) are developed
in terms of pore Reynolds number for the first time, which can be
helpful in the design of the related devices such as compact heat
exchangers or thermal energy absorbers. Further efforts are re-
quired to conclude a unique correlation that covers a wide range
of the flow and geometric parameters such as the porosity of foam
metal, Reynolds number, etc.
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Nomenclature

Bi 5 Biot number,hvL2/ks
C1 5 constantC15(rcp) f /@(rcp)s(11z1)#;
C2 5 constantC25ks(rcp) f /@kf(rcp)s(11z1)#
Cf 5 friction factor, Eq. 16
cp 5 isobaric specific heat, kJ/kg-K
d 5 mean pore diameter, m
F 5 inertia coefficient constant

hv 5 volumetric heat transfer coefficient, W/m3-K
K 5 permeability, m2

k 5 thermal conductivity, W/m-K
L 5 test section length, m

Nu 5 Nusselt number based on porous matrix length,
hvL2/kf

Nud 5 pore Nusselt number,hvd2/kf
P 5 pressure, N/m2

Pr 5 Prandtl number (mcp) f /kf
Re 5 Reynolds number,r fUL/m

Red 5 pore Reynolds number,r fUd/(«m)
St 5 Stanton number,hvL/@(rcp) fU#
T 5 temperature, K

Tfinal 5 steady state fluid temperature at test section inlet, K
Tr 5 reference~room! temperature, K

t 5 time, s
U 5 mean velocity in the rectangular channel, m/s
u 5 pore velocity, m/s
X 5 dimensionless axial length,x/L
x 5 axial length, m
« 5 porosity
u 5 dimensionless temperature (T2Tr)/(Tfinal2Tr)
m 5 viscosity, kg/m-s
r 5 density, kg/m3

t 5 dimensionless time,U•t/L
z1 ,z2 5 constants

Subscripts

d 5 pore
f 5 fluid
i 5 inlet value
s 5 solid

Superscripts

* 5 equivalent value
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Heat Transfer Associated
to Natural Convection Flow
in a Partly Porous Cavity
The object of this study is the heat transfer associated to a buoyancy-induced flow devel-
oping in a rectangular cavity, partly filled with porous medium, with given heat flux from
the sides. Numerical experiments show the existence of a quasi parallel solution away
from the top and bottom end walls, characterized by a linear vertical temperature profile.
Analytical expressions are derived for the velocity and temperature which, combined with
an energy balance, enable us to relate the stratification to the other governing param-
eters. Influence of the porous layer’s permeability and width, and of the Rayleigh number
on the flow structure and heat transfer is thoroughly investigated, and summarized in
simple relationships.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1418372#

Keywords: Analytical, Heat Transfer, Natural Convection, Porous Media, Stratified

1 Introduction
Studies of flows developing in a system containing simulta-

neously a fluid and a porous layer are of both mathematical and
practical interest. Such systems are important for instance in cool-
ing or ventilation problems, and juxtaposition of porous and fluid
layers is also involved in thermal insulation of buildings. Many
numerical approaches have been applied to the study of these
systems. Simulations were performed on flows developing in a
rectangular cavity, either exclusively porous~Lauriat and Prasad
@1#! or separated into a fluid part and a porous part. These last
studies were lead for isothermal flows~Vafai and Kim@2#!, natural
convection flows~Beckerman et al.@3#, Le Breton et al.@4#! and
for thermal and solutal convection flows~Gobin et al.@5#!. There
is a thorough and up to date review of such studies in Nield and
Bejan @6#.

In this paper we focus on the buoyancy-induced flows created
in a rectangular cavity partly filled with a porous layer, when
natural convection is induced by imposing a given horizontal heat
flux from the sides. We have not found any account of an experi-
mental setup to ensure cooling under constant heat flux. However,
although there are experimental setups with either constant tem-
perature or constant heat flux on the hot side and constant tem-
perature on the cold side, other boundary conditions may be used
for modeling: Nield and Bejan@6# specified that in the field of
thermal insulation engineering, a model including constant heat
flux boundary conditions is more appropriate to describe the side
heating of a porous layer. Moreover, in this paper we will perform
a numerical-analytical study and we use these boundary condi-
tions because they clearly lead to a quasi-parallel solution.

It is difficult to characterize the flow developing in a composite
porous-fluid layer using a numerical approach because of the large
number of independent parameters: there are physical parameters
like the porous layer permeability and the thermal conductivity
and heat capacity of both the porous medium and the fluid, geo-
metrical parameters like the width of the porous layer or the as-
pect ratio of the cavity, and last the heat power injected in the
cavity. Because numerical simulations are time consuming, explo-
ration of the flow characteristics when all these parameters vary
within a physical range is very difficult. Our purpose here is to use

alternate means to direct numerical integration of Navier-Stokes
and energy equations. This study is motivated by recent results
obtained with numerical simulations of the two-dimensional flow
produced in a cavity where the heat flux is imposed on the vertical
boundaries~Weisman et al.@7#!. The horizontal boundaries are
maintained thermally insulated. Isothermal contour lines and
streamlines are shown on Fig. 1.

The porous medium is adjacent to the heated wall and extends
through a quarter of the cavity’s width. It clearly appears that the
two-dimensional flow becomes one-dimensional away from the
horizontal boundaries, and that this approximation is valid on a
large vertical extent. Also the temperature is found to vary linearly
in the vertical direction. These flow properties allow us to seek an
analytical form for the solution in the central part of the cavity.

The analytical form was found by solving the problem in a
cavity of infinite vertical extent and finite width, partly filled with
a porous layer~also of infinite vertical extent! adjacent to the hot
wall. This calculation was analogous to the work previously done
for a solely fluid cavity~Bergholz@8#, Kimura and Bejan@9#! or a
completely porous cavity~Trevisan and Bejan@10#!. In all these
studies, the analytical solution that was exhibited involves a strati-
fication parameterg, which in the case of a cavity of infinite
vertical extent is a free parameter. But for a vertically bounded
cavity, g is a function of the characteristic parameters of the po-
rous medium and of the Ra number. The value ofg appearing in
the analytical solution can then be calculated by using an energy
balance between conductive and convective heat transfer in the
cavity. A similar method was first applied in the case of cavities
with differentially heated walls, for a fluid cavity~Gill @11#! or a
porous cavity~Weber @12#!. Later the same method was used
when the vertical walls are submitted to a heat flux, in the cases of
fluid ~Kimura and Bejan@9#! or porous~Trevisan and Bejan@10#!
cavities.

After having presented the studied geometry, governing equa-
tions will be detailed and then the stationary analytical flow will
be calculated. A full parameter study will be presented: the verti-
cal velocity and temperature profiles will be shown and analyzed
for a large range of the four independent parameters, the Rayleigh
number, the Darcy number, the width of the porous mediumep
and the vertical temperature stratificationg. Then, using the en-
ergy balance in the closed cavity to relateg andep, Ra and Da,
thorough analysis of the hydrodynamic and thermal characteristics
~and specifically Nusselt numbers! will be presented.
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2 Problem Geometry
We study the two-dimensional flow developing in a vertical

rectangular cavity, as represented on Fig. 2. The cavity is of height
H and of widthL. The horizontal axis is notedx while the vertical
axis is calledz. The vertical wall located atx50 is submitted to a
horizontal heat flux densityw, constant and uniform. On the other
vertical wall atx5L is extracted the same heat flux density. The
cavity is partly filled with a vertical porous layer of widthd placed
in contact of the heated vertical boundary. Before studying the
heat transfer in the cavity, the first step consists in modelling
the flow in the fluid and in the porous medium, which will be
presented in the next paragraph.

3 Generalized Navier-Stokes Equations in Partly
Porous Cavities

3.1 Description of the Natural Convection Flow in a Partly
Porous Medium. The flow in the cavity is induced by natural
convection, and the fluid densityr is assumed to vary linearly
with respect to the temperatureT̃, according to the lawr5rc@1
2b(T̃2Tc)#. b is the thermal expansion coefficient,Tc and rc
are respectively the reference temperature and density. Outside the
porous area the fluid is supposed to obey Navier-Stokes equations
in the Boussinesq approximation.

In the porous medium the Navier-Stokes equations are modified
using a Darcy-Brinkman formulation. The equations can be writ-
ten in a unified form by using a parametere, equal to 1 in the
porous medium, and equal to 0 in the fluid part.

S 12e1
e

f D ]UW

]t
1~12e!~UW .¹W !UW

52
1

rc
¹W P1

r

rc
gW 1neffDUW 2e

n

K
UW (1)

rccpS ]

]t
1UW .¹W D T̃5lDT̃, (2)

¹W .UW 50. (3)

In these equations,UW is the fluid velocity andP is the pressure,K
is the porous medium permeability,f the porosity andn is the
fluid viscosity. The effective viscosityneff takes into account the
influence of the porous medium on the fluid flow and is assumed
to be related to the fluid viscosity through the relationneff5n/f.
The momentum Eq.~1!, which makes use off, implicitly takes
into account the distinction between Darcy velocity and intrinsic
velocity ~see Nield and Bejan@6# and Amiri and Vafai@13,14#!.
However, since the porosity only appears in the time-dependent
term, the value off will have no influence on the steady-state
solution. The Darcy term included in Eq. 1 induces a decrease of
the fluid velocity due to the presence of the porous medium. In the

Fig. 1 Problem geometry „a… and steady flow in a cavity of aspect ratio 4, with heat flux
imposed on the sides. A porous layer covers the heated wall and fills one quarter of the
cavity. RaÄ 106, DaÄ10À4: „b… streamlines, „c… isothermal lines.

Fig. 2 Problem geometry and vertical flow w 0„x … in the central
part of the cavity
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porous medium only, the advective term 1/f2UW .¹W UW is excluded,
which is consistent with the work of Beck@15#. Also in this equa-
tion, the Forchheimer termcf /K1/2uUW uUW , wherecf is a geometric
function ~Alazmi and Vafai@16#!, is neglected, since all simula-
tions are carried out for low values of the Reynolds number, typi-
cally Re<1. The Reynolds number can be calculated using the
relation of the permeability~Cozeni-Karman formula! and of the
geometric functioncf versus the porosity~Alazmi and Vafai@16#!.
This Darcy-Brinkman formulation is also used in Amahmid et al.
@17# where low Reynolds number values are also found. Large
values of the Reynolds number may be obtained forf→1. How-
ever, the Cozeni-Karman formula is not valid in this porosity
limit. Moreover, there is some uncertainty about the validity of the
Forchheimer law at large porosity~Nield and Bejan@6#!. There-
fore, this term will be omitted in the rest of this paper.

Givler and Altobelli @18# have estimated the ratior of the ef-
fective viscosity to the fluid viscosity to be approximately 7.5
63, for values of the Reynolds number comparable to ours. We
have performed several numerical simulations with values ofr
ranging from 1 to 12. For a rather high ratior 510, we observed
small changes~see Fig. 3!in the flow in the porous part compared
to the case of a ratio equal to 1, the maximum value of the stream
function changing by 5.6 percent. The associated decrease of the
vertical temperature stratification is small, of 0.4 percent. Also,
for a given numerical setup, the vertical temperature stratifica-
tion is found to vary almost linearly withr. The steady-state so-
lutions obtained forr 510 are close to those obtained forr 51,
i.e., neff5n.

This ratior should be varied in order to correctly describe sev-
eral kinds of porous media, but based on these results, we will
assume in the rest of this paper thatneff5n. Moreover since we
cannot assess that our simulations would fit well with experimen-
tal data and because we do not pretend to cover all the experimen-
tal setups, we have chosen in our article to focus on the case of
r 51. This assumption is commonly used when studying natural
convection in a composite fluid-porous layer~Beckerman et al.
@3#, Lauriat and Prasad@1#, Le Breton et al.@4#!, and also when
adding solutal convection~Gobin et al. @5#!. It is also used in
isothermal flows~Vafai and Kim @2#!. Moreover the assumption
neff5n has been found to be in good agreement with some experi-
mental observations~Beckerman et al.@3#!.

One main modeling issue is the choice of appropriate boundary
conditions at the fluid-porous medium interface. In the numerical
code, the viscosity coefficients are calculated in order to ensure
the continuity of velocity and stress at the interface, which is in
agreement with model number 2 in a recent study of Alazmi and
Vafai @19#. The widest used condition is that of Beavers and Jo-

seph~1967! relating the stress discontinuity to the difference be-
tween the fluid velocity at the interface and the velocity in the
porous medium slightly away from the interface. This condition
involves an empirical parameter, therefore requiring to be fitted
with experimental data. Ochoa-Tapia and Whitaker@20,21# also
provide an interface condition, introducing a stress discontinuity.
Again their condition involves a parameter that needs to be fitted
with experimental data. Such data are hard to find: in the experi-
mental work of Le Breton@22#, it is specified that they were able
to measure the vertical velocity in a horizontally differentially
heated cavity, but unable to access the velocity in the porous layer.
Ochoa-Tapia and Whitaker also used a variable porosity model to
continuously link the Darcy and Stokes equations, and then
showed the complexity of the interface region. However, they still
did not succeed in giving a representation model compatible with
experimental observation. Therefore we have chosen to solve the
motion equations without modifying the existing interface condi-
tions in the numerical code. We will develop the appropriate con-
ditions for the analytical solution in Section 4.

In the energy equation, we have considered the case of a porous
medium of the same thermal conductivityleff than the fluid con-
ductivity l. In this paper we also consider the special case where
the porous medium heat capacity (rcp)p is the same as the fluid’s.
Different models linkingl and leff are available~Beckerman
et al.@3#!, but the previous assumptions are justified in the case of
a porous medium porosity close to one~Le Breton et al.@4#!.
Although these assumptions may seem restrictive, they allow us to
obtain a plan-parallel flow satisfying the generalized Navier-
Stokes equations. Indeed these assumptions allow for the continu-
ity of the temperature and of the heat flux through the fluid-porous
interface, which is in agreement with model number I of Alazmi
and Vafai@19#. Without these assumptions, the temperature would
still be continuous, but no longer analytic.

3.2 Dimensionless Form of the Generalized Navier-Stokes
Equations. Classical scaling analysis for the pure fluid buoy-
ancy flow induced in a vertical plate heated with a given flux
density leads to the following typical scalesL, kRa2/5/L, DT!

5wLRa21/5/l, L2/kRa2/5 and rcnkRa2/5/L2, respectively for
length, velocities, temperature, time and pressure~Bejan @23#!.
One can note that the Rayleigh number appears with a power of
2/5 in this scaling analysis, which is directly related to the given
heat flux boundary condition, as developed in Bejan@23# ~see p.
131!. Also, the non-dimensional parameters governing the prob-
lem are different when solely porous flow is considered~see for
example Straughan@24#!, as opposed to the fluid-porous flow con-
sidered here.

Fig. 3 Comparison of dimensionless vertical velocity profiles „left… and temperature profiles „right… at mid-height of the
cavity for rÄ1 and rÄ10 for one given numerical setup, AÄ4, RaÄ106, DaÄ10À4, epÄ0.25
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The Rayleigh number is defined as Ra5gbwL4/lnk where the
thermal diffusivity is equal tok5l/rccp . In a non-dimensional
form, the governing Eqs. 1, 2, and 3 in the porous medium read:

Ra2/5

Pr F S 12e1
e

f D ]

]t
1~12e!uW .¹W GuW

52¹W p1Ra2/5~T2Tc!zW1DuW 2
e

Da
uW , (4)

Ra2/5S ]

]t
1uW .¹W DT5DT, (5)

¹W .uW 50, (6)

where the Prandtl number is defined as Pr5n/k and the Darcy
number as Da5K/L2.

4 Stationary Solution
In this paragraph we will determine analytically the one-

dimensional flow created in a cavity of infinite vertical extent and
finite width L, submitted to a given heat flux from the sides and
partly filled with a porous layer of widthd such thatep5d/L,
adjacent to the heated wall. The stationary solution is a vertical
velocity field depending only upon the horizontal coordinateuW 0
5w0(x)zW. The associated temperature field is made of two con-
tributionsT2Tc5dz1u0(x): a constant vertical temperature gra-
dient d, and a horizontal temperature distributionu0(x). d is di-
mensionless and is deduced from the dimensional vertical
temperature gradienta through the relation d5aL/DT!

5alRa1/5/w. The horizontal temperature distribution is due to
the convective heat transport associated to the vertical temperature
gradient d through the vertical floww0(x)zW. Eq. 4 and Eq. 5
become for the stationary solution

0W 52¹W p01Ra2/5~dz1u0!zW1D2w0zW2
e

Da
w0zW, (7)

Ra2/5dw05D2u0 . (8)

Equation 8 can be integrated betweenx50 and x51, showing
that *0

1w0(x)dx50, and, therefore, this solution satisfies mass
conservation. Projection on thex axis of Eq. 7 shows thatp0 is
only a function ofz. Equation 7 can then be projected onto thez
axis, and variables can be separated. The stationary pressure field
p0(z) is found to be a second order polynomial inz, and Eq. 8 can
be used to eliminate the temperature, leading to a fourth order
differential equation forw0(x). The new system is

D4w02
e

Da
D2w014g4w050, (9)

Ra2/5~u02uc!5
e

Da
w02D2w0 , (10)

where D5d/dx, uc is a free constant, and the parameterg is
given by

4g45Ra4/5d5alRa/w. (11)

In the following the parameterd will never appear again, andg
will be called the stratification parameter.

The boundary conditions on the left and right walls are zero
velocity ~no slip! and given dimensionless heat flux:

w050 and Du052Ra1/5, at x50 and 1. (12)

The boundary conditions at the interface between the fluid and the
porous medium are the continuity of the velocity field, of the
temperature and of their first derivative with respect to thex co-
ordinate~Beckerman et al.@3#!. These conditions are necessary to
find a solution (w0 ,u0) in the correct functional framework (w0

PH2(#0,1@), u0PH1(#0,1@)).
A one-dimensional solution is found, taking the form of the

sum of four complex exponential terms in each domain, the do-

Fig. 4 Steady state profiles w 0„x … and u0„x … for RaÄ 106, epÄ0.5, and g varying in the range †15,35‡: „a… DaÄ1, „b… Da
Ä10À4, and „c… DaÄ10À6
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main containing only fluid, and the one filled with the porous
medium. IntroducingD51/Da2216g4, when D is positive the
solution reads

w0~x!5A1exA1/2~1/Da1AD!1A2e2xA1/2~1/Da1AD!1A3exA1/2~1/Da2AD!

1A4e2xA1/2~1/Da2AD!, 0,x,ep

w0~x!5B1e~11 i !gx1B2e~12 i !gx1B3e~211 i !gx1B4e~212 i !gx,

ep,x,1. (13)

WhenD is negative, the previous formulas are still valid replacing
AD with iA2D. The temperature fieldu0(x) is obtained from the
velocity field derivatives according to Eq. 10. Using the boundary
conditions and the interfacial conditions, the eight constants are
calculated by solving a 838 linear system. This analytical solu-
tion has been compared with a numerical solution obtained by
direct simulation in a two-dimensional configuration, and excel-
lent agreement has been obtained~Weisman et al.@7#!. It is inter-
esting to note that the stationary solution does not depend on the
Prandtl numberPr5n/k, which is not the case for the perturba-
tions of this base flow for example.

Our results could be generalized to the case of a ratio
r (5neff /n) different from 1, by changing equation~9! into

aD4w02
e

Da
D2w014g4w050, (14)

where a new functiona(e)512e1r e has been introduced. Then
the interface condition would be the continuity ofw0 and of
aDw0 , keeping the continuity of temperature and heat flux.

The stationary velocity and temperature profiles depend on nu-
merous parameters: the Rayleigh and Darcy numbers, the dimen-
sionless widthepof the porous layer and also the parameterg. In
the case of a cavity of infinite vertical extent considered here, the
stratification parameterg is a free parameter.g will be calculated
in the next section in the case of a closed cavity. Before that, the
influence of all four parameters previously mentioned on the ve-
locity and temperature profiles will be discussed.

4.1 Influence of the Darcy Number. In order to illustrate
the effect of the Darcy number, we will first consider the case
Ra5106 and ep50.5, i.e., the porous layer filling half of the
cavity. The Darcy number used here, Da5K/L2, is defined using
the macroscopic reference lengthL. A ‘‘microscopic’’ Darcy num-
ber, Da8 would be multiplied by a factor typically of'104, since
Da85K/ l 25(K/L2).(L2/ l 2). Da8 should vary in the range
10211<Da8<105 ~values for fiber glass@25# p. 9, p. 26!, corre-
sponding to 10215<Da<10. A porous medium characterized by a
very low Darcy number is very impermeable, and should act like
a solid medium. On the contrary, very high values of the Darcy
number are characteristic of a very permeable medium, which
should behave like a solely fluid phase. The effects of variation of
the Darcy number upon the velocity and temperature profiles
differ according to the range ofg, and two main ranges are
presented:

Large Values ofg: 15<g<35. Variations of the velocityw0
and of the temperature distributionu0 versus the horizontal coor-
dinatex are represented on Fig. 4 for three values of the Darcy
number belonging to the range@1026,1#. As expected when the
value of the permeability is large (Da51), the porous layer be-
haves like a fluid medium and the flow develops in the whole
width of the cavity. The flow takes the form of two separated
boundary layer flows, one flow going upward near the heated wall
and the return flow moving downward near the cooled wall. In the
core between the two boundary layer flows, the velocity is nearly
equal to zero. For larger Da numbers, the same curves are ob-
tained. For intermediate values of the permeability (Da51024),
the upward flow splits into two flows: one developing in the po-
rous part, the other one appearing in the fluid part in contact with
the porous layer. Last in the case of a low value of the porous
medium permeability (Da51026 or smaller!, the porous layer is
equivalent to a solid layer and the flow just develops in the fluid
part, ep<x<1. Therefore we observe that the upward boundary
layer becomes located next to the porous layer, which behaves
like a solid boundary. We also observe that the effect of the de-
crease of the Darcy number is to bring the upward boundary layer

Fig. 5 Steady-state profiles w 0„x … and u0„x … for RaÄ 106, epÄ0.5, and g varying in the range †2,15‡: „a… DaÄ1, „b… Da
Ä10À3, and „c… DaÄ10À6
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closer to the downward boundary layer, and thus to reduce the
independence between the two boundary layers. The effect of the
increase ing is an increase of the absolute maximum velocity in
the boundary layers.

Now for the horizontal temperature distributionu0(x), it must
be stated that given the heat flux boundary conditions, the tem-
perature field is defined except for one constant valueuc . We take
that constant to be zero in the middle part of the purely fluid layer.
The temperature is then found to be constant~equal to zero!
throughout the fluid, except in the boundary layers, and that holds
for all values of Da org. In the purely fluid part, to the upward
and downward boundary layer flows are associated small varia-
tions of u0 . In the porous medium, the temperature variation is
larger and increases continuously when the permeability decreases
or wheng increases. In the case of a low value of the permeability
of the porous medium (Da51026), heat transfer in the porous
layer is quasi conductive and the temperature consequently varies
linearly.

It is useful to note that whatever the value of the Darcy number
is, the same downward flow and associated temperature distribu-
tions are observed near the cooled vertical wall. This is due to the
fact that the medium is still purely fluid in contact of the cold
wall, and also that the two boundary layers do not interact. The
temperature gradient over the fluid medium is the same for all
permeability values.

Small Values ofg: 2<g<15. Profiles of the velocityw0 and
of the temperature distributionu0 versus the horizontal coordinate
x are represented on Fig. 5 for three values of the Darcy number.
The caseg55 summarizes the effect of changes in the value of
the Darcy number for small values ofg: it appears that the de-
crease in Da induces a transition from a double boundary layer
regime to a conduction regime flow. This last flow is associated to
a temperature profile varying linearly on the whole width of the
cavity.

4.2 Influence of the Rayleigh Number. It should be noted
that the widths of the boundary layers are independent of the
Rayleigh number, onceg, ep, and Da are specified. The effect of
varying the Rayleigh number is to modify the maximum value of
the velocity and of the temperature. More precisely when the
value of Ra is increased by a factor of 10, the maximum value of
the velocity is multiplied by four and the maximum value of the
temperature~at x50) is multiplied by a factor close to 5/3. It
should also be noted that this study focuses on stationary solu-
tions, and that therefore these calculations only hold for Rayleigh
numbers below the critical Ra number for the first bifurcation.

4.3 Influence ofepand of g. The influence of the width of
the porous layerep and of the value of the vertical temperature
stratificationg appears more clearly for a value of the Darcy num-
ber Da51026. On Fig. 6 are represented the variations of the
velocity profile for the following parameter values: Ra5106, Da
51026, g515, the value of the porous layer width varying be-
tweenep50.25 andep50.75. It appears that an increase in the
width of the porous layer induces a transition from a separated
boundary layers flow to a dependent boundary layers flow and last
to a conduction regime flow.

The same transitions take place when the stratification param-
eter g decreases. This can be seen on Fig. 7, showing the varia-
tions of the velocity profile for Ra5106, Da51026, ep50.25,
with g increasing fromg55 to g520.

As already mentioned in the introduction, the stratification pa-
rameterg is a free parameter for the natural convection flow
within an infinite vertical slot. But when dealing with a finite
cavity, the vertical extent of the flow is bounded by horizontal
walls, and that may be taken into account to determine the value
of the stratification parameter, as shown in the next paragraph.

5 Determination of the Stratification Parameter

5.1 Energy Balance Method. The method, apparently first
developed by Kimura and Bejan@9#, consists in defining a control
volume incorporating the upper horizontal boundary of the cavity,
located atz5H, and part of the vertical walls, as represented on
Fig. 8. Conservation of energy inside the control volume leads to
equality between convective and conductive heat fluxes through
the control volume surfaceS:

E
S
rccpT̃UW .dSW 5E

S
l¹W T̃.dSW . (15)

In a non-dimensional form Eq. 15 becomes

Ra2/5E
S
TuW .dSW 5E

S
¹W T.dSW . (16)

ReplacingT with T5Tc1dz1u0(x) and using mass conservation
through any horizontal plane

E
0

1

w0dx50,

Fig. 6 Velocity profiles w 0„x … for RaÄ 106, DaÄ10À6, gÄ15
and three values of ep : epÄ0.25, epÄ0.5, and epÄ0.75

Fig. 7 Velocity profiles w 0„x … for RaÄ 106, DaÄ10À6, ep
Ä0.25 and three values of g: gÄ5, gÄ10 and gÄ20
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the left hand side of Eq. 16 can be simplified. Also the upper
horizontal boundary is insulating, and the fluid velocity is zero on
all cavity walls. Consequently, the following energy balance is
obtained:

E
0

1

w0u0dx5
4g4

Ra6/5. (17)

Once the Rayleigh and Darcy numbers are chosen, Eq. 17 is
solved forg using a bisection method. The solution for the verti-
cal velocity and for the temperature is then completely determined
using the analytical expressions forw0 andu0 previously detailed.

5.2 Comparison With Numerical Simulations. The values
of the stratification parameterg obtained using the analytical ex-
pressions of Eqs. 10 and 13 and the energy balance method de-
‘scribed in the previous paragraph were compared with those is-
sued from direct integration of the two-dimensional time
dependent Navier-Stokes and energy equations. For a given set of
the aspect ratioA5H/L, the porous layer widthep, the Ra num-
ber and the Da number, the equations were integrated until a
steady state was reached using a projection method and a second
order backward Euler scheme, on a 1283256 regular mesh. The
algorithm of march in time is based on a projection method,
known as a modified fractional time step method and introduced
by @26#. The algorithm involves implicit treatment of the viscous
and Darcy penalty terms as well as explicit treatment of the con-
vective term and the pressure gradient. The spatial discretization
is based on a staggered mesh where the discrete equations are
based on finite volume formulation. The resulting sparse pentadi-
agonal systems are solved by an ADI factorization. For solving
the Poisson equation~in solving for the pressure field!, a multigrid
method is used. It was proven that the convergence of the numeri-
cal method is of order 2 in space and in time. The numerical
results were examined by varying the number of grid points from
32364 to 1283256. Refining the grid allowed to obtain grid
independent results. In the case of a cavity filled with fluid~i.e.,
for Da.10), results are in exact agreement with results of@27#. It
should be noted that reaching truly steady state solution in the
case of Neumann type boundary conditions~given heat flux on the
boundaries!requires integrating the equations over very long

times ~typically one to two hours on NEC SX5 are needed!. The
calculation is much faster for Dirichlet boundary conditions
~given temperature!.

The vertical temperature profile~see the example shown in Fig.
9, corresponding toA55, ep50.25, Ra5106, and Da51024) on
the sectionx50.5 was then plotted. For large enough aspect ratios
(A.1), there is a large linear section away from the boundary
coordinates (z50 andz5H/L5A). The corresponding sloped
was calculated using a least squared error approximation, from
which the value of the corresponding value ofg was calculated
using Eq. 11,g5(Ra4/5d/4)1/4. The value found forg does not
depend on the vertical section selected for plotting the tempera-
ture profile.

Excellent agreement results from the comparison between val-
ues ofg determined numerically and semi-analytically using the
energy balance: for a heating of the fluid corresponding to Ra
5106, and a porous widthep50.25 the values of the vertical
temperature stratification found from the energy balance areg
514.787,g516.299, andg514.736 for, respectively, the Darcy
number values Da51022, 1024, and 1026. From the two-
dimensional temperature distributions numerically obtained, the
valuesg514.79, 16.30, and 14.74 were determined for a fluid of
Prandtl number Pr5n/k50.71 and for the same values of the
Darcy number than previously. The agreement is convincing.

Relation~17! is independent of the cavity’s heightH. Therefore
the stratification parameterg is independent of the aspect ratioA
of the cavity, as soon asH is large compared to the widthL of the
cavity. We verified this property on the solution obtained numeri-
cally. We performed a test on a completely fluid cavity~see Fig.
10~a!! as well as on a fluid-porous cavity~see Fig. 10~b!!, for
several aspect ratios ranging from 1 to 8. In both cases, the Ray-
leigh number was equal to 106. The vertical temperature profiles
shown correspond to thex51/2 section. On the figures the central
linear portion of the profiles seem to be parallel for all shown
aspect ratios. We calculated the corresponding values ofg. In the
first case~fluid cavity, Ra5106) the values obtained are as fol-
lows: g514.821 ~for an aspect ratioA51), g514.640(A52),
g514.663 (A54), g514.661 (A56), g514.660 (A58).
The value found analytically isg514.659. In the second case
(Da51024, ep50.25, Ra5106), the obtained numerical values
are g516.301 (A52), g516.301 (A54), andg516.300 ~A
5 6!, the analytical value beingg516.298. The aspect ratioA
51 is too small to be able to neglect the effect of the horizontal
boundaries. The result of these comparisons is clear and confirms

Fig. 8 Location of the control volume, with boundary S shown
in bold line

Fig. 9 Vertical temperature profile obtained from two-
dimensional numerical simulations at mid-width of the cavity
for DaÄ 10À4, epÄ0.25, RaÄ106, AÄ5. A least squared approxi-
mation for the central linear region is shown.
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that g is independent of the aspect ratioA. We next present a
parameter study of the stratification parameterg, calculated using
the analytical solution and the energy balance.

5.3 Results for a Porous Layer of WidthepÄ0.5. On Fig.
11~a! and~b! are drawn the variations of the stratification param-
eterg with respect to the Darcy number for several values of the
Rayleigh number, and a constant width of the porous layer width
ep50.5.

First of all, one can note that for large Darcy number valuesg
is approximately constant:g(Da)'g(1) for Da>1. This value of
g will be notedg f since the porous medium is then very perme-
able and behaves like a fluid. Similarly, for small Darcy number
values,g is also approximately constant:g(Da)'g(1029) for
Da<1029. This value ofg will be noted gs , since the porous
medium is then very impermeable and behaves like a solid. There-
fore our results obtained for the range 1029<Da<1 can be easily
extended to the range 10215<Da<106.

Furthermore looking at large values of the Rayleigh number in
Fig. 11~a!, one can see thatg f'gs . This means that when the
porous layer fills half of the cavity, the vertical temperature strati-
fication does not change whether the flow develops either through
the whole width of the cavity or only through only half of the

cavity. This property remains true for allep values. However
when Ra decreases, differences between the values ofg for ex-
treme values of the permeability appear~Fig. 11~b!!. For Ra
.2.104 we note thatgs is slightly larger thang f , whereas for
Ra,2.104, we note thatgs is slightly smaller thang f . For in-
stance whenep50.5 and Ra5104, we obtainedg f55.322 and
gs55.012.

The transition betweengs andg f takes place on a fairly narrow
Da range. In that transition,g increases and reaches a maximum
value notedgmax for a value of the Darcy number denoted by
Damax ~located roughly between Da51023 and Da51026). Thus,
the influence of the porous medium permeability on the vertical
temperature gradient is concentrated around this point
(gmax,Damax). The two valuesgmax and Damax just depend upon
the Rayleigh number and the width of the cavity, and it appears
that the location of the maximum Damax decreases when the Ray-
leigh number takes larger values.

Last we observe that when the heating strength, measured by
the Rayleigh number, is increased, the value of the stratification
parameter follows the same behavior. This can be understood con-
sidering the heat conservation equation Eq. 16, where it appears

Fig. 10 Vertical temperature profile obtained from two-dimensional numerical simulations at mid-width of the cavity for
several aspect ratios: „a… fluid cavity, Ra Ä106; „b… DaÄ10À4, epÄ0.25, RaÄ106.

Fig. 11 Vertical temperature gradient g versus the Darcy number Da for different heating strengths Ra, epÄ0.5: „a… Ra
«†105,5.107

‡; and „b… Ra«†104,5.104
‡.
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that the vertical conductive heat transport term in the right hand
side of the equation is proportional to a power law of the Rayleigh
number.

The cavity studied here is characterized by parameters Ra and
ep, and by the parametersgmax and Damax that we have just intro-
duced. Useful relations between these four parameters can be
found, and are presented in the following sections.

5.4 Case of a Purely Fluid Cavity DaÄ`. The values ofg
~denotedg f) for large values of the Darcy number are interesting,
since in this case the cavity remains purely fluid, whatever the
value of the width of the porous layer is. Thus this value depends
only on the Rayleigh number.

Figure 12 shows the variations of log(gf) versus log(Ra) where
log denotes the decimal logarithm, for twelve values of the Ray-
leigh number.g f is found to depend on the Rayleigh number
according to the law

g f50.681 Ra2/9. (18)

Also in the same case of a purely fluid cavity, Kimura and Bejan
@9# have found a power law between the vertical temperature gra-
dient in the core of the base flow, the Rayleigh number RaKB and
the aspect ratio A of the cavity:]T/]z5CA4/9RaKB

8/9 . Contrary to
us, their result depends on the aspect ratio because they have used
a Rayleigh number depending on the height of the cavity. Using
our definition of the Rayleigh number, their law becomes:]T/]z
5C8RaKB

2/9 , as in Eq. 18.

When the porous layer is no more perfectly permeable, there is
a point of maximumg calledgmax, with corresponding Da called
Damax. gmax and Damax are functions of Ra andep. Expressions of
these functions will be determined now.

5.5 Evolution of gmax Versus Ra andep. Figure 13~a!rep-
resents the variations of ln(gmax) versus the logarithm of the po-
rous layer width for several values of the Rayleigh number. There

Fig. 13 „a… ln„gmax… versus ln„ ep…. Each line corresponds to a value of Ra, and on each line, each point corresponds
to a value of ep . There are twelve Ra values in the †104,5.107

‡ range, and eight ep values in the †0.25,0.8‡ range; „b…
c „g f… versus the stratification parameter g f in the entirely fluid layer, each point corresponds to one of the 12 Ra values
of „a…; „c… a versus ln„Ra… , each point corresponds to one of the 12 Ra values of „a…; „d… b versus Ra, each point
corresponds to one of the 12 Ra values of „a….

Fig. 12 log„ gf… versus log„Ra… , with 12 values of Ra shown
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are twelve values of Ra: Ra5104, 2.104, 5.104, 105, 2.105, 5.105,
106, 2.106, 5.106, 107, 2.107, 5.107, and eight values ofep: ep
50.25, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8. At first glance, approxi-
mately parallel straight lines are obtained, leading to the law
gmax5c(Ra)ep1/10. For each line the coefficientc was obtained
using a least squared error fit. Instead of determiningc(Ra),
variations ofc versus the stratification parameterg f in the entirely
fluid layer may be studied, since we have just shown thatg f is
linked to the Rayleigh number~Eq. ~18!. Figure 13~b!giving the
variation ofc versusg f , indicates thatc(Ra)5P1(g f) whereP1
is a first order polynomial. More careful analysis showed that the
straight lines observed on Fig. 13~a! are not perfectly parallel nor
straight, and thatgmax/c(Ra) is not exactly equal toep1/10. Writ-
ing the law in the formgmax/c(Ra)5a(Ra)epb(Ra), the functions
a(Ra) andb(Ra) were fitted. Variations ofa and ln(b) versus
ln(Ra) are represented respectively on Fig. 13~c! and ~d!. The
results are that functiona takes the form of a second order poly-
nomial of ln(Ra), and thatb varies exponentially with Ra. As a
summary, the analytical fit that found for evaluation ofgmax as a
function of Ra andep is

5
gmax5P1~g f !a~Ra!epb~Ra!,
P1~g f !522.2711.44g f

a51.76920.113 ln~Ra!13.891 1023~ ln~Ra!!2

b52.512 10233Ra0.310 for Ra<105

55.604 10223Ra0.0385 for Ra.105

. (19)

The above expression usesg f , which is a function of Ra, as
written in Eq. 18. In the following chapter, another fit is found for
the expression ofgmax as a function of Ra, Damax, andep.

5.6 Evolution of gmax Versus Ra, Damax , and ep. On Fig.
14~a! are represented the variations of the decimal logarithm
log(gmax) versus log(Ra) for different values of the width of the
porous layer. The same twelve values of Ra as in the previous
section are used, and only 5 values ofepare shown on Fig. 14~a!
and ~b!: ep50.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8. It appears thatgmax varies
like Ra1/4. In addition Fig. 14~b!gives the evolution of log(gmax)
versus log(Damax), still for different values ofep. Heregmax is
found to vary like Damax

21/4. Thus the maximum value ofg depends
upon the ratio of the Rayleigh number to Damax, according to the
law gmax5d(ep)(Ra/Damax)

1/8. Values ofd(ep) were obtained us-
ing a least squared fit using all Ra values for a givenepvalue. The
function d(ep), represented on Fig. 14~c!, is found to be well
fitted with a second order polynomial:d(ep)5P2(ep). Similarly
to the previous section, the power of 1/8 may be improved. From
Fig. 14~d!, giving the variations of ln(gmax/P2(ep)) versus
ln(Ra/Damax) for all eight values of the porous layer’s width, and
all twelve values of Ra, we deduce the lawgmax/P2(ep)50.925
3(Ra/Damax)

0.128.
As a summary, the analytical fit found for the evaluation of

gmax as a function of Ra, Damax, andep is:

Fig. 14 „a… log„gmax… versus log„Ra… . Each line corresponds to a value of ep , and on each line, each point corresponds to a
value of Ra. There are twelve Ra values in the †104,5.107

‡ range, and five ep values in the †0.5,0.8‡ range; „b… log„gmax… versus
log„Da… , same ep values and Ra values as in „a…; „c… function d „ep … versus ep , all eight ep values in the †0.25,0.8‡ range; „d…
ln„gmax ÕP2„ep…… versus ln„RaÕDa max…, all ep values and Ra values.
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H gmax5P2~ep!30.9253S Ra

Damax
D 0.128

P2~ep!51.05720.683ep10.3763ep2

. (20)

From Eqs. 18, 19, and 20, the following law relating Damax and
the Rayleigh number and the porous layer’s width may be de-
duced, whereP1(g f), P2(ep), a(Ra), andb(Ra) are given in the
referenced equations:

Damax5Ra3S P2~ep!30.925

P1~0.681Ra2/9!a~Ra!epb~Ra!D 7.8

. (21)

This relation indicates which porous material must be used~more
precisely which permeability should be chosen! in order to obtain
maximum vertical heat transfer in the porous medium, for a given
width of the porous layer~the width of the fiberglass layer in an
insulating wall for example! and a given amount of energy sup-
plied to the material.

According to the previous study, one can now determinegmax
and Damax from the knowledge of Ra andep, according to Eqs. 19
and 21 that summarize the fits that were performed. Figure 15
shows the quality of these fits for determininggmax and Damax. On
the figure are shown on thex axes the values calculated from the

analytical formulas givingw0(x) andu0(x) and from Eq. 17 for
the energy balance, and on they axes the values given from the
fits of Eqs. 19 and 21. If the fits are correct, all points should fall
on the y5x line. Figure 15~a!shows thegmax values and Fig.
15~b! shows the Damax values. All points are shown~12 values of
Ra and 8 values ofep!. The fits seem to be correct, except for the
estimate of Damax for small Ra values~largest values of Damax, for
all ep values!.

One interesting quantity is the ratio ofgmax versusg f : it mea-
sures the efficiency of the presence of a porous layer on the heat
transfer in the cavity. On Fig. 16 are reported the variations of this
ratio versus the Ra number or the Damax number.

Results show that for a given porous width the presence of a
porous layer improves the vertical heat transfer in the cavity in
two specific situations: when external heating is intense~large
Rayleigh number!or when the porous medium is more imperme-
able ~small Damax).

After having studied vertical transport of heat, the next para-
graph will be devoted to the determination of horizontal heat
transfer between the two vertical walls of the cavity, and the cal-
culation of Nusselt numbers.

Fig. 15 gmax „a… and Damax „b… calculated from the analytical fit versus the same quantities calculated directly from
the model equations. All points shown „12 values of Ra and 8 values of ep ….

Fig. 16 gmax Õgf calculated from the analytical fit „solid curves … and calculated directly from the model equations „points…
versus „a… Ra and „b… Damax . All points shown „12 values of Ra and 8 values of ep , bottom epÄ0.1 to top epÄ0.8….
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6 Nusselt Numbers
The cavity is submitted to a horizontal heat flux of densityw,

and we saw in the previous paragraph that part of this injected
energy is convected vertically. Now we are interested in the hori-
zontal propagation of the energy through the width of the cavity.
Once a horizontal heat fluxw is imposed, the horizontal
heat transfer capacity of the cavity is characterized by the result-
ing horizontal temperature difference between the vertical bound-
aries DT5T(x50)2T(x5L). As usual, the Nusselt number
is defined as

Nu5
wL

lDT
, (22)

which in dimensionless form, usingDu05u0(x50)2u0(x51),
is

Nu5
Ra1/5

Du0
. (23)

The efficiency of the horizontal heat transfer through the cavity
is measured by the Nusselt number. When the widthep of the
porous layer is fixed, variations of Nu versus the Darcy number
for a fixed Rayleigh number are drawn on Fig. 17. In complement,
when the Rayleigh number is fixed the variation of the Nusselt
number versus Da for several porous layer thicknesses are pre-
sented on Fig. 18. From the two figures a predominant tendency in
the behavior of the Nusselt number can be deduced: Nu increases
with the Darcy and Rayleigh numbers, but decreases withep.

Therefore heat transfer is more efficient when the porous layer is
permeable or thin, and when Ra is high. For small Da numbers,
Nu is close to 1~conductive heat transfer! and variation of Ra
does not affect the value of Nu. This is especially true for larger
porous layer widthsep ~corresponding to an almost totally solid
cavity!.

Fig. 17 Nusselt number Nu versus Da, top: epÄ0.25, bottom: epÄ0.75; „left… Ra«†105,5.107
‡ „right…: Ra «†104,5.104

‡.

Fig. 18 Nusselt number versus Darcy number for various ep
values, RaÄ 105
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These results can be understood, looking back at the horizontal
temperature profiles presented on Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. On these
figures one can see the temperature differenceDu0 , which is in-
versely proportional to the Nusselt number through Relation 23. It
clearly appears that the horizontal temperature distribution pre-
sents a large decrease essentially in the porous part. Moreover the
temperature difference through the porous medium is proportional
to the width of the porous layer, and is larger when the porous
medium is impermeable~with a linear temperature variation!:
when strong vertical flow develops in the cavity, a large convec-
tive heat transport is induced, leading to a small horizontal tem-
perature difference. Therefore horizontal heat transfer is essen-
tially affected by the presence or the absence of flow. To strong
vertical flow is associated large heat transfer. Then the influence
of the Darcy number and of the porous part width previously
described is directly deduced from the base flow characteristics,
which are: the flow is stronger in the fluid layer, and is decelerated
in the porous part as this layer becomes impermeable.

Concerning the influence of the Rayleigh number, one can look
at the heat conservation equation Eq. 5 written in the case of a
stationary flowDT5Ra2/5(uW .¹W )T. Thus an increase in the value
of the Rayleigh number induces stronger vertical heat transport.
Small horizontal temperature difference is then induced in the
cavity.

7 Conclusion
We have presented the complete calculation of the one-

dimensional buoyancy-induced flow developing in a rectangular
cavity, where the vertical boundaries are submitted to a horizontal
and uniform heat flux, and a vertical porous layer is placed close
to the heated wall. Our aim was to improve the analytical deter-
mination of the one-dimensional flow~Weisman et al.@7#! by cal-
culating the stratification parameterg associated to the plan-
parallel flow.

In the case of a vertically infinite cavity,g is a free parameter
and we have presented the influence of the characteristic param-
eters of the cavity~Da, Ra,ep, andg! on the stationary flow.
According to the values of these parameters, we can observe a
transition from a double boundary layer flow~with boundary lay-
ers independent or linked! to a conductive regime flow.

In the case of a closed cavity, we have calculated the value for
the stratification parameter. The method is based on the use of the
balance between vertical convective and conductive heat transfer
both in the fluid and in the porous medium. The obtained values of
g are also in perfect agreement with the values found with the
two-dimensional numerical simulations. We have shown that the
stratification parameter reaches a maximum valuegmax for an in-
termediate value of the porous medium permeability, Damax. We
have determined by fitting some simple relations betweengmax,
Damax, epand Ra. With these relations we can now determine the
permeability of the porous material leading to maximal vertical
heat transfer for a given heating strength, and a given porous layer
width.

Moreover we have characterized the horizontal heat transfer
through the cavity by calculating the temperature difference be-
tween the vertical walls of the cavity, once a given heat flux be-
tween the vertical boundaries is prescribed. This temperature dif-
ference is found to develop essentially in the porous part and
therefore Nusselt numbers are larger when the porous layer be-
comes permeable or thin.

Now that we have completely characterized the base flow in the
cavity, the linear stability analysis of this flow can be performed.
This work, where perturbations are sought under the form of
transverse propagating waves, is under progress.
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Nomenclature

A 5 aspect ratio5H/L
cp 5 isobaric specific heat,J/kgK

Da 5 Darcy number5K/L2

d 55 porous layer thickness, m
dSW 5 surface vector
ep 5 dimensionless porous layer thickness
gW 5 gravitational acceleration, m2/s
H 5 cavity height, m
K 5 permeability of the porous medium, m2

L 5 cavity width, m
Nu 5 Nusselt number5wL/lDT

P 5 pressure, Pa
p 5 dimensionless pressure

Pr 5 Prandtl number5n/k
r 5 ratio neff /n

Ra 5 Rayleigh number5gbL4w/lnk
t 5 time, s

T̃ 5 temperature, K
T 5 dimensionless temperature

Tc 5 reference temperature, K
DT 5 horizontal temperature difference, K

DT! 5 temperature difference scale5wLRa21/5/l, K
UW 5 velocity vector, m/s
uW 5 dimensionless velocity vector
u 5 dimensionlessx component of the velocity
w 5 dimensionlessz component of the velocity
x 5 horizontal coordinate
z 5 vertical coordinate
a 5 vertical temperature gradient, K m21

b 5 fluid thermal expansion coefficient, K21

d 5 dimensionless vertical temperature gradient
Du0 5 dimensionless horizontal temperature difference

e 5 porous layer characteristic function
g 5 stratification parameter5(Ra4/5d/4)1/4

gs 5 stratification parameter for an almost solid porous
medium

k 5 thermal diffusivity5l/rccp , m2s21

l 5 fluid thermal conductivity, W/mK
m 5 dynamic viscosity, kg m21 s21

n 5 kinematic viscosity, m2 s21

r 5 fluid density, kg m23

rc 5 fluid reference density, kg m23

u0 5 dimensionless horizontal temperature
uc 5 reference dimensionless temperature
w 5 prescribed heat flux density, W/m2

f 5 porosity

Subscripts

0 5 refers to stationary state
eff 5 refers to effective properties for a fluid-saturated po-

rous medium
f 5 refers to the fluid
p 5 refers to the porous medium
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Effect of a Variable Gravity Field
on Convection in an Anisotropic
Porous Medium With Internal
Heat Source and Inclined
Temperature Gradient
The convective instability of a horizontal fluid-saturated anisotropic porous layer, with
internal heat source and inclined temperature gradient, subject to a gravity field varying
with distance in the layer, is investigated. A linear stability analysis is performed and the
resulting eigenvalue problem solved using a Galerkin technique. In the absence of an
inclined temperature gradient, an increase in the variable gravity parameter above21
destabilizes the system. In its presence interesting developments occur. An increase in the
heat generation destabilizes the system when the variable gravity parameter is nonnega-
tive. When it is negative the opposite effect is seen.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1420711#

Keywords: Convection, Heat Transfer, Instability, Natural Convection, Porous Media

1 Introduction
The investigation of convective instability in a fluid-saturated

porous medium due to an inclined temperature gradient is of rel-
evance in the study of geothermal activities, underground trans-
port of pollutants, gas reservoirs and crystal growth as noted by
Manole and Lage@1#. Lage and Nield@2# have provided an excel-
lent review of the literature on this problem.

Although the investigation of thermal instability due to a time-
dependent gravity field has attracted the attention of several re-
searchers@3–5#, convection due to a gravity field varying with
distance, has received little attention. However in studying large-
scale flows in the Earth’s crust it is imperative to consider the
gravitational field of the earth as a variable quantity, varying with
distance from the center, as pointed out by Pradhan and Samal@6#.
The existence of elevated gravity levels varying with distance,
during the formation of crystals grown from the molten phase in a
furnace placed at the arm extremity of a centrifuge, have been
reported by Rodot et al.@7#. Chen and Chen@8# have investigated
the effect of such a gravity gradient on the onset of salt finger
convection in a pure fluid. The thermal stability of a nonviscous
fluid layer and that of a viscous fluid layer, subject to a gravita-
tional field varying with distance in the layer, have been analyzed
by Pradhan and Samal@6# and Straughan@9#, respectively. The
linear and nonlinear stability limits for convection in an isotropic
porous medium with internal heat source under variable gravity
fields have been obtained by Rionero and Straughan@10#.

Kaloni and Qiao@11# and Alex and Patil@12# have investigated
the convective instability of a horizontal fluid-saturated porous
layer with inclined temperature gradient subject to a gravitational
field varying linearly with distance in the layer. Alex and Patil
@13# have studied the influence of a variable gravitational field on
the thermal instability of a fluid-saturated porous medium with
inclined temperature gradient and vertical throughflow.

When the fluid is heated internally by a uniform distribution of
heat sources a thermally unstable situation arises, similar to that
caused by the decay of radioactive matter in the earth’s mantle.
Hence the investigation of thermal convection in porous layers

with internal heat generation is of importance in the extraction of
geothermal energy, the enhanced recovery of oil by thermal meth-
ods and the use of aquifers for water storage, and has attracted the
attention of several researchers.

Degan et al.@14# have noted that, as a consequence of a pref-
erential orientation or asymmetric geometry of a grain, most po-
rous media encountered in nature and in industry are anisotropic.
Hence the aim of this article is to analyze the effect of a variable
gravitational field on convective instability induced by an internal
heat source and inclined temperature gradient in an anisotropic
porous medium.

2 Mathematical Formulation
A horizontal fluid-saturated anisotropic porous layer of thick-

nessd is considered. The layer extends to infinity in thex andy
co-ordinate directions, and is bounded by rigid impermeable per-
fectly conducting planes atz50 andz5d. The co-ordinate axes
(x,y,z) are oriented parallel to the principal axes of the aniso-
tropic porous medium and thez-axis points vertically upwards
opposing the direction of gravity. Neale@15# has pointed out that,
in many practical situations involving homogeneous anisotropic
porous media, the macroscopic properties in two principal direc-
tions parallel to the bedding plane are equal. Hence isotropy can
be assumed in the bedding plane, which leads to the horizontally
isotropic case. Thus, taking thex-y plane to be the bedding plane,
it has been assumed that the permeabilities are equal in thex and
y directions, and so also the thermal diffusivities. That is,Kx
5KyÞKz andkx5kyÞkz . The boundaries are assumed to have
a linear horizontal temperature gradientaT in thex direction, and
for a given x the lower plane is hotter than the upper byDT.
Accordingly, for a system heated from below the boundary con-
ditions following Nield @16# are,

q"k5 0 at z50 and z5d, (1)

T5T01DT/22aTx at z50, (2)

T5T02DT/22aTx at z5d, (3)

where the symbols have been defined in the Nomenclature. The
medium is internally heated due to uniformly distributed heat
sources of total strengthQ.
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It is assumed that the Boussinesq approximation is valid, and
that the flow in the porous medium is governed by Darcy’s law.
Accordingly the dimensional governing equations are

¹•q50 (4)

¹p1~m/~Kx ,Kx ,Kz!!q2rg50 (5)

~rc!m~]T/]t !1~rcp! fq•¹T5~lx ,lx ,lz!m¹2T1Q (6)

r5r0@12bT~T2T0!#, (7)

where, following Chen and Chen@8#, it has been assumed that the
gravity vectorg, varies linearly with distance. That is,

g52g0~11hz!k, (8)

whereh, the variable gravity coefficient, is assumed to be a con-
stant.

Dimensionless variables~denoted by the superscript* ! are in-
troduced by choosingd, kz /d, (rc)md2/(lz)m , DT/RT , and
r0nkz /Kz as scales for length, velocity, time, temperature and
pressure respectively, whereRT5g0bTDTKzd/(kzn) is the verti-
cal thermal Rayleigh number. The governing equations in dimen-
sionless form are

¹* •q* 50 (9)

¹* p* 1q1* 2T* ~11h* z* !k5 0 (10)

~]T* /]t* !1q* ¹* T* 5k1¹1*
2T* 1]2T* /]z* 21RTQ* ,

(11)

where the internal heat source parameterQ* 5Qd2/(lz)mDT and
the variable gravity parameterh* 5hd.

The boundary conditions are now,

w* 50 at z* 50 and z* 51, (12)

T* 5RT/22RHTx* at z* 50, (13)

T* 52RT/22RHTx* at z* 51, (14)

where RHT5g0bTaTKzd
2/(kzn) is the horizontal thermal Ray-

leigh number.

2.1 Basic State. Equations~9!–~14! permit a basic steady
state solution of the form,

qb* 5U* ~z* !i, Tb* 5T̃* ~z* !2RHTx* , pb* 5p* ~x* ,z* !.
(15)

HereU* (z* ) and T̃* (z* ) satisfy,

D* U* ~z* !5RHTK1~11h* z* !, (16)

D* 2T̃* ~z* !52RHTU* ~z* !2RTQ* (17)

along with the boundary conditions,

T̃* ~0!5RT/2, (18)

T̃* ~1!52RT/2. (19)

The solution of the system~16!–~19! is given by

U* ~z* !5RHTK1@2~1/2!2~h* /6!1z* 1~h* z* 2!/2#, (20)

T̃* ~z* !5RT/22RTz* 1~RTQ* /2!@z* 2z* 2#2RHT
2 K1$~@1/12#

1@h* /24# !z* 2~@1/2#1@h* /6# !~z* 2/2!1~z* 3/6!

1~h* z* 4/24!%, (21)

where it is assumed that there is no net mass flow. That is,

E
0

1

U* ~z* !dz* 50 (22)

2.2 Perturbed State. The basic state described by the sys-
tem ~15! is slightly perturbed, and the altered state is given by

q* 5qb* 1q̂*

T* 5Tb* 1T̂* (23)

p* 5pb* 1 p̂*

Substituting ~23! into the system~9!–~11! and linearizing, the
equations governing the perturbed quantities become

¹•q̂50 (24)

¹ p̂1q̂12T̂~11hz!k5 0 (25)

~]T̂/]t !1U~z!~]T̂/]x!2ûRHT1ŵDT̃5k1¹1
2T̂1]2T̂/]z2

(26)

subject to,

ŵ5T̂50 at z50 and z51, (27)

where the asterisks have been dropped for simplicity~with the
understanding that all the variables are dimensionless henceforth!.

Expanding the perturbed quantities in terms of the normal
modes as,

~ û,v̂,ŵ,p̂,T̂!5~u~z!,v~z!,w~z!,p~z!,u~z!!

3exp@ i ~kxx1kyy2st !# (28)

the system~24!–~26! yields, on eliminatingu(z), v(z), andp(z),
the following system of differential equations inw(z) andu(z):

~D22K1k2!w~z!1K1k2u~z!~11hz!50 (29)

~D22k1k21 is2 ikxU~z!!u~z!1~ ikxRHT /k2!Dw~z!

2w~z!DT̃~z!50, (30)

wheres is the frequency of disturbance andk5(kx
21ky

2)1/2 is the
overall horizontal wave number. The disturbance withkx50 is
referred to as the longitudinal mode and that withky50 as the
transverse mode. The problem is now reduced to that of solving
the system~29! and ~30! subject to the boundary conditions,

w~z!5u~z!50 at z50 and z51. (31)

The system~29!–~31! can be regarded as an eigenvalue problem
in RT with parameterskx , ky , K1 , k1 , Q, RHT , h, ands.

3 Method of Solution
The eigenvalue problem formulated in the previous section has

been solved using a Galerkin technique. Accordingly, we write the
variables in a series of basis functions as

w5(
j 51

N

ajwj (32)

u5(
j 51

N

bju j , (33)

where aj and bj are constants. The basis functions considered
were the trigonometric functions,

wj5u j5sin~ j pz! j 51,2,3, . . . (34)

which satisfy the boundary conditions identically. The Galerkin
method requires that

det~Ai , j !50, (35)

where fori , j 51,2, . . . ,N

Ai , j5^DwiDwj1K1k2wiwj&

Ai , j 1N52^K1k2~11hz!wiu j&
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Ai 1N, j5^DT̃~z!u iwj2 ikxRHTk22u iDwj&

Ai 1N, j 1N5^Du iDu j1~k2k12 is1 ikxU~z!!u iu j&.

HereU(z) is given by Eq.~20! and

DT̃~z!52RT1~RTQ/2!@122z#2RHT
2 K1$1/121h/24

2~@1/2#1@h/6# !z1~z2/2!1~hz3/6!%. (36)

The inner products are defined as

^FG&5E
0

1

F~z!G~z!dz. (37)

For neutral stabilitys is real.

3.1 Numerical calculations. At the second order of ap-
proximation (N52), the determinant of order four in Eq.~35!
was expanded algebraically, for the isotropic case (K15k151).
The real and imaginary parts were then equated to zero to yield a
pair of simultaneous equations~as explained by Nield@16#!. For
fixed values ofRHT , Q, andh(K15k151), the critical Rayleigh
number, which is its minimum ask is varied, was then obtained
numerically for the various modes of disturbance; namely, station-
ary longitudinal mode~s50, kx50), stationary transverse mode
~s50, ky50), oscillatory longitudinal mode~sÞ0, kx50) and
oscillatory transverse mode~sÞ0, ky50). It was found that no
unstable oscillatory longitudinal mode was possible. Further, it
was seen that the stationary transverse modes were not possible in
the absence of variable gravity field~as noted by Parthiban and
Patil @17#!, and that in the presence of variable gravity field also
the stationary transverse mode is possible only for certain values
of the internal heat source parameter and horizontal thermal Ray-
leigh number. As the critical Rayleigh number for the stationary
longitudinal mode was found to be always less than that for the
stationary transverse mode~when it is possible!and oscillatory
transverse modes, the favored form of disturbance is the stationary
longitudinal mode~s50, kx50) both in the presence and the
absence of a variable gravity field, whenK15k151. Parthiban
and Patil @17# have reported that, in the absence of a variable
gravity field, the stationary longitudinal modes are the favored
modes at the onset of instability in an anisotropic porous medium.
In the absence of variable gravity field the results obtained in the
present analysis using the second order approximation coincide
with that of Parthiban and Patil@17#, whenK15k151.

Accordingly at higher orders of approximation the determinant
in Eq. ~35! is expanded numerically withs50 and kx50. To
avoid errors during numerical integration, the inner products in-
volved are evaluated analytically rather than numerically. On fix-
ing the values ofRHT , Q, K1 , k1 andh the lowest value ofRT as
k is varied is obtained numerically using a search method. The
results presented here are for twelve terms in the series expan-
sions, and are accurate to within 0.03. That is, the absolute differ-
ence in the critical Rayleigh numbers obtained with eleven and
twelve terms in the series expansions does not exceed 0.03.

4 Results and Discussion
At order N512, numerical computations to find the critical

Rayleigh number,RTcrit have been carried out for various values
of h, ~following Chen and Chen@8#!, Q, RHT , K1 , andk1 ~fol-
lowing Parthiban and Patil@17#!. SinceKz is greater thanKx and
kz is greater thankx ~Neale @15#!, K1 and k1 have been varied
subject to this restriction. That is,K1 andk1 are both assumed to
be less than unity. The results are presented graphically in Figs.
1–6.

Case 1. Isotropic Porous Medium„K1Äk1Ä1…

(a) Q50.

1 Figure 1 reveals that, in the absence of internal heat source,
an increase in the horizontal thermal Rayleigh number,RHT ~in

the range considered! delays the onset of convective instability,
that is, stabilizes the system for all values of the variable gravity
parameter. A similar trend was observed by Nield@18# in the
absence of a variable gravity field.

2 RHT50: From Fig. 1 it can be observed that,RTcrit is maxi-
mum when the variable gravity parameterh takes the value21,
and ash increases above21 RTcrit decreases, whenQ50. Thus,
when compared to the gravity field withh50, the onset of con-
vective instability is advanced whenh is positive, and when it is
negative the opposite effect is seen. This is because, as noted by
Chen and Chen@8#, whenh,0, the buoyancy effects are maxi-
mum at the lower wall and decrease with height. Further, the
critical Rayleigh number is based on the gravity level at the lower
wall. Thus whenh,0, the gravity level in the layer is decreased,
which thereby causes an increase in the critical Rayleigh number.
Whenh is positive the opposite effect is seen. That is, the critical
Rayleigh number is less than that for the constant gravity case
~h50!.

3 RHTÞ0: It can be seen from Fig. 1 that, in the presence of
horizontal temperature gradient, as in its absence, the system is
most stable whenh assumes the value21, for all values of the
horizontal thermal Rayleigh number, whenQ50. When RHT
ranges between 0 and 22, an increase inh above21, advances the
onset of convective instability, so that in this range the system is
least stable whenh52. WhenRHT exceeds 22 this trend is dis-
turbed. AsRHT varies between 22 and 36 it is seen thatRTcrit is
greater whenh52 than whenh51, implying that the system with

Fig. 1 Effect of a variable gravity field on the critical Rayleigh
number in an isotropic porous medium „K 1Äk1Ä1…

Fig. 2 Effect of a variable gravity field on the critical Rayleigh
number in an anisotropic porous medium „K 1Ä1, k1Ä0.1…
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h52 is more stable than that withh51, in this range. It is also
seen that, whenRHT exceeds 28, the value ofRTcrit when h52
exceeds that whenh50, so that the system withh52 is more
stable than that with constant gravitational field. Further, it can be
seen that whenRHT exceeds 33,RTcrit is greater whenh51 than
whenh50, and whenRHT exceeds 36RTcrit is greater whenh51
than whenh52. Thus whenRHT varies between 22 and 33 the
system is least stable whenh51, and thereafter the system is least
stable whenh50. Therefore, it is seen that in the absence of
internal heat source, an increase in the variable gravity parameter
h above 0, plays a dual role~stabilizing in a certain range and
destabilizing in another! on the stability of the system.

The trends seen when the variable gravity parameter is positive
are possibly due to the interaction between the stabilizing effects
caused by the increase in the horizontal temperature gradient, and
the destabilizing effects of the elevated gravity fields. Whenh is
negative, the stabilizing effect of the decreased gravity field, to-
gether with the stabilizing effect of the increase in the horizontal
temperature gradient, may be additive, so that the system is the
most stable whenh is negative.

(b) QÞ0.

1 It can be noted from Fig. 1 that, in the presence of internal
heat source (Q51.5), an increase inRHT stabilizes the system for
all values ofh. The same behavior was seen in the absence of
internal heat source.

2 RHT50: As observed in the absence of internal heat source,
in its presence too, the system is most stable when the variable
gravity parameterh takes the value21, and an increase inh
above21 advances the onset of convective instability.

3 RHTÞ0: From Fig. 1 it can be seen that, in the presence of
internal heat source, unlike in its absence, an increase in the vari-
able gravity parameter above21, destabilizes the system for all
values of the horizontal thermal Rayleigh number. Thus the dual
role played by the increase inh above 0 in the absence of internal
heat source is not observed in its presence. This may be due to the
damping of the trends seen whenQ50, by the destabilizing effect
of the increase in the heat generation.

(c) Comparison of the Cases Q50 and QÞ0. From Fig. 1, it
can be observed that when the variable gravity parameterh is
nonnegative, the values ofRTcrit in the presence of internal heat
source (Q51.5) are less than the corresponding values in the
absence of internal heat source (Q50), for all values of the hori-
zontal thermal Rayleigh number. This implies that an increase in
the heat generation due to internal heat source always destabilizes
the system whenh is nonnegative. In the absence of variable
gravity field ~h50!, this is in concurrence with the conclusion of
Parthiban and Patil@17#, who have shown that an increase in the
internal heat source parameter destabilizes the system for all val-
ues of the horizontal thermal Rayleigh number. Thus whenh.0,
the destabilizing effect of internal heat source, together with the
destabilizing effect of the elevated gravity fields and stabilizing

Fig. 3 Effect of a variable gravity field on the critical Rayleigh
number in an anisotropic porous medium „K 1Ä0.1, k1Ä1…

Fig. 4 Effect of a variable gravity field on the critical Rayleigh
number in an anisotropic porous medium „K 1Ä0.1, k1Ä0.5…

Fig. 5 Effect of a variable gravity field on the critical Rayleigh
number in an anisotropic porous medium „K 1Ä0.2, k1Ä0.1…

Fig. 6 Effect of a variable gravity field on the critical Rayleigh
number in an anisotropic porous medium „K 1Äk1Ä0.1…
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effect of the increase in the horizontal temperature gradient, prob-
ably cause the trends that are seen. Whenh is negative it is seen
that an increase inQ stabilizes the system for all values ofRHT

considered. This may be because the stabilizing effect of the de-
creased gravity field dominates the destabilizing effect of internal
heat source for all values of the horizontal temperature gradient.

Case 2. Anisotropic Porous Medium. The effect of fixing
one of the anisotropy parameters at 1, and varying the other has
been studied. The critical Rayleigh numbers for the anisotropic
porous medium, for various values of the anisotropy parameters
are given in Figs. 2–6. It should be noted thatK1 andk1 are both
assumed to be less than unity.

(a) Effect of Anisotropy in Diffusivity.

1 A comparison of Figs. 1 and 2 reveals that,RTcrit is greater
whenK15k151 than whenK151, k150.1, for all values ofh,
RHT and Q. This implies that when the permeability is isotropic
(K151) and the parameterk1 is decreased the system is always
destabilized. In the absence of a variable gravity field, this is in
agreement with the conclusion of Parthiban and Patil@17#. Hence
in the presence and absence of a variable gravity field, an increase
in the vertical diffusivity~or a decrease in the horizontal diffusiv-
ity!, promotes the onset of convective instability. Thus the effect
of anisotropy in diffusivity is to destabilize the system for all
values of the variable gravity parameter, whenk1,1, that is,
when the thermal diffusivity in thex co-ordinate direction is less
than that in thez co-ordinate direction.

2 Q50:

~i! It can be seen from Fig. 2 that an increase in the horizontal
thermal Rayleigh numberRHT stabilizes the system when
the variable gravity parameter is negative or zero, when
Q50, as in the isotropic case. However, when the variable
gravity parameter is positive an increase inRHT initially
stabilizes the system and then destabilizes it. This may be
due to the interaction of the destabilizing effects of the
elevated gravity fields and anisotropy in diffusivity, with
the stabilizing effect of the increase inRHT .

~ii! RHT50: From Fig. 2 it is observed that ash increases
above 21, RTcrit decreases, implying that the system is
destabilized. The same trend is seen when the medium is
isotropic.

~iii! RHTÞ0: It can be seen from Fig. 2 that, whenQ50, the
system is most stable whenh521, and that an increase in
the variable gravity parameter above21 destabilizes the
system whenRHT varies between 0 and 14 and when it
exceeds 32. WhenRHT ranges between 14 and 22, the
system is the least stable whenh51. Thereafter the system
is the most unstable whenh52. WhenRHT assumes values
between 22 and 32 the system is more stable whenh51
than whenh50. Thus trends similar to those seen in the
isotropic case are seen at lower values ofRHT when K1
51, k150.1. This may be due to the interaction of the
destabilizing effects of the elevated gravity fields and an-
isotropy in diffusivity, with the stabilizing effect of the
increase inRHT .

3 QÞ0:

~i! In the presence of internal heat source (Q51.5), as in its
absence, an increase in the horizontal thermal Rayleigh
number initially stabilizes the system and then destabilizes
it, whenh is positive, and stabilizes it whenh is negative
or zero. This trend is not seen when the medium is isotro-
pic.

~ii! RHT50: In the presence of internal heat source, the system
is most stable when the variable gravity parameterh takes
the value21, and an increase inh above21 advances the

onset of convective instability, as also seen whenQ50.
The same behavior is observed when the medium is isotro-
pic.

~iii! RHTÞ0: Figure 2 reveals that, in the presence of internal
heat source, unlike in its absence, an increase in the vari-
able gravity parameter above21 destabilizes the system
for all values of the horizontal thermal Rayleigh number.
This pattern is seen when the medium is isotropic also.

~iv! Comparison of the casesQ50 andQÞ0: It is seen from
Fig. 2, that, as in the isotropic case, an increase in the
internal heat source parameter destabilizes the system
when the variable gravity parameter is nonnegative and
stabilizes it when the variable gravity parameter is posi-
tive.

(b) Effect of Anisotropy in Permeability.

1 On comparing Figs. 1 and 3, it is seen that a decrease inK1
to 0.1 when the diffusivity is isotropic (k151) results in an in-
crease inRTcrit for all values ofh, RHT , and Q in the ranges
considered. Therefore, when the horizontal permeability is much
less than the vertical permeability, the onset of convective insta-
bility is always delayed. Thus anisotropy in permeability stabilizes
the system in both the presence and absence of a variable gravity
field, when K1,1, that is, when the permeability in thex co-
ordinate direction is less than that in thez co-ordinate direction.

2 Q50:

~i! It can be seen from Fig. 3 that,~as in the isotropic case!, an
increase in the horizontal thermal Rayleigh number im-
parts stability to the system for all values ofh, when Q
50.

~ii! RHT50: From Fig. 3 it is observed that an increase inh
above21 destabilizes the system, in the absence of inter-
nal heat source. The same trend is seen when the medium
is isotropic.

~iii! RHTÞ0: From Fig. 3 it is noted that, as in the absence of
horizontal temperature gradient, the onset of convective
instability is advanced ash increases above21, whenQ
50. The dual role played by the increase inh above 0 seen
in the isotropic case is not observed here, possibly due to
domination of the stabilizing effect of anisotropy in perme-
ability.

3 QÞ0:

~i! In the presence of internal heat source (Q51.5), as in its
absence, an increase in the horizontal thermal Rayleigh
number stabilizes the system for all values of the variable
gravity parameter.

~ii! RHT50: As in the absence of internal heat source, the
system is most stable when the variable gravity parameter
h takes the value21 and an increase inh above21 ad-
vances the onset of convective instability. The same behav-
ior is seen when the medium is isotropic.

~iii! RHTÞ0: When the medium is anisotropic in permeability
~and when it is isotropic!an increase in the variable gravity
parameter above21 destabilizes the system for all values
of the horizontal thermal Rayleigh number, whenQÞ0.

~iv! Comparison of the casesQ50 andQÞ0: It is seen from
Fig. 3 that, as for an isotropic medium, an increase in the
internal heat source parameter destabilizes the system
whenh is nonnegative and stabilizes it whenh is positive.

Since the critical Rayleigh numbers for the isotropic porous
medium are greater than that for Case 2~a! and less than that of
Case 2~b!, the effect of horizontal isotropy in permeability is to
destabilize the system, whereas the effect of horizontal isotropy in
diffusivity is to stabilize the system, in both the presence and
absence of a variable gravity field~where it is assumed thatK1
andk1 are both less than 1!.
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(c) Effect of Complete Anisotropy(K1Þ1,k1Þ1). In the
case of complete anisotropy, a comparison of Figs. 4 and 6 reveal
that a decrease ink1 destabilizes the system, while Figs. 5 and 6
show that a decrease inK1 stabilizes the system~except when
h52 andRHT540). Further, Figs. 4–6 show that the effect of the
variable gravity field on the critical Rayleigh number when the
medium is completely anisotropic is similar to that when the me-
dium is horizontally isotropic in diffusivity.

In keeping with, and in order to compare with the current lit-
erature on convective instability under variable gravitational field
~Chen and Chen@8# and Kaloni and Qiao@11#!, the results ob-
tained by considering the Rayleigh number based on the gravity
level at the lower wall, have been discussed above. In the absence
of inclined temperature gradient~and whenK15k151, Q50),
the trends observed in the present analysis are in agreement with
those reported by Chen and Chen@8#, who investigated the onset
of salt finger convection in a pure fluid under a variable gravity
field. Further, the results obtained in the present analysis with
h521, Q50, K15k151 coincide exactly with the linear stabil-
ity limits furnished by Kaloni and Qiao@11#.

It may be argued that, in investigating the effect of one of the
factors in a dimensionless parameter, its influence must be studied
by considering its mean value in the dimensionless parameter.
Here, if RTmean is the Rayleigh number based on the arithmetic
mean of the gravitational acceleration in the layer, then it is seen
that, whenh is negativeRTmean is less thanRT . Whenh is posi-
tive the opposite effect is seen. The relationship betweenRTmean
andRT , for typical values ofh, Q, K1 , k1 , andRHT is shown in
Fig. 7.

5 Conclusion
For the range of parameters under consideration (RHT varying

from 0 to 40,Q50 and 1.5,h521, 0, 1, 2,K151, 0.2, 0.1, and
k151, 0.5, 0.1!it is seen that, in the absence of a variable gravity

field, an increase in the horizontal thermal Rayleigh number de-
lays the onset of convective instability, and an increase in the heat
generation due to internal heat source advances it, for all values of
the anisotropy parameters considered. When the variable gravity
parameter takes positive values~h51, 2! an increase in the hori-
zontal temperature gradient always stabilizes the system, except
when the medium is horizontally isotropic in permeability~when
it initially stabilizes and then destabilizes it!, and an increase in
the internal heat source parameter always advances the onset of
convective instability, in both isotropic and anisotropic porous
media. When the variable gravity parameter is negative an in-
crease in the horizontal temperature gradient imparts stability to
the system, and an increase in the internal heat source parameter
also stabilizes it.

In the absence and presence of internal heat source, an increase
in the variable gravity parameter above21 advances the onset of
convective instability, in both isotropic and anisotropic porous
media, when there is no inclined temperature gradient. However
in the presence of an inclined temperature gradient, an increase in
the variable gravity parameter above 0 plays a dual role in deter-
mining the stability of the system when there is no internal heat
source, both when the porous medium is isotropic and when it is
horizontally isotropic in permeability.

It is seen that a decrease ink1 destabilizes the system, while
that inK1 stabilizes it~except in the completely anisotropic case!.
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Nomenclature

c 5 specific heat
cp 5 specific heat at constant pressure
d 5 depth of the porous layer
D 5 differential operatord/dz
¹ 5 ]/]xi1 ]/]yj1 ]/]zk

¹2 5 ]2/]x21]2/]y21]2/]z2

¹1
2

5 ]2/]x21]2/]y2

g 5 gravity vector,2g0(11hz)k
i,j,k 5 unit co-ordinate vectors, aligned with (x,y,z)

directions, respectively
Kx ,Ky ,Kz 5 permeability in thex, y, andz co-ordinate direc-

tions
K1 5 anisotropy parameter,Kx /Kz

kx ,ky 5 wave numbers in thex andy directions
k 5 overall horizontal wave number, (kx

21ky
2)1/2

N 5 order of Galerkin approximation
p 5 pressure
q 5 seepage velocity vector, (u,v,w)

q1 5 (u/K1 ,v/K1 ,w)
Q 5 internal heat source parameter

RT 5 vertical thermal Rayleigh number,
g0bTDTKzd/(kzn)

RHT 5 horizontal thermal Rayleigh number,
g0bTaTKzd

2/(kzn)
t 5 time

T 5 temperature
T0 5 standard temperature

DT 5 temperature difference between the lower and
upper boundaries

T̃(z) 5 vertical variation of the basic temperature
U(z) 5 x component of basic velocity
x,y,z 5 co-ordinate directions

Greek Symbols

aT 5 horizontal temperature gradient

Fig. 7 Relationship between RTmean and RT „RHTÄ40, K 1
Ä0.1, k1Ä0.1…
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bT 5 coefficient of volume expansion
h 5 variable gravity parameter
u 5 temperature perturbation

kx ,ky ,kz 5 thermal diffusivity in thex, y, andz co-ordinate
directions

k1 5 anisotropy parameter,kx /kz
lx ,ly ,lz 5 thermal conductivity in thex, y, andz co-

ordinate directions
m 5 coefficient of viscosity
n 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 density

r0 5 density at temperatureT0
s 5 frequency of the disturbance

s r ,s i 5 real and imaginary parts ofs

Subscripts

b 5 basic state
f 5 fluid

m 5 solid-fluid mixture

Superscripts

* 5 dimensionless quantities
ˆ 5 perturbation quantities
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Influence of Irradiation Time,
Particle Sizes, and Initial
Moisture Content During
Microwave Drying of
Multi-Layered Capillary
Porous Materials
The drying of capillary porous materials by microwave with rectangular waveguide has
been investigated numerically and experimentally. Most importantly, it focuses on the
investigation of the distributions of electric field, temperature and moisture profiles within
the capillary porous materials. The measurements of temperature and moisture distribu-
tions within the capillary porous materials provide a good basis for understanding of the
microwave drying process. The mathematical model gives qualitatively comparable trends
to experimental data. The calculations of electromagnetic fields inside the rectangular
waveguide and the capillary porous materials show that the variation of particle sizes and
initial moisture content changes the degree of penetration and rate of microwave power
absorbed within the sample. Further, the small particle size leads to much higher capil-
lary pressure resulting in a faster drying time.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1423951#

Keywords: Electromagnetic, Heat Transfer, Microwave, Moisture, Numerical Methods,
Packed Beds, Porous Media

1 Introduction
A convenient starting point of drying theory is a recent work by

Whitaker @1#, who derived locally volume averaged conservation
equations for two-phase capillary flow in porous media. In the
past decade, microwave technology has been applied to many
processes. Microwave drying is one of the most interesting meth-
ods for drying materials. Unlike other heat sources such as con-
ventional heating, where heat is applied externally to the surface
of the material, microwave irradiation penetrates and simulta-
neously heats the bulk of the material. When properly designed,
microwave drying systems have several advantages over conven-
tional mechanical methods, such as reducing the drying times,
high energy efficiency, and offer improvements in product
quality for various industrial applications~Feng et al.@2# and
Feng et al.@3#!.

Microwave radiations have typical wavelengths and a penetra-
tion depth of roughly the same order of magnitude, commensurate
with the size of the sample to be dried. For instance, the wave-
length of an electromagnetic at frequency of 2.45 GHz is 12.4 cm
and the penetration depth, that is the distance from the surface of
the sample at which the power drop toe21 from its initial value,
is 2 cm of water at 60°C. Thus, a volumetric heat source is dissi-
pated through the sample due to the characteristic of dielectric
losses@4#. Further, the moisture and temperature distributions for
microwave drying can appear to have uniform shapes, due to this
phenomenon.

There are many successful examples of microwave application,
including the drying of foods, drying of textiles, freeze drying
process, and vulcanizations of rubber. Metaxas and Meredith@5#
provide good introduction to heat and mass transfers in micro-

wave processing. A number of other analyses of microwave heat-
ing processes have appeared in the recent literatures~Ayappa
et al. @6#, Li et al. @7# and Clemens et al.@8#!. The one-
dimensional analysis for heat and mass transport during micro-
wave drying in porous material has been studied by Gori et al.@9#,
Perkin et al.@10# and Turner et al.@11#.

Of all models above, the microwave power absorbed was as-
sumed to decay exponentially into the sample following the Lam-
bert’s law. However, this assumption is valid for the large dimen-
sion samples~depth of bed,dP'2.73 penetration depth! @12,13#.
For the small samples heat in a faster rate by microwave due to
the resonance of standing waves whereas resonance is completely
absent for greater length scales. In perspective, Lambert’s expo-
nential decay law cannot predict resonance. Therefore, the spatial
variations of the electromagnetic field within small samples must
be obtained by solution of the Maxwell’s equations@14#.

The two-dimensional models of interaction between electro-
magnetic field and dielectric materials have been used previously
to study numerous heating processes in a variety of microwave
applicator configurations such as rectangular waveguide and cavi-
ties ~@14–16#!. However, previous investigation considered only a
single-layer sample. Indeed, little effort has been reported on the
study of drying process of multi-layered materials in microwave
fields, especially a complete comparison between mathematical.
In this work, samples in a microwave cavity of 2.45 GHz and
TE10 mode were packed beds of glass beads and water. The effects
of the irradiation time, particle sizes and the variation of initial
moisture content on microwave drying kinetics at long stages of
drying process were clarified in detail. The result presented here
provides a basis for fundamental understanding of microwave dry-
ing of capillary porous materials.

2 Experimental Apparatus
Figure 1 shows the experimental apparatus used. The micro-

wave system was a monochromatic wave of TE10 mode operating
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at a frequency of 2.45 GHz. Microwave energy was generated by
magnetron~Micro Denshi Co., model UM-1500, Tokyo, Japan!, it
was transmitted along thez-direction of the rectangular waveguide
with inside dimensions of 110 mm354.61 mm toward a water
load that was situated at the end of the waveguide. The water load
~lower absorbing boundary! ensured that only a minimal amount
of microwave was reflected back to the sample. Also, an isolator
~upper absorbing boundary! was used to trap any microwave re-
flected from the sample to prevent it from damaging the magne-
tron. Output of magnetron was adjusted at 50 W. The powers of
incident, reflected and transmitted waves were measured by a
wattmeter using a directional coupler~Micro Denshi Co., model
DR-5000, Tokyo, Japan!.

As shown in Fig. 1~b!, the samples were porous packed bed,
which compose of glass beads and water. A sample container was
made from polypropylene with a thickness of 0.75 mm, it did not
absorb microwave energy. In this study, the voids occupy from a
fraction up to 38 percent of the whole volume of packed beds. The
samples were prepared in two configurations: a single-layered
packed bed~d50.15 mm, d51.0 mm, anddP550 mm! and a
two-layered packed bed, respectively. In the case of two-layered
packed bed was classified in two configurations: F-C bed~attach-

ing fine bed ~d50.15 mm, dP512.5 mm! on coarse bed~d
50.4 mm, dP522.5 mm!!, and C-F bed~attaching fine bed~d
50.15 mm, dP522.5 mm! under coarse bed~d50.4 mm, dP
522.5 mm!!, respectively. The sample of packed bed was inserted
in the rectangular waveguide. The distributions of temperature
within the sample were measured using fiberoptic~LUXTRON
Fluroptic Thermometer, Model 790, Santa Clara, Canada, accurate
to 60.5°C!, which were placed in the center of the sample at each
5 mm interval. An infrared camera was also used to measure the
distributions of temperature within the sample inx-z plane. In
each test run, the weight loss of the sample was measured by mass
scale with high precision. The water saturations in the packed bed
were defined as the fraction of the volume occupied by water to
volume of the pores. They were obtained by weighing dry and wet
mass of the sample which were cut out in volume~four positions!
of about 110 mm354.61 mm312.5 mm at the end of each run.
The water saturation formula can be described in the following
form:

s5
rp~12f!~mw2md!

r lfmd
, (1)

wheres is water saturation,mw andmd are wet and dry mass of
the sample, respectively,f is porosity,r l andrp are densities of
water and particle, respectively. During the experimental micro-
wave drying processes, the uncertainty of our data might come
from the variations in humidity, room temperature and human
errors. The uncertainty in drying kinetics was assumed to result
from errors in the measured weight of the sample. The calculated
drying kinetic uncertainties in all tests were less than 3 percent.
The uncertainly in temperature was assumed to result from errors
in measured input power, ambient temperature and ambient hu-
midity. The calculated uncertainty associated with temperature
was less than 2.85 percent.

3 Analysis of Mathematical Modeling

3.1 Analysis of Electromagnetic Model. Figure 2 shows
the physical model used for analyzing microwave drying of cap-
illary porous materials in a rectangular waveguide. The proposed
model is based on the following assumptions:~1! since the micro-
wave field in the TE10 mode has no variation of field in the direc-
tion between the broad faces, a two-dimensional model over the
x-z plane is applicable to analysis of electromagnetic field inside
a rectangular waveguide@14#; ~2! the absorption of microwave
energy by the cavity~including air! in the rectangular waveguide
is negligible;~3! the walls of a rectangular waveguide are perfect

Fig. 1 Schematic of experimental facility: „a… equipment
setup; and „b… multi-layered porous packed bed „Sample…

Fig. 2 Physical model
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conductors; and~4! The effect of the sample container~made of
polypropylene!on the electromagnetic field can be neglected be-
cause it did not absorb microwave energy.

Basic Equations. The basic equations for the electromagnetic
field are based on the well-known Maxwell relations. For the mi-
crowave of TE10 mode@14#, the governing equations can be writ-
ten in term of the component notations of electric and magnetic
field intensities:

]Ey

]z
5m

]Hx

]t
(2)

]Ey

]x
52m

]Hz

]t
(3)

2S ]Hz

]x
2

]Hx

]z D5sEy1«
]Ey

]t
(4)

where

«5«0« r , m5m0m r , s52p f « tand. (5)

In this study, the effects on the overall drying kinetics are ex-
amined by selecting the dielectric properties as a function of mois-
ture content and temperature. In order to determine the functional
dependence of the combination of moisture content and tempera-
ture, the theory surrounding mixing formulas is used@17#, in
which the volume fractions~y! of water saturation, water vapor
and glass particle were considered, as follows:

« r~s,T!5~« r8~s,T!2 j « r9~s,T!! (6)

where

@« r8~s,T!#m5(
i 51

3

y i@« ri8 ~T!#m5fs@« rl8 ~T!#m1f~12s!@« ra8 #m

1~12f!@« rp8 #m (7)

@« r9~s,T!#m5(
i 51

3

y i@« ri9 ~T!#m5fs@« rl9 ~T!#m1f~12s!@« ra9 #m

1~12f!@« rp9 #m. (8)

In above equations, the parameterm is likely to vary over the
range 0–1, as suggested by Wang and Schmugge@17#. A value of
m50.33 hasbeen used throughout in this study. The loss tangent
coefficient can be expressed as follow:

tand5
« r9~s,T!

« r8~s,T!
. (9)

Boundary Conditions. Corresponding to the physical model
shown in Fig. 2, boundary conditions are given in the following
list.

~a! Perfectly conducting boundaries; boundary conditions on
the inner wall surface of a rectangular waveguide are given
by using Faraday’s law and Gauss’ theorem:

Et50, Hn50. (10)

~b! Continuity boundary condition; boundary conditions along
the interface between different materials, for example be-
tween air and dielectric material surface, are given by using
Ampere’s law and Gauss’ theorem:

Et5Et8 , Ht5Ht8 , Dn5Dn8 , Bn5Bn8 . (11)

~c! Absorbing boundary condition; at both ends of the rectan-
gular waveguide, the first order absorbing conditions pro-
posed by Mur@18# are applied:

]Ey

]t
56y

]Ey

]z
. (12)

Here, the symbol6 represents forward or backward waves andy
is phase velocity of the microwave.

Oscillation of the electric and magnetic field intensities by mag-
netron; incident wave due to magnetron is given by the following
equations:

Ey5Eyin sinS px

Lx
D sin~2p f t !, Hx5

Eyin

ZH
sinS px

Lx
D sin~2p f t !.

(13)

ZH is the wave impedance defined as

ZH5
lgZI

l
5

lg

l
Am

«
. (14)

3.2 Analysis of Heat and Mass Transport Models. A
schematic diagram of model is shown in Fig. 2. By conservations
of mass and energy in the sample, the governing equation of mass
and energy for all phases can be derived by using the volume
average technique. The main transport mechanisms that enable
moisture movement during microwave drying of sample are: liq-
uid flow driven by capillary pressure gradient and gravity while
the vapor is driven by the gradient of the partial pressure of the
evaporating species. In this study, several simplifying assumptions
are made in order to obtain a closed set of governing macroscopic
equations:~1! the capillary porous material is rigid, no chemical
reactions take place in the sample;~2! local thermodynamic equi-
librium is assumed;~3! simultaneous heat and mass transport oc-
curs at a constant pressure, where the dominant mechanisms are
capillary transport, vapor diffusion and gravity: such is generally
the case in drying of capillary porous medium at atmospheric
pressure when the temperature is lower than the boiling point
@19#; ~4! the gas binary mixture of air and water vapor behaves
like an ideal gas; and~5! corresponding to electromagnetic field,
temperature and moisture profiles also can be assumed to be two-
dimensional in thex-z plane.

Basic Equations. The governing equations based on a volume
average approach led to the following conservation equations de-
scribing the drying process of capillary porous materials:

Mass Conservation.

f
]

]t
$r ls1rv~12s!%1

]

]x
@r lul1rvuv#1

]

]z
@r lwl1rvwv#50

(15)

Energy Conservation.

]

]t
@~rcp!TT#1¹@$r lcplul1~racpa1rvcpv!ug%T#1Hvṅ

52¹q1Q, (16)

whereQ is the microwave power absorbed term, which is a func-
tion of the electric field and defined as@8#:

Q52p• f •«0•« r~ tand!Ey
2 (17)

Phenomenological Relations.

In order to complete the system of equations, the expressions
for the superficial average velocity of the liquid and gas phases
the generalized Darcy’s law in the following vector form is used:

ul52
KKrl

m l
@¹pg2¹pc2r lg#, ug52

KKrg

mg
@¹pg2rgg#

(18)
the velocity of vapor water and air phase the generalized Fick’s
law for a two-component gas mixture can be expressed in vector
form as

rvuv5rvug2rgDm¹S rv

rg
D , raua5raug2rgDm¹S ra

rg
D ,

(19)
whereDm is the effective molecular mass diffusion@20#:
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Dm5
2f

32f
~12s!D0 . (20)

Fourier’s law is used to define the heat flux through the porous
materials

q52leff¹T (21)

Equilibrium Relations.

The system of conservation equations obtained for multiphase
transport mode requires constitutive equation for relative perme-
abilitiesKr , capillary pressurepc , capillary pressure functions or
Leverett functionsJ(se), and the effective thermal conductivity
leff . A typical set of constitutive relationships for liquid and gas
system given by@21#

Krl 5se
3, Krg5~12se!

3, (22)

wherese is the effective water saturation considered the irreduc-
ible water saturationsir and defined by

se5
s2sir

12sir
. (23)

The capillary pressurepc is further assumed to be a function of
water saturation or Leverett functionsJ(se) and surface tension
j(T). The Leverett functionsJ(se) is dependent on the internal
structure of the porous materials and defined by@22#:

J~se!50.325~1/se21!0.217. (24)

The relationship between the capillary pressure and the water
saturation is defined by using Leverett functionsJ(se):

pc5pg2pl5
j~T!

AK/f
J~se!. (25)

Figure 3 shows the typical moisture characteristic curve for dif-
ferent particle sizes obtained from present experiments. It is seen
that, in the case of the same water saturation, a smaller particle
size corresponds to a higher capillary pressure.

Based on the experimental results of Aoki et al.@22# using a
glass beads unsaturated with water, the effective thermal conduc-
tivity is further assumed to be a function of water saturation and
defined by

leff5
0.8

113.78e25.95s (26)

After some mathematical manipulations, the two-dimensional
systems of two non-linear coupled partial differential equations
which govern the microwave drying process are given by

Moisture Transport Equation.

f
]

]t
$r ls1rv~12s!%1

]

]x Fr l

KKrl

m l
S ]pc

]x D2Dm

]rv

]x G
1

]

]z Fr l

KKrl

m l
S ]pc

]z
1r lgzD1rv

KKrg

mg
~rggz!2Dm

]rv

]z G
50 (27)

Heat Transport Equation.

]

]t
@~rCp!TT#1

]

]x
@$r lCplul1~raCpa1rvCpv!ug%T#

1
]

]z
@$r lCplwl1~raCpa1rvCpv!wg%T#1Hvṅ

5
]

]x Fleff

]T

]x G1
]

]z Fleff

]T

]z G1Q, (28)

where (rCp)T is the effective heat capacitance of water-gas-
matrix mixtures:

~rCp!T5r lCplfs1$~rCp!a1~rCp!v%f~12s!1rpCpp~12f!.
(29)

Also, the phase change term is given by

ṅ5
]

]t
$rvf~12s!%1

]

]x F2Dm

]rv

]x G
1

]

]z Frv

KKrg

mg
rggz2Dm

]rv

]z G . (30)

Boundary and Initial Conditions.

The boundary conditions proposed for the exchange of energy
and mass at the open boundary can be described in the following
form:

2l
]T

]z
5hc~T2Ta!1ṅHv (31)

r lwl1rvwv5hm~r2ra!. (32)

Considering the boundary conditions at the closed boundary that
no heat and mass exchange take place

]T

]x
5

]T

]z
50,

]u

]x
5

]w

]z
50. (33)

The initial conditions are given by uniform initial temperature and
moisture content.

4 Numerical Procedure
In order to predict the electromagnetic field~Eqs. ~2!–~4!!, a

finite difference time domain~FDTD! method is applied. The sys-
tem of nonlinear partial differential equations~Eqs. ~27!–~33!!
was solved by the method of finite differences based on the notion
of control volumes as described by Patankar@23#. The Newton-
Raphson method was employed at each iteration to quicken the
convergence. Initially, the temperature and moisture profiles were
set to be equal at all nodes at values corresponding to the mea-
sured capillary porous medium conditions. Considering the micro-
wave drying in TE10 mode, it is the lowest mode of the supported
microwave field for waves transmitted in the present rectangular
waveguide without power dissipation. The type of wave mode is
prescribed by the frequency and waveguide dimensions. Spatial
and temporal resolution was selected to ensure of stability and
accuracy. To insure stability of the time-stepping algorithm,Dt
was chosen to satisfy the courant stability condition@15#:

Dt<
A~Dx!21~Dz!2

y
(34)

Fig. 3 Typical relationship between, p c and s e
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and the spatial resolution of each cell defined as

Dx,Dz<
lg

10A« r

. (35)

Corresponding to Eqs.~34! and~35!, the calculation conditions
were as follows:~1! because the propagating velocity of micro-
wave is very fast compared with the rate of heat transfer, different
time steps ofdt51 @ps# and 0.1@s# were used for the computation
of the electromagnetic field and temperature profile: the spatial
step size isdx5dz51.0@mm#; ~2! number of grid: N5110
~width! 3200 ~length!; and~3! relative errors in the iteration pro-
cedure of 1028 were chosen. One aspect of model verification was
to compare drying data from experiments run under different con-
ditions with mathematical simulations using parameter values ob-
tained from Table 1.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Simulation of Electric Field Inside a Rectangular
Waveguide. In the beginning, to understand the detailed struc-
tures of electric field developed inside a rectangular waveguide,
the numerical simulation of the following three cases are con-
ducted:~1! rectangular waveguide is empty, its dielectric constant
is unity ~which corresponds to that of air!; ~2! rectangular wave-
guide is filled with sample~single-layered packed bed! with dry-
ing times of 15 min~early drying times!; and~3! rectangular
waveguide is filled with sample~single-layered packed bed! with
drying times of 540 min~long drying times!.

Figures 4–6 are the numerical simulation of electric field in
TE10 mode along the center axis (x554.61 mm) of rectangular
waveguide after 10,000 time steps. In the figures, the vertical axis
represents the intensity of the electric fieldEy , which is normal-
ized to the amplitude of the input electromagnetic wave,Eyin .

Figure 4 shows the stationary wave inside the rectangular
waveguide with completely absorbed power at the end of the rect-
angular waveguide~case 1!. It is observed that a uniform wave is
formed inside a rectangular waveguide. Figure 5 shows the wave
distribution of the electric field when a dielectric material or
sample is inserted in the rectangular waveguide~case 2!. Within
the sample, the electric field attenuates owing to energy absorp-
tion, and thereafter the absorbed energy is converted to the ther-
mal energy, which increases the sample temperature. In the figure,
the electric field with a small amplitude is formed within the
sample waveguide. Furthermore, focusing attention of field pat-
tern outside the sample~left hand side!, a stronger standing wave
with a larger amplitude is formed by interference between the
forward wave and waves reflected from the surface of sample due
to the different of dielectric properties of material~air and sample!

Fig. 5 Distribution of electric field for the sample inserted in
the rectangular waveguide „tÄ15 min, xÄ54.61 mm…

Fig. 6 Distribution of electric field for the sample inserted in
the rectangular waveguide „tÄ540 min, xÄ54.61 mm…

Table 1 The electromagnetic and thermo physical properties used in the computations †25‡

Fig. 4 Distribution of electric field for case of a rectangular
waveguide is empty „xÄ54.61 mm…
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at this surface. Figure 6 shows the wave distribution of the electric
field when a dielectric material or sample is inserted in the rect-
angular waveguide~case 3!. In this case after a majority of the
moisture level inside the sample has been removed, the effect of
wave reflected from the surface of the sample is reduce which
increases the large part of microwaves inside the sample. Conse-
quently, the reflection and transmission components at each inter-
face will contribute to the resonance of standing wave configura-
tion with the larger amplitude and wave length inside the sample
where the moisture content is small in comparison with previous
cases.

5.2 Microwave Drying of Single-Layered Porous Packed
Bed

The Distribution of Temperature Profiles Within the Sample.
The predicted results are compared with experimental microwave
drying data in Figs. 7–9, which corresponds to that ofT0
510.4°C,Ta510.4°C, andP550 W, along with the center axis
(x554.61 mm) of rectangular waveguide.

Figure 7~a! shows the temperature profiles measured by fi-
beroptic at various times and locations in the case ofs051.0 and
d50.15 mm~f50.385!. In contrast to that in conventional dry-
ing, microwave drying gives higher temperatures inside the drying
sample while the surface temperature stays colder due to the cool-
ing effect of surrounding air. At the same time the evaporation
takes place at the surface of the sample at a lower temperature due
to evaporative cooling. It is seen that the temperature profiles

within the sample rise up steadily in the early stages of drying
~about 90 min!. Due to the large initial moisture content, the skin-
depth heating effect causes a majority of microwave to be re-
flected from the surface during early irradiation stage~as referred
to Fig. 5! resulting in a lower rate of microwave power absorbed
in the interior ~Fig. 10!. As the drying process proceeds~about

Fig. 7 Temperature profile in times at various depths
„PÄ50 W, dÄ0.15 mm, s 0Ä1.0…: „a… experiment; and „b…
simulation

Fig. 8 Temperature profile in times at various depths
„PÄ50 W, dÄ0.15 mm, s 0Ä0.6…: „a… experiment; and „b…
simulation

Fig. 9 Temperature profile in times at various depths „Experi-
ment: PÄ50 W, dÄ1.0 mm, s 0Ä1.0…
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90–240 min!, after a majority of moisture content is removed
from the sample, the microwave can penetrate further into the
sample as material dries~as referred to Fig. 6!where the strength
of the microwave power absorbed increases~Fig. 10!. During this
stage of drying, the behavior of dielectric properties is influenced
primarily by that of moisture content, and heating becomes more
volumetric. In time about 240 minutes, the temperature starts to
drop, this is mainly due to fact that the moisture inside the sample
is significantly reduced, reducing dielectric loss factor as well as
microwave power absorbed~Fig. 10!. However, at long stages of
drying ~about 480 min!, the temperature increases rapidly due to
the characteristic of dielectric loss factor, which becomes to domi-
nant microwave drying at low moisture content where the stronger
standing wave with a larger amplitude established within the
sample@16#, @24#. Nevertheless, near the end stages of drying as
the majority of moisture content inside the sample is removed,
this decreases the microwave power absorbed. Thus, equilibrium
is reached between microwave drying and convective losses by
lowering the sample temperature.

Figure 8~a! shows the temperature profiles measured by fi-
beroptic at various times and locations in the case ofs050.6 and
d50.15 mm ~f50.385!. The temperature profiles within the
sample rise up rapidly in the early stages of drying~about 27
min!. This is because of the total rate of reflection wave is small in
the early stages of drying, and a large part of microwave pen-
etrates into the sample. Such pattern can lead to a much higher
rate of microwave power absorbed in the interior compared with a
previous case~Fig. 10!. Later, the temperature starts to drop con-
tinuously since the rate of microwave absorption is lower after a
majority of moisture content is removed from the sample. As the
drying process proceeds~about 240 minutes! it would eventually
cause the temperature level to increase again due to the character-
istics of the dielectric loss factor that were explained in Fig. 7.

Figure 9 shows the temperature profiles measured by fiberoptic
at various times and locations in the case ofs051.0 and d
51.0 mm. As the drying proceeds, the temperature profiles within
the sample are different from those shown in Fig. 7. In this case,
the temperature profiles have a rather unusual shape. This is be-
cause of the large particle size corresponding to a lower capillary
pressure, the liquid water supply to surface by capillary action
becomes insufficient to replace the liquid being evaporated. The
latter arises from the fact that the drying layer took place on a
front retreating from the surface into the interior of the sample.
Furthermore, the combinations of hydrodynamic properties and
dielectric properties cause a change in the location of the maxi-
mum temperature to occur, especially at the drying times about 45
min–180 min. This trend is more remarkable for large

particle sizes having a lower capillary pressure. However, the va-
por diffusion becomes strongly effective on the drying kinetics of
the large particle sizes. Unfortunately, the lack of experimental
data ~permabilities and capillary pressure functions! for a large
particle sizes so that, the drying kinetics predicted by the math-
ematical model were unrepresentative.

Additionally, it is evident from the results that the dielectric
loss factor can become significant when microwave energy is uti-
lized. The magnitude of this variable will directly affect the
amount of microwave power absorbed within the sample during
microwave drying process~Fig. 10!. Further, for a more complete
discussion on the evolution of the dielectric properties as a func-
tion of temperature and moisture content~Eqs.~6!–~9!!, the reader
is referred to Ratanadecho et al.@13#.

The observation of temperature profiles depicted in Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8 for the sample verify that the match between the experi-
mental data~Fig. 7~a! and Fig. 8~a!!and simulated results~Fig.
7~b! and Fig. 8~b!!is qualitatively consistent, with the simulated
results exhibiting the same overall trend of the experimental pro-
files. However, a fine wavy of the temperature distribution in the
experimental results does not appear in the simulated results~Fig.
7~a! and Fig. 7~b!!. The discrepancy may be attributed to uncer-
tainties in the thermal and dielectric property database. Addition-
ally, the discrepancy may be attributed from the nonuniformity of
the microwave irradiation during experimental process.

Furthermore, the simulation and experimental data~measured
by infrared camera! of temperature distributions within the sample
in the vertical plane (x-z) are compared in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.
The results show the greatest temperature in the center of heating
sample where the electric field is maximum for this standing wave
configuration, while the outer edges display the lower tempera-
ture. It can be seen that the agreement between the two heating
patterns is good, particularly concerning the location of the hot
region.

The Distribution of Moisture Profiles Within the Sample.Fig-
ures 13 and 14 show the comparison between simulated results
and experimental results~the method of measuring as referred to

Fig. 10 Microwave power absorbed profile in times: „Simula-
tion PÄ50 W, dÄ0.15 mm…

Fig. 11 Comparison between simulated results „a… and experi-
mental results „b… of temperature distribution „°C… within the
sample „s 0Ä1.0, tÄ120 min, dÄ0.15 mm, dimensions: 110 mm
„x … Ã50 mm „z……
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section 2!of moisture profiles in the case ofs051.0 and s0
50.6, respectively, which correspond to that ofT0510.7°C, Ta
510.7°C, andP550 W.

Figure 14 shows the moisture profile in the case ofs051.0 and
d50.15 mm. In the early stages of drying, the moisture content at
the leading edge of the sample is lower than that inside the
sample, where the moisture decreases due to the gravitational ef-
fect. Because of the higher moisture content within the sample,
much larger reflected waves develop at the surface during the
early stages of the drying. Later, the internal movement of mois-
ture is due to liquid flow by capillary action and vapor flow by
molecular diffusion. Liquid phase migration is related to capillary
pressure gradient as well as temperature~which corresponds to
that of surface tension, as referred to Eq.~25!!, whereas in the
vapor phase is driven by the gradient of the partial pressure of the

evaporating species. In this stage of drying, the capillary action
plays an important role in the moisture migration mechanism, and
maintains a good supply of liquid to the surface. Continued drying
would cause the average moisture content inside the sample to
decrease and leads to decrease microwave power absorbed~as
referred to Fig. 10!, reduced temperature~as referred to Fig. 7!
and evaporation rate. Nevertheless, at the long stages of drying,
the vapor diffusion effect plays an important role in the moisture
migration mechanism because of the sustained vaporization that is
generated within the sample. The simulated results are in agree-
ment with the experimental results for microwave drying.

Figure 14 shows the average moisture profile along the sample
depth in the case ofs050.6, Ta510.7°C, P550 W, and d
50.15 mm. It is evident from the figure that the sample dries
quickly throughout. In particular, the bulk of this sample that re-
ceives the largest amount of microwave power absorbed~which
corresponds to a small initial moisture content! in the early stages
of drying process, due to the penetration depth of the microwave
field ~as referred to Fig. 10!.

The simulations of moisture distribution within the sample in
the vertical plane (x-z) are shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16. It is seen
that the moisture content now appears to be high close to side
walls of the sample, and the moisture content at lowering edge of
the sample stays higher due to the hydrodynamic properties.

The variation of drying rate with respect to time obtained by
measurement is shown in Fig. 17. It is seen that in the early stages
of drying, the drying rate of the sample in the case of small par-
ticle sizes is nearly the same in that case of large particle sizes.
However, at long stages of drying, the observed drying rate of
sample in the case of small particle sizes is higher than that

Fig. 12 Comparison between simulated results „a… and experi-
mental results „b… of temperature distribution „°C… within the
sample „s 0Ä0.6, tÄ120 min, dÄ0.15 mm, dimensions: 110 mm
„x … Ã50 mm „z……

Fig. 13 Water saturation as a function of depth at various
times „PÄ50 W, dÄ0.15 mm, s 0Ä1.0…

Fig. 14 Water saturation as a function of depth at various
times „PÄ50 W, dÄ0.15 mm, s 0Ä0.6…

Fig. 15 The simulated water saturation distributions „dimen-
sionless… within the sample „s 0Ä1.0, timeÄ120 min, d
Ä0.15 mm, Dimensions: 110 mm „x … Ã50 mm „z……
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case of large particle sizes. This is because of the small particle
sizes, however, leads to much higher capillary pressure resulting
in a faster drying time.

5.3 Microwave Drying of Two-Layered Porous Packed
Bed. Experimental results are shown in Figs. 18–21, which cor-
responds to that ofs051.0, Ta510.7°C, andP550 W, along
with the center axis (x554.61 mm) of rectangular waveguide.
Figure 18 shows the moisture profile within F-C bed, from a mac-
roscopic point of view for the hydrodynamic characteristic prop-
erties within two-layered porous packed bed, we will consider the
liquid water transport at the interface between two beds where the

difference of particle size is considered during microwave drying.
As referred to Fig. 3, in the case of the same capillary pressure, a
small particle size corresponds to higher water content. Now, con-
sideration the case where two particle sizes having same capillary
pressure and different particle sizes at the interface are justified.
Since the capillary pressure has the same value at the interface
between two beds, but the water saturation becomes discontinuous
at the interface of two beds. This is because of the differences of
the water characteristics between the two beds, the liquid water
will be moved from the coarse bed to the fine bed~which corre

Fig. 16 The simulated water saturation distributions „dimen-
sionless… within the sample, „s 0Ä0.6, timeÄ120 min, d
Ä0.15 mm, Dimensions: 110 mm „x … Ã50 mm „z……

Fig. 17 The variation of drying rate with respect to time

Fig. 18 water saturation as a function of depth for F-C Bed
„Experiment: PÄ50 W, tÄ360 min……

Fig. 19 Temperature as a function of depth at various times
for F-C Bed „Experiment: PÄ50 W, tÄ360 min……

Fig. 20 water saturation as a function of depth for C-F Bed
„Experiment: PÄ50 W, tÄ360 min……

Fig. 21 Temperature as a function of depth at various times
for C-F Bed „Experiment: PÄ50 W, tÄ360 min……
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sponds to a higher capillary pressure! resulting in a faster drying
time.

On the other hand, in the case of attaching fine bed under the
coarse bed, called C-F bed is shown in Fig. 20. It is seen that the
moisture content inside the fine bed displays very higher because
a coarse bed set on the fine bed retards the upward migration of
liquid water at the interface between two beds, while the moisture
content inside the coarse bed stays lower due to the lower capil-
lary pressure. Therefore, the efficiency of drying process in this
case is the lowest.

The temperature profiles at various times and locations for both
cases are shown in Fig. 19 and Fig. 21, respectively. Figure 19
shows that the temperature profile within the F-C bed rises up
quickly in the early stages of drying process~about 10 min–60
min!, However, its rise slows down after this stage. It is evident
from the figure that near the end stages of drying as the moisture
content inside the sample is reduced, this decreases the microwave
power absorbed. Consequently, the temperature profiles are de-
creased in this stage of drying process. However, the temperature
profile within the C-F bed~Fig. 21! corresponds to that of mois-
ture content profile~as referred to Fig. 20!where the temperature
continuously rises faster than that in the case of F-C bed. Further,
the temperature remains high at the end of drying. This is because
of a stronger standing wave with a larger amplitude is formed
inside the C-F bed and having of dry layer-coarse bed~upper
layer!protects the reflection of wave from the surface resulting in
a higher rate of microwave power absorbed in the interior.

Additionally, microwave drying of C-F bed gives higher tem-
peratures inside the fine bed~lower layer!while the temperature
inside the coarse bed stays lower due to the behavior of the loss
factor decreases significantly with decreasing moisture content
and the cooling effect of surrounding air. The next steps in re-
search in microwave drying of multi-layered porous packed bed
are to develop a mathematical model for verifying the experimen-
tal data, and a study of the combined microwave and convective
drying of capillary porous materials will be presented.

6 Conclusions
Experimental and predicted results of drying of capillary porous

materials using a microwave energy as a heating source have been
presented. The measurements of temperature and moisture distri-
butions within the sample provide a good basis for understanding
of the microwave drying process. The mathematical model gives
qualitatively comparable trends to experimental data. The calcu-
lations of electromagnetic fields inside the rectangular waveguide
and the sample show that the variation of particle sizes and initial
moisture content changes the degree of penetration and rate of
microwave power absorbed within the sample. Furthermore, the
small particle size leads to much higher capillary pressure result-
ing in a faster drying time.
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Nomenclature

B 5 magnetic flux density@Wb/m2#
Cp 5 specific heat capacity@J/kgK#
D 5 electric flux density@C/m2#

D0 5 binary mass diffusion coefficient@m2/s#
d 5 diameter@m#

dP 5 deep of packed bed@m#
E 5 electric field intensity@V/m#

Eyin 5 the input value of electric field intensity@V/m#
f 5 frequency of incident wave@Hz#
g 5 gravitational constant@m/s2#

H 5 magnetic field intensity@A/m#
hc 5 heat transfer coefficient@W/m2K#
hm 5 mass transfer coefficient@m/s#
Hv 5 specific heat of vaporization@J/kg#
K 5 permeability@m2#

Lx 5 the length of waveguide in x-direction@m#
ṅ 5 volumetric evaporation rate@kg/m3s#
P 5 microwave power input@W#
p 5 pressure@Pa#
Q 5 microwave power absorbed term@W/m3#
q 5 heat flux@W/m2#
s 5 water saturation
T 5 temperature@C#

tand 5 loss tangent coefficient
t 5 time @s#

u,w 5 velocity @m/s#
ZH 5 wave impedance@V#
ZI 5 intrinsic impedance@V#

Greek Letters

f 5 porosity @m3/m3#
r 5 density@kg/m3#
« 5 complex permittivity@F/m#

«8 5 dielectric constant@F/m#
«9 5 dielectric loss factor@F/m#
l 5 free space wave length@m#

lg 5 waveguide wave length@m#
leff 5 effective thermal conductivity@W/mK#

m 5 magnetic permeability@H/m#
mg 5 dynamic viscosity of gas@Pa s#
m l 5 dynamic viscosity of liquid@Pa s#
y 5 velocity of microwave@m/s#
s 5 electric conductivity@S/m#
j 5 surface tension@Pa m#

Subscripts

` 5 ambient
0 5 free space
a 5 air
c 5 capillary
e 5 effective
g 5 gas

ir 5 irreducible
n 5 component of normal direction
p 5 particle
r 5 relative
t 5 component of tangent direction

v 5 water vapor
l 5 liquid water

x, y, z 5 coordinates

Superscripts

8 5 interfacial position
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Introduction
Grooved capillary structures find many applications where aug-

mented heat removal is required. One familiar use of capillary
grooves is wicking material in heat pipes. Although grooved cap-
illary structures are commonly used in industry, the exact nature
of liquid evaporation from heated grooves and the associated
wicking power is not yet fully understood. A simple means of
studying capillary channels is through the use of a grooved in-
clined plate heated from below. This setup is easy to implement
experimentally, and also lends itself to simplified analytical mod-
eling. Even so, there are few previous investigations dedicated
specifically to the case of liquid flow and evaporation from in-
clined heated capillary grooves. The following is a summary of
some of the more relevant recent works concerning grooved cap-
illary evaporators.

Stephan and Busse@1# present a paper which deals with the
interline region in capillary grooves—the axial flow of liquid
along the grooves is not considered. The analysis is split up into
two parts, the micro-region~what others call the interline region!
and the macro-region~or intrinsic meniscus!. Their result is a
fourth order differential equation for the film thickness through
the interline region which is solved numerically in conjunction
with a two-dimensional sold-side conduction analysis.

A test case is examined for an aluminum groove filled with
ammonia. By way of a series of graphs it is shown that the liquid
approaches the micro region with a nearly constant slope. It is this
slope, say the authors, that determines the ‘‘apparent’’ contact
angle. Stephan and Busse calculate an apparent contact angle of
19.7 deg for this case. Many of the studies which examine the
interline region in a liquid filled groove assume that the thin film
extends all the way to the top of the groove. This is inaccurate for
most cases since this precludes any capillary pumping in the axial
direction, i.e., the groove is always full. Stephan and Busse allow
for the evaporating film to terminate before the top of the groove.

Xu and Carey@2# developed a comprehensive picture of the
flow of liquid in heated capillary channels. They construct a semi-
analytical model to predict the heat transfer from grooves of tri-
angular geometry. The liquid flow in the grooves is split into two
parts, axial flow—in which capillary forces push liquid along the
groove, and cross-sectional flow—where disjoining pressure
drives liquid up the groove wall to the evaporating thin film re-
gion. In order to model the intrinsic meniscus a zero apparent
contact angle is assumed. Thus a macroscopic approach is used to
analyze the intrinsic meniscus~axial flow! before switching to a
microscopic approach for the extended meniscus~cross-sectional
flow!.

Xu and Carey performed experiments in an attempt to validate
their model. The working fluids were methanol and acetone, both
on a copper substrate. The grooves in question were 25.4 mm
long, 64mm wide and 190mm wide with a half-angle of 9.35 deg.
This is a very small groove size which means that surface rough-
ness will become important in relative magnitude. Difficulties
were reported in that large heat flux values were required to bring
the thermocouple heat flux meters into an accurate range. As a
result dryout is reported to have occurred within the first 8 mm of
the ~25.4 mm!grooves. Thus only a small portion of the grooves
supported thin film evaporation and only two of the heat flux
meters fell within this zone, yielding a low number of data points.

Ha and Peterson@3# are the only previous researchers to take
account of the way the liquid surface changes along the direction
of the groove axis. In other words, the interline does not remain at
the top edge of the groove but instead recedes towards the groove
apex as the dryout point is approached. So where Xu and Carey
assumed that evaporation occurs all the way up the groove wall,
Ha and Peterson correctly introduce the fact that the groove wall
is essentially adiabatic above the interline.

As described in earlier related work by Ha and Peterson@4#, an
axial momentum balance is used to relate the local radius of cur-
vature of the liquid-vapor interface to the distance~x! along the
groove axis. They do not fully account for the reservoir, or the
singularity at the dryout point. They assume a quadratic profile for
the heat fluxq9(x) in the axial direction. This was also done by
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Xu and Carey. The momentum balance can then be used to deter-
mine either the curvature profile or the maximum axial wetted
length ~i.e., the dryout point!.

The main goal of Ha and Peterson was to find both the average
heat transfer coefficient for, and the size of, the evaporating thin
film region on the groove wall at each locationx along the groove
axis. This allows a determination of the profile of the extended
meniscus at each axial position. The authors mention that when
this is combined with the axial profile of the intrinsic meniscus
that a fully three dimensional description of the liquid surface can
be made.

In the paper presented here, the goal is to develop a model
which will allow researchers to predict the distance to which liq-
uid will flow up an inclined triangular channel heated from below.
The resulting dryout pointxd is often lacking or overlooked in the
existing literature. The triangular groove model is compared to
previously obtained experimental data. To conclude, a pair of de-
sign curves is presented that can be used by future researchers to
estimate the distance that liquid will be drawn up heated triangular
capillary grooves for a variety of operational setups.

Development of the Triangular Groove Model
The model of a semi-analytical triangular groove is based on a

one-dimensional momentum equation written along the groove
axis ~in thex-direction!. A schematic of the groove and the orien-
tation of the axes is shown in Fig. 1. Here the momentum equation
is treated as a~body! force balance. Thus it must be determined
which forces are relevant in the current situation. When liquid
flows up an inclined triangular channel, whether heated or isother-
mal, there is an axial change in the radius of curvature of the
liquid-vapor interface. This is most easily visualized from a mac-
roscopic perspective. Here it is assumed that the liquid forms an
apparent contact angle ofu50 deg at the groove wall. With a zero
apparent contact angle, the radius of curvature of the liquid-vapor
interface is directly dependent on the local height of the liquid in
the grooveh(x). And as the liquid height decreases~which it must
if dryout is to occur!the radius of curvature must also decrease~as
shown in Fig. 1!. Thus in the present analysis the radius of cur-
vature of the liquid-vapor interface is perceived as a passive
quantity—one which accommodates itself to the local groove ge-
ometry.

From the Young-Laplace equation it is known that the local
radius of curvature of the liquid-vapor interface,r (x), defines the
difference in pressure between the liquid and the vapor phases.
For this analysis, the pressure of the vapor above the liquid in the
groove is assumed to be everywhere the same (Pv5constant).
This allows an expression to be written for the local liquid pres-
sure (Pl) as a function only of the local radius of curvature of the
liquid-vapor interfacePl(x);r (x). Becauser (x) changes along
the axis of the groove, the liquid pressure is forced to change also
~any hydrostatic variation in liquid pressure in thez-direction is

neglected since the grooves are small!. Hence, one term which
must appear in an axial force balance along the groove axis is the
capillary force~i.e., capillary head!.

Two additional terms which must be included in the one-
dimensional force balance are gravity and friction. Gravity must
be accounted for since, as the liquid flows up an inclined groove,
it must overcome a component of the gravitational field. Friction
is addressed because when an inclined groove is subject to a heat
input from below because flow is induced by the considerable
amount of liquid is lost to evaporative heat transfer. Replacement
of this evaporated liquid requires a steady make-up flow rate, and
this flow is subject to friction at the groove wall. Here, make-up
flow is assumed to occur in two parts as proposed by Xu and
Carey@2#. Axial flow takes place in the center of the groove where
the liquid is thick and little evaporation occurs. Then, to drive
liquid up onto the sides of the groove into the evaporating thin
film region, there is cross-sectional flow. In the current develop-
ment only axial forces are of interest. Thus only the axial flow rate
is considered, and it is assumed to exist independently of any
cross-sectional flow. The axial make-up flow rate creates a viscous
friction force (Fv) at the groove wall in the opposite direction to
the flow. The friction factorK, required to evaluateFv is obtained
from Ayyaswamy et al.@5#. Their work recommendsK535.215
for a groove half-angle of 40 deg~which is the half angle of the
grooves used in the triangular groove experiment!.

Up to this point in the development of the semi-analytical tri-
angular model, the axial momentum equation contains a term de-
scribing capillary head, which drives liquid up the groove (FCa),
and terms for gravity and friction~Fg andFv!, which both act to
oppose positively directed flow.

The current groove model includes a fourth term which is a
result of the physical layout of the inclined groove setup. At the
beginning of the triangular channel, liquid flows from the reser-
voir into the groove, and there arises a special situation. In the
reservoir the liquid surface is flat, therefore the radius of curvature
of the liquid-vapor interface is equal to infinity. Theoretically, the
liquid surface remains flat right up to the entry to the groove so
that atx50 the initial radius of curvature isr (02)5`. However,
once the liquid is inside the groove, the situation is somewhat
different. Here the liquid conforms to the channel geometry and
assumes a radius of curvature which is dependent on both the
height of the liquid in the channelh(x), and the macroscopic
contact angleu. Thus, just inside the groove, the radius of curva-
ture of the liquid vapor interface is given asr (01)5r o . The
combination of these two situations seems to indicate that the
liquid-vapor interface undergoes a substantial change in its radius
of curvature over an infinitesimal distance (x502→x501).
Both configurations of the liquid surface at the groove entry are
shown in Fig. 2~b!.

The circumstances just described amount to a singularity atx
50 for a triangular capillary groove. Existing triangular capillary
groove studies have not had to cope with this singularity since in
all cases the liquid reservoir has been neglected. However, all
experimental data in the literature are developed using a liquid
reservoir, thus any analytical model which is to be compared to
the experimental data must take the reservoir into account.

It is difficult to imagine that the shape of the liquid surface
could instantly ‘‘accommodate’’ itself to the groove geometry as it
flows from the reservoir into the groove proper. What seems more
reasonable is that the liquid-vapor interface accommodates itself
to the groove shape in a gradual manner, over a finite axial dis-
tance. This is especially true in light of the following implication.
From the Young-Laplace equation it is known that the pressure
jump across the liquid-vapor interface is related to the local radius
of curvaturer (x). Therefore, a finite change in the radius of cur-
vature over zero axial distance creates a local pressure gradient
equal to infinity.Fig. 1 Orientation of liquid in a triangular channel
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Thus if the constraint of instant geometrical accommodation is
enforced on the liquid surface at the groove entry, then this be-
comes a region of infinite capillary head. It is therefore proposed
that the possibility of instant accommodation is unrealistic and
that the liquid surface is more likely to take on the groove shape
over some finite distance which is here defined as the ‘‘accommo-
dation length (xa). ’’

This idea is illustrated in Fig. 3. At the groove entry,x50, the
liquid surface is still flat due to the proximity of the liquid reser-
voir. At some distance farther up the groove,x5xa , ~see Fig. 4!
the liquid surface is curved and has accommodated itself to the
groove geometry. By accommodation it is meant that the slope of
the groove walls~set by the groove half-angleb! in combination
with a zero macroscopic contact angle~u50 deg! forces the
liquid-vapor interface to take on a particular radius of curvature
compatible with the local groove geometry. The model assumes
that this transformation occurs over an axial distance ofxa , the
accommodation length. Note that the macroscopic contact angle
does not reach its prescribed value ofu50 deg untilx5xa . Thus
prior to this point, the apparent contact angle is greater than zero.
Accommodation theory therefore implies that the macroscopic
contact angle is variable over~at least!a portion of the axial
wetted length.

The semi-analytical triangular model also requires a value for
the characteristic lengthxa which is the result of accommodation
theory. One potential choice for this characteristic length is devel-
oped in the following way. Suppose that an inclined flat plate were
examined such that any effect between the liquid and the groove
walls was eliminated. To what distance would liquid rise up this
plate before it dried out? A schematic of the proposed scenario is
portrayed in Fig. 4.

Using a second order polynomial for the shape of the liquid
along with the following boundary conditions, an equation for the
characteristic lengthxa can be obtained. This offers a possible
approach to determining the characteristic lengthxa . In equation
form

y~x!5ax21bx1c

@x50: y~0!5c5ho

dy

dxU
x50

5b52tana (2)

@x5xa : y~xa!50
dy

dxU
x5xc

50⇒xa5
2ho

tana
.

This option, Eq.~2!, was not satisfactory because it did not con-
tain enough physics. The resulting accommodation length expres-
sion should show dependence on heat flux and groove character-
istics.

If the accommodation length is assumed to be short relative to
the overall wetted length, then a force balance can be used to
estimatexa . Forxa very short, the mass flow rate can be assumed
to be equal to the total amount of liquid that is evaporated in the
process of dissipatingQ, the applied heat load. Thus, the entrance
region is implicitly adiabatic becausexa is short, and the heat flux
profile yields a negligible heat flux value over the first part of the

Fig. 2 „a… Radius of curvature and liquid height; and „b… liquid
accommodation

Fig. 3 Accommodation of liquid surface in a triangular
channel

Fig. 4 Accommodation length in a triangular channel
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groove. The capillary head generated as the radius of curvature of
the liquid surface goes fromr 5` to r 5r o is balanced by friction
and gravity. The friction term requires both the cross-sectional
area of the liquid in the groove and the wetted perimeter be con-
sidered. Since both these quantities do not change markedly over
the entrance region the current development assumes that the
groove is ‘‘full’’ when calculatingAc and P. The resulting force
balance for the entrance region is

Fa5Fv1Fg . (3)

Substituting appropriate values forFa , Fv , andFg and solving
for xa results in the following expression:

xa5
s

r o
S KQv l P

2

32hf gAc
3 1r lg sina D 21

. (4)

The predicted results are better than those achieved with the
simple geometric approximation but still need improvement.

Although the logic used in developing Eq.~4! to predictxa is
attractive, the results are not very promising. A better match to the
experimental data is found by using a modified version of Eq.~4!
to predictxa

xa5
2s

r o
S 60

KQv l P
2

32hf gAc
3 1r lg sina D 21

. (5)

The problem in using Eq.~4! to predictxa is that the effect of
the friction term is under-represented. Thus it may not be appro-
priate to assume that the entrance region is very short. Accommo-
dation is likely to occur gradually over a significant portion of the
total wetted length. This would mean that the friction term cannot
be evaluated as if the groove is ‘‘full.’’ Farther up the channel the
liquid has receded significantly towards the apex of the groove.
This results in a much smaller cross-sectional area for liquid flow
and hence a much larger friction factor. Therefore, the factor of 60
in Eq. ~5! has some physical explanation. It can be seen that the
result is very good.

It now remains to combine the capillary head defined by ac-
commodation theory with the remaining triangular capillary
groove analysis. This is accomplished through superposition. An
axial body force balance along the groove axis can be written as
follows:

FCa1Fa5Fg1Fv . (6)

In Eq. ~6! the forces that drive the liquid up the axis of the channel
are on the left. Positive head is created by capillary actionFca and
by accommodation theoryFa . The factors that inhibit liquid flow
are on the right of Eq.~6!. These are the axial component of
gravity and the friction created at the groove wall. Each of these
contributions is examined in detail below.

Capillary head~represented byFca! is a pressure gradient in the
liquid caused by a changing radius of curvature at the liquid-vapor
interface. As previously mentioned, the dependence of the liquid
pressure on the radius of curvature is obtained through the Young-
Laplace equation.

Pv2Pl5
s

r ~x!
(7)

This is the one-dimensional version of Young-Laplace equation
which accounts for the missing factor of 2 which is more com-
monly seen in the numerator of the right hand side. Now the first
term in Eq.~6! becomes,

d

dx
~Pv2Pl !52

dPl

dx U
Ca

5
d

dx S s

r ~x! D52
s

r ~x!2

dr

dx
(8)

FCa52
dPl

dx U
Ca

52
s

r ~x!2

dr

dx
.

The minus sign in front of the last term in Eq.~8! indicates that a
liquid surface with a decreasing radius of curvature in the positive
x-direction creates a positive capillary driving force.

The second term in the axial momentum balance~Fa in Eq. ~6!!
comes from accommodation theory and is developed as follows:

at x50: Pl~x!5Pv

at x5xa : Pl~x!5Pv2
s

r o
(9)

Fa52
DPl

Dx
5

2@~Pv2s/r o!2Pv#

xa
5

s

r oxa
.

Equation~9! represents the capillary head developed as the liquid
surface accommodates itself to the groove geometry after having
left the reservoir. In other words,Fa accounts for the capillary
head generated as the liquid-vapor interface varies fromr 5` in
the reservoir tor 5r o at the groove inlet, except that this variation
is assumed to occur over a finite~versus infinitesimal! distance
labeledxa .

On the right hand side of Eq.~6! the first term is the component
of gravity acting in the axial direction. This term is straightfor-
ward and is written as

Fg5r lg sina. (10)

The friction term (Fv) is derived from the Darcy Weisbach
equation for open channel flow.

Fv5
Kṁv l

2Ac~x!Dh~x!2 (11)

Here Ac is the cross-sectional area of the liquid in the groove,
while Dh is the corresponding hydraulic diameter. As was previ-
ously pointed out, the friction factorK is obtained from Ay-
yaswamy, Catton and Edwards@5#. For a groove half-angle of
b540 deg and an apparent contact angle ofu50 deg, the value
obtained for the friction factor isK535.215. Using the geometry
of the groove to calculateAc(x) andDh(x), Eq. ~11! becomes

Fv5
Kṁv l

2C3r ~x!4 , (12)

where

C35C1C2
2: C15

1

tanb
2S p

2
2b D : C252C1 tanb.

(13)

The mass flow rate in Eq.~12! can be re-expressed in terms of the
heat flux imposed on the groove

ṁ~x!5
w

hf g
E

x

xd

q9~x!dx (14)

in combination with the latent heat of vaporization. The axial
distribution of the heat flux at the wallq9(x) is obtained from a
two-dimensional conduction analysis@7#,

q9~x!53qconst9 S x

xd
D 2

. (15)

Substituting Eq.~15! into Eq. ~14! and integrating yields an ex-
pression for the local mass flow rate of liquid along the groove
axis

ṁ~x!5
wqconst9

hf gxd
2 ~xd

32x3!. (16)

Equation~16! is the axial mass flow rate at any point along the
channel,x, expressed in terms of the amount of liquid that will be
evaporated beyond pointx.
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Substituting the relationships given by Eqs.~8!, ~9!, ~10!, and
~13! into Eq. ~6! produces,

d

dx S s

r ~x! D5r lg sina2
s

r oxa
1

Kṁv l

2C3r 4~x!
. (17)

Equation~17! can be rearranged in the following manner

dr

dx
5F 1

r oxa
2

r lg

s
sinaG r ~x!22

wKv lqconst9

2C3shf gxd
2r ~x!2 ~xd

32x3!.

(18)

Defining the following constants:

A5Fr lg

s
sina2

1

r oxa
G B5

wKv lqconst9

2C3shf g
(19)

allows Eq.~14! to be simplified to

dr

dx
52Ar~x!22B

~xd
32x3!

xd
2r ~x!2 . (20)

Note that the capillary head generated by accommodation theory
has been combined with the gravity term in constantA. Multiply-
ing Eq. ~20! by dx allows for subsequent integration along thex
axis of the triangular capillary channel.

E
r o

r f

dr52AE
0

xd

r ~x!2dx2BE
0

xd ~xd
32x3!

xd
2r ~x!2 dx. (21)

At this point additional information is required before integration
of Eq. ~21! can proceed. First, the endpoint conditions on the
radius of curvature of the liquid-vapor interface~r o and r f! must
be defined. Integration begins atx50 where the initial radius of
curvature isr o . It has been previously shown that the actual ra-
dius of curvature at the groove entry is likely to be very large due
to proximity to the reservoir~where the liquid surface is flat!.
However, any capillary head generated by the liquid surface
changing from flat to curved~as it adapts to the groove geometry!
has already been accounted for as the accommodation theory term
in constantA. The capillary head generated by accommodation is
super-imposed on the traditional triangular groove analysis over
the groove entry region. Thus the initial radius of curvaturer o in
Eq. ~21! is simply the radius that the liquid would assume if the
groove were full and displayed a macroscopic contact angle of
u50 deg. Remember that in ‘‘traditional’’ triangular groove analy-
ses the reservoir is neglected. A depiction of the initial radius of
curvature of the liquid surface is shown in Fig. 2~a!.

Next the final radius of curvature at the dryout point must be
ascertained. Upon first examination, it would appear that the final
radius of curvature must be zero (r f50). This would be the case
if the triangular groove came to a perfectly sharp point at its apex.
Since atx5xd the liquid height is zero (h(x)50), then with a
zero liquid height in a perfectly sharp apex, the radius of curvature
would indeed be forced to approach zero. The problem with set-
ting the final radius of curvature of the liquid surface equal to zero
is that r f50 creates a singularity atx5xd in Eq. ~21!. However,
the manufacturing tolerance on the method used to create grooved
plates sets a minimum value for the final radius of curvature. For
example, as was described in Stroes and Catton@8#, for grooves
formed with wire EDM the radius of the wire determines the
sharpest corner that can be created. In that case the minimum
radius wasr min50.25 mm. Thus the final radius of curvature of
the liquid-vapor interface at the dryout point in the current trian-
gular groove analysis isr 5r f , wherer f is finite and dependent on
the manufacturing method used to produce the grooves.

With r o and r f thus defined, the LHS of Eq.~21! can be inte-
grated. But to integrate the RHS a suitable expression forr (x) is
required. The axial rate of change of the radius of curvature of the
liquid surface is not known a priori. Because the current model is
purposely kept simple, an empirically determined profile forr (x)
is used. Experimental analysis of the liquid profile in triangular

capillary grooves@7# has shown that a quadratic profile for the
liquid height,h(x), is appropriate. This knowledge can be used to
ascertain the axial profile forr (x). From Fig. 2~a!it is apparent
that at any locationx along the groove, the value for the liquid
heighth(x) also determines the radius of curvature of the liquid-
vapor interfacer (x). This is true so long as the macroscopic con-
tact angleu is constant.

Thus, to arrive at an expression forr (x), the profile for the
liquid height h(x) must first be defined. The quadratic equation
for the liquid height profileh(x) and the associated boundary
conditions used to calculate the constants are shown as follows:

h~x!5ax21bx1c

h~0!5ho5c

h~xd!5axd
21bxd1ho50.114ho (22)

dh

dxU
xd

52axd1b50 ~ f lat !

h~x!

ho
50.886S x

xd
D 2

21.772S x

xd
D11.

Note the second boundary conditionh(xd)50.114ho . Since the
radius of curvature of the liquid surface does not go completely to
zero, the liquid height also terminates with a value greater than
zero relative to a perfectly shaped groove. The final radius of
curvature and the final liquid height are directly related if the
macroscopic contact angle is known. Hereho is based on a final
radius of curvature ofr (xd)50.25 mm, which is appropriate for
grooves manufacture using wire EDM. However, other manufac-
turing methods may yield a different value forr f .

The quadratic profile for the liquid height given by Eq.~22! can
be combined with the geometric relation betweenh(x) and r (x)
which applies when the macroscopic contact angleu equals zero

r ~x!5h~x!F sinb

12sinbG . (23)

The resulting equation for the axial profile of the radius of curva-
ture of the liquid surface in a triangular groove is

r ~x!

r o
50.886S x

xd
D 2

21.772S x

xd
D11. (24)

With this expression it is possible to analytically integrate the first
term on the RHS of Eq.~21!. The result is

E
0

xd

r 2~x!dx50.237~xdr o
2!. (25)

Integration of the second term on the RHS of Eq.~21! requires
first a substitution and then application of a numerical integration
routine. For this the trapezoidal method with 100 intervals is con-
sidered sufficiently accurate for the scope of the current model.

let u5
x

xd
, then E

0

xd ~xd
32x3!

xd
2r ~x!2 dx

5xd
2E

0

1 ~12u3!

r ~u!2 du59.134
xd

2

r o
2 (26)

Using these results for the integrals, Eq.~21! becomes
This is the final result of the current analysis. Equation~27! is a

quadratic equation forxd , the dryout point. A solution forxd can
be found through use of the well known quadratic equation. A
recap of the inputs to the triangular groove model is as follows:
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Inputs.

xd
21bxd1c50

b50.0259ro
4S A

BD (27)

c50.110ro
2~r f2r o!S 1

BD
~i! Groove dimensions including depth~d!, width ~w!, and

half-angle~b!.
~ii! Angle of inclination with respect to gravitya.
~iii! Liquid properties evaluated at an appropriate reference

temperature.
~iv! Axial profile for the wall heat fluxq9(x).
~v! Axial profile for the liquid height in the channelh(x).
~vi! The characteristic length for accommodationxa .
~vii! Macroscopic contact angle is set tou50 deg as part of

model development.

Output. nc Dryout pointxd for the specified conditions.

Fig. 5 The effect of power on wetted length: ethanol in a grove
tilted at 4 deg

Fig. 6 The effect of power on wetted length; ethanol in a
groove tilted at 6 deg

Fig. 7 „a… Triangular groove capillary limits; and „b… triangular
groove cappilary limits
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Comparison of predictions based on Eq. 27 with experimental
data are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. These comparisons are for an
ethanol filled groove tilted at either 4 or 6 degrees. As can be seen
the comparisons are very good. Other fluids and tilt angles were
extensively studied by Stroes@7#. Data is available for Methanol,
Freon, Ethanol and water for a range of tilt angles and heating
rates. Most of this data is as yet unexploited.

Implementation of the Triangular Groove Model
To assist future capillary groove researchers in using the current

triangular model, a design curve is developed which can be used
to estimatexd for an inclined heated triangular channel under a
variety of operational scenarios. After integration of the governing
differential equation for a heated triangular capillary groove the
following quadratic equation was arrived at for the axial wetted
length ~or dryout point!,

xd
210.0259ro

2S Aro
2

B D xd10.110ro
2~r f2r o!

1

B
50, (28)

where

A5Fr lg

s
sina2

1

r axa
G B5

wKv lqave9

2C3shf g
. (29)

Equation~28! is non-dimensionalized by dividing through byr o
2 to

yield

~xd* !21b* ~xd* !1c* 50. (30)

The dimensionless parametersxd* , b* , andc* are given as fol-
lows:

xd* 5
xd

r o
b* 50.0259roS Aro

2

B D c* 50.110~r f2r o!
1

B
.

(31)

Construction of a design curve involves graphing solutions of Eq.
~30! for various values ofb* andc* . Here this is done by forming
curves of constantb* . Thus withb* held constant,c* is varied
along a realistic range~based on experimental data: 0<c*
<25,000!and the solution forxd* is recorded. This is done for
values ofb* ranging from2400<b* <1200. Note that negative
values ofb* make sense, as this merely indicates that the capil-
lary head due to accommodation theory outweighs the gravity
term in the constantA.

The design curve for the triangular groove geometry based on
the previous development is shown in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!. The
graphs showc* on the horizontal axis andxd* ~on a logarithmic
scale! along the vertical axis. The vertical axis is purposely
stretched in order to facilitate the reading of data. To implement
the triangular groove design curve, a researcher would first calcu-
late the constantsA and B from Eq. ~29! based on the known
operating parameters. These values are then used to calculateb*

and c* from Eq. ~31!. With this data, Fig. 7~a! or 7~b! can be
entered in order to yield the corresponding value forxd* , the di-
mensionless wetted length. Finally, based on the value for the
initial radius of curvaturer o , the actual wetted length~dryout
point! can be calculated.

Concluding Remarks
It is felt that the design curves should offer future researchers a

reasonable engineering estimate of the wetted length produced in
heated inclined capillary channels under a range of operating sce-
narios. However, it is recommended that the development of the
triangular model be studied before using the curves. Specifically,
an understanding of the limitations of the model is required. The
concept of accommodation theory should also be clear. If exact
information regarding wetted lengths is desired, then it may be
more appropriate to redevelop the model for the case in question.
However, for many situations Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!should offer the
capillary groove researcher a good starting point in determining
the wetted length in a triangular groove heated from below.

For application to heat pipes there is more work to be done. The
condenser can be treated as a reservoir but the adiabatic section
needs to be added. What we call the accommodation length will
need a different treatment. It is our view, however, that what has
been done could easily be extended to the more general case.
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Three-Dimensional Simulations
of Enhanced Heat Transfer in a
Flat Passage Downstream From
a Grooved Channel
Spectral element simulations of three-dimensional flow and augmented convection in a
flat passage downstream from a fully developed channel with symmetric, transverse
grooves on opposite walls were performed for 405<Re<764. Unsteady flow that develops
in the grooved region persists several groove-lengths into the flat passage, increasing both
local heat transfer and pressure gradient relative to that in a steady flat passage. More-
over, the heat transfer for a given pumping power in the first three groove-lengths of the
flat passage was greater than the levels observed in a fully developed grooved passage.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1418371#

Keywords: Augmentation, Computational, Forced Convection, Heat Transfer, Three-
Dimensional

Introduction

Engineering devices frequently employ enhanced heat transfer
surfaces@1#. Fins are typically used to extend surface areas while
offset strips are commonly used to promote thin boundary layers.
In recent years, a number of configurations that increase fluid
mixing by triggering flow instabilities have been considered.
Transversely grooved channels@2–4#, passages with eddy pro-
moters @5,6# and communicating channels@7# all contain fairly
large features whose sizes are roughly half the channel wall to
wall spacing. These structures are designed to excite normally
damped Tollmien-Schlichting waves at moderately low Reynolds
numbers.

The current authors have presented a series of articles on heat
transfer augmentation in rectangular cross section passages with
transverse grooves cut into the walls. Flow visualizations in a long
contiguously grooved passage exhibit two-dimensional waves at a
Reynolds number of Re5350, followed by a rapid transition to
three-dimensional mixing@8#. Heat transfer and friction factor
measurements using air show that both the Nusselt number and
friction factor are greater than the corresponding values for a flat
channel with the same minimum wall to wall spacing@9,10#. A
significant result is that fully developed heat transfer is enhanced
relative to laminar flat channel flow by as much as a factor of 4.6
at equal Reynolds numbers and by a factor of 3.5 at equal pump-
ing powers. Three-dimensional numerical simulations for
Re<2000 give results that are in good agreement with experimen-
tal measurements@11,12#. Moreover,two-dimensional simulations
were inadequate to capture the transport processes in these con-
figurations for Reynolds numbers greater than Re5570.

Investigations of external flow heat transfer on flat surfaces
downstreamfrom disturbances have also shown favorable perfor-
mance characteristics. For example, measurements made on a flat
plate downstream from different turbulence-generating grids show
that the ratio of heat transfer to friction factor increases linearly
with increasing turbulence intensity@13#. Maciejewski and Moffat
@14# measured heat transfer from a flat plate subject to very high

levels of free-stream turbulence. Their measured heat transfer co-
efficients, along with that of Blair, increase linearly with the maxi-
mum turbulence intensity of the flow.

Experimental measurements in a flat passage downstream of a
grooved channel were performed to determine the effect of decay-
ing unsteadiness in an internal flow for the Reynolds number
range 1500<Re<5000@15#. These measurements show that the
heat transfer coefficient remained high for a substantial distance in
the flat region. The pressure gradient, on the other hand, dropped
back to the flat passage value much more rapidly, especially for
Re.2500. As a result, the heat transfer for a given pumping
power was even greater in the first five hydraulic diameters of the
decay region than in the grooved passage itself. Moreover, this
uncoupled heat/momentum transport behavior suggests that inter-
mittently grooved passages, in which flat regions separate con-
tiguous grooved sections, may have significant advantages in en-
gineering heat transfer devices.

The current work is a numerical investigation of heat and mo-
mentum transport in a flat plate passage downstream from a fully
developed, symmetrically grooved channel with constant tempera-
ture surfaces. This simulation employs two different three-
dimensional sub-domains. The first represents one periodicity cell
of a continuously grooved passage. It has periodic inflow/outflow
boundary conditions in order to simulate fully developed flow.
The second subdomain consists of a single groove cell coupled to
a flat passage at its downstream end. The inflow conditions to the
grooved/flat sub-domain are taken from the outflow of the fully
developed domain. The variations of centerline velocity unsteadi-
ness, heat transfer coefficient and pressure gradient with axial
position are presented for the Reynolds number range
405<Re<764. Heat transfer results from the current work are
directly compared to experimental data@10,16#. Finally, the heat
transfer versus pumping power performance of the first few
groove lengths of the flat passage is compared to that of a fully
developed groove channel.

Numerical Method

Computational Domain. Figure 1 shows the pair of three-
dimensional sub-domains employed in this work. The upper and
lower boundaries are solid walls, and the fluid flows from left to
right ~in the positivex-direction!. The domain shown in Fig. 1~a!
represents one periodicity cell of a long, symmetrically grooved
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channel. The groove depthb51.2 cm, groove lengthLG
52.4 cm, and minimum wall-to-wall spacingH51.0 cm are the
same as those used in earlier experimental work@10,16#. These
dimensions are chosen to be compatible with the wavelength of
the most slowly decaying Tollmien-Schlichting waves of the outer
channel flow@2#. This domain uses periodic inlet/outlet boundary
conditions to model fully developed flow. Our earlier numerical
simulations show that a single groove cell with periodic boundary
conditions is sufficient to model heat transfer and pressure gradi-
ent to within 20 percent of experimentally measured values@12#.

The sub-domain shown in Fig. 1~b! consists of a single groove
coupled with a flat region at its downstream end. The flat region
wall-to-wall spacing isH51.0 cm and its length isLF55LG . The
conditions at the outlet of the periodic groove sub-domain~Fig.
1~a!! are used as the inlet conditions to the groove-flat domain.
The outflow boundary condition for the groove-flat domain is the
standard Neumann condition on velocity,du/dx50. This condi-
tion produces a minimal flow-direction boundary layer having
thickness and amplitudeO(1/Re) near the outlet. The grooved
portion of the groove-flat domain is included so that the simula-
tion models elliptic~upstream!effects caused by the flat passage.
We refer to this region as the ‘‘final’’ or ‘‘last’’ groove since it
represents the last groove before the flat passage. Periodic bound-
ary conditions are imposed in the spanwise direction of both com-
putational domains, for which the domain extent isW52.0 cm.

The computational grids in both sub-domains consist of four
levels in thez-direction. Eachz-level of the periodic groove do-
main containsKP5196 hexahedral spectral elements while the
groove-flat domain hasKGF5560 elements in eachz-level. In the
spectral element method@17,18#, the solution, data and geometric
mapping are expressed as tensor-product polynomials of degreeN
in each spatial direction, corresponding to a total grid point count
of roughly 4(KP1KGF)N3. Numerical convergence is achieved
by increasing the spectral orderN.

The present simulations use consistent approximation spaces
for velocity and pressure, with pressure represented as polynomi-
als of degreeN22 @18,19#. The momentum equations are ad-
vanced by first computing the convection term, followed by a
linear Stokes solve in which the velocity field is projected onto a
divergence-free space. The scheme is second-order accurate in
time. Further details on this method can be found in@19#.

The Periodic Domain. In the periodic domain the flow is
driven from left to right by a time-varying body force per unit
mass f x . This force is determined so that the mass flow rate
through the domain is invariant with time@20#. The thermal prob-
lem for the periodic domain requires careful treatment. If one
simply specifies zero-temperature conditions on the walls then the
solution eventually decays to zero. To produce the desired spa-
tially fully developed state requires that the temperature profiles at
the inlet and outlet be self-similar, i.e.,

T~x5LG ,y,z,t !5CT~x50,y,z,t !,

with C,1. The solution technique for computing the fully devel-
oped temperature field for constant temperature boundary condi-

tions follows the analysis of Patankar et al.@21#. The energy equa-
tion, and associated initial and boundary conditions are

]T

]t
1Ū•¹T5a•¹2T (1a)

T~x,y,z,t50!5Tinit~x,y,z! (1b)

T~x,y,z,t !50 on the walls (1c)

T~x5LG ,y,z,t !5e2cLGT~x50,y,z,t ! (1d)

Equation 1~d!corresponds to the fully developed and periodic
condition where the temperature profile is self-similar from one
cell to the next, i.e.,T(x1LG ,y,z,t)5e2cLG

•T(x,y,z,t) for all
(x,y,z,t), wheree2cLG5C. The constantc is unknown and is a
parameter to be determined as part of the computation. The fact
that each cell independently satisfies the homogeneous Eq.~1! and
that we are considering fully developed solutions that are indepen-
dent of Tinit implies that the solution to~1! for each cell would
yield the same value ofc. Hence,c cannot be a function ofx.
Moreover, it is readily demonstrated from energy arguments that,
under fully developed conditions,c cannot be a function of time
even when the flow is itself unsteady.

Any function satisfying the above self-similar condition has the
unique decompositionT(x,y,z,t)5e2cxu(x,y,z,t), where u(x
1LG ,y,z,t)5u(x,y,z,t) is a periodic function. Thus, the compu-
tation ofT is reduced to the computation of a periodic functionu,
and the constantc. Substituting this decomposition into Eq.~1!
yields

]u

]t
1Ū•¹u2a•¹2u5~a•c21uc!u22a•c

]u

]x
(2a)

u~x,y,z,t50!5u init~x,y,z! (2b)

u~x,y,z,t !50 on the walls (2c)

u~x5LG ,y,z,t !5u~x50,y,z,t !. (2d)

Since the fully developed solution is independent of the initial
condition we may arbitrarily setu init51. Equation~2a! is solved
using a semi-implicit time-stepping procedure similar to that for
our Navier-Stokes solver. To avoid excessive time step restric-
tions, the diffusive terms are treated implicitly, while the convec-
tive terms are treated explicitly. In addition, all terms on the right
of Eq. ~2a! are treated explicitly using the latest available value
for c.

In the steady state case (]/]t50), Eq.~2! constitutes an eigen-
problem for the eigenpair (c,u). The constantc corresponds to the
decay rate of the mean temperature in thex-direction. As such, a
larger value ofc implies more rapid decay and more effective heat
transfer. In the convection-dominated limit where the Peclet num-
berUmDh /a is large, Eq.~2a! becomes a linear eigenvalue prob-
lem. In this case standard iterative methods for computing the
lowest value ofc ~corresponding to the most slowly decaying

Fig. 1 Spectral element mesh. „a… Periodic groove domain. „b… GrooveÕflat domain. The
z-direction width of both domains is W.
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mode inx! can be used even when the nonlinear (c2) term in Eq.
~2a! is not identically zero. We find that this method accurately
computes the decay rate and Nusselt numbers for steady flows in
square and round ducts@22#.

For steady periodic flows with periodt, the temperature is pe-
riodic in time, implying T(x,y,z,t1t)5T(x,y,z,t). Since c is
independent of time, this implies thatu(x,y,z,t1t)
5u(x,y,z,t). If the value ofc is not chosen correctly, this condi-
tion will not be satisfied. Unfortunately,t is not known a priori
but is a result of the hydrodynamic part of the calculation. A
robust approach to computec andu is obtained by multiplying Eq.
~2a! by u, integrating over a single cellV, and simplifying to
yield:

1

2

d

dt EV
u2dV5E

V
@~ac21uc!u22a¹u•¹u#dV. (3)

While we do not expect the time derivative of the average tem-
perature~represented by the left-hand side of Eq.~3!! to be iden-
tically zero, it will in general be less than the time derivative ofu
at any one point in the domain. Moreover, if we integrate the
right-hand side of Eq.~3! from time t to t1t, the resultant quan-
tity must be zero due to the temporal periodicity.

This suggests a two-tier strategy for computingc in the un-
steady case. Initially, we determinec such that the right hand side
of Eq. ~3! is identically zero at each time step. This will permit a
relatively coarse but quick determination ofc and u. Subse-
quently, oncet is well established, we use this value ofc to
advanceu for one or more periods, and monitor the decay or
growth of*u2dV. At the end of each trial period, we adjustc until
convergence is attained. Typical values ofcLG over the range of
Re considered are 0.1039 to 0.1127, corresponding to 9.87 to 10.6
percent drops in mean temperature over a single groove length.

The periodic groove simulations were initialized using results
from our work on contiguously grooved passages at Reynolds
numbers of Re5405, 509, 640, and 764@12#. To initialize the
groove-flat computations, the periodic groove data was copied to
the final groove, and plane Poiseuille flow of the same mass flux
was used in the flat region. The combined simulations were then
run for a sufficient length of time to flush the groove-flat region
several times before collecting transport data.

The time andz-direction averaged temperature, velocity and
pressure at eachx,y-location are calculated after initial transients
decay by averaging backwards from the final timetF over succes-
sively longer intervals until the result converged. For example the
average temperature field is

TA~x,y!5
1

~ tF2t1!W E
t l

tFE
0

W

T~x,y,z,t !dzdt.

In this expressiont l is a time after the flow has flushed through
the domain several times but early enough so the results do not
depend on its value.

The polynomial degree isN57 for all calculations in this pa-
per, corresponding to a grid point count of approximately 106.
Our earlier work on contiguously grooved passages@11,12#estab-
lished thatN57 and 9 give the same heat transfer and pressure
gradient results at Re5950. Since the size of the smallest flow
structuresincreaseas the Reynolds number decreases, the results
for Re,950 withN57 were assumed to be spatially resolved and
insensitive to higher spectral orders. Moreover, since the maxi-
mum Reynolds number for the current study is Re5764 there is
no reason to believe that the current geometry contains smaller
structures than the ones found in the earlier work. No additional
spectral order sensitivity analysis was therefore seen as necessary
for this geometry.

Our earlier work for a fully developed grooved channel used
periodic boundary conditions in thez-direction and a domain
width of W52 cm @12#. That work showed that the transport re-
sults at Re5500 were not sensitive to the use of a wider domain

(W53 cm). The results for Re>500 were assumed to be insensi-
tive to the use of wider domains since the dominant flow modes
were expected todecreasein size with increasing Reynolds num-
bers.

The domain width ofW52 cm was also used in the current
study because it is twice the minimum wall-to-walls spacingH.
However, due to the very large number of grid points and long
time integrations involved in the current calculation, computa-
tional resources were not available to conduct a domain-width
sensitivity study. This is unfortunate since the lowest Reynolds
number of the current work~Re5405! is less than the value at
which the width sensitivity analysis was performed in our earlier
work. Moreover, small eddy structures exiting the grooved do-
main may possibly coalesce into larger structures as they move in
the flat passage. However, the simulations at Re5509, 640, and
764 ~Fig. 2! predict that the most energetic~most slowly decay-
ing! structures havez-dimensions that are half the passage width
or less.

The simulations were performed onP58, 16, 32, and 64 pro-
cessors of a 96 processor SGI Origin 2000. Each processor is a
MIPS R10000 running at 250 MHz and shares 24 GB of memory.
A typical three-dimensional simulation requires approximately
fourteen seconds per time step (Dt50.00005) for the groove (P
516) and for the groove-flat (P564) simulations. The groove
and groove-flat simulations were run concurrently with the out-
flow data from the groove used as the inflow boundary condition
data of the groove-flat simulation.

Results

Velocity. Figure 2 shows thev-component of velocity in the
passage center plane (y5H/2). These surfaces represent typical
snapshots at four Reynolds numbers, Re5405, 509, 640, and 764.
In this work the Reynolds number is Re5UmDH /n, where the
average velocity through the minimum channel cross section is
Um5Q/WH, the minimum channel hydraulic diameter isDH
52H, n is the fluid kinematic viscosity, andQ is the volume flow
rate passing through the domain. The results in Fig. 2 are from the
groove-flat sub-domain shown in Fig. 1~b!.

Studies of transversely grooved passages have shown that
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities of shear layers that span the groove
openings destabilize two-dimensional Tollmien-Schlichting waves
at Re5350@2#, and that three-dimensional flow structures develop
as the Reynolds number increases@9#. Figure 2 shows that at
Re5405 two-dimensional waves~with essentially no variation in
thez-direction!travel through the groove region and decay down-
stream. At Re5509, the flow is three-dimensional with regular
variations in thez-direction. This variation is much less regular as
the Reynolds number increases to Re5640 and 764. Careful ex-
amination of the downstream edge of the surfaces at Re5509,
640, and 764 show that the most slowly decaying modes have two
waves in thez-direction. Disturbances in flat passage flows gen-
erally decay for Reynolds numbers less than Re52800 @23#. We
see that unsteady flow structures that develop in the grooved re-
gions dissipate in the flat section for all four Reynolds numbers
considered in this work.

Figure 3 shows the unsteady component of fluid speedSrms
versus axial position and Reynolds number at the channel center
plane (y5H/2). This unsteady speed isSrms5(urms

2 1v rms
2

1wrms
2 )1/2 whereurms, v rms, andwrms are the root mean squared

averaged deviations of thex-, y- and z-components of velocity
from their respective mean values. In Fig. 3,Srms is normalized by
the fully developed centerline velocity in a parallel plate passage,
Up,c51.5Um . The region 0<x/LG<1 represents results from the
periodic groove domain~Fig. 1~a!!. The region 1<x/LG<2 cor-
responds to the groove portion of the groove-flat domain, referred
to as the ‘‘last groove.’’ The region 2<x/LG<7 represents the flat
section.

We see that the level of unsteadiness in the grooves increases
from roughly 8 percent at Re5405 to over 16 percent at Re5764.
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At each Reynolds number the profile shapes in the two grooves
are similar. However, the values in the downstream three-quarters
of the last groove~x/LG51.25 to 2!are somewhat different than
those in the periodic groove~x/LG50.25 to 1!. This is an elliptic
effect caused by the presence of the downstream flat passage.

The unsteadiness that develops in the grooved regions dissi-
pates in the flat section for all four Reynolds numbers, as dis-
cussed in connection with Fig. 2. The rate of axial decay is steep
near x/LG52 and then decreases further downstream. At Re
5405, the unsteadiness decays to essentially zero before the end

of the flat passage. At the higher Reynolds numbers, however,
unsteadiness is still present five groove-lengths after the end of the
grooved passage.

Figure 4 is a plot of time average velocity in the channel center
planeUc versus axial position. This velocity is normalized by the
fully developed centerline velocity in a parallel plate passage,
Up,c . Once again, while the profile shapes are similar in the two
grooves, the flat passage does affect the centerline velocity in the
downstream three-quarters of the last groove. We see that the
centerline velocity experiences a substantial acceleration near
x/LG52. This acceleration is caused by the development of

Fig. 2 Surfaces of v -velocity at yÄHÕ2. „a… ReÄ405. „b… ReÄ509. „c… ReÄ640. „d…
ReÄ764.

Fig. 3 Centerline unsteady velocity versus location and Rey-
nolds number.

Fig. 4 Centerline velocity versus axial location and Reynolds
number
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boundary layers on the surfaces of the flat region. For Re5405 the
centerline speed reaches the flat passage fully developed value at
x/LG57. For higher Reynolds number however, the centerline
speed does not reach the fully developed value before the end of
the computational domain. Finally, comparing the profiles of av-
erage centerline velocity in Fig. 4 with the rms profiles in Fig. 3,
we see that regions of accelerating flow (dUc /dx.0) generally
correspond to regions of rapidly decreasing unsteadiness
(dSrms/dx,0).

Transport. Figure 5 shows measured and calculated center-
line Nusselt numbers NuC versus axial position. The centerline
Nusselt number is defined as NuC5q9Dh /(DTCk). In this expres-
sion the heat transfer to the fluid per unitprojectedsurface area is
q952k(dTA /dn)wall /m, where TA is the time andz-averaged
temperature,n is the direction normal to the wall,m is the wall
surface direction cosine, and the temperature gradient is evaluated
at the wall. The direction cosine in the flat region ism51, while
it is m50.7071 in the grooved region. The fluid thermal conduc-
tivity is k, andDTC is the local, time andz-averaged difference
between the surface temperature and the fluid temperature at the
centerlineof the passageTA(y5H/2) ~rather than the bulk fluid
temperature!. The holographic measurement technique used in the
experiments was better suited for measuring local centerline tem-
peratures than it was for measuring bulk values@10,16#.

Measurements made in a fully developed grooved channel at
Re5800657~the reported uncertainly limit has a 99 percent con-
fidence level!are shown usingx-symbols@16#. Measurements in a
flat passage downstream from the groove channel at the same
Reynolds number are shown using up-pointing triangles@10#. The
99 percent confidence level uncertainty limits on the flat passage
measurements are shown using error bars. Directly comparable
center point Nusselt numbers calculated from the current simula-
tion at Re5764 are shown using a heavy solid line~the value
Re5764 was used so that the simulation could be initiated using
earlier results from a fully developed groove passage simulation
@12#. The thinner solid line is from a simulation that used steady
inlet temperature and velocity profiles atx/LG52. Those profiles
were equal to the time average profiles from the unsteady simu-
lations at Re5764. Horizontal dashed lines represent arithmetic
average values of NuC in the regions 0<x/LG<1, 1<x/LG<2,
2<x/LG<3, etc. A dashed-dot line shows the fully developed
center point Nusselt number for a laminar flat channel.

The experimental measurements in a fully developed groove
show that the heat transfer on the downstream~windward!surface
(0.5<x/LG<1) is significantly higher than the heat transfer on
the upstream~leeward!side (0<x/LG<0.5). This is due to the
direction of the re-circulating vortex flow in the groove. The up-
stream surface exhibits a local peak atx/LG50.3 due to the im-
pingement of the vortex at that location. The experimental results

in the flat passage show that the heat transfer is at least 25 percent
higher than the fully developed flat passage value forx/LG,11.

Figure 5 shows excellent agreement between the experimental
and numerical results in the periodically fully developed grooved
channel (0<x/LG<1). However, the numerical results decay
more rapidly in the flat region than is expected from the measure-
ments. We do not currently understand why this difference exists.

We note that while the numerical Nusselt number profile in the
last groove (1<x/LG<2) has a different shape from that in the
fully developed groove (0<x/LG<1), the regionally averaged
values for these two grooves~horizontal dashed lines! are roughly
equal. The average heat transfer over the first groove-length of the
flat passage (2<x/LG<3) is somewhat larger than value in the
groove regions. Subsequent regionally averaged values decrease
as distance from the last groove increases. Finally, we note that
the simulation that used steady inlet conditions atx/LG52 ~thin-
ner solid line!gave a Nusselt number profile that is roughly 20
percent below the results from the unsteady simulation. We see
that at this Reynolds number, unsteadiness from the grooved
channel increases the flat passage heat transfer for at least five
groove-lengths.

Figure 6 shows localbulk Nusselt number versus axial location
for 405<Re<764. The bulk Nusselt number is defined as NuB

5q9Dh /(DTBk), whereDTB is the local, time averaged differ-
ence between the surface and bulk fluid temperatures. The bulk
temperature at any axial locationx and time t is defined as
TB(x,t)5(*uTdA)/(*udA), where both integrations are taken
across the entire cross sectional area at the givenx-location.

We see that the heat transfer level throughout the domain in-
creases with Reynolds number. In the grooved region, the local
peak heat transfer due to impingement of the vortices becomes
more prominent with increasing Re. Moreover, while the Nusselt
number profiles in the two grooves are similar, the local maximum
is more prominent in the last groove than it is in the periodic
groove. In the flat region, the Nusselt number is very high at the
inlet and drops off in the axial direction. These Nusselt number
values approach the value of a fully develop flat channel for large
x/LG . However, the decay rate decreases as the Reynolds number
increases.

Figure 7 shows the log mean bulk Nusselt number versus Rey-
nolds number and location. Each line represents a different region
in the passage. The log mean Nusselt number is defined as
NuB,LM5qR9Dh /(DTB,LMk), whereDTB,LM is the log mean bulk
temperature difference across each region, andqR9 is the total heat
flux to the region divided by its total projected surface area. The
fully develop bulk Nusselt number for a flat passage is shown
using a dashed line.

The log mean Nusselt numbers in the periodic groove region
~open squares!and the final groove~x-symbols!are essentially
identical for all four Reynolds numbers considered in this work.

Fig. 5 Centerline Nusselt number versus axial location
Fig. 6 Bulk Nusselt number versus axial location
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At Re5405, the heat transfer coefficient in the groove region is
actually lower than the level in a flat passage. The thermal resis-
tance of the slowly turning groove vortices causes this. Even
though the flow field is unsteady at this Reynolds number~see
Figs. 2~a!and 3!, the level of enhanced mixing is not sufficient to
overcome this resistance. At Re5509, the level of three dimen-
sional mixing exhibited in Figs. 2~b! and 3 is sufficient to slightly
overcome the thermal resistance of the grooves. As the Reynolds
number is increased to Re5640 and 764, the highly irregular
three-dimensional mixing discussed earlier substantially increases
heat transfer compared to a flat passage.

In the first groove-length of the flat passage~2<x/LG<3, solid
circles! the average heat transfer exceeds the grooved channel
value for all Reynolds numbers considered. This increased heat
transfer is due to the absence of the thermal resistance of the
groove. The heat transfer decreases in each subsequent region and
eventually approaches the fully developed flat passage value.

Figure 8 shows the local dimensionless pressure gradientf ver-
sus axial location and Reynolds number. The dimensionless gra-
dient is defined asf 5(2dpA,c /dx)@Dh /(2rUm

2 )#, wherepA,c is
the time andz-averaged pressure in the center plane (y5H/2) and
r is the fluid density. The profiles off are in many ways similar in
shape to the Nusselt number profiles seen in Fig. 6. However,
while the Nusselt number profile represents the heat flux~tem-
perature gradient!at the wall, the pressure gradient is a combina-
tion of wall shear stress~velocity gradient!and the axial gradient
of the momentum flux. The converging and diverging regions of
the grooved sections, as well as the developing boundary layer

flow in the flat passage, cause the velocity profiles to vary in the
axial direction. This variation may cause the axial gradient of the
momentum flux to be significant.

The pressure gradient profiles in the two grooves are similar to
each other. However, the flat passage affects the pressure gradient
in the downstream three-quarters of the last groove. The pressure
gradient atx/LG52 is substantially greater than the value at
x/LG51. This is due to the acceleration of the flow atx/LG52,
discussed in connection with Fig. 4.

Figure 9 shows the average dimensionless pressure gradient
across different regions of the passage versus Reynolds number
and location. The average gradient is defined as

f A5
1

x22x1
E

x1

x2

f dx5
pA,12pA,2

x22x1

Dh

2rUm
2 ,

where pA,1 and pA,2 are the time andz-average centerline pres-
sures at locationsx1 andx2 , respectively. Each line corresponds
to the average across a different region in the passage~0<x/LG
<1, 1<x/LG<2, 2<x/LG<3, etc!. A dashed line shows the fully
developed Fanning friction factor for a flat passage (f 524/Re).

The dimensionless pressure gradient across the periodic groove
~open squares in Fig. 9! increases with Reynolds number. At Re
5405, this pressure gradient is actually smaller than the gradient
in a flat passage. This is because the grooves effectively relax the
no slip boundary conditions aty50 and H. While the flow is
unsteady at this Reynolds number, the level of mixing does not
overcome the decrease in drag due to the grooves. As the Rey-
nolds number increases to Re5509, the flow exhibits three dimen-
sional mixing that brings the pressure gradient in the periodic

Fig. 10 Regionally averaged Nusselt number versus pumping
power

Fig. 7 Regionally averaged Nusselt number versus Reynolds
number and location

Fig. 8 Local dimensionless pressure gradient versus axial
location and Reynolds number

Fig. 9 Regionally averaged pressure gradient versus
Reynolds number and location
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groove to the same value as a flat passage. The pressure gradient
increases beyond the level in flat passages at higher Reynolds
numbers.

Unlike the heat transfer, the pressure gradient across the last
groove is substantially larger than that across the periodic groove.
This is partially due to the acceleration of the flow as it enters the
flat passage. The dimensionless pressure gradient reaches its high-
est values in the first groove-length of the flat passage (2<x/LG
<3) and rapidly drops back to the fully developed flat passage
values further downstream.

Figure 10 is a plot of the log mean bulk Nusselt number for
different regions of the passage versus the dimensionless power
required to pump fluid through the region. The dimensionless
pumping power per unit length is

F5
pA,12pA,2

x22x1

Q

W

Dh
3

ry3 5 f A Re3

In Fig. 10, different lines are used for the periodic groove~heavy
line with open squares!, the last groove~x-symbols!, and regions
that include the last grooveand different lengths of the flat pas-
sage~i.e., 2<x/LG<3, 2<x/LG<3, etc.!. The horizontal dashed
line shows the performance of a fully developed flat passage. The
purpose of this plot is to compare the performance of flat regions
downstream from a fully developed grooved passage to the per-
formance of the grooved passage itself. The last groove is in-
cluded with the flat passage because the flat region always affects
its performance.

The results for the fully developed groove~open squares!show
that the heat transfer increases with the pumping power. Heat
transfer in laminar parallel plate flow, on the other hand, is con-
stant. Moreover, the curvature of this line indicates that at low
pumping power levels, small increases in pumping power lead to
large increases in heat transfer. However, the increase in heat
transfer for a given increase in pumping power diminishes as the
initial pumping power level increases. The final groove~x-
symbols!gives lower levels of heat transfer for a given pumping
power than in the fully developed groove. This is because the heat
transfer levels in the two grooved regions are the same but the
pressure gradient in the last groove is higher than that in the fully
developed groove.

For the region that includes the last groove and the first groove-
length of the flat passage~solid circles!, the heat transfer for a
given pumping power is roughly 5 percent higher than that in the
fully developed groove. Alternately stated, the pumping power
requirement for a given heat transfer level is decreased by ap-
proximately 25 percent. As the flat region length increases, its
performance approaches that of a fully developed flat passage and
its average heat transfer decreases. However, configurations with
flat regions up to three groove-lengths long still exhibit higher
heat transfer for a given pumping power than a fully developed
grooved passage.

Conclusions
Navier-Stokes simulations of three-dimensional flow and aug-

mented convection in a flat passage downstream from a fully de-
veloped channel with symmetric, transverse grooves on two op-
posite walls were performed for 405<Re<764 using the spectral
element technique. Unsteady flow that develops in the grooved
region persists several groove-lengths into the flat passage, in-
creasing both local heat transfer and pressure gradient relative to
steady flat passage flow. Moreover, the heat transfer for a given
pumping power in a flat region up to three groove-lengths long is
even greater than the high levels observed in a fully developed
grooved passage.

This work suggests that the performance of intermittently
grooved passages, in which flat regions separate contiguously
grooved sections, may offer favorable heat transfer versus pump-
ing power performance in engineering devices. However, the de-
velopment of unsteady flow in short grooved regions and the de-

cay of non-fully-developed grooved channel unsteadiness in flat
regions must be investigated before these designs can be opti-
mized.
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Nomenclature

b 5 groove depth, Fig. 1
LG 5 channel periodicity length, Fig. 1

c 5 decay constant
Dh 5 minimum hydraulic diameter, 2H

f 5 fanning friction factor, (dp/dx)@ f x /(2rUa
2)#

f x 5 fluid body force per unit mass in thex-direction
H 5 minimum channel wall to wall spacing, Fig. 1
k 5 fluid thermal conductivity, 0.0263 W/m°C
K 5 number of spectral elements
N 5 spectral element order

Nub 5 bulk Nusselt number based on projected area
Nuc 5 center point Nusselt number

Pr 5 fluid molecular Prandtl number, 0.70
Re 5 Reynolds number,UmDh /n

t 5 time
T 5 temperature

Tb 5 bulk temperature
Tc 5 center point temperature

u,v,w 5 velocity components in thex, y, andz directions
Um 5 meanx-velocity at the minimum channel cross-

section
V 5 volume
Q 5 volume flow rate,Vr5(1/L)*VudV
W 5 width of the computational domain, Fig. 1

Greek

a 5 thermal diffusivity, 2.6331025 m2/s
n 5 fluid kinematic viscosity, 1.8431025 m2/s
u 5 periodic temperature
r 5 fluid density, 1.006 kg/kg
t 5 period of local time variations

V 5 computation domain
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Performance of Horizontal
Smooth Tube Absorber With and
Without 2-Ethyl-Hexanol
Absorption of water vapor into aqueous lithium bromide is a fundamental step in absorp-
tion refrigeration. When the liquid film is laminar, the coupled heat and mass transfer
process is controlled by mass transfer, resulting in low transfer coefficients. Significant
augmentation of mass transfer, and hence of the coupled process, is achieved by intro-
ducing a trace amount (on the order of 100 ppm) of 2-ethyl-hexanol. The alcohol acts as
a surfactant and drives Marangoni convection that effectively mixes the liquid providing
a much higher effective mass diffusivity. The film flow in the presence of the alcohol is
noticeably different with a complex, apparently unstructured appearance. The flow activ-
ity, which can be easily observed, has never been satisfactorily explained until the recent
introduction of the Vapor Surfactant theory. This paper presents a series of experimental
results of absorption in an actual chiller facility. The novel features of the work include
measurement of the effect of inlet subcooling, discussion of the effect of droplets ejected
from the tube bundle and an explanation of the importance of flux in the alcohol augmen-
tation physics. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1418366#

Keywords: Absorption, Enhancement, Heat Transfer, Mass Transfer, Refrigeration,
Surface Tension

Introduction
The motivation for the present study of absorber heat and mass

transfer comes from the fact that the absorber is the largest and
most expensive component in a water-lithium bromide absorption
chiller. Although absorber heat and mass transfer has been consid-
ered previously, it was found that several aspects which prove
important in design are missing from the literature treatments.
These include:~1! an explanation of the physics of the mass trans-
fer additive,~2! evaluation of the effect of solution inlet subcool-
ing, and~3! evaluation of the effect of solution droplets ejected
from the tubes~termed solution slinging in this work!. These three
new aspects are the focus of this paper.

Experimental studies of absorbers include the work of Nagaoka
et al. @1#, Cosenza and Vliet@2#, Greiter et al.@3#, Remec et al.
@4#, Beutler et al.@5#, Hoffmann et al.@6#, and Atchley et al.@7#.
The field appears mature, but was found to include significant
unanswered questions. Each of these studies contributed important
parts to the current understanding of absorber design. However,
none of these studies considered the effects of either solution inlet
subcooling or solution slinging. Several of the studies included
experiments involving a mass transfer additive but none of them
provided a convincing explanation of the mechanism of additive
action. The present study provides an explanation for all of these
effects.

Experimental Setup
The experiments were conducted in a single-effect chiller con-

structed for absorber tube testing as shown in Fig. 1. This is in
contrast to most of the other studies in the literature that were
done in minisorber configurations consisting of only an absorber
and a desorber, with associated support equipment. The advantage
of the complete chiller configuration is that the conditions of the
vapor flowing from the evaporator to the absorber are more real-
istic. In particular, the vapor temperature in a complete chiller is
considerably lower than in a minisorber configuration. But the

most important difference is the vapor concentration of the alco-
hol additive. This variable has not received much attention in the
literature, but it is realized now to be the most critical variable in
understanding Marangoni augmentation of absorption.

The chiller was driven by electric heaters~4 kW! in the des-
orber and cooled by a separate laboratory chiller. The cooling
water was fed to the absorber and then condenser in series. A
temperature-controlled heater provided the evaporator load. A
subcooler at the inlet of the absorber was used to control the
absorber solution inlet temperature using a heater and a tempera-
ture controller.

The absorber consisted of a set of 19.1 mm OD smooth hori-
zontal copper tubes arranged in a vertical row with 180 deg return
bends such that the cooling water flows in series. Two tube
bundles were tested in this study; eight tubes of 0.46 m length and
four tubes of 0.36 m length. The spacing between the tube walls is
25.4 mm in both bundles.

The solution distribution on the outside of the absorber tubes
was accomplished with a header that provides a uniform series of
streams spaced 12.7 mm apart. When these streams make contact
with the first tube, they spread out and fully cover the top tube
surface. However, coverage on the next and subsequent tubes is
less complete as the flow tends to coalesce and drop down in
larger streams. To improve distribution in the bundle, the vessel
has a tilt of 0.45 deg which causes the solution film to flow slowly
in the axial direction along the tubes. The result is that all tube
surface throughout the bundle is supplied with liquid in a very
uniform manner over a time interval of approximately 1.0 sec.
Dry patches still form in the bundle but they are rewetted auto-
matically. This tilted arrangement was observed to produce a very
repeatable flow pattern in contrast to the poor wetting patterns
observed in a closely horizontal alignment. A sight glass installed
in the vessel wall enabled viewing of the falling film flowing over
the absorber tubes for all experiments.

Experimental Method
The nominal operating conditions and specifications are listed

in Table 1. For all tests other than the subcooling experiments, the
absorber inlet subcooling was controlled within60.1 K to mini-
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mize subcooling effects. The desorber heat input was set to obtain
a particular absorber inlet mass fraction. However, due to disturb-
ing variables, the value obtained was not always identical. For
results grouped under a particular mass fraction value, the mass
fraction varied in the range60.2 percent LiBr between tests.

Before installing a tube bundle in the absorber, the bundle was
cleaned using a weak solution of citric acid in water~7 percent
acid by weight!. After rinsing, the treated surface was handled
only with Neoprene gloves during installation of the tube bundle
in the absorber.

The experimental setup was maintained at low pressure during
the entire experiment schedule. Leakage of air into the system is a

common problem in this type of system. The approach taken to
address air leakage was to minimize it through careful technique
and frequent purging to maintain low air concentrations. Air con-
centration was not directly measured. The rate of absorber pres-
sure increase due to leakage was in the range 0.051;0.102 mmHg
per hour corresponding to a decrease in solution side heat transfer
coefficient of approximately 0.9;2.5 W/m2.K per hour. Prior to
each experiment, the upper and lower vessels were purged while
circulating the solution between desorber and absorber. When the
experiment approached steady state, as judged by no measurable
changes in absorber pressure and solution inlet/outlet mass frac-
tions, the data were logged for approximately 20 minutes and
average values were taken for analysis. When experimental con-
ditions were changed, the lower vessel was again purged with the
vacuum pump. Based on these measurements, it is estimated that
the air mass fraction in the absorber during testing was less than 1
percent for all tests and that the presence of air does not interfere
with the major conclusions of the study.

For introduction of the alcohol additive into the system, a port
was installed in the center of the absorber vessel, just above the
absorber tube bundle. The port was isolated from the vessel by a
needle valve and a clear tube. After pouring liquid alcohol into the
tube and carefully avoiding air bubbles, the alcohol was intro-
duced into the absorber by opening the needle valve while moni-
toring the alcohol level in the clear tube to avoid introduction of
air.

Data Reduction and Analysis
A total of 34 data channels were recorded including tempera-

tures, high and low pressures, mass flow rates and densities on
each side of the solution loop, volume flow rates of the cooling
and the chilled water, and the desorber power input. The tempera-
tures were measured using thermocouples. The mass flow rates

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of absorber experiment facility

Table 1 Operating and geometry conditions
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and the densities of the rich and poor solutions were measured
using two mass flow meters. The mass flow meters were accurate
to 60.10 percent for mass flow rate and60.0005 g/cc for density.
The volumetric flow rates of the cooling and the chilled water
were measured using turbine flow meters accurate to61 percent.
The pressures in the vessels were measured using pressure trans-
ducers accurate to60.1 mmHg. The desorber power input was
measured using a watt transducer accurate to60.2 percent.

The absorber heat transfer rate was calculated from the flow
rate of the cooling water through the absorber tube and the tem-
perature difference of the cooling water across the tube bundle
according to

Q̇5ṁcwcp,cw~Tcw,o2Tcw,i !. (1)

The log mean temperature difference in the absorber (DTlm) was
calculated using the saturation temperatures of the solution at the
absorber inlet and outlet and the cooling water inlet and outlet
temperatures as

DTlm5
~Tsol,i

sat 2Tcw,o!2~Tsol,o
sat 2Tcw,i !

ln
~Tsol,i

sat 2Tcw,o!

~Tsol,o
sat 2Tcw,i !

, (2)

where the saturation temperatures were calculated from the mea-
sured absorber pressure and the corresponding mass fractions. The
conductance for the absorber was calculated as

UA5
Q̇

DTlm
. (3)

From the conductance, the solution side heat transfer coefficient,
hsol , was calculated as

1

hsolAo
5

1

UA
2

1

hcwAi
2

ln~do /di !

2pkL
. (4)

The uncertainty in the solution side heat transfer coefficient was
estimated to be614.6 percent in accordance with a 95 percent
confidence level.

The cooling water side heat transfer coefficient,hcw , was mea-
sured for the smooth tube bundle~8 tube!through the Wilson plot
technique@8# by varying cooling water flow rate from 131024 to
331024 m3/s at the cooling water inlet temperature of 30.0°C.
For the current cooling water flow rate of 1.2631024 m3/s, the
cooling water side heat transfer coefficient was determined to be
5368 W/m2.K. This value was also used in the data analysis of the
four-tube bundle.

The emphasis here on the heat transfer coefficient as a measure
of the performance of the coupled heat and mass transfer process
is a simplified view that is justified by the strong coupling that
exists between heat and mass transfer in this system. The two
processes are linked by the large energy release that accompanies
absorption. Thus, the mass transfer and heat transfer coefficients
provide largely redundant information. For laminar absorption
~i.e., without the alcohol! the combined process on the tubes is
strongly controlled by mass transfer but the mixing between tubes
augments mass transfer such that the outlet state is close to a
saturated condition. When the alcohol is driving significant
surface convection, the outlet condition comes even closer to
saturation.

Effect of Absorber Inlet Subcooling
Absorber performance was found to depend on the solution

subcooling at the absorber inlet. Tests were run with fixed solution
inlet flow rate and LiBr inlet mass fraction while the solution inlet
temperature was varied. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the
absorber heat transfer on the solution inlet subcooling. Solution
side heat transfer coefficient and absorber heat transfer rate both
decrease with an increase in subcooling. An increase in subcool-
ing means more heat removal in the subcooler. It was found that

the absorber heat transfer rate decreased such that the sum of the
heat rejection in the absorber and inlet subcooler stayed approxi-
mately constant. An increase in inlet subcooling causes a decrease
in the mean temperature difference~in the absorber!between the
solution and the cooling water, which results in a decrease of both
the absorber heat transfer rate and the outlet temperature of the
cooling water. This implies a larger temperature difference be-
tween the inlet saturation temperature and the cooling water outlet
temperature and results in a larger absorberDTlm . Thus, higher
inlet subcooling causes both a lower absorber capacity and a
higher absorberDTlm , both of which lead to a smaller heat trans-
fer coefficient.

Absorber Performance Without Additive
Figure 3 shows the comparison of solution side heat transfer

coefficient and outlet subcooling for both 57 and 60 percent LiBr.
For both conditions, the heat transfer coefficient rises from ap-
proximately 640 to 930 W/m2.K as the specific film flow rate
varies from 0.014 to 0.05 kg/m.s. The rate of increase of the heat
transfer coefficient appears to level off at high flow rate. Above a
specific film flow rate of 0.04 kg/m.s, the data exhibits a plateau
heat transfer coefficient of approximate 930 W/m2.K. This trend
of heat transfer coefficient reaching an asymptotic value at high
flow rate has been reported in previous studies@4–6,9#. Outlet
subcooling of between 2.0 and 3.0 K was measured over the
whole flow rate range.

Data on smooth tube absorption from the literature, based on
the plateau value at high flow rate, are summarized in Table 2. In
calculatingDTlm , saturated solution temperatures are used at the

Fig. 2 Effect of inlet subcooling on absorber heat transfer co-
efficient and heat transfer rate

Fig. 3 Comparison of heat transfer coefficient and outlet sub-
cooling
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absorber inlet and outlet except by Miller@9# who used measured
solution temperature at the absorber outlet. The reason why the
heat transfer coefficient in the current study is higher than values
reported in the literature is considered to be due to the low leakage
rate of the system, careful purging procedures and the slight tilt of
tube bundle~0.45 deg from horizontal!.

As shown in Fig. 3, it was found that the LiBr mass fraction
had very little effect on the heat transfer coefficient. This seems to
be in contrast to the results presented by Beutler et al.@5#, Hoff-
man et al.@6# and Remec et al.@4#, where it is reported that the
heat transfer coefficient decreases with an increase in LiBr mass
fraction, attributed to increases of both kinematic viscosity and
surface tension. Hoffmann et al.@6# showed that the heat transfer
coefficient decreases and levels off as both the kinematic viscosity
and surface tension increase. In the current tests for 57 and 60
percent LiBr without additive, the absorber pressure was main-
tained at 8.0 and 8.2 mmHg, respectively, and corresponding ki-
nematic viscosities are 2.7231026 and 3.1431026 m2/s and sur-
face tensions are 0.0864 and 0.0862 N/m, respectively. Thus, the
kinematic viscosity is only slightly increased, and the surface ten-
sion is almost unchanged. Furthermore, these values of kinematic
viscosity and surface tension fall in the plateau region in the
analysis of Hoffmann et al.@6# so that the heat transfer coefficient
is not particularly sensitive to the change of LiBr mass fraction in
the current ranges. Thus, the trends exhibited by the present re-
sults are not inconsistent with those of Hoffmann et al.@6#.

Effect of Alcohol Concentration
The alcohol used in this study is 2-ethyl-hexanol~2EH!. This

alcohol was chosen based on its widespread use in commercial
absorption machines. It was observed through the sight glass that
once the 2EH was introduced into the absorber, strong secondary
flows, apparently driven by Marangoni convection, were present
over the entire liquid film surface. The secondary flows cause the
film thickness to be irregular and complex.

The experiments with alcohol were initially performed with an
eight-tube bundle. However, the heat transfer with alcohol was
found to be only 20 percent greater than the value without alcohol.
For example, for the 57 percent LiBr case at a solution flow rate
of 0.05 kg/m.s, the heat transfer coefficient increased from 930
~without alcohol!to 1110 W/m2.K with a system concentration of
500 ppm 2EH for an enhancement ratio of 1.2. The corresponding
absorber heat fluxes were 6.17 kW/m2 ~without alcohol!and 7.06
kW/m2 ~with alcohol!. To achieve higher flux, subsequent tests
were run with a four-tube absorber bundle where the flux was
found to range from 9.28 kW/m2 without alcohol to 11.82 kW/m2

with alcohol.
Figure 4 shows the results obtained using the four-tube bundle.

The plot shows the 2EH concentration effect on heat transfer co-
efficient and absorber heat flux. These experiments were per-

formed while both the solution flow rate and the inlet mass frac-
tion were held constant. An amount of 2EH corresponding to 500
ppm based on the solution mass was initially added into the sys-
tem and the data were obtained as the alcohol concentration de-
creased due to the purging process. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the
heat transfer coefficient increases almost linearly from 930
W/m2.K at zero ppm to 1550 W/m2.K at 80 ppm where it levels
off to a plateau value. The heat transfer coefficient at the plateau
shows an enhancement of 1.67 times the value without alcohol
under the conditions in Fig. 4. This is a similar enhancement ratio
as obtained by Hoffmann et al.@6# although absolute values of
heat transfer coefficient with and without alcohol are different.

The concentration of 2EH in Fig. 4 was inferred from surface
tension measurements on the aqueous lithium bromide using the
data shown in Fig. 5. The data shows that the surface tension
reaches a plateau value as the 2EH concentration increases. The
shape of the surface tension curve is thought to account for the
shape of the heat transfer curve in Fig. 4. At concentrations above
the solubility limit of the liquid, no variations in heat transfer are
seen. This observation is in line with the mechanism described by
the Vapor Surfactant theory.

Absorber Performance With Additive
Figure 6 is a plot of heat transfer coefficient versus solution

flow rate with and without 2EH. As the specific film flow rate
increases, the heat transfer coefficient increases~with and without
alcohol!. The heat transfer coefficient with 2EH reaches a plateau

Table 2 Comparison of smooth tube data without additive

Fig. 4 Effect of 2EH concentration on absorber heat transfer
coefficient and heat flux

Fig. 5 Surface tension of aqueous lithium bromide solution
with concentration of 2EH
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value of 1550 W/m2.K at specific flow rates above 0.04 kg/m.s.
The heat transfer coefficient increases from 930 W/m2.K without
alcohol to 1550 W/m2.K when alcohol is present, which is an
enhancement ratio of 1.67 times. The enhancement ratio is ap-
proximately constant over the flow rate range tested in this study.
It is observed that the inlet mass fraction has little effect on the
heat transfer coefficient. Figure 7 is a plot of absorber heat flux
versus solution flow rate, with and without alcohol, for the same
parametric cases considered in Fig. 6. As can be seen, the flux
increases with flow rate. Also, the flux for the 60 percent LiBr
cases is greater than that for the 57 percent cases. These data are
important because the flux was found to play a strong role in the
alcohol enhancement mechanism.

Solution Slinging
At high flow rate, the film flow around the tube becomes less

stable and liquid droplets are observed to fly off the tubes such
that they do not land on the next lower tube. This phenomenon is
thought to be associated with unbalanced flow on the two sides of
a tube. The droplets emerge on the side opposite of the larger flow
and below the tube as if they were ejected from a sling attached to
the tube as illustrated in Fig. 8. Thus, this phenomenon is termed
‘‘solution slinging’’ in the current study. Solution slinging is more
severe at high solution flow rate and especially when 2EH is
present.

Solution slinging causes the flow rate on the tubes to decrease
and hence results in a decrease in the heat transfer coefficient.
Although the liquid surface area of droplets is larger than the film
surface area, the lack of cooling for the flying droplets results in a
reduction in absorption@7#. The effect of slinging on the heat
transfer coefficient can be estimated by the assumption that solu-
tion slinging ejects a certain fraction of solution from each tube.
Figure 9 shows calculation results for the decrease of heat transfer
coefficient versus the fraction of solution leaving each tube. The
calculation was done using heat transfer coefficient data from Fig.
6. Figure 9 shows that the heat transfer coefficient is reduced
almost linearly with an increase in solution slinging.

Fig. 6 Comparison of absorber heat transfer coefficient with
and without additive

Fig. 7 Comparison of absorber heat flux with and without
additive

Fig. 8 Illustration of slinging at absorber tube bundle

Fig. 9 Decrease of absorber heat transfer coefficient accord-
ing to amount of slinging
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Discussion
The physics of absorption enhancement due to alcohols such as

2-ethly-hexanol has been discussed since their introduction in the
1960’s, but the details of the mechanism of action are only coming
into focus today@10,11#. The new theory of the mechanism is
called the Vapor Surfactant theory and it holds that the alcohol is
a surfactant that provides enhancement to mass transfer by driving
Marangoni convection. This piece of the mechanism has long
been discussed but previously the theory was missing an explana-
tion for how the alcohol gets to the surface. Recent experimental
evidence clearly shows that the alcohol gets transported to the
surface via bulk flow of the absorbing vapor@12#. Small amounts
of alcohol that adsorb on the surface lead to dramatic reductions
in surface tension. The absorption of water vapor is highly sensi-
tive to mixing of the mass transfer layer on the liquid surface.
Thus, the absorption flux in the presence of alcohol vapor is
highly unstable spatially. In other words, a small local increase in
absorption flux brings more alcohol to the surface, which then
further augments absorption at that location. This instability has
often been observed and is described in the literature listed
previously.

The Vapor Surfactant theory is invoked here to help explain the
experimental results presented in this paper. The importance of
absorption flux in determining the heat transfer coefficient is only
now becoming clear. The effect was clearly demonstrated in the
current study when the enhancement factor increased significantly,
from 1.2 to 1.7, when the area of the absorber was reduced 60
percent resulting in an increase in flux of approximately 50 per-
cent. The explanation for this effect is that a higher flux delivers
surfactant to the liquid surface at a higher rate and thus the sta-
bility of the liquid film is lower at high flux. Instability refers here
to Marangoni flow that disrupts the saturated surface layer and
brings subcooled liquid to the surface. The fact that the absorption
heat transfer coefficient increases as flux increases is the opposite
trend normally seen in condensation where increased flux leads to
a thicker film and lower heat transfer coefficient. The main differ-
ence between these processes is that laminar absorption is
strongly controlled by mass diffusion such that the thickness of
the film is not the controlling factor in determining the flux. In-
stead, the mass diffusivity controls the flux. However, when mix-
ing is present due to Marangoni convection, the effective mass
diffusivity is much higher and the overall flux increases due to
reduction of the mass transfer resistance.

The Vapor Surfactant theory implies that there is a circulation
of alcohol throughout the entire absorption cycle. Alcohol arrives
at the absorbing surface after passing through the condenser and
evaporator. This mechanism means that a complete absorption
cycle is needed for tests to determine the effect of alcohol on
absorption. Minisorber testing~i.e., testing in a simplified
reflux configuration! is likely to yield artificial 2EH vapor
concentrations.

Conclusion
Absorption of water vapor into aqueous lithium bromide flow-

ing over horizontal smooth tubes was revisited in the light of a
new understanding of the physics of surfactant additives. The ef-
fects of solution inlet subcooling, solution inlet flow rate, solution
inlet mass fraction, and additive~2-ethyl-hexanol! concentration
on solution side heat transfer coefficient and absorber heat flux
were examined. Inlet subcooling was found to significantly influ-
ence the heat transfer coefficient and thus the inlet subcooling was
controlled within60.1 K in this study. Solution slinging was ob-
served and its effect on performance in a single row absorber was
found to be relatively significant. In a full-scale absorber bundle,
slinging is only an edge effect but in the interpretation of data
from small absorber test bundles, slinging is a real issue that has
not been properly addressed in the literature.

The effect of absorption flux on the heat transfer coefficient was
observed and is described in the paper. The effect is explained in
terms of the Vapor Surfactant theory. These observations are
thought to be very significant for absorber bundle design. They
imply a highly non-linear performance that is somewhat non-
intuitive. If heat transfer coefficients continued to increase with
flux, then one could expect a finite absorption rate in a very small
device by rearranging the design to increase flux. This is an ex-
citing prospect that has not been fully explored here. Unfortu-
nately, it is expected that some limiting mechanism will intervene
to provide an upper limit on performance. But there is no reason
to expect that current machines operate near this limit. Thus, the
work points toward an unexplored area of coupled heat and mass
transfer that has exciting prospects.
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Nomenclature

A 5 area~m2!
cp 5 specific heat~J/kg.K!
d 5 tube diameter~m!
G 5 specific film flow rate (5ṁsol,i /2L) ~kg/m.s!

h 5 heat transfer coefficient~W/m2.K!
k 5 thermal conductivity of tube~W/m.K!
L 5 tube length~m!
ṁ 5 mass flow rate~kg/s!

Q̇ 5 heat transfer rate~W!
T 5 temperature~°C!

DTlm 5 log mean temperature difference~K!
DTsub 5 subcooling (5Tsat2Tsol) ~K!

U 5 overall heat transfer coefficient~W/m2.K!
X 5 LiBr mass fraction~percent!

Subscripts

cw 5 cooling water side
i 5 inlet or inner
o 5 outlet or outer

sol 5 solution or solution side

Superscript

sat 5 saturated
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Evaporation-Combustion Affected
by In-Cylinder, Reciprocating
Porous Regenerator
An existing in-cylinder thermal regeneration concept for Diesel engines is examined for
the roles of the porous insert motion and the fuel injection strategies on the fuel evapo-
ration and combustion and on the engine efficiency. While the heated air emanating from
the insert enhances fuel evaporation resulting in a superadiabatic combustion process
(thus increasing thermal efficiency), the corresponding increase in the thermal NOx is
undesirable. A two-gas-zone and a single-step reaction model are used with a Lagrangian
droplet tracking model that allows for filtration by the insert. A thermal efficiency of 53
percent is predicted, compared to 43 percent of the conventional Diesel engines. The
optimal regenerative cooling stroke occurs close to the peak flame temperature, thus
increasing the superadiabatic flame temperature and the peak pressure, while decreasing
the expansion stroke pressure and the pressure drop through the insert. During the regen-
erative heating stroke, the heated air enhances the droplet evaporation, resulting in a
more uniform, premixed combustion and a higher peak pressure, thus a larger mechanical
work. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1418368#

Keywords: Engines, Heat Transfer, Heat Recovery, Porous Media, Regenerators

1 Introduction
A regenerative Diesel engine using an in-cylinder reciprocating,

porous regenerator as shown in Fig. 1 has the potential to improve
fuel-air mixing and combustion@1–3#. The porous insert is at-
tached to a rod and moves in the cylinder, synchronized, but out of
phase with the piston. During the regenerative heating stroke, the
regenerator remains just beneath the cylinder head for most of the
period and moves down to the piston~as it approaches the TDC
position!. During the regenerative cooling stroke, the regenerator
moves up and remains in the original position until the next re-
generative heating stroke. Following the combustion and expan-
sion, the products of combustion~exhaust gases!retain an appre-
ciable sensible heat. During the regenerative cooling stroke, the
hot exhaust gas flows through the insert and stores part of this
sensible heat by surface-convection heat transfer in the porous
insert~with large surface area!. While the external thermal regen-
eration, examined extensively, would reduce the volumetric effi-
ciency ~due to external heating of the intake air, before arrival in
the cylinder!, the internal thermal regeneration with the in-
cylinder porous insert does not affect the volumetric efficiency
significantly. This is because the intaked air arrives in the cylinder
and is then heated by passing through the hot insert, after the
intake valve is closed. The superadiabatic flame temperature~due
to the thermal regeneration of the combustion heat! @4# and the
fuel droplet-regenerator interaction, enhances the fuel evapora-
tion. A uniform fuel vapor distribution is possible due to the de-
flection of fuel droplets by the air flow emanating from the porous
regenerator and this can improve combustion. Here the fuel
droplet-regenerator interaction is examined, i.e., aiming at an im-
proved regenerative engine performance.

2 Analysis
The geometric parameters and variables of the regenerative

Diesel engine with a side valve position are shown Fig. 2. The two
gas zones of the top and bottom chambers are connected by the
permeable regenerator. The regenerator is divided intoNr small

volumes and each volume consists of the gas and solid phases.
Considering the complexities and the transient behavior before a
quasi-steady solution is reached, for the sake of computation
economy, a lumped, multi gas zone model and a simplified chemi-
cal kinetic model are used. The multi-zone-first-order analysis of
the regenerative engine performance is given below, followed by
the analysis of the injected fuel droplet.

2.1 Heat Transfer. A multi-zone gas model and a one-
dimensional model for the solid phases are used for the analysis of
the regenerative Diesel engine. The mechanisms of the heat trans-
fer considered include the surface-convection, conduction and
surface/volume radiation. The prescribed temperature of the cool-
ing water is used for the analysis of the conduction heat transfer
through the cylinder walls. One-dimensional energy conservation
equations with both uniform and nonuniform grids are used for
solid phases of the regenerator, the piston, the cylinder head, and
cylinder block. Since the fuel is injected into the top gas zone and
the fuel vapor does not escape to the bottom gas zone under the
conditions considered, it is assumed that the combustion occurs
only in top gas zone. The heat release rate in the top gas zone is
determined using a single-step, second-order combustion model
and the empirical relation of the ignition delay. The species con-
centrations are calculated to determine the heat release rate and
the NOx production rate.

The gas is assumed to be an ideal gas

r f5
M f

Vf
5

pf

Rg

Ma
Tf

. (1)

For the top gas zone above the regenerator, the energy conserva-
tion equation is given as

Qu, inj2~Qu,r !Nr
1^Qku,t2ch&DB

1^Qku,t2cb&DB
1^Qku,t2r&DB

52
d

dt
~M f ,tcp, fTf ,t!1Ṡt , (2)

where Qu, inj is the heat transfer due to the fuel injection and
(Qu,r)Nr

is the heat transfer due to the gas influx through the
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regenerator.̂ Qku,t2ch or cb or r&DB
are the surface-convection heat

transfer between the top fluid and surfaces~of the cylinder head,
the cylinder block and the regenerator!. The energy conversion in
the top gas zoneṠt is due to combustion~occurs only in the top

gas zone! Ṡr ,c , gas expansion cooling/compression heating

Ṡm,p,t , fuel evaporationṠF,lg , and radiation (Ṡe,e1Ṡe,a) t , i.e.,

Ṡt5Ṡr ,c1Ṡm,p,t1ṠF,lg1~Ṡe,e1Ṡe,a! t . (3)

A more detailed description for each term of the energy conserva-
tion Eg. ~2! is given in the Appendix.

Similarly, for the bottom gas zone the energy conservation
equation is given as

2Qu, int1Qu,exh1~Qu,r !01^Qku,b2cb&DB
1^Qku,b2p&DB

1^Qku,b2r&DB
52

d

dt
~M f ,bcp, fTf ,b!1Ṡb , (4)

whereQu, int , Qu,exh and (Qu,r)0 are the convection heat transfer
due to the intake, the exhaust, and the gas influx through the
regenerator. Considering a combustion efficiency of 98 percent in
top gas zone, under the conditions given in Table 1, it is assumed
that the fuel is consumed completely in the top gas zone, and,
therefore, no combustion occurs in the bottom gas zone. The en-
ergy conversion in the bottom gas zoneṠb is due to gas expansion
cooling/compression heating only, i.e.,

Ṡb5Ṡm,p,b5Vf ,b

dpf ,b

dt
. (5)

A more detailed description, for each term of the energy conser-
vation Eq.~4!, is given in the Appendix.

The porous regenerator is divided intoNr small volumes with
uniform thicknessD l r ,i and local thermal nonequilibrium is as-
sumed between the gas and the solid phases. The energy equation
for each volume of the solid phase is given by

2~Qk,r !~ i 21!2 i1~Qk,r ! i 2~ i 11!1^Qku,f 2r& i2Qd,i

52r rD l r ,i~12e r !Arcp,r

dTr ,i

dt
, i 51,2, . . . ,Nr ,

(6)

where (Qk,r) i 2( i 11) , ^Qku,f 2r& i andQd,i are the heat transfer due
to the conduction in the solid phase, the surface-convection and
the evaporation of the fuel droplet, respectively. Note that it is
assumed that the heat transfer due to the evaporation of the fuel

Fig. 1 Sequence of motion of the regenerator and piston and physical rendering of fuel injection and air
blowing during the regenerative heating stroke

Fig. 2 Geometric parameters and variables of the regenerative
Diesel engine
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droplet occurs in the solid phase of the regenerator. More detailed
description, for each term of the energy conservation Eq.~6!, is
given in the Appendix.

The energy equation for the gas phase in the porous regenerator
is given as

2~Qu,r ! i 211~Qu,r ! i2^Qku,f 2r& i

52
d

dt
~M f ,rcp, fTf ,r ! i1Ṡr ,i , i 51,2, . . . ,Nr , (7)

where

Ṡr ,i5~Ṡm,p!r ,i5Vf ,r ,i

dpf ,r ,i

dt
,

and the convection heat transfer (Qu,r) i and the surface-
convection heat transfer^Qku,f 2r& i are given in Appendix in de-
tail. The energy conservation equations at the top and bottom
surfaces of the regenerator are also given in the Appendix.

The cylinder wall of the regenerative Diesel engine consists of
the ceramic cylinder head and the cast iron cylinder block. The
cylinder head and the cylinder block are assumed to be ideally
insulated from each other. The cylinder head made of ceramic is
used as a thermal barrier to reduce the heat loss. The cylinder head
is divided intoNch21 small volumes with a uniform thickness
D l ch,i5 l ch,1/(Nch21) and a large volume with thickness
D l ch,Nch

5 l ch,25 l ch2 l ch,1. Then the energy equation for the solid
phase is written as

~QuA,ch! i52rchD l ch,iAk,chcp,ch

dTch,i

dt
, i 51,2, . . . ,Nch ,

(8)

where (QuA,ch) i is heat transfer due to the conduction and is given
in Appendix in detail. The energy conservation equations at the
surface inside the cylinder head are also given in the Appendix.

The energy conservation equations for the cylinder block and
the piston are given similarly.

The intake mass flow rate using the valve curtain areaAv,i , is
given as

Ṁ f , int5Nv,iCD,iAv,i

po

S Rg

Mg
ToD 1/2 f A, f~pT ,po!, (9)

where

Av,i5pDv,iLv,i f A,v~u,uv,s,i ,uv,e,i !.

Similarly, the exhaust mass flow rateṀ f ,exh is determined. Here
f A, f(pT ,po) is obtained from a one-dimensional isentropic flow
analysis for the compressible flow through a flow restriction@5#.

The mass flow through the porous regenerator is determined by
the Darcy law@6# and is given by

~Ṁ f ,r ! i5Arr f ,r

Kr

m f

~pf ,r ,i2pf ,r ,i 11!

D l r ,i
,

Kr5
e r

3Dp
2

180~12e r !
2 , i 50,1, . . . ,Nr , (10)

where

r f ,r5H r f ,r ,i for ~Ṁ f ,r ! i>0 ~ the bottom to the top gas zone!

r f ,r ,i 11 for ~Ṁ f ,r ! i,0
,

andr f ,r ,05r f ,b , andr f ,r ,Nr115r f ,t .

The combustion reactionṀ r ,F in the top gas zone, using the
single-step reaction model@7#, is given by

Ṁ r ,F5r f ,tarrF
aFrO

aO expDEa /RgTf ,t, (11)

wherear is the pre-exponential factor andDEa is the activation
energy~kJ/kmole-K!. The ignition delay is determined using the
empirical correlation of the Diesel engine and ranges 2;3 crank
angles under the conditions considered@5#.

2.2 Droplet Evaporation. The transient fuel evaporation
and the fuel droplet fate are determined using a Lagrangian, drop-
let tracking model along with a porous-surface filtration submodel
for the droplet-regenerator interaction. These allow for the analy-
sis of the fuel droplet evaporation, accumulation and combustion.
After the fuel is injected, the fuel spray is assumed to be divided
into Nd homogeneous droplet parcels. It is assumed that each
parcel hasnd droplet particles with the same properties~e.g.,
droplet diameter, speed and temperature! and does not interfere
with other droplet parcels. The Sauter mean diameterDSM is used
as the initial droplet diameter@8#.

The instantaneous location of a droplet is given by

d

dt
xd5ud . (12)

The instantaneous velocity is determined by the momentum equa-
tion of a droplet as

d

dt
~Mu!d5( F5Fd1FDT1 . . . , (13)

and neglecting the thermophoresis forceFDT and other forces, the
momentum equation is given by

Md

dud

dt
52

p

8
Dd

2r f ,tCDuud2^uf&p,tu~ud2^uf&p,t!, (14)

where

CD5H 27 ReD
20.84 for ReD,80

0.271 ReD
0.217 for 80,ReD,104,

Table 1 Operational characteristics of the engine
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where ReD5rf,tDduud2^uf&p,tu/m f .
In order to account for the deflection of the fuel droplets by the

air flow emanating from the regenerator, the gas flow in the top
gas zone is assumed to be the plug flow and the gas velocity is
given as

^uf&p,t5
~Ṁ f ,r !Nr

Arr f ,r
1

dxr

dt
. (15)

From the uniform temperature model for the fuel droplet heat
and mass transfer~only the composition of the bulk liquid remains
at the injected condition while the surface composition varies as
required by the local conditions. The temperature of the surface
and the bulk liquid are the same and are known at each instant!,
the mass conservation for a droplet is given by@9#

dMd

dt
52Ṁd . (16)

The corrected evaporation rateṀd for the convective ambient is
expressed

Ṁd

Ṁd~ReD50!
511 f ~ReD ,Sc!, (17)

where the evaporation rateṀd(ReD50) in the quiescent ambient
is given in the Appendix and

f ~ReD ,Sc!5
0.278 ReD

1/2Sc1/3

@111.232/ReDSc4/3#1/2. (18)

The droplet energy conservation equation based on the uniform
temperature model is

1
NuD,1kf

Dd
Ad~Td2Tf ,t!1

NuD,2kf

Dd
Ad~Td2Tr ,i !

52Mdcp,F

dTd

dt
2ṀdDhlg , (19)

where NuD,1 is due to single-phase~droplets in the gas!and NuD,2
is due to phase change~film boiling! and surface convection
~when the droplets are impinging on the regenerator! and the fuel
droplet temperatureTd and Tr ,i is the temperature of the porous
regenerator in contact with the droplets. The Nusselt number
NuD,2 is given in the Appendix in detail.

The corrected Nusselt number NuD,1 in the convective ambient
is expressed

NuD,1

NuD,1~ReD50!
511 f ~ReD ,Pr!, (20)

where f (ReD ,Pr) is the same as that given in Eq.~18!, except Sc
is replaced with Pr. The Nusselt number NuD,1(ReD50) in the
quiescent ambient.

For droplets colliding with the regenerator, the filtration effi-
ciency is expressed as@10#

a5adF6~12e r !

p G1/3

, ad50.09310.387Sto20.054Sto2,

(21)

where

Sto5

rb,lDd
2Uud2

dxr

dt U
18m f~ds/2!

,

whereds is the particle diameter of porous regenerator andud is a
droplet velocity.

Finally, the mass conservation equations for the gas phase, in
the top and bottom gas zones, are given by

2~Ṁ f ,r !Nr
2ṀF,evp52

dMf ,t

dt
(22)

2Ṁ f , int1~Ṁ f ,r !01Ṁ f ,exh52
dMf ,b

dt
, (23)

whereṀF,evp5(
i

Nd

(ndṀd) i .

The mass conservation equation for the gas phase, inside the
regenerator, is given by

2~Ṁ f ,r ! i 211~Ṁ f ,r ! i52
dMf ,i

dt
, i 51,2, . . . ,Nr . (24)

2.3 Regenerator Motion. The motion sequences of the pis-
ton and the bottom surface of the regenerator are given by

xp5Lt2
Vc

Ach
H 110.5~r c21!F12cosS pu

180D G J , (25)

xr5a1bu1cu21du31eu41 f u5, (26)

where the constantsa, b, c, d, e, andf are determined to satisfy the
smooth transition of the velocity and the acceleration of the re-
generator. Also, the minimum gaps, between the top surface of the
regenerator and the cylinder head and between the bottom surface
of the regenerator and the piston are needed due to the required
tolerance.

The net indicated work per cycleWc, in is given by

Wc, in5E Ẇc, indt5E F R S pf ,t

dVf ,t

dt
1pf ,b

dVf ,b

dt D Gdt.

(27)

The mechanical loss, due to the pressure dropDp5pf ,t2pf ,b
across the porous regenerator, is expressed by

Ẇloss52 R ~pf ,t2pf ,b!AchS dxr

dt
2

dxp

dt D . (28)

The relevant indicators of the engine performance are the thermal
efficiency hT , the volumetric efficiencyhV , the net indicated
mean-effective pressurepmep,in, the indicated specific fuel con-
sumption sfc, and the fuel conversion efficiencyhF . The thermal
efficiencyhT is defined as

hT5
Wc, in

2Mr ,FDhr ,F
, Mr ,F5E

tF,s

tF,e

Ṁ r ,Fdt. (29)

The volumetric efficiencyhV is

hV5
Ma~uv,e,i !

Ma,o
, (30)

where Ma(uv,e,i) is the amount of mass of air in the cylinder
when the intake valve closes andMa,o is the amount of air in the
cylinder when charged under the inlet conditions of the intake
valve.

The net indicated mean-effective pressurepmep,in, the specific
fuel consumption sfc and the fuel conversion efficiencyhF are
given by

pmep,in5
Wc, in

Vd
, sfc5

MF,o

Wc, in
hF5

sfc

Dhr ,F
. (31)

The energy and species conservation equations are solved with
an IMSL solver~DIVPAG! capable of solving the stiff ordinary
differential equations. The quasi-steady state~time periodic!solu-
tion is found when the overall energy balance error is less than
2;3 percent. The parameters used for the numerical simulation
are listed in Table 2 and the operational characteristics are listed in
Table 1.
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3 Results and Discussion
The results on engine performance, enhanced droplet evapora-

tion, and superadiabatic combustion, and optimization of thermal
regeneration are given below.

3.1 Thermal and Mechanical Performance. The (p2V) f
diagram obtained from the analysis of the conventional and regen-
erative Diesel engines is shown in Fig. 3. The thermodynamic
limit results, shown in Fig. 3, assume a constant volume process
during thermal regeneration and a maximum regenerator tempera-
ture belowTr ,max51600 K. The work gained due to thermal re-
generation is denoted asA12A2 . Compared to the thermody-
namic limit, the work loss due to insufficient thermal regeneration
and the pressure drop through the regenerator~denoted asB!, and
the prolonged combustion of the Diesel engine~denoted asC!, are
detrimental to the thermal efficiency. The optimum performance
should reduce the pressure drop and improve the combustion char-
acteristics. Note that the compression ratio of the regenerative
Diesel engine is lower than that of the conventional engine. This
is due to the regenerator volume (l r58 mm), the gap~0.5 mm!
between the regenerator top surface and the cylinder head, and the
gap ~1 mm! between the regenerator bottom surface and the
piston.

Figure 4 shows the mass flow rate during the intake,Ṁ f , int , the
mass flow rate during the exhaust stroke,Ṁ f ,exh, the mass flow

rate into the top gas zone from the regenerator, (Ṁ f ,r)Ni
, and the

fuel evaporation rate,ṀF,evp. Note that the intake flow ofṀ f , int
has a back flow due to the reversal of the pressure difference
between the valve inlet and the bottom gas zone, and that there is
a reciprocating flow of (Ṁ f ,r)Ni

through the porous regenerator.
The reciprocating flow is attributed to the pressure differences
caused by the regenerator/piston motion, the heat transfer, and the
combustion. This allows for the thermal regeneration of the flue
gas heat resulting in a superadiabatic combustion.

Figure 5 shows the variations of the mass, volume, and tem-
peratures of the top and bottom gas zones, and the top gas zone
pressure during the cycle. Since thermal regenerative heating oc-
curs after the intake valve is closed, the volumetric efficiency of
the regenerative engine is not deteriorated by the thermal regen-
eration. The high volumetric efficiency of 92 percent is due to the
surface temperature in the bottom gas zone~exposed to the intake
air!, which remains close to that of the conventional Diesel
engine.

The temperature variations of the solid and gas phases during a
cycle are shown in Fig. 6. Fuel evaporation and combustion occur
during thermal regeneration resulting in a high peak gas tempera-
ture in the top gas zone and a relatively low peak gas temperature
in the bottom gas zone. Note also that the ceramic cylinder head is
insulated from the cylinder block~made of cast iron!. The surface

Table 2 Characteristic dimensions and properties of the regenerative Diesel
engine
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temperature of the cylinder headTch,o is higher than that of the
conventional Diesel engine, but the surface temperatures of the
cylinder blockTcb,o and the surface temperature of the aluminum
pistonTp,o are lower. The surface temperatureTr ,L of the regen-
erator made of SiC, also has a large temperature variation.

The energy conversion, and surface heat transfer rates in the top
and bottom gas zones are shown in Figs. 7~a! to ~c!. The heat
release rateṠr ,c is controlled only by fuel evaporation~due to the
assumed perfect mixing!. The heat transfer rate,Qu , due to the
thermal regeneration, shown in Figs. 7~b! and ~c!, enhances the
fuel evaporation and leads to a superadiabatic combustion. Also
the surface-radiation heat transfer2(Ṡe,e1Ṡe,a) t in the top cham-
ber is comparable to the surface-convection heat transfer^Qku&DB

,
due to the high surface temperature as shown in Fig. 7~b!.

Under the baseline conditions~includingr c510! given in Table
1, the predicted thermal efficiency of the regenerative engine is
hT553 percent, the volume efficiency ishV592 percent, the in-
dicated mean-effective pressure ispmep,in52.82 MPa, and the in-
dicated specific fuel consumption is sfc5160 g/kW-hr.

3.2 Enhanced Evaporation. Since the fuel is injected to-
ward the regenerator, which is located near the fuel injection
nozzle, droplet impingement onto the regenerator is likely. The
impinging droplets experience film boiling once in contact with
the high temperature~above the Leidenfrost temperature! regen-
erator pore surface and are quickly vaporized. In addition to the
high gas temperature~due to the thermal regeneration!, the fuel
impingement on the high temperature pore surface drastically re-
duces the evaporation time. Optimal fuel injection aims to achieve
rapid fuel vaporization and uniform vapor distribution~in the top
gas zone!with the least thermal impact on the porous regenerator,
for the maximum performance.

The spray divergence angleud is determined from the empirical
correlation for a given nozzle geometry@5# and is given as

tanS ud

2 D5
4p

4.9 S r f ,t

rF,l
D 1/2A3

6
. (32)

Figure 8~a!shows the penetration of the fuel spray into the top gas
zone and the consequent impingement onto the moving regenera-
tor. Figure 8~b!shows the fuel evaporation rate and the trajecto-
ries of the fuel droplet parcels~1st, 20th, 40th, and 50th of the 50
droplet parcels!, the regenerator, and the piston. Once the fuel
droplet makes contact with the porous regenerator, the fuel evapo-

Fig. 3 Thermodynamic limit and predicted „pÀV… f diagram
from the start of cycle uÄ0 deg to the end uÄ720 deg, for the
conventional and regenerative engines

Fig. 4 Variation of mass flow rates during the intake and ex-
haust strokes, and the mass flow rate through the insert during
the compression and expansion strokes, during a cycle

Fig. 5 Variations of dimensionless mass, volume, temperature
„top and bottom gas zones …, and pressure in top gas zone, dur-
ing a cycle

Fig. 6 Variations of the gas and solid temperatures during a
cycle
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ration rateṀF,evp rapidly increases. The evaporation of the cap-
tured droplets helps to provide rapid fuel evaporation enabling
intense premixed combustion, and increasing the peak pressure
and the thermal efficiency. The air flow emanating from the re-
generator deflects the droplets and helps to provide a uniform
fuel-vapor distribution in the top gas zone. Using a plug flow
model for this air flow, Fig. 8~b! shows that the front of the plug

flow reaches the cylinder head for most of the fuel injection pe-
riod and, therefore, ideal perfect mixing in the top gas zone can be
justifiably used.

Since the regenerator moves with a high acceleration during the
thermal regeneration, excess thermal stress due to the variation of
the solid temperature should be avoided. To reduce the thermal
stress, surface vaporization cooling due to the impinging fuel
droplets should be distributed over a larger portion of the regen-
erator area, thus minimizing the temperature variation along the

Fig. 7 Variation of the energy conversions „a… and heat trans-
fer rates „b… and „c…, during a cycle

Fig. 8 „a… Penetration and surface impingement of fuel spray,
and „b… the trajectories of the fuel droplets and the front loca-
tion for plug gas flow in top gas zone

Fig. 9 The fuel droplet particle density of the first, impinging
fuel droplet parcel and last parcel, and the temperature distri-
bution within the regenerator insert
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regenerator surface. Figure 9 shows that the filtration efficiencya
of the first and last impinging fuel droplet parcels captured within
about 4 pores~,1 mm! for an 8 mm thickness regenerator. Also
shown is that the temperature variation of the regenerator is rather
small for the fuel impingement. Note that the temperature varia-
tion is affected by surface-convection, conduction, radiation, and
fuel droplet evaporation.

3.3 Superadiabatic Combustion. The superadiabatic flame
temperature, due to thermal regeneration of the combustion heat,
increases the thermal efficiency. Figure 10 shows that the peak gas
temperatureTf ,t in the top gas zone of the regenerative engine is
higher than that of the conventional engine. The mixture gas tem-
peratureTf ,mix of the top and bottom gas zone is also higher than
the gas temperature of the conventional engine, but only during
the combustion period. The superadiabatic flame temperature dur-
ing the fuel injection period enhances the fuel evaporation. The
enhanced fuel evaporation assists the intense combustion resulting
in an increase of the peak pressure and engine power.

The higher gas temperature, due to the superadiabatic combus-
tion, will be beneficial in reducing the soot formation~because
oxidation of the soot trapped in pores is enhanced!. However, the
higher gas temperature increases the thermal NOx production.
Lowering the peak flame temperature, by controlling the fuel in-
jection timing, the thermal regeneration, and by using a fuel-lean
mixture, would then become necessary to control NOx emissions.

3.4 Optimization of Thermal Regeneration. The optimum
motion schedule of the regenerator for a high thermal efficiency
requires the maximum thermal regeneration and the minimum me-
chanical work loss due to the regenerator pressure drop.

Figure 11 shows that for the maximum thermal efficiency, the
optimum regenerative heating and cooling strokes begin at 345
deg and 420 deg for prescribed stroke durations of 35 deg and 95
deg and the conditions given in Table 1, respectively~for the
regenerative heating stroke,u r ,h,s;u r ,h,e , and for the regenera-
tive cooling stroke,u r ,c,s;u r ,c,e!. The optimum regenerative heat-
ing stroke would create a high gas temperature and more fuel
impingement on the regenerator, and thus enhances evaporation. A
retarded regenerative heating stroke decreases thermal regenera-
tion period during the fuel injection and therefore does not
achieve a higher super-adiabatic temperature.

The optimum regenerative cooling stroke using the high ex-
haust temperature optimizes the work gain by the thermal regen-
eration and the work loss by the pressure drop. An advanced re-
generative cooling stroke recovers the combustion heat at a higher
temperature, thus increasing the regenerator temperature and the
superadiabatic flame temperatures. The retarded regenerative

cooling stroke results in a higher expansion pressure due to higher
exhaust gas temperature, thus increasing the work loss due to the
regenerator pressure drop.

Figure 12 shows the effect of the compression ratio on the
thermal efficiency. The maximum thermal efficiency ofhT
553 percent is predicted at a compression ratio ofr c510. The
maximum compression ratior c in the regenerative engine is lim-
ited to values below 14 due to the dead volume of the regenerator
and the tolerance gaps. For maximum thermal efficiency, an opti-
mum compression ratio ofr c510 is obtained.

4 Conclusion
The enhanced fuel evaporation, by droplet-regenerator interac-

tion and air preheating, results in a more uniform fuel-vapor dis-
tribution and a dominant premixed combustion regime. The in-
crease in the superadiabatic flame temperature enhances the fuel
evaporation and increases the peak pressure, which correspond-
ingly increases the thermal efficiency. Here the fuel-injection tim-
ing and the motion of the regenerator are optimized for a higher
thermal efficiency. For the optimum compression ratio ofr c
510, a thermal efficiency ofhT553 percent is predicted, com-
pared to 43 percent of the conventional Diesel engine with a

Fig. 10 Variations of gas temperatures in the regenerative and
the conventional engines, during a cycle

Fig. 11 Effect of the regenerative heating and cooling stroke
periods on the thermal efficiency

Fig. 12 Effect of compression ratio on the thermal efficiency
of the regenerative and conventional engines
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higher compression ratio. The performance comparison between
the conventional~non-regenerative! and regenerative Diesel en-
gines is listed in Table 3.
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Nomenclature

ar 5 frequency factor (s21)
a,b, . . . f 5 coefficients of insert motion

A 5 area~m2! or air
BM 5 mass transfer number
cp 5 specific heat capacity~J/kg-K!

CD 5 drag coefficient
d 5 diameter~m!
D 5 diffusion coefficient~m2/s! or diameter~m!
F 5 fuel

Fi 2 j 5 view factor
k 5 thermal conductivity~W/m-K!
K 5 permeability~m2!
l 5 thickness~m!

L 5 length ~m!
M 5 mass~kg! or molar weight~kg/kmole!
n 5 particle density per a parcel~1/m3!
N 5 rpm ~rot/min! or number of nodes or number of

parcels
NTU 5 number of transfer units
NuD 5 Nusselt number based onD

p 5 pressure~Pa!
P 5 combustion product species
Pr 5 Prandtl number
q 5 heat flux~W/m2!
Q 5 heat flow rate~W!

Qk 5 conduction heat flow rate~W!
Qku 5 surface-convection heat flow rate~W!
Qu 5 convection heat flow rate~W!
Qr 5 surface radiation heat flow rate~W!

r 5 radial axis~m!
r c 5 compression ratio
R 5 thermal resistance~K/W!

Rg 5 universal gas constant 8.3145 J/mole-K
ReD 5 Reynolds number based onD

S 5 energy conversion rate~W!
Sc 5 Schmidt number

Sto 5 Stoke number
t 5 time ~s!
T 5 temperature~K!
u 5 velocity ~m/s!
V 5 volume ~m3!
W 5 work ~J!
x 5 coordinate axes~m! or partial pressure

Greek

a 5 absorption coefficient or filtration efficiency
DEa 5 activation energy~J/mole-K!
Dhlg 5 heat of the phase change~J/kg!

Dhr ,F 5 heat of reaction of fuel~J/kg-fuel!
D l 5 nodal length~m!
Dp 5 pressure drop~Pa!

e 5 emissivity or radiation or porosity
hT 5 thermal efficiency, see Equation~25!
m 5 viscosity ~Pa-s!
r 5 density~kg/m3!
u 5 crank angle~degree!

sSB 5 Stefan-Boltzmann constant
S 5 summation
F 5 stoichiometric ratio

Subscripts

a 5 activation or air
A 5 surface or air

ad 5 adiabatic
b 5 bottom gas zone or bulk or blackbody
B 5 cylinder bore
c 5 combustion or compression or clearance or

cooling
cb 5 cylinder block
ch 5 cylinder head

d 5 droplet or displacement or divergence
D 5 diameter or drag
e 5 exhaust or end or emission

exh 5 exhaust
evp 5 evaporation

f 5 fluid
F 5 fuel
g 5 gas phase
i 5 node index or porous insert or intake

id 5 ignition delay
in 5 indicated variable
inj 5 fuel injection
ins 5 porous insert
int 5 intake

k 5 conduction
ku 5 surface convection

l 5 liquid
loss 5 loss

lg 5 liquid-gas
n 5 ambient
m 5 mass diffusion or mass

max 5 maximum
mep 5 mean effective pressure

o 5 reference
O 5 oxidant species
p 5 pressure or piston or pore or plug flow
P 5 product species
r 5 radiation or reaction
R 5 reactant species
s 5 solid phase or start or particle stoichiometric

sfc 5 specific fuel consumption~g/kW-hr!
sl 5 solid-liquid

Table 3 Comparison of results for conventional „non-
regenerative … and regenerative Diesel engines
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sg 5 saturation gas
sat 5 saturation
s f 5 solid-fluid interface
sfc 5 indicated specific fuel consumption

SM 5 Sauter mean diameter
t 5 top gas zone or thermal or total

T 5 thermal or isentropic
u 5 convection
v 5 vapor or valve
V 5 volume
w 5 cooling water
x 5 x-component

Other symbols

^ & 5 local spatial averaged
@ # 5 species concentration~mol/cm3!

Appendix
Terms appearing in the energy conservation Eq.~2! of the top

gas zone are given below. The heat transfer due to the fuel injec-
tion is

Qu, inj52ṀF, injcp,FTF,o . (A.1)

The surface-convection heat transfers between the top gas zone
and surfaces of the cylinder head, the cylinder block, and the top
regenerator surfacêQku&DB

, are

^Qku,t2ch&DB
5

~Tf ,t2Tch,o!

^Rku,t2ch&DB

, ^Qku,t2cb&DB
5

~Tf ,t2Tcb,o!

^Rku,t2cb&DB

,

^Qku,t2r&DB
5

~Tf ,t2Tr ,L!

^Rku,t2r&DB

, (A.2)

where the surface-convection resistance is given as

^Rku,t&DB
5

DB

^Nu&DB ,tkfAku,t
, (A.3)

where^Nu&DB ,t is determined from the Woschni correlation using
the average cylinder gas velocity and the cylinder pressure@11#, as
given below

^Nu&DB ,t50.035 ReDB ,t
0.8 , ReDB ,t5

r f ,tDB^uf& t

m f
. (A.4)

Here ^uf& t is given by

^uf& t5c1~up,t
2 !1/21c2

Vf~pf ,t2pm!

~Ma,o1MF,o!
Rg

Mg

, (A.5)

where

~up,t
2 !1/252LdN

2p~rad/rot!

60~s/min!
, pmVf5M f

Rg

Mg
Tn (A.6)

and c150.57, c250 m/s-K, and for only expansion,c150.57,
c250.00081 m/s-K. Note thatc1 and c2 are determined by the
calibration of current simulation results against the Caterpillar’s
engine simulation code which has similar submodels to the cur-
rent simulation code.

The energy conversion terms in the top gas zone are

Ṡr ,c5Ṁ r ,FDhr ,F , Ṡm,p,t5Vf ,t

dpf ,t

dt
, ṠF,lg52ṀF,evpDhlg ,

~Ṡe,e1Ṡe,a! t5~2e r , fa r ,chsSBTr , f ,t
4 1e r ,cha r , fsSBTch,o

4 !Ar ,ch

1~2e r , fa r ,cbsSBTr , f ,t
4 1e r ,cba r , fsSBTcb,o

4 !Ar ,cb,t

1~2e r , fa r ,rsSBTr , f ,t
4 1e r ,ra r , fsSBTr ,L

4 !Ar ,r .

(A.7)

Note that theTr , f ,t is the apparent flame temperature for the gas
volumetric radiation@12# and theTr ,L is the top surface tempera-
ture of the regenerator.

For the bottom gas zone, the convection heat transfer due to gas
flow through the regenerator, the intake and the exhaust are

Qu, int5H 2Ṁa, intcp, fTn for Ṁa, int>0

Ṁa, intcp, fTf ,b for Ṁa, int,0
(A.8)

Qu,exh5H 2Ṁa,exhcp, fTf ,b for Ṁa,exh>0

Ṁa,exhcp, fTe for Ṁa,exh,0.

Note that the intake and exhaust occurs in the bottom chamber.
The surface-convection heat transfers^Qku,b2cb&DB

, ^Qku,b2p&DB
,

^Qku,b2r&DB
are determined similarly as in the top chamber.

In the regenerator, the conduction heat transfer rate in the solid
phase is given by

~Qk,r ! i 2~ i 11!5
Tr ,i2Tr ,i 11

~Rk,r ! i 2~ i 11!
, ~Rk,r ! i 2~ i 11!5

D l r ,i

~12e r !Arkr
.

(A.9)

The surface-convection heat transfer between the porous regen-
erator and the gas is given by

^Qku,f 2r& i5
^Nu&D,p,ikf

Dp

As f

V
~D l r ,iAr !~Tr ,i2Tf ,r ,i ! (A.10)

where

^Nu&D,p,i521~0.4 ReD,p,i
1/2 10.2 ReD,p,i

2/3 !Pr0.4

ReD,p,i5
Ṁ f ,r ,iDp

~12e r !Arm f
, Dp56~12e r !

V

As f
.

It is assumed that the heat transfer due to the fuel droplet-
regenerator interaction occurs between the fuel droplet and the
solid phase of the regenerator. The heat transfer due to the fuel
droplet in contact with the regenerator is given by

Qd,i5ndad

NuD,2kf

Dd
Ad~Td2Tr ,i !, (A.11)

where NuD,2 is due to the film boiling heat transfer for the droplets
colliding the porous regenerator over Leidenfrost temperature and
is expressed as@13#

NuD,25
Dd

kf
Frb,lDhlg,`

^ṁd&
rb,l

hdH 12
^ṁd&/rb,l

~^ṁd&/r l !o
J 1

Tr ,i2Td

11720~Tr ,i2Td!20.088Dd
21.004ud

20.764~^ṁd&/rb,l !
2

~^ṁd&/r l !o
G ,

(A.12)

where

hd[
3.683104

rb,lDhlg,`
~Tr ,i2Td!1.691Dd

20.062

Dhlg,`[cp,l~Tlg2Td!1Dhlg

S ^ṁd&
r l

D
o

[531023 m/s.

Note that the above correlation is based on experimental results
for water droplet spray on a nickel-plated copper surface, in an
otherwise stagnant air is used for 180°C,Tr ,i2Tl ,`,380°C. Al-
though the regenerator surface condition is out of the range con-
sidered, it is assumed that the relation can be used for the analysis
of the impinging droplets in the vapor-film regime.

In the regenerator, the convection heat transfer rate for the fluid
phase is given by
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~Qu,r ! i5H ~Ṁ f ,r ! icp, fTf ,r ,i for ~Ṁ f ,r ! i>0

2~Ṁ f ,r ! icp, fTf ,r ,i 11 for ~Ṁ f ,r ! i,0.

i 50,1, . . . ,Nr , (A.13)

whereTf ,r ,05Tf ,b andTf ,r ,Nr115Tf ,t .
At the bottom surface of the porous regeneratori 51, the en-

ergy equation is

2
~Tf ,b2Tr ,o!

^Rku,b2r&DB

1
Tr ,o2Tr ,1

~Rk,r !o21
50. (A.14)

At the top surface of the porous regeneratori 5Nr , the energy
equation is

2
~Tf ,t2Tr ,L!

^Rku,t2r&DB

2
sSB~Tcb,o

4 2Tr ,L
4 !

~Rr ,S!cb2r ,t
2

Tr ,Nr
2Tr ,L

~Rk,r !Nr2L

52Ṡe,e,r2Ṡe,a,r , (A.15)

where (Rr ,S)cb2r ,t is the surface radiation resistance@14#

~Rr ,S!cb2r ,t5
12e r ,cb

e r ,cbAr ,cb
1

1

Fcb2r~Ar ,cb! t
1

12e r ,r

e r ,rAr ,r
.

Note that the surface and volumetric radiation are neglected at the
bottom chamber due to the low temperature.

In the energy conservation equation for the cylinder head, the
heat transfer rates are given by (QuA,ch) i is given for the volumes
i 51,2, . . . Nch21 as

~QuA,ch! i52
~Tch,i 212Tch,i !

~Rk,ch!~ i 21!2 i
1

~Tch,i2Tch,i 11!

~Rk,ch! i 2~ i 11!
, (A.16)

and for the inside surface of cylinder head, the energy equation is
given by

2
~Tf ,t2Tch,o!

^Rku,t2ch&DB

1
sSB~Tch,o

4 2Tr ,L
4 !

~Rr ,S!ch2r ,t
1

sSB~Tch,o
4 2Tcb,o

4 !

~Rr ,S!ch2cb,t

1
~Tch,o2Tch,1!

~Rk,ch!o21
52Ṡe,e,ch2Ṡe,a,ch , (A.17)

and for the last volumei 5Nch , we have

~QuA,ch!Nch
52

~Tch,Nch212Tch,Nch
!

~Rk,ch!~Nch21!2Nch

1
~Tch,Nch

2Tf ,w!

Rk,ch2w1~Rku,f !w
,

(A.18)

where (Rku,f)w is the thermal resistance for surface convection in
the coolant jacket.

For the mass conservation equation, the fuel evaporation rate
Ṁd(ReD50) in the quiescent ambient is@9#

Ṁd~ReD50!52pr f ,tDdDm,F ln~11BM !, (A.19)

where

BM5
YF,sg2YF,`

12YF,sg
.

The saturation fuel-vapor concentrationYF,sg is determined as

YF,sg5
xsgMF

~12xsg!Ma1xsgMF
, (A.20)

where

xsg5
pv

pf ,t
, pv5pv,oe~2MvDhlg /Rg!~1/Td21/Tlg,o!.

From the mass conservation equation, the droplet diameter is
given by

dDd

dt
52

4r f ,tDm,F

rb,lDd
ln~11BM !@11 f ~ReD ,Sc!#, (A.21)

whereDm,F is the diffusion coefficient,Dd is the droplet diameter,
andBM are the mass transfer number.

For the energy conservation equation of the fuel droplet, Nus-
selt number NuD,1 (ReD50) in the quiescent ambient is expressed

NuD,1~ReD50!5

Ṁd~ReD50!cp,F

pDdkf

expS Ṁd~ReD50!cp,F

2pDdkf
D 21

. (A.22)

Species conservation equations in the top chamber are given by

2ṀF,evp1Ṁ r ,F52
dMF,t

dt
(A.23)

@2~Ṁ f ,r !Nr
1Ṁ r ,F~A/F !s#S O

A D2
1

2
ṀNO,t52

dMO,t

dt
(A.24)

2~Ṁ f ,r !NrF12S O

A D G2
1

2
ṀNO,t52

dMN2 ,t

dt
, (A.25)

where M f ,t5MF,t1MO,t1M P,t1MN2 ,t and (A/F)s515.5,
(O/A)s50.23.

The mass of fuel injectedMF,o is calculated as a function of the
air to fuel ratio (A/F)a and the intake conditions by

MF,o5
Ma,o

~A/F !a
, Ma,o5

pnVd

Tn

Rg

Ma

. (A.26)
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The Effect of Space-Dependent
Thermal Conductivity on the Steady
Central Temperature of a
Cylinder
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A transformation is presented that enables the center temperature
of a cylinder to be expressed in terms of an integral of the periph-
eral temperature distribution for heat conduction with space-
dependent thermal conductivity. Its predictions agree with exact
answers and with numerical solutions obtained with finite differ-
ence methods for four test cases. The new result can be applied to
a two-dimensional floating random-walk Monte Carlo procedure
which previously was restricted to the case of constant thermal
conductivity. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1418701#

Keywords: Conduction, Cylinder, Heat Transfer, Monte Carlo,
Space

Introduction
Accurate prediction of the temperature distribution in a solid

requires solution of the heat diffusion equation. This can be done
either with boundary conditions specified or to determine them
from measured temperatures at internal locations, the latter as
done by Ganesa-Pillai and Haji-Sheikh@1#. Complex geometries
and boundary conditions often necessitate numerical methods of
solution whether or not thermal conductivity is constant. The
boundary element~Brebbia@2#! and floating random-walk Monte
Carlo numerical methods~Haji-Sheikh and Sparrow@3#! are
among those that utilize information obtained from exact relation-
ships. For these methods to be accurate when thermal conductivity
varies with position, it is desirable that relationships for that case
be found.

The same mathematical problem is encountered in related ar-
eas. In Turner’s@4,5# two-dimensional applications of Monte
Carlo techniques to prediction of unsteady piezometric potential
in a water well, it was observed that variation of hydraulic trans-
missibility with location ought to be taken into account.

While many analytical solutions are known if thermal conduc-
tivity k is constant, few are known when it is space dependent. In
their surveys of possibilities for that case, Bellman@6# and, espe-

cially, Luikov @7# point out that analytical solutions are generally
possible only for restrictive cases, such as one-dimensional con-
ductivity variation or conductivity constant in zones. For one-
dimensional cases, transformation of the space coordinatex asv
5*dx/k(x) is a useful simplification. In physical terms, it gives
the thermal resistance in thex direction. Grigoriu@8# proposed a
floating-random-walk Monte Carlo method based on properties of
Brownian motion and Itoˆ processes that is claimed to be appli-
cable to space-dependent conductivity, but without examples.

Following a suggestion of Bellman@6#, Munoz and Burmeister
@9# utilized the substitutiony5k1/2T to find that the steady heat
diffusion equation is transformed into¹2y5Fy in which F
5k21/2¹2k1/2. Then, analytical solutions can be obtained ifF is a
convenient function. This substitution was advanced by Clements
and Budhi @10# who incorporated a Kirchoff transformation
~Carslaw and Jaeger@11#! to obtain a boundary element method
for numerical solution of a class of problems in which thermal
conductivity is dependent upon space and temperature. Munoz
and Burmeister@9# explored the use of their results for a Monte
Carlo numerical procedure. They found that whenF is a function
of radiusr alone in cylindrical coordinates, the center temperature
Tc of a cylinder of radiusR is related to the peripheral temperature
TR(u) and thermal conductivitykR(u) at angular locationu as

Tc5E
0

2p

TR~u!kR
1/2~u!du/ k̄R

1/2 with k̄R
1/25E

0

2p

kR
1/2~u!du/2p

(1)

The relationship in Eq.~1! between the center and peripheral
temperatures, although correct for the stated condition, lacks gen-
erality. For example, the common case of thermal conductivity
varying stepwise as in a layered anisotropic material violates the
condition thatF be continuous and depend only upon radius. In
the following, another relationship will be derived and its predic-
tions will be compared with those obtained by other means.

Formulation
The steady heat diffusion equation in cylindrical coordinates is

1

r

]S kr
]T

]r D
]r

1
1

r 2

]S k
]T

]u D
]u

50. (2)

Integration of Eq.~2! with respect tou from 0 to 2p gives

1

r

]S *0
2pkr

]T

]r
du D

]r
1

1

r 2 Fk~2p!
]T~2p!

]u
2k~0!

]T~0!

]u G50.

Since conditions at the beginning and end of an angular traverse
are the same, it follows that

dS *0
2pkr

]T

]r
du D

dr
50.
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Integration with respect tor from 0 to r gives

E
0

2p

k~r ,u!r
]T~r ,u!

]r
du50. (3)

Equation~3! represents the physical requirement that the sum of
steady heat flows into and out of a circle be zero as shown in Fig.
1, and the current development could have started with it.

Recasting Eq.~3! as

E
0

2p 1

k21

]T~r ,u!

]r
du50

motivates the coordinate transformations

h5E
0

r dr8

k~r 8,u!
Y E

0

R dr8

k~r 8,u!
(4)

and

f 5E
0

u du8

*0
Rdr8/k~r 8,u8!

Y E
0

2p du

*0
Rdr8/k~r 8,u!

. (5)

With the transformations of Eqs.~4! and ~5!, Eq. ~3! becomes

E
0

1 ]T~h, f !

]h
d f 50.

Integration with respect toh from 0 to the outer radius of the
cylinder gives the center temperature in terms of the specified
peripheral temperature as

Tc5E
0

1

TRd f . (6)

Discussion
The functional form off (u) in Eq. ~5! is consistent with the

previously cited observations by Bellman@6# and Luikov@7#. It is
also consistent with the use by Hameed and Lebedeff@12# of the
space variable transformationv5*dx/k(x) in an application of
the integral method to heat conduction in media in which thermal
conductivity varies one-dimensionally with position. Patankar’s
@13# use of the harmonic mean of thermal conductivitykeff be-
tween nodes in a finite difference numerical method as

2/keff,i51/ki 11/211/ki 21/2

is similar. Further support for the functional form off (u) is ob-
tained from a finite difference formulation to determine the center
temperature of a cylinder of specified peripheral temperature as
depicted in Fig. 2. Use of only three control volumes around the
central control volume for simplicity yields

TcS 1

r 1

ko
1

R2r 1

kR1

1
1

r 1

ko
1

R2r 1

kR2

1
1

r 1

ko
1

R2r 1

kR3

D
5

TR1

r 1

ko
1

R2r 1

kR1

1
TR2

r 1

ko
1

R2r 1

kR2

1
TR3

r 1

ko
1

R2r 1

kR3

.

This finite difference expression suggests the continuous
equivalent

TcE
0

2p 1

*0
R

dr8

k~r 8,u!

du5E
0

2p

TR~u!
1

*0
R

dr8

k~r 8,u!

du,

which is consistent with Eq.~6!. If interior control volumes are
used between the central and the peripheral control volumes, a
similar but more complex expression is obtained that contains
additional, small terms that represent heat flow in the angular
direction.

The first demonstration of the predictive ability of the formula-
tion in Eq. ~6! is for the one-dimensional case of a slab of two
layers, each of thicknessL. The temperature distribution is given
by

dS k
dT

dxD
dx

50, T~2L !5TH , T~L !5TL ,

k5H ko~11a!, x,0

ko otherwise
.

The solution is

T5H TH2~TH2TL!~x/L11!/~21a!, x,0

TL2~TH2TL!~x/L21!~11a!/~21a! otherwise
.

(7a)

The temperatureTc at x50, the interface between the two layers,
is

Tc5@~11a!TH1TL#/~21a!. (7b)

To compare the prediction of Eq.~6!, it is first recognized thatx
5r cos(u) for a cylindrical coordinate system centered atx50.
Then, the peripheral temperature at a constant radial distance,
equal to the layer thickness, from the interface between the two
layers is obtained from Eq.~7a! to be

Fig. 2 Control volumes for determination of the central tem-
perature of a cylinder in terms of the peripheral temperatures
by a finite difference method

Fig. 1 Conductive heat flux q across a differential element of
area rd u on the periphery of a cylinder
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TR5H TH2~TH2TL!@11cos~u!#/~21a!, p/2,u,3p/2

TL2~TH2TL!~11a!@cos~u!21#/~21a! otherwise
.

(8)
For this problem, Eq.~5! gives

f 5H u/@~21a!p#, 0<u,p/2

@~11a!u2ap/2#/@~21a!p#, p/2<u,3p/2

~u1ap!/@~21a!p#, 3p/2<u,2p

. (9)

Use of Eqs.~8! and ~9! in Eq. ~5! gives

Tc5E
0

2p

TR~u!
1

p~21a! H 1, 2p/2<u,p/2

11a, p/2<u,3p/2 J du

5@~11a!TH1TL#/~21a!,

which is identical to the exact answer in Eq.~7b!. The earlier
prediction of Eq.~1! is erroneous for this case in whichF is not
solely a function of radius.

The second case is one for which Eq.~1! is exact. In this case
the thermal conductivity variation isk5@21(r /R)cosu#2, for
which F50. Application of Eq.~5! results inf 5(2u1sinu)/4p
which, when used in Eq.~6! with TR(u)5100(21cosu), yields

Tc5
25

p E
0

2p

@414cos~u!1cos2~u!#du5225.

Munoz and Burmeister demonstrated by comparison with a finite
difference numerical solution that this is the correct value for the
center temperature.

A third case for whichF is not solely a function of radius
has the thermal conductivity uniform in each of two zones as
described by

k5H 1, 0.3<r ,0.5, 0<u<p

5 otherwise

for which Eq.~6! gives

f 5H 5u/14p, 0<u<p

5/1419~u/p21!/14 otherwise
.

With TR5100(21cosu) Eq. ~6! then gives the center temperature
as 200, agreeing exactly with the value obtained with a finite
difference numerical method by Munoz@14#.

Use in a Monte Carlo Procedure
The result of the present analysis is Eq.~6! which can be recast

into the form

Tc5E
0

2p

TR~u!@d f /du#du. (10)

In this form it can be seen thatTc is the expected value of a series
of experiments for which the probability distribution function for
an outcomeTR(u) within the range 0<u<2p is d f /du. From this
it follows that the cumulative distribution function isf (u).

Equation ~10! can be used in a two-dimensional floating
random-walk Monte Carlo procedure.

In general, because the thermal conductivity dependence upon
location would not be convenient, evaluation of the cumulative
distribution functionf in Eq. ~5! would have to be accomplished
numerically.

Conclusion
A transformation has been found that enables the center tem-

perature of a cylinder to be expressed in terms of an integral of the
peripheral temperature distribution for heat conduction with
space-dependent thermal conductivity. The predictions of the new
result agree with exact answers and with numerical solutions ob-
tained with finite difference methods for four test cases. The new

result can be applied to a two-dimensional floating random-walk
Monte Carlo procedure which previously was restricted to the
case of constant thermal conductivity.

Nomenclature

a 5 constant for conductivity variation, see Eq.~7!
f 5 transformed angular coordinate, see Eq.~5!

F 5 conductivity function
k 5 thermal conductivity

kR 5 thermal conductivity at radiusR averaged over a circle
L 5 slab thickness
q 5 radial conductive heat flux,q52k]T/]r

r 8 5 dummy radial coordinate and position
r 5 radial coordinate and position
R 5 cylinder radius
T 5 temperature
x 5 space coordinate and position

Greek Symbols

h 5 transformed space coordinate, see Eq.~4!
u 5 angular coordinate and position
p 5 natural number,p53.1415 . . .
v 5 transformed space coordinate

Subscripts

c 5 at the center
eff 5 effective value
H 5 high
i 5 index

L 5 low
o 5 at the center
R 5 at radial distanceR
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Fully anisotropic problems are found where the radiative interac-
tion is due to small-scale elements that lack spherical symmetry,
for example: fibrous insulation, finned heat sinks, plant canopies,
and some solar energy absorbers. We present the effective bulk
optical properties of a PM composed of small-scale opaque cyl-
inders. The properties are derived from data generated by detailed
Monte-Carlo numerical experiments. The data reduction proce-
dure is relatively simple and does not require a full solution and
optimization of the Radiative Transfer Equation. Benchmark cases
are presented, comparing an exact solution (with geometric detail
of the cylinder array) and an approximate solution using a con-
tinuous PM model with the effective volumetric properties.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1423317#
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1 Introduction
Treatment of radiative transport in Participating Media~PM! is

usually limited to semianisotropic media, i.e., volumetric absorp-
tion and scattering coefficients that are independent of direction,
and a degenerate scattering phase function depending only on the
angle between the incident and outgoing radiation. In a fully an-
isotropic medium, the volumetric absorption and scattering coef-
ficients depend on the direction of incident radiation, and the scat-
tering phase function depends separately on both the incident and
outgoing directions. A fully anisotropic PM can be a useful model
in problems of radiation transport through media containing
small-scale interacting elements that lack spherical symmetry and
are not randomly oriented, for example fibrous insulation@1#,
finned heat sinks@2#, plant canopies@3#, and solar absorbers@4,5#.

Producing a useful PM model of such a system requires finding
the bulk optical properties of the equivalent PM. The optical prop-
erties often cannot be predicted from first principles and need to
be derived from experimental data. A sample of the medium is
exposed to a known incident radiation, and outgoing radiation
fluxes in several directions are measured. To analyze the results, a
guess for the optical properties is provided; the direct problem is
solved by some approximation of the Radiative Transfer Equation
~RTE!; and the outgoing flux results are compared to the experi-
mental measurement. The optical properties are then adjusted and
the computation is repeated within an optimization process, until

reasonable agreement is reached@6#. This can be a resource-
consuming process due to the need to solve the RTE repeatedly.

Fully anisotropic media require a large number of parameters to
describe the optical properties, and a large optimization problem
with an embedded RTE solver may become prohibitively expen-
sive. In a recent contribution@7# we have proposed an alternative
method requiring only the direct solution of algebraic equations.
In the current paper, this procedure is applied to a specific ex-
ample of a complex medium modeled as an anisotropic PM. The
model problem is a volume containing a regular array of cylinders
@2,3,5#. The anisotropy is due to the difference between the direc-
tion along the cylinders and the directions in the plane perpen-
dicular to the cylinders. The effective optical properties of this
medium were derived from the results of a numerical experiment.
The effective properties were then used to simulate a benchmark
problem, and the results were compared to a reference solution.

2 Numerical Experiment
The sample was a cube containing a section of the cylinder

array ~Fig. 1!. The array pitch is three cylinder diameters in both
directions. The cylinders can be black, ideal diffuse reflectors, or
gray absorbing~surface absorptivity 0.4! and diffusely reflecting.

The approach is based on the division of directional space into
discrete solid angle intervals, following the Finite Volume method
@8,9#. For convenience, we refer to these solid angle intervals as
ordinates~although they are not identical to the classical definition
from the Discrete Ordinate Method!. Each of the optical proper-
ties has a distinct value within each ordinate, so that the number
of unknowns is related to the number of ordinate directions cho-
sen. The polar and azimuthal angles were divided into equal in-
tervals. The directional grid resolution varied between 434 and
1638 ~16 division inf, 8, in u!. The experiments were performed
numerically, using a Monte Carlo ray tracing procedure. Simu-
lated incident light was introduced within a single ordinate direc-
tion, and outgoing radiation was measured for each outgoing or-
dinate. The procedure was repeated with the incident light coming
within other ordinates.

The analysis method of the experimental results was presented
in detail in @7#. The general Finite Volume formulation of Fiter-
man et al.@10# was used, producing a coupled set of ordinary
differential equations. The discrete RTE was integrated over the
volume of the sample to produce integral energy balance equa-
tions. This volume averaging required several simplifying as-
sumptions as described in@7#. The transmitted and the scattered
contributions to the outgoing radiation were separated, and the
extinction coefficient for each ordinate direction was found from
an approximate equation involving only the transmitted contribu-

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division September 1,
2000; revision received August 20, 2001. Associate Editor: D. A. Kaminski. Fig. 1 Geometry of the cylinder array
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tion. The phase function was eliminated next by summing equa-
tions for all outgoing directions and using the energy conservation
property of the phase function. This elimination produced equa-
tions for the scattering coefficient in each of the ordinate direc-
tions. Finally, given the extinction and scattering coefficients, a set
of equations for the phase function can be solved. This procedure
required solution of sets of algebraic equations, without the need
for sophisticated solution methods of the RTE, and without itera-
tive optimization.

3 Properties of the Cylinder Array
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the extinction coefficient of

the array for a coarse and a fine directional grid. Each rectangle
corresponds to the solid angle range of an ordinate. The extinction
is low in directions along the cylinders’ axis~small and large polar
angleu!, and high in directions perpendicular to the axis~inter-

mediateu!. The variations with the azimuthal anglef, visible in
the high-resolution solution, correspond to the angles where the
cylinders are aligned~minimal extinction! and staggered~maxi-
mum extinction!. Each ordinate in the coarse grid solution is close
to the average of the corresponding ordinates in the fine grid so-
lution, with an average error of 0.5 percent. The optical properties
at different resolutions are then consistent. The distribution of the
scattering coefficient is similar to that of the extinction coefficient.
The scattering albedo~ratio of scattering coefficient to extinction
coefficient!is nearly constant over all ordinates, with an average
value of 0.63, which is very close to the real surface reflectivity of
0.6.

Figure 3 presents selected distributions of the phase function.
High phase function values are found in the azimuthal direction
opposite to the incident direction, representing strong backward
scattering. There is no ‘‘memory,’’ however, of the incident polar
angle since reflection from the cylinders is diffuse. Therefore, the
medium is not truly backward scattering and cannot be modeled
as a semi-anisotropic medium. The minima of the phase function
are negative. This is clearly unphysical, and can be an artifact of
the simplifications made in order to model the average scattered
flux @7#.

The statistical error of the Monte Carlo process is the analog of
measurement errors in a physical experiment. The number of rays
was changed between 104 and 106 for the case of 16 ordinates
(434). The largest error in the optical properties with 104 rays
was 4 percent. 105 rays were used in the results presented here,
with errors of at most 1 percent.

Fig. 4 Benchmark results: convergence of errors in absorbed
power with number of ordinates, for „a… absorbing cylinders,
„b… reflecting cylinders „scattering medium …, and „c… absorbing
and reflecting cylinders

Fig. 2 Anisotropic extinction coefficient as a function of polar
and azimuthal angles: „a… ordinate resolution 4 Ã4 and „b… or-
dinate resolution 16 Ã8.

Fig. 3 „a… Phase function of incident ordinates 3 pÕ8ËuËpÕ2,
pÕ4ËfË3pÕ8, ordinate resolution 16 Ã8; and „b… cross-section
in the outgoing direction 3 pÕ8ËuËpÕ2.
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The effective optical properties should be independent of the
size of the sample if the PM model is valid. The size of the sample
was increased by changing the number of cylinder rows between 3
and 6. The optical properties showed very little variation, indicat-
ing that even three rows produce a good representation of the
behavior of the entire medium.

4 Benchmark Results and Discussion
The benchmark case is defined as a cubic box containing twelve

rows of cylinders for an overall size of 36 diameters. Wall 1 of the
cube aty50 ~Fig. 1! is hot, while all other walls and the cylinders
are cold. All walls are black. We measure the distribution of the
radiation emitted from wall 1 that is absorbed in the other walls
and in the cylinders~i.e., the medium filling the box!. The top and
bottom ~walls 2 and 4!are symmetric and are counted together.
The sidewalls 5 and 6 are also symmetric. A reference solution
was computed by detailed ray tracing of the full geometry of the
cylinder array. The PM model results were computed by defining
a continuous PM in the same volume as the cylinder array, using
the effective optical properties that were presented in the previous
section, and then performing ray tracing through the effective con-
tinuous medium.

Figure 4 shows the results for three cases: black cylinders~ab-
sorbing medium!, reflective cylinders~scattering medium!, and
cylinders that are both absorbing and reflecting. The error is de-
fined as the difference between the approximate solution~PM
model using the effective properties! and the reference solution.
The errors show convergence as a function of the number of or-
dinates in all three cases. Convergence is best for the absorbing
case, but not as good for the two cases with a scattering compo-
nent. Nevertheless, the errors for a 1638 directional resolution
were less than 10 percent even in the presence of scattering,
indicating that the solutions are useable even though not very
accurate.

The representation of scattering seems to cause larger errors, as
well as some negative values of the phase function. This is prob-
ably due to the simplifying assumptions that were used in the
derivation of the scattering coefficients and the phase function@7#.
Additional work is needed on improving the procedure for deriv-
ing the scattering properties. Nevertheless, as a first attempt to
solve a complex problem that was not previously treated, the
present results are a reasonable approximation.
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An analytical solution is reported for the temperature distribution
in finite span thin-gap Couette devices which accounts for viscous
dissipation. Taken in conjunction with an established solution for
the stable velocity profile, this result describes the standard ex-
perimental configuration where no external heat fluxes are ap-
plied. We discuss physical aspects as well as conditions for which
classical one-dimensional theory should be replaced by the
present result. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1418373#
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1 Introduction
Couette flow devices@1# utilize the concept of two coaxial cyl-

inders enclosing a working fluid. Motion is sustained via shear
forces generated by rotating one of the cylinders. In ‘‘thin-gap’’
configurations, the ratio of gap size to inner cylinder radius is
vanishingly small and fluid response is independent of which cyl-
inder functions as the rotor. The basic design has been used in
many practical applications, including viscometry@2# and fluid
processing@3#. Moreover, it has evolved as a standard platform for
studying fundamental phenomena, such as laminar transition
@4–6# and viscous heating@7–10#.

Couette devices are typically modeled using an idealized geom-
etry where cylinder spans are considered infinite@4–11#. Span-
wise effects imparted on the ends are neglected and the task of
determining stable base flow and temperature distributions, i.e.,
the Couette problem, is reduced to one dimension. Here, velocity
profiles assume the classical linear ‘‘constant shear’’ form and
temperature profiles are parabolic if viscous heating is considered
@11#. This treatment represents a significant theoretical simplifica-
tion. Yet it is well-known that spanwise effects are appreciable in
devices having small to moderate cylinder spans. This has been
shown by numerous experimental investigations using aspect ra-
tios on the order of 10 or less@12–14#. Thus, there exists a class
of instruments for which idealized theory is clearly not sufficient
@2,12#.

An analytical solution for the Couette velocity profile in thin-
gap devices having finite aspect ratios has long been available
@15#. In the absence of viscous dissipation, the thermal problem is
trivial since temperature can be inferred directly from the velocity
profile. However, for non-trivial dissipation, e.g., Brinkman num-
bers in the 1021 to 102 range@7#, heat generation terms in the
temperature equation prevent leveraging the existing model. We

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division, July 27, 2000;
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present here an analytical solution for this case. In light of previ-
ous studies of viscous dissipation@7–10#, we consider the imple-
mentation in which there are no externally applied heat fluxes.

2 Problem Formulation
Let gap size and total span beH andL, respectively~whereL is

finite!. Also, define the translation velocity of the inner cylinder
surface asuw and takeTw to be a reference temperature. Fluid
properties are constant densityr, kinematic viscosityn, and ther-
mal conductivityk. Pertinent non-dimensional parameters are the
aspect ratio f5L/H and the Brinkman number Br
5@(rnuw

2 )/(kTw)#. The Reynolds number is relevant only to the
extent that it is below a critical value for the onset of flow insta-
bility, a prerequisite for the existence of stable Couette flow. The
seven parameter dimensional system therefore reduces to a two
parameter dimensionless one defined by parameter space (Br,f).
The parallel Couette flow model applied to the Navier-Stokes
equations yields@16#

¹2u50, (1)

and

¹2T52Br F S ]u

]yD 2

1S ]u

]zD 2G , (2)

where u and T are the non-dimensional streamwise velocity
component and the temperature distribution in the cross-section,
respectively. These variables have been non-dimensionalized as
u5u* /uw and T5(T* 2Tw)/Tw , where u* and T* are corre-
sponding dimensional quantities. Independent variables are non-
dimensionalized usingH as a length scale. The dimensionless
Laplacian operator¹2 has the form]2/]y21]2/]z2, wherey and
z represent the directions normal and tangential to the moving
surface, respectively. Boundary conditions governing the flow
profile are

u50 at z50, z5f, y51 and u51 at y50.
(3)

Boundary conditions for temperature are

T50 at z50, z5f, y50, and y51, (4)

that is, all surfaces of the instrument remain at the reference tem-
peratureTw . Equation~4! represents the standard case in which
no external heat fluxes are applied@7–10#.

The exact solution for Eqs.~1! and ~3! can be written for the
present coordinate system as@15#

u~y,z!5
4

p (
m51

`
sin~2m21!pz/f sinh~2m21!p~12y!/f

~2m21!sinh~2m21!p/f
.

(5)

Using Eq.~5!, ]u/]y and]u/]z are determined and their squares
are used to obtain the viscous dissipation source term in Eq.~2!.
This procedure yields

¹2T52
16 Br

f2 (
m51

`

(
n51

`
1

sinh gm sinh an

3@sin gzmsin azn coshgm~12y!coshan~12y!

1cosgzm cosaznsinh gm~12y!sinh an~12y!#, (6)

where gm5(2m21)p/f and an5(2n21)p/f. Equations~4!
and~6! govern the viscous dissipation problem we desire to solve.

3 Solution Procedure
Equation~6! is not readily separable. We therefore employ the

integral transform@17,18#

T̄~y,b j !5E
0

f

Z~b j ,z8!T~y,z8!dz8 (7a)

and

T~y,z!5(
j 51

`
Z~b j ,z!T̄~y,b j !

*0
fZ2~b j ,z8!dz8

, (7b)

where the overbar notation represents a transform inz, eigenval-
ues are given byb j , andZ(b j ,z) are corresponding eigenfunc-
tions. As boundary conditions are of the Dirichlet type, eigen-
related quantities can be obtained explicitly@19# and are specified
by the expressionsb j5 j p/f andZ(b j ,z)5sin b j z.

Equation~6! is transformed using Eq.~7a!. Regarding the La-
placian operator,]2T/]y2 and]2T/]z2 transform, respectively, as
d2T̄/dy2 and 2b j

2T̄. It is necessary to transform the right hand
side of the equation on a term-by-term basis. Constants and terms
that depend only ony can be moved outside the transformation
integral and the equation can be written

d2T̄

dy2
2b j

2T̄52
16 Br

f2 (
m51

`

(
n51

`
1

sinh gmsinh an

3Fcoshgm~12y!coshan~12y!

3E
0

f

Zj8sin gmz8sin anz8dz8

1sinh gm~12y!sinh an~12y!

3E
0

f

Zj8cosgmz8cosanz8dz8G , (8)

whereZj8 represents a shorthand notation forZ(b j ,z8). Evaluat-
ing the integrals, we find

d2T̄

dy2
2b j

2T̄52
16 Br @12~21! j # j

fp

3 (
m51

`

(
n51

`
1

coshbmnp/f2coshamnp/f

3Fcoshbmnp~12y!/f

j 22amn
2

2
coshamnp~12y!/f

j 22bmn
2 G ,

(9)

where amn52(m2n) and bmn52(m1n21). Boundary condi-
tions transform asT̄50 at y50 andy51.

The problem is now posed in terms of non-homogeneous ordi-
nary differential equations forT̄. Since coefficients are constant,
the method of partial fractions may be used to solve forT̄ as the
sum of a homogeneous solutionT̄H and a particular solutionT̄P

@20#. The homogeneous component is of the formT̄H
5c1 coshb j y1c2sinh b j y. If f (y) andD are taken to represent
the right hand side of Eq.~9! andd/dy, respectively, the equation
for the particular solution may be written symbolically as (D2

2b j
2)T̄P5 f (y). Applying the method of partial fractions results

in T̄P5@(D2b j )
212(D1b j )

21# f (y)/(2b j ). Integrating this
expression and handling evaluation once again on a term-by-term
basis for the double series embedded inf (y), we obtain after
considerable derivation the particular solution
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T̄p5
16 Br @12~21! j # j f

p3 (
m51

`

(
n51

`
coshbmnp~12y!/f2coshamnp~12y!/f

~coshbmnp/f2coshamnp/f!~ j 22bmn
2 !~ j 22amn

2 !
. (10)

Reconstructing the general solution asT̄5T̄H1T̄P , the integra-
tion constantsc1 and c2 can be evaluated using the transformed
boundary conditions. The result can be written as

T̄~y,b j !5
16 Br @12~21! j # j f

p3 (
m51

`

(
n51

`
1

~ j 22bmn
2 !~ j 22amn

2 !

3Fcoshbmnp~12y!/f2coshamnp~12y!/f

coshbmnp/f2coshamnp/f

2
sinh j p~12y!/f

sinh j p/f
G . (11)

To obtain the physical solutionT(y,z), the inverse transform in
Eq. ~7b! is applied to Eq.~11!, yielding

T~y,z!5
64 Br

p3 (
j 51,3,5, . . .

`

j sin j pz/f

3 (
m51

`

(
n51

`
1

~ j 22bmn
2 !~ j 22amn

2 !

3Fcoshbmnp~12y!/f2coshamnp~12y!/f

coshbmnp/f2coshamnp/f

2
sinh j p~12y!/f

sinh j p/f
G . (12)

Trivial modes represented byj 52,4,6, . . . ,have been removed.

4 Results
The Brinkman number appears simply as a scaling factor for

the magnitude ofT in Eq. ~12!, while the aspect ratio is embedded
within the series. The ratioT/Br therefore describes the topology
of all possible temperature profiles associated with stable flow.
Figure 1 shows several examples. Small values off yield asym-
metries where maxima are shifted toward the moving surface.
This behavior arises in response to the fact that velocity gradients,
especially]u/]y, increase neary50 and decrease neary51 asf
is reduced. These gradient shifts have a commensurate effect upon
the dissipation source term in Eq.~6!. The degree of asymmetry
lessens as the aspect ratio is increased. In the limitf→`, a para-
bolic profile is obtained abouty51/2 as predicted by standard
one-dimensional theory@11#.

While Fig. 1 suggests rapid convergence to idealized behavior,
it does not quantify error for finite values off when the span is
approximated as being infinite. Here, we define an error measure«
in terms of r.m.s. differences between the idealized profiles@11#,
u512y andT5Br•y(12y)/2, and their two-dimensional coun-
terparts in Eqs.~5! and ~12!. Figure 2 shows that bothu and T
converge logarithmically as functions off to their one-
dimensional forms. Notice that contours foru and T coincide at
Br55.5. The hydrodynamic component governs error for
0<Br<5.5 because it represents the lower bound for error. Ther-
mal curves for Br,5.5 therefore have no physical significance.
Conversely, increased dissipation governs the error for Br.5.5.
To a good approximation (L`'3.5%), results in Fig. 2 are de-
scribed by

«50.16 Bre21.568f, (13)

where f>1/2 ande is the Euler number. That is, Eq.~13! de-
scribes the r.m.s. error when using the idealized thermal profile to
approximate Eq.~12! and further describes the error when apply-
ing the corresponding hydrodynamic idealization to approximate
Eq. ~5! if Br is set to 5.5.

Because of its logarithmic nature, the actual error will never
identically vanish. However, one can choose an appropriate error
tolerance below which application of idealized theory is reason-
ably justified. Strictly speaking, the selected tolerance applies to
stable flow only. Any case involving additional higher-order flow
modes would likely add a numerical approach and formalized
benchmarking would then be required@21#. One can err conser-
vatively by choosing a sufficiently low tolerance, for example,«
51025. A neutral curve can then be found which separates the
one and two-dimensional models by plotting the locus of points in
~Br,f! space for this value. This procedure results in the map
shown in Fig. 3. The vertical line represents the lower error
bound, which is valid for Brinkman numbers up to 5.5. Here,
one-dimensional modeling is justified for approximatelyf>7.3.
For Br.5.5, thermal effects govern the problem and the one-
dimensional simplification may only be applied at progressively
larger aspect ratios. The thermal curve has a steeply increasing
slope implying that the required value off is only a weak func-
tion of the Brinkman number. This can also be inferred from the
close spacing of thermal contours in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Thermal shape profiles „TÕBr… at the device centerline
„zÄfÕ2… for aspect ratios 1 Õ2, 1, 2, and `

Fig. 2 Convergence rate of velocity and temperature profiles
at the device centerline „zÄfÕ2… to their one-dimensional
forms. Dashed line represents coincident contours for tem-
perature at Br Ä5.5 and velocity
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Equations~5! and~12! are predicated upon constant fluid prop-
erties. Since the maximum dimensionless temperature rise shown
in Fig. 1 is identical for both finite and infinite configurations, the
range of applicability of the current model is essentially the same
as that for one-dimensional theory@11#. Properly extending the
map in Fig. 3 to significantly higher values of Br would require
one to consider variable properties, especially viscosity. This
would introduce additional material parameters to the problem.
Work based upon idealized theory has focused on this issue
@7–10#, however, we are not aware of any corresponding studies
relating to finite devices.

5 Conclusion
We have derived the dissipation-dependent temperature distri-

bution for thin-gap Couette flow and used it to analyze finite in-
struments. This solution can be applied in ways beyond what is
discussed here, for example as a numerical test case and/or initial
condition for codes designed to simulate heat generating flows.

Br 5 Brinkman number@(rnuw
2 )/(kTw)#

H 5 gap size@m#
L 5 cylinder span@m#
T 5 dimensionless temperature

Tw 5 reference temperature@K#
Z 5 eigenfunction

j ,m,n 5 eigenmodes
k 5 thermal conductivity@W/mK#
u 5 dimensionless velocity component

uw 5 translation speed of rotor surface@m/s#
y,z 5 dimensionless Cartesian coordinates
b j 5 eigenvalues
« 5 r.m.s. error
f 5 aspect ratio@L/H#
n 5 fluid kinematic viscosity@m2/s#
r 5 fluid density@kg/m3#
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A numerical study has been made to analyze the effects of aniso-
tropic permeability and thermal diffusivity on natural convection
in a heat generating porous medium contained in a vertical cylin-
drical enclosure with isothermal wall and the top and bottom
perfectly insulated surfaces. The results show that the anisotropies
influence the flow field and heat transfer rate significantly. The
non-dimensional maximum cavity temperature increases with in-
crease in permeability ratio. For aspect ratio greater than or
equal to two, the nondimensional maximum cavity temperature
increases with an increase in the thermal diffusivity ratio. For
aspect ratio equal to unity, there exists a critical value of thermal
diffusivity ratio at which the maximum cavity temperature is a
minimum. This critical value increases with an increase in the
value of anisotropic permeability ratio. Based on a parametric
study correlations for maximum cavity temperature and average
Nusselt number are presented.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1418700#
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Fig. 3 Map of parameter space denoting shaded region where
idealized theory is permitted within bounds of a 10 À5 r.m.s. er-
ror tolerance
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Introduction
Convective heat transfer in volumetrically heated porous enclo-

sures is of fundamental importance in a number of technological
applications such as storage of agricultural products, fermentation
process in food industries, packed-bed chemical reactors, nuclear
reactor assembly and is also of interest in environmental sciences
and geophysics. Much of the work on this topic has been con-
cerned with an isotropic porous medium. Notable among them are
the works of Haajizadeh et al.@1# and Prasad@2#, on vertical
rectangular cavities, Stewart and Dona@3#, Prasad and Chui@4#
and Rao and Wang@5# on vertical cylinders.

However, in many applications, porous materials are aniso-
tropic, for example, drying of preferentially oriented food grains,
columnar dendritic structures formed during solidification of
multi-component mixtures, tubular packed bed reactors and rod
bundles in a nuclear reactor core. Due to the preferential orienta-
tion of the porous matrix in the above applications the permeabil-
ity and equivalent thermal conductivity of the porous matrix are
different in different directions. Only recently, researchers have
started investigating natural convection in heat generating aniso-
tropic porous media. Royer and Flores@6# considered natural con-
vection in an anisotropic porous layer inter-bedded horizontally
into a homogeneous impermeable medium enclosed in a rectan-
gular enclosure. Parthiban and Patil@7# studied onset of convec-
tion in a horizontal layer of heat generating anisotropic porous
medium.

The objective of the present work is to study natural convection
in a vertical cylindrical enclosure filled with a heat generating
porous medium, which is both hydrodynamically and thermally
anisotropic. A porous medium is said to be hydro-dynamically
anisotropic when it has different permeabilities in different direc-
tions whereas it is said to be thermally anisotropic when it has
different thermal diffusivities in different directions.

Mathematical Formulation
The physical system under consideration is a vertical cylinder

filled with a porous medium. The wall of the cylinder is consid-
ered to be isothermally cooled atTc while the horizontal surfaces
are adiabatic. The porous matrix is both hydrodynamically and
thermally anisotropic, and is saturated with an incompressible
fluid. The principal directions of the permeabilities~K! and effec-
tive thermal conductivities~k! coincide with the horizontal~r! and
vertical ~z! coordinate axes and hence the flow is assumed to be
two-dimensional. The thermophysical properties of the fluid and
solid matrix are constant except for the fluid density variation in
the body force term, i.e., the Boussinesq approximation is em-
ployed. The convecting fluid and the porous matrix are in local
thermodynamic equilibrium. Darcy’s law is assumed to be valid.
The heat is generated by a uniformly distributed energy source.

The governing equations for axisymmetric, steady-flow through
the porous medium then are

]
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whereKr andKz are the permeability of the porous medium re-
spectively along ther and z directions; a r5kr /rc and az

5kz /rc are the thermal diffusivity of the porous medium respec-
tively along ther andz directions. Asr andc are assumed to be
constant,a r andaz are essentially the ratios of thermal conduc-
tivities in the r and z directions. In the aboveu8521/r]c8/]z
and v851/r]c8/]r . By eliminating the pressure term from the
momentum equations by cross-differentiation, the governing Eqs.
~1!–~4! may be rewritten in the non-dimensional stream-function-
temperature form as
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The dimensionless variables used in writing the above equations
are: R5r /r 0 , Z5z/H, A5H/r 0 and c5c8/a r r o . Since there
is no obvious reference temperature difference available, the
temperature is non-dimensionalized using the volumetric heat
generation rate asu5(T2Tc)/(q-r 0

2/2kr). As a result of sym-
metry about the axis of the cylinder,r 50, Eqs.~5! and ~6! are
solved with the following hydrodynamic and thermal boundary
conditions:

R50, c50,
]u

]R
50; R51, c50, u50;

Z50, c50,
]u

]Z
50; Z51, c50,

]u

]Z
50.

Equations~5! and~6! are solved by the finite volume method as
outlined by Gosman et al.@8#. The discretization in this scheme is
equivalent to central differences for all terms except the convec-
tive term in the energy equation, for which second upwind differ-
encing has been employed. To solve the system of algebraic equa-
tions thus obtained, SOR point iterative solver is used that makes
use of the new values as soon as they are available. A non-uniform
grid field, varying in the form of geometric progression, with very
fine grids near the central line and the wall is employed. The
adequacy of the grid is verified by comparing the results com-
puted with a 1013101 grid with those obtained using a 1513151
grid. The difference in maximum non-dimensional temperature
and in maximum stream function value for the two grid sizes is
within 1 percent. Hence grid size of 1013101 has been used for
the parametric study. The energy equation is under relaxed at high
Rayleigh numbers. A convergence criterion of 1023 percent
change in bothc and u at all nodes in the domain has been
selected to terminate the iterative scheme.

Results and Discussion
Numerical results for the streamlines, isotherms and Nusselt

numbers are obtained for 0.1<K* <10.0, 0.1<l<10.0, 1<A
<5 and 102<Ra* <104. The range of permeability and thermal
diffusivity ratios are chosen based on the work of Neale@9#.

Validation. The results obtained by the present computational
scheme are compared with the results of Rao and Wang@5# and
Prasad and Chui@4# in Tables 1 and 2 respectively, which are for
an isotropic porous medium. The present results are found to be in
good agreement with them.

Streamlines and Isotherms. For the case of anisotropic heat
generating porous medium representative streamlines and iso-
therms are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 forA52 and Ra*5500. The
flow consists of an asymmetric single cell rotating slowly in the
clockwise direction. Figure 1 brings out the effect of permeability
ratio on the flow pattern. Figure 1~b! illustrates the streamlines
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and isotherms for the isotropic case~i.e., K* 5l51.0!. Sharp
gradients in velocity and temperature are observed near the iso-
thermally cooled side wall. Temperature stratification is observed
in the upper portion of the cylinder. Figure 1~a! shows the stream-
lines and isotherms forK* 50.1 andl51.0 ~i.e., the permeability
in the vertical direction is greater than that in the horizontal direc-
tion!. The buoyancy induced flow along the isothermal cold wall
is much stronger for this case than forK* 51.0. The flow chan-
nels along the side wall. When compared to isotropic case the
extent of thermally stratified zone increases.

The opposite extreme is shown in Figure 1~c!. For K* 510.0
and l51.0, no sharp gradients in velocity and temperature are
observed near the side wall, while the horizontally flowing fluid
channels along the top and bottom adiabatic walls. This practi-
cally induces the so called ‘‘plug flow’’ in the fluid. Due to the
relatively low permeability in the vertical direction, the intensity
of natural convection flow is very weak as compared to isotropic
permeability case. Also the flow outside the ‘‘horizontal channels’’
is very nearly parallel to the vertical wall. Once the fluid reaches
the top or bottom adiabatic wall, it bends sharply and merges into

Table 1 Comparison of results with those of Rao and Wang †9‡

Table 2 Comparison of results with those of Prasad and Chui
†8‡

Fig. 1 Streamline and isotherm plots for different permeability
ratios keeping the thermal diffusivity ratio constant at lÄ1

Fig. 2 Streamlines and isotherms for different thermal diffu-
sivity ratios keeping the permeability ratio constant at K *Ä1
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the fast flowing fluid in the horizontal channels. Consequently, the
isotherms are almost vertical, indicating that heat transfer across
the enclosure is mostly by conduction.

Figure 2 shows the effect of thermal diffusivity ratio via stream-
line and isotherm plots forK* 51.0. Forl50.1 ~Fig. 2~a!!, the
thermal diffusivity is much higher in the vertical direction than in
the horizontal direction. Hence the temperature gradient in the
vertical direction is observed to be smaller than that forl51.0
case. However, the flow intensity is slightly higher than that for
l51.0. As shown in Fig. 2~b! and 2~c!, increase in thermal diffu-
sivity ratio has virtually no effect on the flow pattern. Due to the
relatively low thermal diffusivity in the vertical direction, the tem-
perature stratification in the vertical direction is stronger for
l510.0 than that forl51.0.

Centerline Temperature Distribution. Figure 3 presents the
temperature distribution on the centerline of the cylinder for three
different permeability ratios while keeping the diffusivity ratio
constant atl51 and also for three different thermal diffusivity
ratios while keeping the permeability ratio constant atK* 51.0.
As the permeability ratio decreases~i.e., the permeability in the
vertical direction is larger than that in the horizontal direction!, the
dimensionless temperatureuo is observed to be less than that in
the isotropic case due to stronger buoyancy. As the permeability
ratio increases~i.e., the permeability in the horizontal direction is
larger than that in the vertical direction!, the dimensionless tem-
peratureuo is found to be higher than the isotropic case. Also, the
larger the permeability ratio, the larger is the temperature gradient
]uo /]Z at any heightZ.

When the thermal diffusivity ratio is above unity, the dimen-
sionless temperatureuo is observed to be less than the isotropic
case everywhere except in a small region near the top adiabatic
wall. Due to the relatively smaller thermal diffusivity in the ver-
tical direction, there exists a very large temperature gradient,
which results in the temperature exceeding that of the isotropic
case, near the top adiabatic wall. As the thermal diffusivity ratio is
reduced below unity, the centerline temperature is observed to be
higher than the isotropic case everywhere except in a small region
close to the top adiabatic wall. Due to the relatively larger thermal

diffusivity in the vertical direction, a smaller temperature gradient
exists in the vertical direction such that the temperature falls be-
low the isotropic value near the top adiabatic wall.

Maximum Temperature. Figure 4 shows the effect of per-
meability ratio and thermal diffusivity ratio on non-dimensional
maximum temperatureumax. For the entire range of aspect ratios,
umax increases with an increase in permeability ratio because of
fluid flow channeling along the horizontal walls and also because
of reduced flow velocity everywhere in the cavity.~Refer to Fig. 1
also!.umax varies linearly with the permeability ratio for the range
of permeability ratio considered in the present work. WhenK*
→10,umax is observed to approach the pure conduction value. For
A>2, umax is observed to increase linearly with thermal diffusiv-
ity ratio. However, it is evident that the effect of thermal diffusiv-
ity ratio on umax is not as severe as that of permeability ratio.
Effect of permeability ratio and thermal diffusivity ratio onumax
presented in Fig. 5 forA51 shows an interesting feature. Though
umax increases with an increase in permeability ratio, the variation
is non-linear. However, the variation is linear for higher aspect
ratios (A>2) as shown in Fig. 4. For a given permeability ratio,
there exists a critical value ofl at which umax becomes a mini-
mum. However the difference between the maximum and mini-
mum is within610.0 percent of the mean value for the range ofl
considered in the present study. This critical value ofl increases
with an increase inK* . Existence of a critical value ofl with
respect to the variation of Nusselt number has been reported ear-
lier by Chang and Lin@10# for anisotropic porous medium without
heat generation.

The maximum temperature can be correlated in terms of aspect
ratio, Rayleigh number and for the first time, permeability ratio
and thermal diffusivity ratio as

umax51.778Ra* 20.325A0.259K* 0.271l0.028 (7)

for the range 13103<Ra* <13104, 2<A<5, 0.1<K* <10.0,
and 0.1<l<10.0. The correlation coefficient and the average er-
ror for the correlation are 0.998 and63.23 percent respectively,
which show the goodness of the fit.

Fig. 3 Effect of permeability ratio and thermal diffusivity ratio
on centerline temperature distribution

Fig. 4 Effect of permeability ratio and thermal diffusivity ratio
on the maximum temperature for AÐ2
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Overall Heat Transfer. For the problem considered here,
there is no well-defined characteristic temperature difference to
express the heat transfer coefficient. However, one can define an
overall Nusselt number based on the mean temperature on the
centerline. When the heat transfer coefficient is defined in terms of
(Tm2Tc), the overall Nusselt number is obtained as Nuav
5havr o /kr51/um . The overall Nusselt number can thus be cor-
related as

Nuav50.556Ra* 0.396A20.233K* 20.338l0.032, (8)

for the range 13103<Ra* <13104, 2<A<5, 0.1<K* <10.0,
and 0.1<l<10.0. The correlation coefficient and the average er-
ror for the correlation are 0.998 and63.34 percent respectively,
which show the goodness of the fit.

Conclusions
A numerical study has been performed of natural convection in

a cylindrical cavity filled with a heat generating anisotropic po-
rous medium. A low permeability ratio (K* ,1) causes channel-
ing of the flow along the isothermal vertical wall and a higher
flow intensity in the enclosure. A large permeability ratio (K*
.1) causes channeling of the flow along the horizontal adiabatic
walls and a lower flow intensity in the enclosure. A low thermal
diffusivity ratio ~l,1! causes a slightly higher flow intensity in
the enclosure. A large thermal diffusivity ratio~l.1! has little
effect on the flow pattern or flow intensity in the enclosure. As
permeability ratio increases maximum cavity temperature in-
creases, for the entire range of aspect ratio studied. ForA>2,
larger the thermal diffusivity ratio, larger is the maximum cavity
temperature. ForA51, there exists a critical value of thermal
diffusivity ratio at which the maximum cavity temperature is
minimum. This critical value increases with an increase in perme-
ability ratio. General correlations for maximum cavity tempera-
ture and average Nusselt number are presented in terms of Ray-
leigh number, aspect ratio, permeability ratio and thermal
diffusivity ratio.

Nomenclature

A 5 aspect ratio,H/r o
g 5 acceleration due to gravity, m/s2

H 5 cylinder height, m

h 5 heat transfer coefficient, W/m2K
K 5 porous medium permeability, m2

K* 5 anisotropic permeability ratio,Kr /Kz

k 5 porous medium effective thermal conductivity, W/mK
Nu 5 Nusselt number based on cylinder radius,hro /kr

p 5 pressure, Pa
q- 5 volumetric heat generation rate, W/m3

r 5 radial co-ordinate, m
R 5 dimensionless distance in radial direction,r /r o

r o 5 cylinder radius, m
Ra* 5 Darcy modified Rayleigh number,

gbKrr o(q-r 0
2/2kr)/na r

T 5 temperature, K
u8, v8 5 fluid velocity in ther andz directions, m/s

z 5 axial co-ordinate, m
Z 5 dimensionless distance in the axial direction,z/H

Greek Symbols

a 5 thermal diffusivity, m2/s
b 5 isobaric coefficient of volumetric thermal expansion,

1/K
l 5 anisotropic thermal diffusivity ratio,a r /az

u 5 dimensionless temperature, (T2Tc)/(q-r o
2/2kr)

m 5 dynamic viscosity, Ns/m2

n 5 kinematic viscosity, m2/s
r 5 fluid density, kg/m3

c8 5 stream function, m3/s
c 5 dimensionless stream function,c8/a r r o

Subscripts

av 5 average
c 5 cold vertical wall

m 5 averaged along the line of symmetry
max 5 maximum

o 5 line of symmetry (r 50)
r , z 5 radial and axial directions

z 5 axial direction
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This paper analyzes steady-state heat conduction in a triangular-
profile fin using a relatively new, exact series method of solution
known as the differential transform method. This method con-
verges with only six terms or less for the cases considered. Its
advantage is that, unlike many popular methods, it is an exact
method and yet it does not require the use of Bessel or other
special functions.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1423316#
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Introduction
Zhou @1# introduced a method, based on Taylor series expan-

sion, for solving initial-value problems of electrical circuits. He
named the methoddifferential transformation. Later, Chen and Ho
@2# applied the differential transformation~DT! method to solution
of second-order eigenvalue problems. Recently Malik and Dang
@3# first applied the DT method to vibration analysis, specifically
the fourth-order system for vibration of prismatic beams.

After completing the present work, the author learned, from one
of the reviewers, of previous work by Yu and Chen@4#. They dealt
with determination of the optimal length for circular fins of rect-
angular profile. They considered thermal conductivity varying
with temperature, heat transfer coefficient varying with radial po-
sition and nonlinear conducting-convecting-radiating heat transfer.
Solution was by a domain version of the differential transforma-
tion method, although few details were given regarding accuracy.

The present paper considers steady-state heat transfer in a
triangular-profile fin with constant properties and gives details of
application of the method as well as a convergence study.

The Boundary-Value Problem
Let x be the position coordinate along the axis of the fin~nor-

malized by the lengthL! andu dimensionless temperature above
ambient. The cross-sectional area of the fin varies linearly withx,
measured from the apex. Then the governing differential equation
is the following second-order equation with varying coefficients
~Arpaci, @5#!

x
d2u

dx2 1
du

dx
2m2u50, (1)

whereu is the temperature measured above ambient and normal-
ized by the base temperature, and m2 is a fin parameter given by

m25~h11h2!AR/k.

HereAR is the plate aspect ratio~length /depth!,h1 andh2 are the
convective heat transfer coefficients of the top and bottom sur-
faces, andk is the thermal conductivity.

The boundary conditions are no heat flux at the tip

lim
x→0

S x
du

dxD50, (2)

and a dimensionless temperature of unity at the base (x51), i.e.,

u~1!51. (3)

Differential Transformation Method
An arbitrary functionf (x) can be expanded in a Taylor series

about a pointx50 as

f ~x!5(
k50

`
xk

k! Fdku

dxkG
x50

. (4)

The differential transformation off (x) is defined as

F~k!5
1

k! Fdku

dxkG
x50

. (5)

Then the inverse differential transformation is

f ~x!5(
k50

`

xkF~k!. (6)

Before taking the differential transformation of each term in Eq.
~1!, we note that

x→d~k21!5$1 if k51 otherwise 0

dnu

dxn → ~n1k!!

k!
T~n1k!,

whereT(k) is the differential transform~DT! of u(x).

f ~x!u~x!→(
l 50

k

F~ l !T~k2 l !,

whereF(k) is theDT of f (x).
For the first term in Eq.~1!, f (x) is simply x andn52. Thus,

x
d2u

dx2 →(
l 50

k

d~ l 21!~k2 l 11!~k2 l 12!T~k2 l 12!.

For the second term in Eq.~1!,

du

dx
→~k11!T~k11!,

and for the third term,

2m2u~x!→2m2T~k!.

Thus, the transformed version of Eq.~1! is

(
l 50

k

d~ l 21!~k2 l 11!~k2 l 12!T~k2 l 12!

1~k11!T~k11!2m2T~k!50. (7)

The transformed boundary conditions are

(
l 50

k

d~ l 21!~k11!T~k11!50 (8)

(
l 50

k

T~k!51. (9)

Expanding the boundary condition Eq.~8! for variousk values,
one can obtain all theT(k) values as zero which is a trivial solu-
tion. However, the solution as given byDT method Eq.~6! auto-
matically satisfies this boundary condition asx→0. In other
words, the physical significance is that asx→0, all the coeffi-
cients ofdu/dx should be finite. As there are no negative powers
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of x in Eq. ~6! the coefficientsT(k) are indeed finite and the
boundary condition is automatically satisfied. For the case of ta-
pered fins having both ends of finite thickness, this boundary con-
dition is necessary to solve the problem completely.

Successive applications of Eq.~7! yield

k50: T~1!2m2T~0!50 or T~1!5m2T~0!

k51: 2T~2!12T~2!5m2T~1!.
Thus,

T~2!5~m2/4!T~1!5~m4/4!T~0!

k52: 6T~3!13T~3!5m2T~2!.
Thus,

T~3!5~1/9!m2T~2!5~m6/36!T~0!.

Inserting the above expressions forT(0) throughT(3) into Eq.
~9! and solving forT(0) yields

T~0!5
1

11m21~m4/4!1~m6/36!
. (10)

Numerical Results

For m251, Eq. ~10! yields T(0)50.439024, which is only
0.079 percent higher than 0.4386734, the exact Bessel function
solution.

Once the various values ofT(k) are known, the dimensionless
temperature distribution is given by Eq.~6! converted to the no-
tation of the present problem:

u~x!5(
k50

`

xkT~k!. (11)

For the present case, up to third order,

u~x!5T~0!1xT~1!1x2T~2!1x3T~3!.

For the case ofm251, the dimensionless temperature at the mid-
point (x51/2) is 0.6874993, which is 0.0717 percent higher than
the exact solution. Fin efficiencyh is defined as the ratio of the
actual heat transfer rate through the base of a fin to that of an ideal
fin having a uniform temperature equal to the base temperature of
the actual fin. Fin efficiency is probably a better measure of the
accuracy of the method than the temperature values mentioned
above. Form251, theDT method givesh569.5 percent or 0.372
percent lower than the exact value.

Table 1 summarizes the end and mid point temperatures along
with fin efficiency for various values ofm with three terms and
Table 2 gives the number of terms required to converge to an
exact solution up to five significant digit accuracy.

Conclusion
The advantage of theDT method over other methods, such as

the ordinary and variational heat balance integral method, the or-
dinary and improved Rayleigh method, and the mean-square error
method @6#, is that theDT method is exact. Nevertheless it is
rather straight forward to apply.
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Laminar Mixed Convection Adjacent
to Three-Dimensional
Backward-Facing Step

A. Li and B. F. Armaly
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
and Engineering Mechanics, University of
Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, MO 65409

Simulations of three-dimensional laminar buoyancy-assisting
mixed convection adjacent to a backward-facing step in a vertical
rectangular duct are presented to demonstrate the influence of
Grashof number on the distributions of the Nusselt number, and
the reverse flow regions that develop adjacent to the duct’s walls.
The Reynolds number, and duct’s geometry are kept constant: heat
flux at the wall downstream from the step is kept uniform but its
magnitude varied to cover a Grashof number range of 0–4000;
all the other walls in the duct are kept at adiabatic condition; and
the flow, upstream of the step, is treated as fully developed and
isothermal. Increasing the Grashof number results in increasing
the Nusselt number; the size of the secondary recirculation flow
region adjacent to the stepped wall; the size of the reverse flow
region adjacent to the sidewall and the flat wall; and the spanwise
flow from the sidewall toward the center of the duct. On the other
hand, the size of the primary recirculation flow region adjacent to
the stepped wall decreases and detaches partially from the heated
stepped wall as the Grashof number increases. Details are pre-
sented and discussed.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1423909

Keywords: Convection, Finite Volume, Mixed Convection, Sepa-
rated, Three-Dimensional
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Table 1 Root and mid-point temperatures and fin efficiency as
a function of parameter m using only three terms „% error in
parentheses …

Table 2 Exact values and the number of terms required to ob-
tain them, as a function of parameter m
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Introduction
Separated and reattached flow occurs in many heat-exchanging

devices, such as electronic and power generating equipment and
dump combustors. A great deal of mixing of high and low energy
fluid occurs in the separated and reattached flow regions, thus
impacting significantly the heat transfer performance of these de-
vices. Studies have been conducted extensively during the past
decade, and the backward facing step geometry received most of
the attention@1–3#. The majority of published work dealt with the
two-dimensional isothermal flow behavior, and comparatively
little is published about the three-dimensional non-isothermal
case. Forced convection results have been reported for a duct with
an aspect ratio of 16 by Iwai et al.@4#, with an aspect ratio of 12
by Pepper and Carrington@5#, and with an aspect ratio of 8 by
Armaly et al. @6#. The numerical study of Iwai et al.@7# estab-
lished that an aspect ratio greater than 16 is needed to maintain a
small two-dimensional region near the centerline of the duct with
expansion ratio of 2 at Reynolds number of 250, and for higher
Reynolds number the flow becomes three-dimensional throughout
the duct. To the authors’ knowledge the work of Iwai et al.@8# on
the effects of inclination angle on the heat transfer for a duct with
aspect ratio of 16, and the work of Li and Armaly@9# on mixed
convection in a duct with aspect ratio of 8 are the only published
three-dimensional results that incorporate the buoyancy force in
the analysis.

Model Description and Simulation
Three-dimensional laminar buoyancy-assisting convection flow

in a heated duct with a backward-facing step is numerically simu-
lated and the computation domain is shown in Fig. 1. The up-
stream height of the duct~h! is 0.01 m, its downstream height~H!
is 0.02 m, and its width is~W! is 0.08 m. This geometry provides
a backward facing step height ofS50.01 m, an expansion ratio of
ER5H/(H2S)52, and an aspect ratio ofAR5W/S58. By ex-
ploiting the symmetry of the flow field in the spanwise direction,
the width of the computation domain was reduced to half of the
actual width of the duct (L50.04 m). The length of the compu-
tation domain is 0.02 m and 0.5 m upstream and downstream of
the step respectively, i.e.,22<x/S<50. The origin of the coor-

dinate system is located at the bottom corner of the step as shown
in Fig. 1. The governing equations for laminar buoyancy assisting
mixed convection flow~with gravity, g, in the streamwise direc-
tion! with constant properties under steady conditions are formu-
lated for continuity, momentum and energy conservation. Thermal
buoyancy effects are modeled using the Boussinesq approxima-
tion. The full elliptic three-dimensional coupled governing equa-
tions are solved using finite volume method to simulate the ther-
mal and the flow field~whereT is temperature andu, v, w are
velocity components in coordinate directionx, y, andz as shown
in Fig. 1! in this geometry. Details of the formulation are given by
Li and Armaly@9#. The physical properties are treated as constants
in the simulations and evaluated for air at the inlet temperature of
T0520°C ~i.e., density~r! equals to 1.205 kg/m3, dynamic vis-
cosity ~m! is 1.8131025 kg/m•s, thermal conductivity~k! is
0.0259 W/m•°C, specific heat (Cp) is 1005 J/kg°C, and volumet-
ric coefficient of thermal expansion~b! is 0.00341 1/K!. The
boundary conditions are treated as no slip conditions at the solid
walls, and adiabatic at all the walls with the exception of the
downstream stepped wall~y/S50.0 m, for 0.0<x/S<50, and all
z! that was treated as having a uniform heat flux (qw
52k]T/]yuy50). The uniform heat flux at the downstream
stepped wall is varied while keeping the flow rate constant~Rey-
nolds number, Re52ru0h/m5200, whereu0 is the average inlet
velocity in the upstream section of the duct! in order to investigate
the effects of the buoyancy force~the Grashof number, Gr
5r2gbqwS4/m2k, and 0.0<Gr/Re2<0.1! on the flow and heat
transfer behavior. Symmetry conditions were imposed at the cen-
ter width of the duct~z/L51, for all x andy!, and fully developed
conditions were imposed at the outlet~x/S550, for all y and z!
and inlet planes~x/S522, 1<y/S<2, for all z! of the computa-
tion domain.

Hexahedron volume elements are used in the simulations. The
convergence criterion required that the scaled residuals be smaller
than 1024 for the continuity and the momentum equations and
smaller than 1026 for the energy equation. All of the calculations
were performed on HP Visualine C200 workstations, and the CPU
time for converged solution is approximately five hours. Detailed
descriptions of the CFD code and the solution procedure can be
found in the FLUENT manual. The grid was generated to insure
high density close to the walls and the step, where high gradients
are expected, in order to insure the accuracy of the simulation.
Grid independence tests were performed for the case with Rey-
nolds number of Re5400, and wall heat flux of qw

521.19 W/m2. Comparisons of the results for the minimum and
maximum temperature on the downstream stepped wall, reattach-
ment length at the center of the duct and the minimum reattach-
ment length are conducted for different grid densities downstream
of the step, 100(x)320(y)320(z), 125325325, 150330330,
and 180335335, respectively. The results show that for the larger
grid ~180335335!, the differences are less than 1 percent for the
temperature and reattachment length. A grid of 150330330
downstream of the step and a grid of 20315330 upstream of the
step are selected for this simulation.

Results and Discussion
The present study is an extension to the one reported by Armaly

et al. @6#, dealing with the forced convection in the same duct
geometry. The ‘‘jet like’’ flow that develops near the sidewall
within the separating shear layer, and the reverse flow that devel-
ops adjacent to the sidewall are the major three-dimensional flow
features in this geometry. These features also dominate the flow
and heat transfer behavior in mixed convection. The focus of this
study is on examining and quantifying the effects of the buoyancy
force ~Gr! on the flow and heat transfer characteristics.

Impingement of the ‘‘jet like’’ flow on the stepped wall is re-
sponsible for creating a minimum in the spanwise distribution of
the reattachment line, along with a maximum in the Nusselt num-Fig. 1 Schematic of the computation domain
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ber distribution near the sidewall. Spanwise distributions of reat-
tachment line~as defined by the locations where]u/]yuy50! for
the primary and secondary recirculation flow regions are pre-
sented in Fig. 2 for different Grashof numbers. The minimum that
occurs in that distribution near the sidewall can be seen clearly for
Gr50 and 500. The maximum length of the primary recirculation
flow region occurs at the sidewall and not, as expected, at the
center of the duct. As the Grashof number increases, i.e., Gr5500,
the primary reattachment line moves closer to the step, and the
secondary reattachment line moves away from the step. This
means that the size of the secondary and the primary recirculation
flow regions increase and decrease, respectively, as the Grashof
number increases. The figure shows that the primary recirculation
flow region is partially lifted away from the heated stepped wall
and the secondary recirculation flow region is vented to the main
flow at the center of the duct for Gr51000. The size of that lifted
region increases with increasing Grashof number. The figure
shows that only a small portion of the separating shear-layer is
reattached to the stepped wall for the case where the Grashof
number is 4000, while the rest of the region that is close to the
step is vented directly to the main flow.

The effect of the Grashof number on the size of the reverse flow
region that develops adjacent to the sidewall is shown Figs. 3 and
4. Results in Fig. 3 represent the linked points~a line! that identify
the locations where the streamwise velocity component~u! is zero
on a plane that is near the sidewall (z/L50.01). Each one of the

lines represents the downstream and the upstream boundaries of
the reverse flow region that develops adjacent to the sidewall. At
the downstream boundary the flow reverses its direction and starts
flowing upstream toward the step, and at the upstream boundary
that flow reverses its direction again to move in the downstream
direction with the main flow. For low Grashof number, Gr,700,
the reverse flow region adjacent to the sidewall develops at the
upper corner of the sidewall and that region is separated from the
primary recirculation flow region. As the Grashof number in-
creases, Gr.700, the reverse flow region that develops adjacent to
the sidewall merges with the primary recirculation flow region as
shown in Fig. 3. These results also demonstrate that the primary
recirculation flow region is vented to the main flow at the plane of
z/L50.01 for Grashof number equals to 4000, but the reverse
flow region adjacent to the sidewall remains connected with the
primary recirculation flow region at that plane. Results in Fig. 4
represent the linked points~a line! that identify the locations
where the streamwiseu-velocity component is zero on a plane
near the flat wall of the duct aty/S51.99. Each one of these lines
represents the downstream and the upstream boundaries of the
reverse flow region that develops adjacent to that wall, similar to
what was described in Fig. 3. The depth of that region in the
spanwise direction extends to approximately 15 percent of the
duct’s half width at Gr50, but extends to approximately 40 per-
cent of the duct’s half width at Gr54000.

Due to space limitations, graphical results for the effects of the
Grashof number on velocity distributions are not presented in this
Note. Results for the streamwiseu-velocity component indicate
that a ‘‘jet like’’ flow develops in the separating shear layer near
the sidewall and the magnitude of the peak velocity decreases and
moves closer to the sidewall with increasing Grashof number.
Results for the transversev-velocity component indicate that its
magnitude is mostly negative due to sudden expansion in geom-
etry with its peak increasing in absolute value as the Grashof
number increases, and that peak develops at approximately the
same height as the step. In the neighborhood of the sidewall,
however, that trend is reversed and the magnitude of that velocity
component decreases in absolute value and becomes positive as
the Grashof number increases due to the reverse flow that devel-
ops in that region. A ‘‘jet like’’ flow develops in the spanwise
distribution of that velocity component near the sidewall, and the
magnitude of the peak in these distributions increases with in-
creasing Grashof numbers. Results for the spanwisew-velocity
component indicate that the flow is moving mostly from the wall
toward the center of the duct, but in the corner near the sidewall
and the stepped wall, the flow moves toward the sidewall to sup-
port the reverse flow that develops in that region. That reverse
flow region increases in size as the Grashof number increases.

Distributions of Nusselt number (Nu5qwS/k(Tw2T0), where
Tw is the wall temperature andT0 is the inlet fluid temperature! on
the heated stepped wall are presented in Fig. 5 for different
Grashof numbers. The maximum that occurs near the sidewall can
be clearly seen in that figure. The development of this peak in the
Nusselt number distribution near the sidewall is due to the ‘‘jet
like’’ flow that develops in that region. The peak Nusselt number

Fig. 4 Effects of Grashof number on size of reverse flow re-
gion at a plane y ÕSÄ1.99

Fig. 2 Effects of Grashof number on the distribution of the
reattachment line

Fig. 3 Effects of Grashof number on size of reverse flow re-
gion at a plane zÕLÄ0.01
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occurs in the same general region where the reattachment length is
minimum, and it is downstream from the reattachment line. Reat-
tachment lines are included in this figure for comparisons of rela-
tive positions. The maximum in that distribution moves upstream
toward the step and closer to the sidewall as the Grashof number
increases. The maximum Nusselt number increases from 1.85 at
Gr50, to 2.8 at Gr54000.

Conclusions
Numerical simulations of three-dimensional laminar buoyancy-

assisting mixed convection flow adjacent to a backward-facing
step in a duct are presented to demonstrate the influence of the
Grashof number on the distributions of the Nusselt number, and
the reverse flow regions that develop adjacent to the duct’s walls
in this geometry. Increasing the Grashof number results in increas-
ing the Nusselt number; the size of the secondary recirculation
flow region adjacent to the stepped wall; the size of the reverse
flow region adjacent to the sidewall and the flat wall; and the
spanwise flow from the sidewall toward the center of the duct. On
the other hand, the size of the primary recirculation flow region
adjacent to the stepped wall decreases and detaches partially from
the heated stepped wall as Grashof number increases. The loca-
tions of the maximum Nusselt number move upstream toward the
step and closer to the sidewall as the Grashof number increases.
The ‘‘jet like’’ flow that develops near the sidewall is responsible
for developing a minimum in the spanwise distributions of the

reattachment length and a maximum in the spanwise distributions
of Nusselt number near the sidewall. The reverse flow region that
develops adjacent to the sidewall is not connected to the primary
recirculating flow region for the cases of low Grashof number
~Gr50.0, and 500!but becomes connected to that region at higher
Grashof numbers.
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